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Preface
Most general books on writing systems are written or edited by scholars who are specialists in a small subset of the writing systems that they cover, and who have developed their views on writing in general based on their own experience in their particular
specialized area.
This book is different: I cannot claim to be an expert on any particular writing system. My interest in writing systems stems in part from my interest in text-to-speech
synthesis systems, and in particular the problem of converting from written text into a linguistic representation that represents how that text would be read. Given that
problem, it is natural to inquire about the formal nature of the relationship between the
written form, and the linguistic representation that the written form encodes: What linguistic elements do written symbols encode? Do writing systems differ in the abstractness of the linguistic representation encoded by orthography, and if so how? What are
the formal constraints on the mapping between linguistic representation and writing?
Some of these issues have, of course, been addressed elsewhere, though usually in an
informal fashion. This book is an attempt to answer these questions in the context of a
formal, computational theory of writing systems.
One point that needs to be made at the outset is that this book is not intended
as an introduction to the topic of writing systems. There are many excellent books
that serve that purpose, including (Sampson, 1985), (Coulmas, 1989) and (DeFrancis,
1989). Special mention must be given to the superb collection in (Daniels and Bright,
1996), without which the present book would not have been possible. Thus, while I
do discuss aspects of several writing systems in some amount of detail, there are also a
number of writing systems that are discussed in less detail. The reader unfamiliar with
the general properties of the writing systems discussed here is urged to consult one of
the many general introductions to the topic, such as those cited above.
In preparing this work, I have benefited greatly from discussions with and comments from a number of colleagues, listed here in alphabetical order: Harald Baayen,
Alan Black, Wayles Browne, Roy Harris, Leonard Katz, George Kiraz, Kazuaki Maeda, Anneke Neijt, Elena Pavlova, Geoffrey Sampson, Chilin Shih, Brian Stowell,
Robert Thomson, J. Marshall Unger, and Jennifer Venditti. I would especially like
to thank Steven Bird, who read through two whole drafts of this work, and gave me
extensive comments on both. I also acknowledge an anonymous reviewer for Cambridge University Press. Portions of this work were presented at the University of
Arizona, and at Charles University in Prague, and I thank audiences there for useful
xiii

xiv
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comments and questions. I also thank Juergen Schroeter for help in using his recording
setup for the experiment reported in Section 3.3.
The technical production of this book depended heavily upon several free or public
domain resources including databases and software. I am indebted to Rick Harbaugh
(developer of www.zhongwen.com) for kindly allowing me access to his data on
Chinese character structure. Several of the more detailed analyses in this book, including the treatment of English in Section 3.2 and of Chinese in Section 2.3.4 were
implemented, and these implementations depended upon the fsm library developed by
my colleagues at AT&T Labs, Michael Riley, Fernando Pereira and Mehryar Mohri.
Chinese characters were incorporated into LATEXusing Stephen Simpson’s PMC package; for Devanagari I used Frans Velthuis’s devtex package; Visible Speech fonts are
due to Mark Shoulson. Editing of figures and graphics were done using Vectaport
Inc.’s idraw, John Bradley’s xv, and Davor Matic’s bitmap.
Finally I would like to thank my editor at Cambridge University Press, Christine
Bartels, for her support for this project.
Richard Sproat
Florham Park, New Jersey
September 1, 1999

Chapter 1

Reading Devices

Our starting point for this study of writing systems is text-to-speech synthesis — TTS,
and more specifically the computational problem of converting from written text into
a linguistic representation. While the connection between TTS systems on the one
hand, and writing systems on the other may not be immediately apparent, a moment’s
reflection will make it clear that the problem to be solved by a TTS system — namely
the conversion of written text into speech — is exactly the same problem as a human
reader must solve when presented with a text to be read aloud. And just as writing
systems, their properties, and the ways in which they encode linguistic information
are of interest to psycholinguists who study how people read, so (in principle) should
such considerations be of interest to those who develop TTS technology: at the very
least, it ought to be of as much interest as, for example, understanding the physiology
and acoustics underlying speech production, something that early speech synthesis
researchers such as Fant (Fant, 1960) were heavily involved in.1
Since my starting point is TTS, and since I assume that most readers will not be
familiar with this field, I will start this chapter with a review of some of the issues
relevant to the development of TTS systems, particularly as they relate to the problem
of analyzing input text. This will be the topic of Section 1.1. In Section 1.2 I will
informally introduce, by way of a simple example, the model that I shall be developing
throughout the rest of this book. Finally, Section 1.3 will introduce some aspects of
the formalism, and the conventions that will be used throughout this book.
1 It will perhaps come as no surprise that TTS researchers have not, in fact, generally been overly interested in writing systems. This is undoubtedly due in part to the relatively low interest in text-analysis issues
in general in the TTS literature, at least as compared to the high level of interest in such matters as prosody,
intonation, voice quality and synthesis techniques. It also is undoubtedly related to the fact that much of
the work on TTS is driven by rather practical aims (e.g. building a working system), where an overactive
interest in theories of writing systems might appear to be an unnecessary luxury.

1

2

1.1

CHAPTER 1. READING DEVICES

Text-to-Speech Conversion: a Brief Introduction

As noted above, the task of a TTS system is to convert written text into speech. Normally the written representation is in the form of an electronic text — coded in ASCII,
ISO, JIS, UNICODE or some other standard depending upon the language and system being used; this circumvents one problem that humans must solve, namely that of
visually recognizing characters printed on a page.2 Similarly the output is a digital
representation of speech. Between these two representations are numerous stages of
processing, which it is profitable to classify into two broad stages. The first stage is the
conversion of the written text into an internal linguistic representation; and the second
is the conversion from that linguistic representation into speech. The latter consists
of computing various phonetic and acoustic parameters, including segmental duration,
FK (“pitch”) trajectory, properties of the output speech such as spectral tilt or glottal
open quotient, and (in concatenative speech synthesis systems) selection of appropriate acoustic units, or (in formant-based synthesis systems) the generation of vocal-tract
transfer functions appropriate to the intended sounds. We will have nothing further to
say about these issues here; the reader is referred to (Dutoit, 1997) for a good general
introduction to these issues, and also to (Allen, Hunnicutt, and Klatt, 1987; Sproat,
1997b) for an overview of how two particular systems (the MITalk system, and the
Bell Labs TTS system) work.
In any TTS system the output speech will be generated from an annotated linguistic representation, which is in turn derived from input text via the first stage of
processing defined above. How rich a linguistic representation is presumed (and in
terms of which linguistic theories and assumptions it is couched) differs from system
to system, of course, but we may at least assume that the linguistic representation will
include information on the sequence of sounds to be enunciated (usually allophones
of phonemes, but in some systems whole syllable-sized units), lexical stress or tone
information, word and phrase-level accentuation and emphasis; and the location of
various prosodic boundaries, including syllable and prosodic phrase boundaries. Thus
for an input such as that in (1.1), we might presume as a plausible (partial) linguistic
representation, the representation in Figure 1.1.
(1.1) I need 2 oz. of Valrhona and 6 anchos for the mole.
In the particular rendition of the sentence presumed in Figure 1.1 there are two intonational phrases (denoted by L ) grouped into a single utterance (U). Lexical stress
is indicated by a metrical tree dominating individual syllables ( M ) and dominated itself by a prosodic word (N ); we assume that proclitics form a prosodic word with the
following content word. Also indicated are lexical accents for the words need, two,
ounces, Valrhona, six, anchos and mole.
In order to produce this representation, or any equally plausible representation, for
this sentence, a reader must “reconstruct” a great deal of linguistic information that is
2 Of course, it is possible to hook up a TTS system to an optical character recognition (OCR) system;
such systems have in fact been available for several years in the form of page-readers for the blind (e.g.
Kurzweil’s reader); and there has been much recent interest in conversion of FAX into speech, which adds
yet a further complication, namely messy input.
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Figure 1.1: A partial linguistic representation for the sentence in (1.1). Shown are a phonetic
transcription, a prosodic analysis into two intonational phrases (  ) and one utterance (U), accent
assignment (*), a set of part of speech tags, and a simple phrase-structure analysis. Phonetic
symbols are IPA. Note that ‘MP’ means ‘measure phrase’.
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simply not represented in the written form. Naturally all syntactic information, including both the morphosyntactic part of speech tags as well as phrase structure must be
computed. So must a great deal of the phonological information. So, the sequence of
phonetic segments are only somewhat indirectly represented in English orthography:
in some written forms such as 2, 6 and oz. they cannot be said to be represented at all.
In the latter case the linguistic form must be reconstructed entirely from the reader’s
knowledge of the language, and often depends upon information about context (does
one say ounce or ounces?). In some cases readers may need to make educated guesses
about the pronunciations of some words, though if these follow the normal pronunciation conventions of the language they will usually guess correctly: even readers who
had not previously seen the words anchos or Valrhona could nonetheless probably
have guessed the correct pronunciation. For mole — in the sense of a Mexican sauce,
and pronounced /V mole I/ — the situation is more complex since the pronunciation here
does not follow standard English conventions: in this case one would simply have to be
familiar with the word. But there is of course an additional problem here in that, as in
the case of oz., one must also disambiguate this word, so that one does not pronounce
it as the homographic /V mol/ (e.g., in the sense of a species of insectivore).
Prosodic phrasing is rarely represented; note that punctuation is only partly used in
this function (Nunberg, 1995), and in any case it is by no means consistently used in
every case where one might plausibly find a prosodic boundary. Lexical accentuation
is almost never indicated.3
Thus, if one is designing a TTS system that can handle arbitrary text in a given
language, it is generally necessary for the system to possess a large amount of linguistic knowledge, including knowledge about the lexical and phrasal phonology of
the language in question, and at the very minimum a set of heuristics for determining
plausible locations for accents and prosodic phrase boundaries (Dutoit, 1997; Sproat,
1997b).
If one, furthermore, is developing a TTS system that is intended to be adaptable
to more than one language, then there is an additional consideration: not only do the
written forms of utterances systematically fail to indicate many aspects of the spoken
forms, but different writing systems present different sets of problems. Thus, if one
designs a TTS system with European languages in mind, one might reasonably assume
(as many have done) that words in the input text are separated by whitespace. But this
assumption will fail with writing systems like those of Chinese, Japanese or Thai,
where word boundaries are never written. (See the discussion of various Asian scripts
in (Daniels and Bright, 1996), and see (Sproat et al., 1996) for a discussion of the
3 It is generally true that suprasegmental and prosodic information is systematically omitted from the
orthographies of a large variety of languages. This is particularly true for high level prosodic information
such as prosodic phrase boundary placement, and accentuation and prominence. But it extends to purely
lexically determined features such as lexical tone. Thus while some languages, such as Thai, Vietnamese or
Navajo, do indicate lexically distinctive tone in their orthographies, it seems to be far more common to omit
this feature: for example many orthographies developed for tonal languages of Africa omit marks of tone,
though it should be noted that many of these scripts were developed by European missionaries who had no
understanding of tone: see (Bird, 1999) for a discussion of more recently developed African orthographies
where tone is marked.
A related point, as Geoffrey Sampson has noted (personal communication), is that Latin did not mark
length in vowels (though gemination in consonants was marked).
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issue in a computational setting.) Similarly, for many languages one may assume that
abbreviations and numbers can be expanded in a “preprocessing” phase prior to full
linguistic analysis. For English (or Chinese) this (almost) works in that an abbreviation
such as oz. has only two plausible translations, namely ounce or ounces, and in most
cases some simple heuristics based on the context can tell you which one it should
be. But as I have discussed at length elsewhere (Sproat, 1997b; Sproat, 1997a), such a
simple approach cannot work for Russian, where in order to decide how to pronounce
a seemingly innocuous sequence such as 5%, one needs to determine such things as
whether the percentage expression is modifying a following noun (‘a 5% discount’)
or not (‘I need 5%’). In the former case the ‘5%’ phrase is an adjective agreeing in
case, number and gender with the following noun; in the latter case, it is a noun, and
its case number and gender is determined by the syntactic context in which it occurs.
Thus the expression WYX[Z(\]^\_a` 5% skidka b ‘5% discount’, is read as pjat+iprocent+n+aja skidka (five+Gen-percent+Adj+NomFem discount), with an adjectival
form procentnaja agreeing in number, gender and case with the following noun. The
simple expression ` 5% b on its own would be read as pjat’ procent+ov (five+Nom
percent+GenPl), with a nominal procentov in the genitive plural form. If the example
were ` 4% b , the word for ‘percent’ would have to be in the genitive singular form:
četyre procent+a (four+Nom percent+GenSg). If the “percent phrase” is governed by
an element, such as a preposition, requiring an oblique case, then the entire phrase,
including the number and word for ‘percent’, must appear in that oblique case: thus
ZcWYX5` s 5% b ‘with 5%’, is s pjat’ju procent+ami (with five+Instr percent+InstrPl).
Considerations such as these inevitably lead one to ask what commonalities there
are among the diverse written representations of language, and whether a single computational model can encompass all systems that one might encounter. A model of this
kind for TTS text analysis, one that has been applied to languages and writing systems as diverse as German, Spanish, Russian, Hindi, Chinese and Japanese is discussed
elsewhere (Sproat, 1997b; Sproat, 1997a). The purpose of this book is to present a
computational theory of writing systems that was motivated by the work on TTS, and
that is at least to some extent consistent with the model presented in this previous work.

1.2

The Task of Pronouncing Aloud: a Model

We turn now to sketching the model of the relation between written and linguistic form that we will develop in this book. As implied by our discussion in the last section,
we will, at least initially be concerned with specifying a computational model whose
task is to pronounce text aloud. Thus the problem we start out with is essentially what
psychologists who study reading term naming— the pronunciation aloud of a written
form. This is in principle a different task from the task of lexical access via a written
form, and from the task of deciding how to spell a given linguistic form. The computational model of writing that we will propose will nonetheless have implications for
these issues also: indeed a large portion of the discussion in Chapter 3 will focus on
a model of spelling for English. We start here with an example that will illustrate the
model to be developed.
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A simple example from Russian

Most literate people, even those who are monolingual, are broadly aware that some
orthographies are more “regular” than others; that, for example, Spanish orthography
is highly regular (“written as it sounds”), and that English orthography, on the other
hand, is highly irregular. This naive notion of regularity corresponds roughly to what
psychologists term orthographic depth. That is, psychologists often refer to an orthography as deep if it is not generally possible to reconstruct the pronunciation of a
word by simply looking at the string of symbols and applying general “letter-to-sound”
rules; see (Frost, Katz, and Bentin, 1987; Besner and Smith, 1992; Katz and Frost,
1992; Seidenberg, 1992), inter alia, as well as the discussion in Chapter 5.4 Thus,
in terms of the metaphor of depth, the orthography of Spanish, is shallower than that
of English (or Hebrew). With some legitimacy we can consider Spanish and English
as being near two ends of a spectrum of possible orthographic depths.
Russian falls somewhere in between these two extremes: it is not nearly as irregular as English, but at the same time it is not possible to do as one can in Spanish,
and predict the pronunciation of a word purely by looking at the orthographic string.
Russian orthography is often described as morphological (Cubberley, 1996, page 352),
meaning that the spelling system attempts to represent morphologically related forms
consistently, abstracting away from at least some phonological changes. As a corollary, a reader of Russian needs access to this morphological information in order to
pronounce words correctly.
To see what is meant by this, consider the problem of pronouncing a particular
letter string, say d4egfe"^_h` goroda b . As it happens, this can represent one of two
lexical forms in standard Russian: ‘of a city’ (city+gen.sg.), in which case it is pronounced with initial stress /V gor i dj /; or ‘cities’ (city+pl.nom./acc.), in which case it
is pronounced with final stress /gi rj4V da/. The fact that there are two possible pronunciations for the string d4egfe"^_k` goroda b , shows immediately that it is not possible
to pronounce this string merely by looking at the sequence of letters: one must have
access to lexical information, and in this case one presumably needs access to some
information about the context in which the word occurs, since the reader needs to determine whether the genitive singular or plural nominative/accusative is the more appropriate interpretation. 5 Not surprisingly, given the high degree of lexical competence
needed to be able to assign lexical stress in Russian words, pedagogical grammars
of Russian routinely mark stress placement. Thus the genitive singular form would be
written d eg´ fe"^_8` góroda b , whereas the genitive plural form would be written d"egfe"^ _ ´
` gorodá b . But such marks of stress are rarely used in non-pedagogical contexts. In
not marking stress, Russian orthography thus fails to mark information that is important for getting the reading correct; to use a term suggested to me by Anneke Neijt, its
coverage of the phonological information is incomplete.
But Russian orthography, in addition to its incomplete coverage, is also relatively
4 An alternative term to orthographic depth, namely orthographic transparency, is gaining some currency; Leonard Katz, personal communication.
5 Note also that this particular ambiguity between genitive singular and plural nominative/accusative —
with concomitant shift in lexical stress — is by no means general in Russian: only a subset of nouns show
this particular ambiguity, though other cases of stress-related minimal pairs are rife in the language.
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“deep” in that there are stress-related vowel reductions that are not marked in Russian
orthography: note for example, that the first /o/ in d4egfe"^_l` goroda b shows up as
/o/ when stressed, as in the genitive singular form; but as /i / when destressed (more
correctly, when in the syllable antepenultimate to the stress (Wade, 1992)), as in the
nominative/accusative plural. These alternations are quite regular and predictable, but
they are never marked in the orthography, which means that Russian orthography represents a level that is somewhat more abstract than a surface phonemic level. As we
shall see in Section 3.1, the standard orthography for Belarusian does orthographically
represent these vowel reductions, and is therefore somewhat more shallow than the
orthography of standard Russian. (Belarusian is like Russian in terms of coverage,
though, in that it too fails to mark stress in the orthography.)
Before we proceed further, we need to define a little more precisely what we mean
when we speak of an orthographic object representing a linguistic object. Let us start
with what I take to be a fairly uncontroversial (partial) representation of the genitive
singular form goroda ‘of a city’, namely the Attribute-Value Matrix (AVM) in (1.2).
(On the use of AVM’s in phonological representations see, inter alia, (Bird and Klein,
1994; Mastroianni and Carpenter, 1994; Bird, 1995).)
(1.2)
mn
n

pmn qgV r+s%r%t"uGv
n
n CAT wr+xw
n
n GEN yluGz({
SYNSEM CASE qG|(w
o NUM z6}~w*q
SEM {}

n PHON
n
n
n
n
n
o

)

) 
 
 
 
 

First of all, a few comments on (1.2). The primary stress on the first syllable is indicated here with the standard diacritic ‘V ’, rather than by an explicit hierarchical prosodic
structure within the AVM; this is purely a notational convenience. For similar reasons
of notational convenience, the phonological representation is given, in this example, as
a list of segments, with no indication of higher level prosodic structure, such as syllables or feet. (Indeed, we are taking some amount of liberty by even allowing segments
into our ontology, given the growing body of phonological work that views segments
as epiphenomena of temporally overlapping collections of features. We return to this
point later on.) Also worthy of note is the fact that the segmental representation presented is what traditionally would be termed a relatively “deep” representation, since
it abstracts away from various low-level phonological processes, such as the vowel
reductions we have discussed; this is intentional, since I shall argue that it is this deep
phonological level that is represented by the orthography of Russian. Finally, the representation in (1.2) fails to indicate that goroda is morphlogically complex, arguably
consisting of a stem gorod- and an inflectional affix -a. Perhaps surprisingly, I will
have relatively little to say about morphology in this book, though I will return briefly
in Section 3.4 to the relation between orthography and morphological structure.
Where does orthography fit into (1.2)? An obvious first cut at a representation
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would be simply to assume another attribute “ORTH” with an associated list of orthographic elements.
(1.3)
mn
n

pqgV r+s%r%t"uGv
p$mn d4egfe"^_gv
ORTH
n
n CAT wr+xw
n
n GEN yluGz({
SYNSEM CASE qG|(w
o NUM z6}~w*q
SEM {}

n PHON
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
o

)



) 
 
 
 
 

But this representation is inadequate for several reasons. First of all, while it represents the fact that d4egfe"^_` goroda b is the orthographic representation of goroda, it
fails to indicate the obvious fact that the individual letters of the orthographic representation each correspond to a particular linguistic unit, in this case a segment: thus
dh` g b clearly represents /g/, and e` o b clearly represents /o/. Second, it fails to
represent the kind of relation between (in this case) the phonological portions of the
representation and the orthographic portion. It seems reasonable to view this relation
as one of licensing, where particular (sets of) linguistic elements license the occurrence of (sets of) orthographic elements. Thus /g/ licenses the occurrence of d` g b in
this example. Third, and finally, by presenting the value of ORTH as an ordered list,
we are redundantly specifying information that is specified elsewhere in the AVM: the
phonological segments are ordered with respect to one another, and the linear ordering
of the licensed orthographic elements ought to follow in some fashion from that.
These considerations lead us to propose, instead, the representation in (1.4). We
represent licensing using numerical coindexation, where the index of the licenser is
marked with an asterisk. The value for ORTH is itself an unordered list of objects:
we indicate this using the standard curly-brace notation for sets.
(1.4)
mn
n

p q %V r%%s%"r+"t4~Yug~"v
6mn d ( e + f Y e  )^   _ %
ORTH
n

n CAT wr+xw 
n

n GEN yluGz({ 
SYNSEM CASE qG|(w
o NUM z6}~w*q
SEM {}

n PHON
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
o

)










As we have seen, we have assumed a relatively abstract phonological representation in the Russian example that we have been discussing. In general we will assume
that the orthography of a language represents a particular linguistic level of representation. For phonological information that is orthographically encoded we can speak
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of this level as being relatively “deep” compared to a “surface phonemic” representation; or relatively shallow. We will term the linguistic level represented by the orthography of a language the Orthographically Relevant Level — ORL.6 Note that we
are not claiming that every symbol in the spelling of a word necessarily has a (nonorthographic) linguistic counterpart at the ORL: so as we shall argue in Section 3.2,
many aspects of the spellings of words in English are arbitrary and simply must be
listed as part of the word’s spelling. Nonetheless even in an orthography as irregular
as that of English there are regular correspondences between linguistic elements and
their orthographic expression: the ORL is simply that linguistic level of representation
at which those regular correspondences are most succinctly stated. Note that for expository reasons we will typically present as the ORL just that portion of the linguistic
representation that is relevant to the particular orthographic phenomenon under discussion. Thus, for most purely phonographic scripts, information associated with the
SYNSEM portion of the AVM is not typically relevant (though in some cases it might
be, as for example in German where capitalization is sensitive to whether or not the
word is a noun). In such cases the SYNSEM information would be omitted from the
representation: it should be understood, however, that the information is still present,
just not germane to the discussion at hand.
Returning to (1.4), we note that there is still some redundancy that can be removed.
Russian orthography is largely regular in the sense that a given (abstract) phoneme is
typically only spelled in one way. This in turn implies that we should not need to
explicitly list the orthographic elements in the AVM; indeed in the example in (1.4) all
of the letters are completely predictable, and could be derived via a set of rewrite rules
as follows:
(1.5)

g
o
r
d
a










d`
e `

f `

^ `
l
_`

gb
ob
rb
db
ab

Such rules can be viewed as filling positions in the orthography portion of the AVM
and hence licensing the material in those positions. Of course even in fairly regular
spelling systems — and certainly in complex systems such as English — some lexical
specification of spelling is necessary. This can be handled either by simply listing the
irregular spelling, or else by a lexically specific spelling rule. Thus for the English
word knit, for instance, we might assume a lexical representation as in (1.6a), or else a
rule as in (1.6b), in either case specifying the spelling of /n/ as ` kn b ; we assume that
the remaining /it/ is regularly spelled:

6 This

level is roughly equivalent to what I have referred to as the morphologically motivated annotation
(MMA) in previous work on text-analysis for TTS (Sproat, 1997b; Sproat, 1997a).
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(1.6) (a)
mn
n

n PHON
n

ORTH

p w : I v
%gw  






o SYNSEM  CAT 4|(s
SEM gw}~

(b)

n



` kn b in knit

As we will discuss further, we will follow Nunn (1998) in assuming that rules are
used not only in the initial graphemic licensing phase that we have been discussing,
but also in a subsequent phase of what Nunn terms autonomous spelling rules. We will
expand her notion of autonomous spelling rule to include what we will term surface
orthographic constraints; see Section 3.5.

1.2.2

Formal definitions

In this section we expand the formalism further, and introduce some additional formal notations, as well as some axioms that control the mapping between linguistic
information and orthography. We will also introduce the central theses of this study.
1.2.2.1 AVM’s and Annotation Graphs
Let us return to the AVM representation from (1.4), repeated here as (1.7):
(1.7)
mn
n

)

p q   V r%  s%  r+  t4  g
u  v 

ORTH
6mn d   e   f   e    ^    _  



n

n CAT wr+xw 


n

n GEN yluGz({ 

SYNSEM CASE qG|(w
o NUM z6}~w*q
SEM {}

n PHON
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
o

In the Russian example, orthographic elements are licensed purely by phonological
elements. In partly logographic writing systems like Chinese, we propose that part of a
complex glyph may be licensed by a portion of the SYNSEM part of the representation.
Thus consider the character ` INSECT + CH ÁN b chán ‘cicada’ — see Section 1.3 for
a detailed discussion of our conventions for glossing Chinese characters — where the
INSECT component
(lefthand portion of the character) is the so-called “semantic
radical” and the righthand component ¡ chán cues the pronunciation. For this case
we assume an AVM as in (1.8), where the INSECT portion is licensed by the SEM
entry, and the phonological portion is licensed by the syllable:
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(1.8)
mn
n

mn
n PHON
n
o

n
n

SYL

n
n
o

SYNSEM
ORTH

 
m

n

o SEG ¢£ ONS {¥¤§¦ £ RIME u"w*¦©¨
TONE ª

wr+xw
SEM {}~{¥u4t4ug~+
   ¡  


CAT






  




An equivalent representation that we will use — and which will more directly form
the basis for our axioms — is the annotation graph; see (Bird and Liberman, 1999) and
also (Bird, 1995). The annotation graphs in (1.9) and (1.10), are equivalent (omitting
some detail) to the AVM’s in (1.7) and (1.8), respectively.
(1.9)
SEM:
PHON:

city
g:d

o:e

r:f

o:e

d:^

a:_

(1.10)
SEM:
TONE:
SYL:
ONS-RIME:

cicada :
2
M :¡
ch

an

The representations of the annotation graphs in (1.9) and (1.10) are to be interpreted as follows. First of all the annotations such as “SEM”, “SYL”, and so forth in the
lefthand column mark arc-sequences that encode values of the thus-named attribute(s)
in the corresponding AVM. Thus in (1.10), for instance, the SEM arc represents the
value cicada for the attribute SEM. Second, the vertical marks indicate vertices of the
graph out of which the horizontal arcs emanate. The vertices are assumed to be temporally anchored, with vertices on the left preceding vertices on the right. Thus the source
vertex of the ONS arc labeled ch in (1.10) — z(r+xs%{|g«{¥¤¬ — precedes its destination
vertex ( t4|%z6«{¥¤¬ ); it also precedes the destination vertex of the SEM arc cicada : .
We will denote precedence in the standard fashion with “  ” so that u® is read “u
precedes  ”; “ ¯ ” will be used to mean “precedes or is cotemporaneous with”; finally
“ ° ” and “ ± ” will also be used with the obvious meanings.
Sets of arcs that are in a dominance relation — i.e. form a graph-based hierarchy
in the sense of Bird and Liberman (1999) — are (vertically) adjacent to each other
and are joined at at least one vertex. On the other hand, sets of arcs that are not
in a dominance relation are separated by a blank line. These dominance relations
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correspond to relations of dominance in the corresponding AVM. So, in (1.10) the SYL
and ONS-RIME arc sequences are in a dominance relation: this corresponds to the fact
that in the AVM in (1.8), the SYL attribute has an AVM containing the onset and rime
AVM’s, and thus dominates the AVM’s. (Similarly, SYL dominates TONE, though
TONE is not in a dominance relation with ONS-RIME, a point not well represented in
the graph.) On the other hand, SEM is not in a dominance relation with SYL. Rather
the SEM and SYL arcs merely temporally overlap (see below). Finally, we indicate
licensing by placing the licensed element on the same arc as its licenser. Thus ‘g:d ’
means that the phoneme /g/ licenses the letter d` g b .
1.2.2.2 Definitions
We now state some definitions and axioms over the annotation graph representation
that we have just developed.
First of all some definitions, starting with two versions of temporal overlap:
Definition 1.1 (Overlap) Arc ² overlaps arc ³ ( ²

³ ) if either:

1. z6r+xs%{|g«²´¬0¯µz(r+xs%{|g«$³¶¬ and t4|+z6«:²¬0°·z(r+xs%{|g«³¶¬ , or
2. t"|%z6«²´¬&±µt4|%z6«$³¶¬ and z(r+xs%{|g«:²¬0µt"|%z6«$³¬
Definition
1.2 (Complete Overlap) Arc ² completely overlaps arc ³
¹¸
(²
³ ) if: z(r+xs%{|g«²´¬0¯·z(r+xs%{|g«$³¬ and t4|%z6«²´¬0±¹t4|%z¥«³¶¬
Note that while overlap is symmetric, complete overlap is not. (Note that we use the
symbol “ ” for overlap, rather than the more normal º : this latter symbol is used here
for composition.)
Following Bird and Liberman’s notion of graph-based hierarchy, we define immediate dominance both in terms of the graph, and in terms of the types of arcs involved.
Definition 1.3 (Immediate
Dominance) Arc ² immediately dominates arc ³
¹¸
( ²»b½¼¿¾ÀÁ³ ) if ²
and
the
type of ³ is (a list element of) a value of an attribute in
³
AVM’s of type ² .
Thus a SYL arc that completely overlaps an ONS arc would immediately dominate the
ONS arc assuming in the associated AVM the SYL AVM has an attribute (e.g. SEG),
whose value is a list containing the AVM for ONS; cf. (1.8). On the other hand SEM
would not dominate ONS.
We will also need a definition of path-precedence on arcs, denoting a situation
where two arcs join at the same vertex, such that the second immediately follows on
the second within the same path through the graph.
Definition 1.4 (Immediate Path-Precedence) Arc ² immediately path-precedes arc
³ ( ²»&Â8³ ) if t"|%z6«²´¬ is identical to z(r+xs+{¥|4«³¶¬ .
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1.2.2.3 Axioms
This section introduces the axioms that form the core of the theory that we will be
defending. Before we do that, we will formalize a few ideas somewhat further. We
have already introduced the notion of Orthographically Relevant Level (ORL), as being
the level of linguistic representation that is encoded orthographically by a particular
writing system. We will denote the output of the mapping from the ORL to spelling
— i.e., the spelling itself — as Ã . As we have already said, we follow Nunn (1998) in
assuming that this mapping can be decomposed into a set of graphic encoding rules,
and a set of autonomous spelling rules; again, see Section 3.5. Each of these sets of
mapping rules implements a relation (we will be more specific
on what kind of relation
¸
momentarily), the former of which we’ll notate as ÄÆÅÇ ¾©¼¿È and the latter as ÄÊÉ Â È~Ë)Ë .
The entire mapping, which we will denote
as Ä»ÌÍÎ Ï.Ð is simply the composition of
¸
these two relations: Ä»Ì¶ÍÎ Ï1ÐÒÑÓÄ»Å¶Ç ¾©¼¿Èº0ÄÆÉ Â È~ËÔË .
We will use the expression ÕÖ«²´¬ to denote the image of linguistic element ² under
Ä»Ì¶ÍÎ Ï1Ð .
The axioms make use to two further concepts. The first is the notion of catenation.
Informally, ² catenates with ³ , denoted ² ×¥³ if ² is adjacent to ³ . The most familiar
notion of catenation is the string-based notion of concatenation in formal language
theory (Harrison, 1978; Hopcroft and Ullman, 1979; Lewis and Papadimitriou, 1981)
where ²Ø×³ constructs a string by concatenating ² with ³ , in that order. In Chapter 2,
we will generalize this notion to planar (two-dimensional) catenation. In the discussion
in this section, for simplicity’s sake, we will assume what we shall later term left-toÏ
Ï
right catenation, denoted × : ² ×8³ simply denotes a string ²³ , where ² immediately
precedes ³ .
The second concept is the idea that the spell-out of a linguistic sequence under
Ä»Ì¶ÍÎ Ï1Ð may be lexically specified, as already introduced above. We illustrate this
point immediately after the statement of Axiom 1.1:
Axiom 1.1 If ²» Â ³ then if Õ´«:²³¬ is not otherwise defined, ÕÖ«²¶³¶¬ÑµÕÖ«²´¬ ×:ÕÖ«$³¬ . (If
² immediately path-precedes ³ , then the image of ²¶³ under Ä»Ì¶ÍÎ Ï1Ð is simply the
catenation of ÕÖ«²´¬ with ÕÖ«$³¬ .)
Thus in English, the spellout of the phoneme sequence /bo/ would, according to AxÏ
iom 1.1, be ÕÖ«:¬ ×·ÕÖ«r¬ , or ` bo b (assuming the default ways of spelling those
phonemes). On the other hand, lexical specification may override this: /ks/ is freÏ
quently spelled ` x b , preempting spellout as ÕÖ«:§¬ ×½ÕÖ«:z+¬ .
The second axiom describes the mechanism of inheritance of graphical spellout
for a complex linguistic construction that immediately dominates other (possibly complex) linguistic constructions:
Axiom 1.2 If ²»b½¼¿¾-ÀÁ³ (³ possibly a sequence) then if Õ´«:²¬ is not otherwise defined,
ÕÖ«²´¬ Ñ·Õ´«³¶¬ . (If ² immediately dominates ³ , then the image of ² under Ä»ÌÍÎ Ï.Ð is
simply the image of ³ under Ä»ÌÍÎÏ1Ð .)
Thus, for instance, the spellout of the syllable dominating /kæt/ would consist of the
spellout of the onset dominating /k/ and the spellout of the rime dominating /æt/. In
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turn, the former consists the of spellout of /k/, and the latter the spellout of the sequence
/æt/.
Finally, we introduce Axiom 1.3 which defines the spellout of two overlapping
elements. The functionality of this axiom will be illustrated with data from Chinese in
Section 4.2:
³ , then Õ´«:²  ³¶¬ÒÑÙÕ×"³ . (If ² overlaps ³ , then the image of ²
Axiom 1.3 If ²
together with ³ under Ä ÌÍÎ Ï.Ð is simply the image of ² , catenated with the image of
³ .)

An important point to note about these axioms is that they do not preclude regular (i.e. non-lexically-specified) context-dependent spellout. For instance, the default
spelling of /k/ before ` i b , ` e b or ` y b in English is as ` k b , whereas in other contexts it is ` c b . Axiom 1.1 merely requires that whatever spells out /k/ catenate with
whatever spells out the vowel.

1.2.3

Central claims of the theory

We now come to the core proposals that I wish to defend in the remainder of this work:
Ú Regularity: The mapping Ä»Ì¶ÍÎ Ï1Ð is a regular relation.
Ú Consistency: The ORL for a given writing system (as used for a particular
language) represents a consistent level of linguistic representation.

We describe these claims in the next two sections. Here, and elsewhere in this work,
I will capitalize the terms “Regular”, “Regularity”, “Consistent” and “Consistency”
when they are used in these technical senses, and otherwise lower case them.
1.2.3.1 Regularity
The first of the core proposals states that Ä»Ì¶ÍÎ Ï1Ð is a regular relation or, equivalently, that Ä»Ì¶ÍÎ Ï1Ð can be implemented as a finite-state transducer (FST); readers
not familiar with FST’s may wish to consult Appendix 1.A, though a short synopsis is
given immediately below.
Our route to the claim of Regularity comes about in two ways. First of all, we
have assumed that the mapping between linguistic representation and orthography can
be handled by context-sensitive rewrite rules, an assumption that is held by others
including (Venezky, 1970) and (Nunn, 1998), and it is one which naturally fits well
with the standard notion of “spelling rule”. Now, as has been shown in (Johnson,
1972; Kaplan and Kay, 1994), as long as certain constraints on non-application to
their own output are observed, such rules are formally equivalent to regular relations,
and can therefore be implemented using FST’s. Indeed, practical compilers have been
built that compile from rewrite rule representations into transducers (Karttunen and
Beesley, 1992; Kaplan and Kay, 1994; Karttunen, 1995; Mohri and Sproat, 1996).
An instance of an FST — one implementing the simple set of rules in (1.5) — is
shown in Figure 1.2.
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a:A
d:D
r:R
o:O
g:G

0

Figure 1.2: A simple FST implementing the rewrite rules in (1.5). In this example the machine
has a single state (0), which is both an initial and a final state. The labels on the individual arcs
consist of an input label (to the left of the colon) and an output label (to the right). Here, capital
Roman letters are used to represent the equivalent Cyrillic letters.
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Second, Regularity follows from the axioms introduced in Section 1.2.2.3. To see
this, consider that each of the axioms states that in ÕÖ«²¶³¶¬ , composed of ÕÖ«²´¬ and ÕÖ«$³¶¬ ,
ÕÖ«²´¬ is catenated with ÕÖ«$³¶¬ . The definition of regular relations (see Appendix 1.A.2)
states first of all that a mapping between a pair of symbols is a regular relation, and
furthermore that the concatenation of two regular relations is itself a regular relation.
It is therefore easy to see that one can provide a constructive proof whereby Regularity
follows from the stated axioms. In one sense, the axioms provide a rather restrictive
notion of Regularity. Consider a writing system in which a linguistic object ²³ÛÜ
is spelled out as ÕÖ«²´¬~ÕÖ«Û¬~ÕÖ«:Ü"¬~ÕÖ«$³¶¬ : for example, the writing system might have the
(bizarre) property that the second phoneme is always spelled out at the end of the word.
This would certainly be a violation of the axioms insofar as the spelled string is not
formed by concatenating either Õ´«:²¬ or Õ´«:Û¬ with Õ´«³¶¬ . However this example can be
handled by a regular relation that in effect maps a symbol — here ³ — to nothing ( Ý )
on the output side, “remembers” that it has seen ³ , and then spells it out as ÕÖ«$³¶¬ at the
end of the string. But such “memory” comes at some cost in finite-state machinery,
since such a machine must represent intervening material multiple times: in addition
to mapping Û to Õ´«:Û¬ and Ü to ÕÖ«:ÜY¬ , the machine must also remember which second
phoneme (³ ) it had seen, and the only way to do this is to have separate paths through
the remaining portions of the transducer, one path for each phoneme that might have
been deleted. Memory in finite-state devices can only be encoded in states: if one
wishes to delete ³ with a view to inserting Õ´«³¶¬ later on, then one must have the arc
that deletes ³ end in a state z%Þ distinct from the state z(ß that terminates an arc that, for
instance, deletes à (inserted later on as Õ´«à"¬ ). z%Þ and z(ß would in turn be the source
states for arcs that map Û to ÕÖ«Û¬ and Ü to Õ´«ÜY¬ , and would each have their own private
copies of these arcs. Writing systems generally do not seem to require this kind of
memory. At first one might think such cases are common. Consider, for instance,
the spelling of English /eI/ as ` aCe b , where ‘C’ is a consonant (make) or sequence of
consonants (taste). If ` e b is somehow part of the spelling of /eI/, then this would seem
to be a violation of the axioms. However, it seems perfectly reasonable to assume that
/eI/ is in fact spelled by ` a b , and that ` e b is merely introduced by rule to “support”
the spelling of /eI/ as ` a b in certain environments; see (Cummings, 1988).
An important feature of regular relations is that they are closed under composition.
Suppose we have two regular relations á Þ and á ß , and suppose that the domain of á Þ
is (the set of strings) â , its range  , and suppose further that the domain of á ß is  and
its range is ã . Then the composition of these two relations, denoted á Þ º8á ß is also
a regular relation whose domain is â and range is ã . (The notion of composition here
is exactly the same notion as that of function composition in algebra.) This property
of closure under composition has an important implication. Since single rewrite rules
can be represented computationally as FST’s, one can also represent an ordered series
of such rewrite rules as a single FST, by merely composing together the FST’s for the
individual rules.
A second important property of regular relations and FST’s is that they are invertible. That is, by switching the input and output labels, one switches the domain and
range of a relation. In the case at hand, if one has a transducer Ä that maps from ORL
Þ
to Ã , then the inverse of Ä , denoted Äåä will map from Ã to the ORL. This is clearly
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a useful property since it means that a model of spelling can also serve (inverted) as
a model of reading — in the limited sense of decoding a linguistic structure from a
written text.
In addition to using regular relations and FST’s to implement the mapping between
the ORL and Ã , one can also implement constraints using regular languages, and finitestate automata (FSA’s). Finite-state constraint-based systems have been used widely
other areas of linguistic description, such as phonology (Bird and Ellison, 1994), and
syntax (Voutilainen, 1994; Mohri, 1994). In writing systems, surface spelling constraints can be modeled in this fashion. For instance, if a certain written symbol æ is
disallowed in word-final position one might write a constraint such as the following
(where ‘#’ denotes a word boundary):
(1.11) çhæè
See Section 3.5 for some discussion of real examples of surface orthographic constraints.
As we have already discussed, we follow Nunn (1998) in our assumption that the
relation
¸ Ã can be decomposed into a composition of the set of graphic encoding rules
spelling rules ÄÆÉ Â È~ËÔË . At this point we can be
Ä»Å¶Ç ¾-¼¿È and the set of autonomous
¸
more specific in our claim: Ä»ÅÇ ¾©¼¿È and ÄÊÉ Â È~Ë)Ë both implement
regular relations
¸
and Ã is the composition of those two regular relations: Ä»Å¶Ç ¾-¼¿È º½ÄÆÉ Â È~ËÔË . Surface
orthographic constraints are clearly a component of ÄÆÉ Â ÈËÔË : one can factor ÄÆÉ Â ÈËÔË
into two components, one that implements a mapping ÄÆÉ Â È~ËÔË Àêé Â , and the other that
¸
implements a set of constraints Ä É Â ÈËÔË ¾-ÇYë~ì$í . Ä É Â È~Ë)Ë itself is then just the composition
of these two, or more formally:
¸
(1.12) ÄÊÉ Â È~Ë)ËÑîÄÆÉ Â È~ËÔË À0é Â ºaï4t«:ÄÆÉ Â È~ËÔË ¾-ÇYë~ì$í ¬
Here, ï"t is an operation that converts an FSA into an equivalent FST, where the input
and output labels on each arc are identical (Kaplan and Kay, 1994, page 341).
Finally, we have been implicitly assuming in this discussion a model of regular
relations that contains a standard string-based “left-to-right” concatenation operator.
As we have already noted, we will need to extend the notion of catenation to handle
various forms of two-dimensional combination. We will discuss this in Chapter 2.
1.2.3.2 Consistency
In Section 1.2.1 we introduced the notion of the Orthographically Relevant Level, and
we suggested that depending upon the writing system, the ORL could represent a relatively deep or relatively shallow orthographic level. The thesis of Consistency simply
states that this level is consistent across the entire vocabulary of the language. As
should be clear, and as we will discuss further below, this notion presumes a classical
derivational model of phonology.
Consider a sequence of phonological rules á Þ á ßÖð¥ð6ð á Ç , which applies in the
derivation of every word of some language: we will define ñ to be the input level
to the sequence of rules. For such a system, there are wØòÓó consistent levels of representation, namely ñ itself, and ñ composed with á1Þ ð6ð¥ð á?ô , }½õöw . The Consistency
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hypothesis requires the ORL to be picked from one of these consistent levels } . A violation of Consistency would be a system where one portion of the vocabulary (e.g. all
nouns, or all words having a particular phonological structure) picks a level } , and the
ø ÷ .
remainder of the vocabulary picks a level ÷ , }êÑ¹
The model described in the last paragraph could be expanded to support more
intricate notions of consistency. For instance, in a Lexical Phonology-based theory
(Mohanan, 1986), instead of sequences of rules, we might think in terms of sequences
of strata. The ORL could then be picked to be either the input level, or else the output
of one of the strata. This would of course be a more constrained theory of consistency,
and probably one that should be favored over the looser model previously described.
We will not, however, attempt to choose between these variant models here. Note that
a similar question was raised by Klima (1972), who asked (page 67) “which levels of
linguistic structure . . . are then most readily accessible to the process of reading and
writing?” (italics original).
An additional issue is cyclicity. If a morphologically complex word is constructed
in a cyclic fashion, might it be the case that orthographic features of the morphemes
are also added cyclically? In what sense then could we speak of orthography mapping
to a single level? See Section 3.4 for further discussion.
Consistency will be exemplified in Chapter 3 with a comparison of Russian and Belarusian orthographies, as well as a discussion of (American) English orthography. We
will also examine an apparent counterexample to Consistency from Serbo-Croatian: as
we shall see, Consistency forces a reanalysis of the Serbo-Croatian data, which leads
in turn to a more insightful description of the phenomenon than the traditional description. Even in quite regular systems such as Russian, one does in fact find cases where
the orthography would appear to map to a deeper or shallower level of representation
than would be expected on the basis of the posited ORL for the remainder of the vocabulary. We shall see such examples in the discussion of Russian and Belarusian in
Chapter 3. As long as the exceptions constitute a small minority — as is the case in the
Russian and Belarusian examples that we shall discuss — they can always be handled
by means of lexical marking, though naturally this device comes at some cost. The
examples in Chapter 3 will thus be seen generally to support Consistency, but we will
necessarily leave it as a topic for future research to determine whether Consistency is
supported more broadly across the world’s writing systems.
The assumption that orthography may represent a particular level — deep or shallow — of a language is implicit in many discussions of reading in the psycholinguistics
literature; it is arguably implicit in Venezky’s (1970) classic analysis of English orthography; and it is a claim also made in The Sound Pattern of English (Chomsky and
Halle, 1968), where English orthography is described as a “near perfect” representation of an underlying phonological representation.
As we have already noted, we take as the basis for Consistency a traditional derivational model of phonology. This is surely a controversial move: naturally it would
seem desirable in light of modern non-derivational theories of phonology to cast our
analysis in terms of a non-derivational paradigm. For example, it would be natural
to seek an account of the phenomena that we will discuss in terms of a monostratal
theory such as those of (Bird and Ellison, 1994; Bird and Klein, 1994; Bird, 1995).
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Similarly, one might desire an account in terms of Optimality Theory (Prince and
Smolensky, 1993), where the only linguistic level in effect is the output level at which
the rank-ordered constraints are evaluated (at least on one version of the theory). It
is not at present clear to me how to do this: while I do not doubt, for example, that
an analysis of the Russian and Belarusian facts that I will discuss in Chapter 3 could
be recast in terms of such a framework, they seem to be describable most naturally
within a model wherein one can speak of different levels of representation. Once again, I leave it as a topic for future research to work out analyses within more current
phonological frameworks.

1.2.4

Further issues

In this section we discuss two issues that the current work and the model presented
herein raise. The first issue (Section 1.2.4.1) concerns the following question: given
that writing, unlike natural language, is an artefact, one that — again unlike natural language — must be explicitly taught, why should one believe that a constrained model of
the kind typically applied to language, would apply to writing? The second issue (Section 1.2.4.2) relates to our adoption of a phonological model that includes segments:
given that many phonographic writing systems are essentially “segmental” (the basic
symbols representing segment-sized units), this is certainly a convenient choice, yet it
seems to fly in the face of more recent models of phonology that eschew segments.
1.2.4.1 Why a constrained theory of writing systems?
It may have occurred to the reader to wonder why a constrained theory of writing systems should have any chance of being correct. To be sure, such models have been
applied in linguistics with great success. But writing is crucially different from other
aspects of linguistic knowledge. Language occurs naturally in all human communities:
writing, in contrast, is a technological development that was apparently only independently invented four times in history (in Egypt, Sumer, China and Central America)
and has only been used by a minority of languages and people throughout most of
history. With few exceptions all humans learn to speak (or sign) at least one language
without any special instruction; in contrast, reading and writing must be taught explicitly and in many cases takes years of special instruction to master. Writing is therefore
not “natural” in the same sense as language.
One might even go further than this: writing systems are developed for particular
languages, with more or less care being taken to ensure that they reflect the linguistic
properties of the language in question. Furthermore, at least a few writing systems
have undergone reforms over the years, in order to attempt to bring the system more
in line with the language (see Section 6.2). Orthography, then, can be thought of as a
kind of practical linguistic theory.
This latter view has been expressed perhaps best by Aronoff (1985) in a paper describing the punctuation system of Masoretic Hebrew. Masoretic annotations evolved
as a way of marking various information about Biblical Hebrew text, in particular information about how to pronounce, and accent or intone the text. The system was
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based on diacritics, with annotations being added to, but not altering the core consonantal text, which was considered sacred. The system for marking vowels survives
as the (optional) vowel points of Modern Hebrew. The notation for accent, which is
the topic of Aronoff’s discussion, is only used in the Bible. Aronoff argues that the
accentual marking system in fact marks “a complete unlabeled binary phrase-structure
analysis of every verse” of the Bible (page 28). It thus represents the end-product of
conscious linguistic analysis, and thus in effect encodes a linguistic theory of what the
phrase structure of Hebrew should look like. Furthermore, like any linguistic theory,
the Masoretic annotation system can be incorrect in the structures it presumes for particular constructions: indeed Aronoff argues that the analysis implicit in the annotation
is in some cases incorrect.
As Aronoff notes, the Masoretic system is quite unusual in the richness of linguistic structure that is marked: certainly no orthographic system that is in wide use has
conventions for marking constituent structure. (One might think of normal punctuation symbols as marking some level of syntactic or phonological phrasing, but Nunberg (1995) effectively argues against this.) And of course the Masoretic system is
atypical in another respect: it was not an orthographic system used by native speakers
of a language for everyday communication, but rather a system designed specifically
to give precise guidance in the pronunciation of sacred texts to non-native speakers
(since Hebrew was, during the relevant period, nobody’s mother tongue). From that
point of view, the system has more in common with systems of annotation for marking
scansion in poetry than it does with the orthographic system of, say, Modern English.
Nonetheless, to the extent that conscious effort goes into the design of more typical
orthographies, Aronoff’s points remain valid. These considerations would thus appear
to argue against applying the same kinds of methods in the study of writing as in the
study of language more generally. There are however at least a couple of basic reasons
why such pessimism is ill-founded.
Firstly, while writing surely must be learned, and while writing systems are often
consciously designed, they must also be used, which means that to be practical they
must bear some sensible relation to the languages that they represent. Presumably by
“sensible” we imply non-arbitrary, and by “non-arbitrary” we mean that it should be
possible to state formal constraints. Whether Consistency and Regularity, introduced
in Section 1.2.3 are reasonable constraints is an empirical question. What is not in
doubt, in my view, is that some such constraints must exist.
Secondly, while orthographic systems certainly depend upon the linguistic knowledge of their creators, influences in the other direction are also found. First of all,
as Wells (1982) notes, the orthographic representation of words is often the basis for
speakers’ conscious beliefs about their pronunciation: naive English speakers may
believe that tow and toe are pronounced differently because they are spelled differently. Secondly, there are so-called spelling pronunciations, such as /vV Iktù u i lz/ (rather
than /vV Iti lz/) for victuals, where the phonological representation of individual words
has been modified over time on the basis of spelling. Thirdly, one also finds more
systematic effects on the phonology on the basis of written form. Thus, according
to Serianni (1989), Northern Italian dialects historically lack gemination — termed
raddoppiamento in the Italian literature — both within words and across words — the
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so-called raddoppiamento sintattico. Cross-word gemination is not written in standard
Italian orthography, and Northern dialects continue to lack raddoppiamento sintattico.
However, word internal raddoppiamento as in the second /m/ of mamma ‘mama’, is
consistently spelled. As a result, northern dialects, which historically lacked wordinternal raddoppiamento now possess it. Linguistic knowledge is often assumed to be
in some sense primary, or at least more basic than orthographic knowledge. Spelling
pronunciations and examples like those in Italian show that in some cases particular
bits of linguistic knowledge can best be explained on the basis of orthography. This in
turn suggests the need to understand the relation between orthography and linguistic
structure, and the formal constraints on that relation.
1.2.4.2 Orthography and the “segmental” assumption
In the discussion above, we assumed that the graphemes in a segmental phonographic
system like Russian are licensed by phonological segments in the traditional sense.
In making this assumption, we may seem to be taking two steps backwards. Several
strands of work in phonology over the past decade and a half, including Feature Geometry (Clements, 1985; Sagey, 1986), Declarative Phonology (Coleman, 1998), and
Articulatory Phonology (Browman and Goldstein, 1989), have converged on the conclusion that segments are epiphenomena, the result of overlapping gestures. Indeed,
there seems to be a widely accepted dogma that the very notion of segment in Western
phonological tradition derives from segmental alphabetic writing.
We should note at the outset that in one sense this issue is orthogonal to the model
being developed here. That is, I have chosen to represent the licenser of Russian d
` g b as the segment /g/, but I could just as easily not have. If we have instead a set
of overlapping gestures — e.g. VELAR, ò VOICE, ú CONTINUANT, ú NASAL —
each on its own arc in an annotation graph representation, then we can assume that this
collection of features together licenses d.` g b . One implementation of this idea would
be to assume that the timing slot or syllable position that is linked to the overlapping
set of features is the licenser of d?` g b , and can only license this grapheme by virtue of
the collection of features that it is associated with. Those who are bothered by my use
of segmental phonological representations are invited to think of them as a shorthand
for the more articulated view I have just sketched.
On the other hand, the view that the notion “segment” in phonology derives from
segmental writing is overly facile, and should not be uncritically accepted, I believe.
Perhaps the best articulated presentation of this concept is a paper by Faber (1992),
where she sets herself the task of explaining the following paradox: The notion of
segment is unnatural, and derives in part from alphabetic writing: “investigations of
language use suggest that many speakers do not divide words into phonological segments unless they have received explicit instruction in such segmentation comparable
to that involved in teaching an alphabetic writing system” (page 111). On the other
hand, alphabetic writing systems do exist. How could they have come about in the first
place if the principles upon which they are based are so unnatural?
Faber’s answer makes use of the standard view that when the Greeks adopted the
Phoenician script, they misinterpreted some of the consonantal symbols as represent-
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ing vowels. Thus the use of alpha to represent /a/ was a misinterpretation of Phoenician / û alpa/, representing / û /. This much is widely accepted, and it therefore is possible
that the Greek inventors of the segmental alphabet did not have an a priori notion of
segment: on the contrary, they thought they were borrowing a system of writing that
represented both vowels and consonants.
A reasonable question at this point is why Faber is focussing on the Greek alphabet (and its derivatives): after all, there are many apparently segmental systems in
the world, including numerous South Asian scripts such as Devanagari (see Section 2.3.2), Korean Hankul (Section 2.3.1), and Ethiopic (Haile, 1996). Some of these,
such as the South Asian scripts may have had a Semitic origin (Salomon, 1996), like
Greek — though surely independently of Greek. For others, like Hankul, which is
a totally endemic Korean invention, the external inspiration (if any) for designing a
segmental system is unclear (King, 1996). Indeed, even unvocalized Semitic writing
systems could be considered segmental, though they traditionally omit marks for vowels: as with the non-representation of lexical stress in Russian (Section 1.2.1) we can
say that the coverage of traditional Semitic scripts is incomplete.
Faber concentrates on Greek because she takes a rather narrow view of the notion of “alphabetic writing”, and it is only “alphabetic writing”, according to Faber,
that engenders the paradoxical situation introduced above. For her an alphabet is a
“segmentally linear script” that represents “vowels and consonants both as separate
and equal”. The latter requirement, of course, eliminates traditional Semitic scripts
from consideration: they do not represent vowels. “Segmentally linear” scripts are
scripts where the elements are arranged in a more or less linear fashion, without any
significant use of two-dimensional layout: only in such scripts are all elements on a
par with each other. Thus South Asian scripts and Hankul scripts are eliminated, since in both cases the consonant and vowel symbols are laid out in two-dimensional
(syllable-sized) chunks (Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.1); furthermore in many South Asian
scripts (though not so clearly in the case of Hankul), the vowels are frequently diacritic symbols written around the consonantal core, and thus are not on a par with each
other. If one narrows the field in this fashion, then, it would seem that segmental writing was really only invented once, by accident, and we do not need to attribute any
“naturalness” to the notion of segment.
Still, one might wonder about the justification for the limitations that Faber imposes. Why is Devanagari any less segmental than Greek, just because it happens to represent /e/ as a stroke above the temporally preceding /k/, whereas Greek arranges the
symbols by left-to-right concatenation? Faber’s point, not surprisingly, is that scripts
like Devanagari (or Ethiopic, or Hankul) arrange their segmental elements in syllablesized chunks (in Chapter 2 we will say that in such scripts the Small Linguistic Unit
is the syllable), which are themselves linearly arranged (“segmentally coded, syllabically linear”). In other words, the syllable has a special status in such scripts that is
seemingly lacking in Greek-derived (“segmentally coded, segmentally linear”) scripts.
Now, one cannot deny the importance of the syllable as an organizing principle in
orthographies: we will see several instances of this in Chapter 2, and syllables even
show themselves to be important in “segmentally linear” scripts; see Section 3.5, and
(Nunn, 1998). But Ethiopic, South Asian scripts, Hankul and other scripts also encode
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segmental information. This point, it seems to me, is not nullified by the fact that the
scripts also encode syllabic information. Segmental systems have evolved, or been
developed, in a variety of different cultures, speaking a wide variety of languages, and
under a variety of different conditions. The notion “segment” may be an unnatural
epiphenomenon, but if so, then at least it is one that is fairly widespread.

1.3

Terminology and Conventions

This section outlines the terminology and conventions that we will use throughout this
book.
First of all, we will use the terms “script”, “orthography” and “writing system”,
in their conventional senses as follows. A “script” is just a set of distinct marks conventionally used to represent the written form of one or more languages: crucially,
one can speak of a script without implying its use for a given language. Thus we will
speak of the “Roman script”, or the “Chinese script”. On the other hand, a writing system is a script used to represent a particular language. Thus “writing system” implies
“writing system for a given language”. 7 We will use the terms “orthography” and
“writing system” interchangeably; 8 in some of the literature, the term “orthography”
implies “standardized orthography”, such as the standard system of spelling used in
American English, and this implicitly excludes systems of writing that have not been
standardized (as was the case in, say, Elizabethan English). Though we will primarily
be discussing standardized orthographies in this work, we do not intend the term to
carry with it any implication of standardization.
The following notational conventions will be observed:
Ú Angle brackets will be used to enclose orthographic representations in Roman
script. Note that this will only be the case when in the discussion at hand the
focus is on the orthographic representation. For example in a discussion of a
linguistic example containing the word frog, that word will be italicized as per
normal linguistic convention, if we are merely referring to the linguistic object
(word, morpheme, . . . ) frog. However if we are specifically interested in the
string of characters ‘f’, ‘r’, ‘o’ and ‘g’, then angle brackets will be used: ` frog b .
Ú Examples in non-roman scripts will generally be transliterated, with the transliteration given in angle-brackets. Phonemic transcriptions and translations will be
given where relevant. Inevitably some single characters of a non-Roman script
will need to be transliterated with a sequence of characters in Roman script: in
such cases, the sequence of characters will be underlined in order to indicate that
it is a unit. For example: (Cyrillic) ü` ja b .
7 One could go further and define the notion of writing system at a more abstract level whereby, for
example, the Braille encoding of the Roman alphabet, as used for English, is an instance of the same writing
system as is used in printed English — though obviously the script is quite different. (Actually in order to
make this connection, one would have to gloss over the fact that braille has various lexical and string-based
abbreviatory conventions that have no direct counterpart in standard print.) We will not be concerned with
this level of abstraction here.
8 Though properly an orthography is really merely one type of writing system; see (Mountford, 1996).
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For scripts that run from right-to-left, I will indicate this by marking the string
of graphemes with the symbol ‘ ý ’.
For Chinese writing I will adopt a slightly more complex strategy, at least in
cases where the internal structure of Chinese characters is under discussion. As
many as 97% of Chinese characters can be analyzed as being composed of a
semantic radical plus a phonetic component (DeFrancis, 1984). In cases where
this decomposition is feasible I will “gloss” the character in small capitals thus:
` SEMANTIC + PHONETIC b . Here SEMANTIC will be a conventional term to
describe the semantic radical in question, and PHONETIC will be a phonetic
transcription in pinyin of the pronunciation of the phonetic component; more on
the transcription of the phonetic component momentarily. Following this will be
given a phonetic transcription in pinyin of the whole character, and an English
gloss where possible and relevant.
Choosing the appropriate transcription for the phonetic component is not as straightforward as it might seem. First of all, many phonetic components have
more than one pronunciation as independent characters. For example, the phonetic component of  chán ‘cicada’, namely ¡ , has two independent pronunciations, namely dān and chán. Secondly, in a number of cases, no independent pronunciation of the phonetic component is particularly similar to the pronunciation of the semantic-phonetic compound, but a significant fraction of the
characters that contain that phonetic component have an identical pronunciation, possibly ignoring tone, to the character of interest. A particularly striking
instance involves the phonetic component þ , which as an independent character is pronounced chǒu, but as a phonetic component, is always pronounced niu
(with various tones). In such a case, one is arguably justified in transcribing the
phonetic component as niu rather than chǒu.
In deciding how to transcribe the phonetic component of a character we therefore
adopt the strategy of finding the closest match between the pronunciation of the
semantic-phonetic compound among:
– the attested independent pronunciations of the phonetic, and
– the pronunciations of well-populated subsets of those characters sharing
the same phonetic component
In case we make use of the second of these options, we indicate the ratio of:
– the number of characters listed in (Wieger, 1965) with the phonetic component and the pronunciation of interest, and
– the total number of characters in Wieger’s lists with that phonetic component.
We also list the page number(s) in Wieger where one can find the characters with
that phonetic component. If the tones differ among the members of the subset,
and only in that case, we omit tonemarks from the transcription.
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huáng ‘locust’ the transcription would be
For instance, for ÿ
` INSECT + HU ÁNG b 9 where huáng happens to be the independent pronunciation of the phonetic component
‘emperor’. For  chán ‘cicada’ we
transcribe ` INSECT + CH ÁN b , where chán is one of the independent pronunciations of ¡ , though not the most frequent. For  tı́, the phonetic component
is  , whose only independent pronunciation is shı̀. However, a significant
number of characters listed in (Wieger, 1965) with  as a phonetic component
have the pronunciation tı́, and thus we transcribe  as ` WINE + T Í  Þ  Â    "b ,
meaning that in nine out of nineteen characters with  as a phonetic component
(page 498), Wieger lists the pronunciation as tı́. This method of transcription,
while surely not uncontroversial, is at least replicable.
In cases where the internal structure of the Chinese character is not at issue, I will
in general dispense with the detailed character-structure gloss, and merely give
a phonetic transliteration in pinyin and (where possible or relevant) an English
gloss.10
Ú I will use the term grapheme to denote a basic symbol of a writing system; this,
despite the valid objections to the use of that term outlined in (Daniels, 1991a;
Daniels, 1991b). However, note that Daniels’ objections are aimed at the use
of the term grapheme, as an implicit parallel of phoneme: Daniels’ contention
is that there is no “systematic graphemics” parallel to a systematic phonemic
level. I do not wish to contend this point, and merely use the term grapheme as
a convenient short way of saying “basic symbol of a writing system”.

Note that in discussing some writing systems we may use the term grapheme
in slightly different ways depending upon how fine-grained an analysis is being
assumed. For instance, it is convenient to refer to a single Chinese character
as being a grapheme in some contexts: in particular, in the electronic coding of
texts it is invariably the case that single Chinese characters constitute separate
codes, and thus from the point of view of a computational system (such as a
TTS system), Chinese characters are unanalyzable basic units. On the other
hand, there is clearly important internal structure in Chinese characters — cf.
the semantic+phonetic composition of Chinese characters alluded to above —
and from the point of view of a finer-grained analysis of Chinese writing, these
smaller units would certainly be called graphemes.
I will also use the term glyph conventionally to refer to a written symbol with a
particular shape, independently of whether it corresponds to a single grapheme
or multiple graphemes. Thus in my discussion of Korean Hankul (Section 2.3.1)
I will refer to “syllable-sized glyphs” as well as consonant and vowel glyphs; the
latter correspond to single graphemes, whereas the former are polygraphemic.
Ú Where there is unlikely to be confusion I will use the name of language X to
9 I.e.

+ .
that throughout this work, I will use traditional Chinese characters as used in Taiwan and Hong
Kong, and eschew the use of simplified characters as used on the Mainland and Singapore, except where the
structure of such simplified characters is at issue.
10 Note
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denote “the orthography of language X”. Thus “Chinese” will denote Chinese
orthography, except where this usage is likely to be confusing.
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Appendix: An Overview of Finite-State Automata
and Transducers

In this appendix I give an overview of regular languages and relations, and their
associated computational devices, finite-state acceptors (FSA’s) and finite-state transducers (FST’s). The coverage here is necessarily brief, and for further discussion other
sources are recommended. Finite-state acceptors and regular languages are discussed
in any good introduction to the theory of computation: see, for example (Harrison,
1978; Hopcroft and Ullman, 1979; Lewis and Papadimitriou, 1981). There are fewer introductory works on transducers. One reasonably accessible discussion (dealing
with transducers) can be found in (Kaplan and Kay, 1994). One might also consult the
third chapter of (Sproat, 1992) for an in-depth introduction to the use of finite-state
transducers in computational phonology and morphology. For transducers (as well as
weighted acceptors), there is a recent paper by Mohri (1997) that discusses various
formal properties and algorithms, and various other relevant works are cited therein.

1.A.1

Regular languages and finite-state automata

Basic to the theory of automata is the notion of an alphabet of symbols; the entire
alphabet is conventionally denoted . The empty string is denoted by Ý , which is not
an element of ; also, the empty string is distinct from the empty set .  denotes the
set of all strings — including Ý — over the alphabet .
It is usual to define a regular language with a recursive definition such as the
following (modeled on that of (Kaplan and Kay, 1994, page 338)):
1.

is a regular language

2. For all symbols ukÝ , +u  is a regular language
3. If &Þ , ß and  are regular languages, then so are
(a)  Þ ×  ß , the concatenation of  Þ and  ß : for every  Þ  Þ and  ß  ß ,
 Þ  ß  Þ × ß
(b)  Þ  ß , the union of  Þ and  ß
(c)  , the Kleene closure of  . Using  ô to denote  concatenated with itself
ô
} times,  
Ñ ô K  .
While the above definition is complete, regular languages observe additional closure properties:
Ú Intersection: if  Þ and  ß are regular languages then so is  Þ"!  ß .
Ú Difference: if &Þ and  ß are regular languages then so is &Þ8ú#ß , the set of
strings in &Þ that are not in ß .
Ú Complementation: if  is a regular language, then so is 8ú# , the set of all
strings over that are not in  . (Of course, complementation is merely a special
case of difference.)
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b
0

a

1

Figure 1.3: An acceptor for   . The heavy-circled state (0) is (conventionally) the initial state,
and the double-circled state is the final state.

Ú Reversal: if  is a regular language, then so is á1|(«$ ¬ , the set of reversals of all
strings in  .

Regular languages are sets of strings, and they are usually notated using regular expressions. A fundamental result of automata theory are the so-called Kleene’s theorems,
which demonstrate that regular languages are exactly the languages that can be recognized using finite-state automata, where this computational device can be defined as
follows (Harrison, 1978; Hopcroft and Ullman, 1979; Lewis and Papadimitriou, 1981):
A finite-state automaton is a quintuple Ä
1. %

Ñ

«&%  z  '0

 Û¬ where:

is a finite set of states

2. z is a designated initial state
3. '

is a designated set of final states

4.

is an alphabet of symbols, and

5. Û is a transition relation from %)( to %
As a simple example, consider the (infinite) set of strings: (u  uG  uG  uG¥ ð¥ð¥ð  —
i.e. the set consisting of u followed by zero or more  s. The most compact regular
expression denoting this set is uG* . Furthermore, the language can be recognized by
the finite-state machine given in Figure 1.3.

1.A.2

Regular relations and finite-state transducers

Regular n-relations can be defined in a way entirely parallel to regular languages.
Again, the definition given here is modeled on that of Kaplan and Kay (1994):
1.

is a regular n-relation

2. For all symbols u,+«-.Ý¿¬( ð¥ð6ð ( «-.Ý¿¬/ , +u  is a regular n-relation
3. If á1Þ , á?ß and á are regular n-relations, then so are
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(a) .
á Þ&×6á?ß , the (n-way )concatenation of á1Þ and á?ß : for every s%Þ0 á1Þ and
s ß ká ß , s Þ s ß lá Þ ¥× á ß
(b) á.Þká8ß
(c) á1 , the n-way Kleene closure of á .
One can think of regular n-relations as accepting strings of a relation stated over an
m-tuple of symbols, and mapping them to strings of a relation stated over a k-tuple
of symbols, where y ò aÑ w . We can therefore speak more specifically of y2( relations. As in the case of regular languages, there are further closure properties that
regular n-relations obey:11
Ú Composition: if á Þ is a regular "(Öy -relation and á ß is a regular y2(43 -relation,
then á Þ º&á ß is a regular "(53 -relation. Composition will be explained below.
Ú Reversal: if á

is a regular n-relation, then so is á?|(*«á.¬ .

Ú Inversion: if á is a regular y#(Öw -relation, then á ä Þ , the inverse of á , is a
regular 
w (Öy -relation.

One computes the inverse of a transducer by simply switching the input and output
labels. The fact that regular relations are closed under inversion has an important practical consequence for systems based on finite-state transducers, namely that they are
fully bidirectional. Thus, as we noted in Section 1.2.2, a model of spelling (mapping
from the ORL to Ã ) can be turned into a model of reading (mapping from Ã to the
ORL) by simply inverting the FST implementing Ä»ÌÍÎÏ1Ð .
For most practical applications of n-relations w Ñ ª (so that  and y are obviously
both ó ).12 In this case we can speak of a relation as mapping from strings of one regular language into strings of another. In this work we will be concerned exclusively with
ª -relations, and we will use the term regular relations with that meaning throughout.
The computational device corresponding to a regular relation is a finite-state transducer. The definition of FST can be modeled on the definition of FSA’s given above,
so we will merely illustrate by example, rather than essentially repeat the definition.
Say we have an alphabet ÓÑ +u    {  t  and a regular relation over that alphabet expressed by the set: g«u  {6¬ , «:ug  {tg¬ , «uG  {t"tg¬ , «uG  {t4t"tg¬ . . .  . This relation thus
consists of u mapping to { followed by zero or more  ’s mapping to t . This relation can
be represented compactly by the two-way regular expression a:c (b:d) . Figure 1.4,
depicts an FST that computes this relation. We refer to the expressions on the lefthand
side of the ‘:’ as the input side, and the expressions on the righthand side as the output
side. Thus, in Figure 1.4, the input side is characterizable by the regular expression
uG* , and the output side by the expression {6
t .
Composition of regular relations has the same interpretation as composition of
functions: if á1Þ and á?ß are regular relations, then applying á.Þ.ºá?ß to an input
11 The omission of difference, complementation and intersection are intentional. In general, regular relations are not closed under these operations, though some important subclasses of regular relations are. See
(Kaplan and Kay, 1994) for further discussion.
12 One exception is the work of Kiraz (1999).
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b:d
0

a:c

1

Figure 1.4: An FST that accepts a:c (b:d)  .
expression ï is the same as applying á Þ to ï first and then applying á ß to the output. Figure 1.5 depicts two transducers, labeled 7 Þ and 7 ß . 7 Þ computes the relation
expressable as (a:c (b:d) ) 8 ((e:g) f:h) (where 8 denotes disjunction), whereas 7 ß
computes g:i Ý :j h:k (with the Ý :÷ term inserting a ÷ ). The result of composing the
º 7 ß — is a transducer that computes the trivial relation,
two transducers together — 7 Þ 9
e:i Ý :j f:k. In this particular case, though both 7Þ and 7ß express relations with infinite
domains and ranges, the result of composition merely maps the string ef to ijk.
One other notion that is worth mentioning is the notion of projection onto one
dimension of a relation. For example, for a 2-way relation á , :Þ«:á.¬ projects á onto
the first dimension and :ß4«á.¬ projects onto the second dimension. Projection applied
to an FST produces an FSA corresponding to one side of the transducer. Thus the first
projection (:*Þ ) of the transducer in Figure 1.4 is the acceptor in Figure 1.3.
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Þ
7

b:d
0

a:c

e:g
3

e:g

1

f:h

f:h

2

7ß

h:k
0

g:i

1

ε :j

2

2

f:k

75;
0

e:i

1

ε :j

Figure 1.5: Three transducers, where   ¶

3
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Chapter 2

Regularity
In this chapter we defend the first hypothesis that was introduced in Section 1.2.3,
namely Regularity.
It is obvious at the outset that the normal notion of a regular language, where
the catenation operator ‘ × ’ denotes simple left-to-right concatenation, will not suffice.
This can be seen easily enough with the Chinese character < ` WINE+JI ÀNG b jiàng
‘sauce’
where the semantic radical = ` WINE b 1 occurs below the phonetic portion
>
` JI ÀNG b . This contrasts with the case of ?
` FISH+L Ǐ b lı̌ ‘carp’, where the
semantic radical @ ` fish b occurs to the left of the phonetic component A ` L Ǐ b ;
with B ` BIRD+JI Ǎ b yā ‘duck’, where the semantic radical C ` BIRD b occurs to
the right of the phonetic component D` JI Ǎ b ; with E ` GRASS+Z ǍO b cǎo ‘grass’
where the semantic radical ` GRASS G
b F occurs above the phonetic component H
` Z ǍO b . and with I ` SURROUND + HU Ò b guó ‘country’, where the semantic radical
J
` SURROUND b surrounds the phonetic component K
` HU Ò b . These data are
summarized in Table 2.1.
Clearly we need a more powerful notion than simple concatenation to handle such
cases. We will therefore introduce the notion of planar regular languages, which differ
from ordinary (string-based) regular languages only in defining a richer set of concatenation operations. The definition of planar regular languages will be given immediately
in Section 2.1; we will also introduce (in Section 2.2) the notion of Small Linguistic
Unit (SLU), the linguistic unit within which variation from the macroscopic — lineand document-level — order of a script is possible. In subsequent sections we will
show the applicability of the expanded formalism to various phenomena that arise in a
variety of scripts. It will be clear that the extended formalism is capable of providing
straightforward analyses of these phenomena, which lends support to the Regularity
hypothesis. Problematic examples from Ancient Egyptian will be discussed in Section 2.3.5. In Section 2.4 we briefly survey the possible instantiations of the SLU in
different writing systems. Finally, we end the chapter with the implications of the theory for the macroscopic arrangement of scripts, and in particular for the instantiations
1 Used

alone, this character, pronounced yǒu, is used mostly as a term in the calendrical cycle, though in
archeological usage it retains its original meaning of ‘amphora’.
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?ÑL@

left of A

BÑLC

right of D

EÑLF

above H

<ÑL=

below

IÑ

J

>

surrounding K

Table 2.1: Chinese characters illustrating the five modes of combination of semantic (underlined) and phonetic components.

of boustrophedon writing.

2.1

Planar Regular Languages and Planar Regular Relations

Planar grammars of various kinds have been used both in two-dimensional pattern
recognition and in building generative models of two-dimensional layouts. For instance two-dimensional context free grammars have been used in the recognition of
printed mathematical equations (Chou, 1989), and in formal descriptions of Chinese
character construction (Fujimura and Kagaya, 1969; Wang, 1983). Planar finite-state
models have also been used, mainly in pattern recognition: for instance Levin and
Pieraccini (1991) developed a planar hidden Markov model approach to optical character recognition. A comprehensive review of two-dimensional finite-state models
and their properties is given in (Giammarressi and Restivo, 1997). Giammarresi and
Restivo’s discussion focusses on two-dimensional languages — also termed, for obvious reasons, pictures — that can be represented with symbols on a rectangular grid.
For instance, the following would be a picture over the alphabet (u    :
(2.1)

a
a
a
a
a
a
b

a
a
a
a
a
b
a

a
a
a
a
b
a
a

a
a
a
b
a
a
a

a
a
b
a
a
a
a

a
b
a
a
a
a
a

b
a
a
a
a
a
a

This view is not really adequate for our purposes, however, since we would like to
view the primitive elements of the alphabet as being, in effect, geometrical figures that
might occupy more than one “square” in such a two dimensional grid. For example,
in Figure 2.2 below, the basic element Õ´«:²¬ is left-adjoined with the entire complex
consisting of Õ´«³¶¬ , ÕÖ«:Ü"¬ , and ÕÖ«Û¬ — and in particular is directly to the left of both
ÕÖ«$³¶¬ and ÕÖ«:Ü"¬ — something that is not easily represented in an arrangement such as
that in (2.1).
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γ(α)

γ(β)

γ(ζ)

γ(δ)

Figure 2.1: )&*  ! 4*$#% '( .

γ(β)
γ(α)
γ(ζ)

γ(δ)

Figure 2.2: Another figure described by *¶Ô& *! 4$#%'(-, .
The notion of planar regular languages that we have in mind here can be described
informally as follows. Suppose you have a set of two dimensional figures arranged in
some fashion on a flat surface: consider for example the four rectangles labeled Õ´«:²¬ ,
ÕÖ«$³¶¬ , ÕÖ«:Ü"¬ and ÕÖ«Û¬ in Figure 2.1. We assume for simplicity’s sake that we are told
what the subfigures are and where they are relative to one another: that is, our task is
not to compute that there are four blocks in Figure 2.1, and that they are arranged in
some pattern, but rather, given a predetermined layout, to describe that layout in formal
terms. The analogy in the one dimensional case is between, say, optical character
recognition, and string matching: in the former case one must discover what characters
are in a text; in the latter case one already knows the characters and their relative orders,
and one merely has to, for example, find patterns in this already known sequence of
characters.
There are a number of ways in which one could describe Figure 2.1, but supposing
we start in the upper lefthand corner, we might say that Õ´«:²¬ left catenates with Õ´«³¶¬ ;
that this pair downwards catenates with the pair ÕÖ«:Ü"¬~ÕÖ«Û¬ ; and that ÕÖ«:ÜY¬ left catenates
Ï
with ÕÖ«Û¬ . If we use ‘ × ’ for ‘left catenates with’ and ‘M × ’ for ‘downwards catenates
Ï
Ï
¬ M ×&ÕÖ«:ÜY¬ ×kÕÖ«Û¬ . Of
with’, we could describe the layout succinctly as ÕÖ«²´¬ ×lÕ´«³¶N
course other patterns are consistent with this formula: consider Figure 2.2. This brings
up the point that unlike the case of one-dimensional concatenation, planar catenation
operators are not in general associative. More specifically, a sequence of within op-
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erator catenations is associative: «ÕÖ«²´¬M ×ÕÖ«$³¶¬-¬M ×l«ÕÖ«:Ü"¬M ×cÕÖ«Û¬-¬ is equivalent to
ÕÖ«²´N
¬ M ×1«ÕÖ«$³¶¬1M × Õ´«ÜY¬¬1M × Õ´«:Û¬¬ ; but cross-operator catenations are not in general associative. There are a couple of possible solutions that allow us to more precisely
describe a particular layout. One approach is to make brackets an explicit part of the
Ï
Ï
× + Õ´«ÜY¬ × Õ´«:Û-¬ / ,
formalism: thus Figure 2.1 could be described as + ÕÖ«²´¬ × ÕÖ«$³¶¬ / M O
Ï
Ï
as distinct from ÕÖ«²´¬ P
× + ÕÖ«$³¬ M N
× + Õ´«ÜY¬ ×lÕÖ«Û-¬ / / , which would describe Figure 2.2.
An alternative that can be adopted in some cases (see Section 2.3.1, for instance)
is to define a precedence on operators. So Figure 2.1 can be described as simply
Ï
Ï
Ï
ÕÖ«²´¬ ×ÒÕÖ«$³¶Q
¬ M ×´ÕÖ«:Ü"¬ × ÕÖ«Û¬ , if we have the understanding that ‘ × ’ has precedence
Ï
Ï
over ‘M × ’, so that the groups Õ´«:²¬ ×½ÕÖ«$³¶¬ and Õ´«ÜY¬ ×8ÕÖ«Û¬ will form first, and only then

will M × join the two groups together. Such an approach would not allow us to describe
Ï
Figure 2.2, since no definition of precedence between ‘ × ’ and ‘M × ’ will allow us to
group the components appropriately. In such cases one would have to resort to bracketing. For example, the Chinese R lı́n ‘fish scale’ is composed of the components, @
Ï
Ï
, S , T and
, arranged as follows: @ × [S M × [T ×
]]
We turn now to a formal definition of planar regular languages. The definitions
of regular languages introduced in Appendix 1.A carry over directly to planar regular
languages, the only novel feature being the splitting of concatenation ‘ × ’ into five operations — each of which is needed to describe the Chinese character component layouts
illustrated in the introduction to this chapter:2
Ú Left catenation: Ï ×
Ú Right catenation: U ×
Ú Downwards catenation: M ×
Ú Upwards catenation: V ×
Ú Surrounding catenation: 3

Note that 3 does not have a dual: we discuss this point further in Section 2.3.4.
Thus, we can emend the relevant portions of the definition of regular languages
given in Appendix 1.A.1 to read as follows:
3. If &Þ and ß are regular languages, then so are
(a)  Þ

Ï

×Q ß ;  Þ U ×0 ß ;  ÞWM ×9 ß ;  ÞWV ×X ß ;  Þ 3) ß

Each of these catenation operations is illustrated in Figure 2.3.
Of course, for the implementation of Ä»ÌÍÎÏ1Ð in a given writing system, we will
not only be interested in planar regular languages, but more generally in planar regular
2 Note

that Coleman (1998, pages 27–28) uses downwards concatenation (which he terms cocatenation)
as part of his description of the formal syntax of IPA symbols.
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γ(β)

γ(α)

(a)

(b)

γ(α)

γ(β)

γ(β)

γ(α)

(c)

(d)

γ(β)

γ(α)

(e)
Figure 2.3: The five planar concatenation operations:
 Y4Z 5] ; (b) Y5Z\[5]a`WY5Z 4] ; (c) Y4Z\[^] ! bY5Z 4] ; (d) Y5Z\[^]5c bY5Z 4] ; (e) Y5Z\[^]bdeY5Z 4] .
(a) Y5Z\[^]^_W
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relations. On the orthographic side of the mapping, one is clearly mapping to planar
objects built using some combination of planar catenation operations. On the linguistic
side things are perhaps less clear. Although linguistic objects such as the annotation
graphs introduced in Section 1.2.2 are displayed in two dimensions, they are not really
planar objects: there is no sense in which the SEM arc is, say, above the TONE arc in
(1.10). For the sake of the present discussion we will assume for the sake of simplicity
that graph-theoretic objects such as (1.10) have been “linearized” into strings, so that
we can think of their construction as being in terms of simple string concatenation
‘ f ’. So, in the present discussion we will be interested in planar regular relations that
involve mappings between strings constructed using ‘ f ’ and planar objects using some
combination of planar catenation operations. Thus we might want to state, for instance,
that gPfh,fji transduces to kl&g"m0n foklphqm1r\fsk"l$itm . We can straightforwardly redefine
the normal notion of concatenation in regular relations to implement the case we are
interested in (Appendix 1.A.2):
3. If u0v and uxw are regular relations, then so are:
(a) uNvLyzf|{ r f6}euxw ; uNvLyzf|{~f6}euxw ; uNvLyzf|{ n f-}euQw ; u0vyf { f }uxw ;
u v yGf { d

}u w

Here, the notation yX(s v { (s w } means that we combine the input side of the
relation using (sv and the output side using X(sw .
It should be stressed that the planar catenation operations are not generally intended to describe the exact placement of one element relative to another. Thus stating
a formula such as kl&g"m0n fWk"l&hm merely entails that kl&g"m is placed somewhere above
klphm , but it says nothing about whether the center of gravity of the visible glyph representing kl&g"m is exactly centered on the visible glyph representing k"l&hm , or is perhaps,
say, a little to the right. Of course sometimes such differences correlate with a difference in meaning. To take an obvious example, in a number of scripts the apostrophe
y ’ } and the comma y , } are almost identical or completely identical in form, the
only difference being the vertical placement. In both y Jones’ } and y Jones, } we
would say that the comma/apostrophe is catenated to the right of y s } , so it would
seem as if the current formalism can say nothing about how these two cases are distinguished. The solution, of course, is to assume that glyphs are not merely a collection
of black bits, but in general also include a block of white bits within which the black
bits are situated. Thus apostrophe and comma are really represented as in (2.2) and
(2.3), respectively:


(2.2)

’

(2.3)

,

Thus we can preserve the simple statement that apostrophes and commas alike catenated in a left-to-right fashion with their neighbors, and at the same time guarantee
that they will be positioned appropriately in the vertical dimension relative to those
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neighbors. In many other cases, though, issues of exact placement of glyphs relate to
written stylistics, and in general may vary substantially depending upon the style of
font, and whether one is dealing with ordinary printed text, ordinary handwritten text,
or calligraphy. Such stylistic concerns are outside the scope of the present study.
A further point needs to be made about the use of brackets to indicate association,
discussed above. In principle, the unbounded use of paired brackets introduces nonregularity, since non-finite sets of well-formed bracketings are well-known to require
context-free power; see, e.g., (Harrison, 1978, pages 312ff.). We can keep the language
within the set of regular languages, however, if we limit the depth  of bracketing that
we allow, thus also limiting the number of switches between catenation operators that
we allow. (Since bracketing is not involved when we combine elements within a given
catenation operator — e.g. when we combine g r fh and kl&itm r fkl$m using r f —
there are no restrictions on “depth” of combination in such cases.) It is unclear what
the setting for  should be, but a reasonable setting might be seven.3 This would be
more than sufficient to allow for an exhaustive structural analysis of the most complex
Chinese characters (Rick Harbaugh, personal communication); see Section 2.3.4.
The computational devices corresponding to planar regular languages and relations
are planar (or “two-dimensional”) finite-state automata (2FSA) and planar finite-state
transducers (2FST), respectively. We can define a planar finite-state acceptor along the
lines of the definition of (one-dimensional) finite-state automata from Appendix 1.A.1,
adding to the definition a set of directions, a start position, and a set of grouping brackets; computationally it is easier to define the machines using brackets rather than in
terms of operator precedence.
A

planar

finite-state acceptor
where:

is

an

octuple





l&{{&a{{{ {Q{ itm

1. 

is a finite set of states

2.  is a designated initial state
3.  is the starting position (in the planar figure) for  , chosen from the
set  left, top, right, bottom  .
4. 

is the set of grouping brackets  [, ] 

5. 

is a designated set of final states

6.  is the set of directions  R(ight) , L(eft), D(own), U(p), I(nwards) 
(corresponding to the catenation operators r f , ~ f , n f ,  f and d
tively)

, respec-

7.  is an alphabet of symbols, and
8. i is a transition relation between ),l .sm and 
To recognize the figure in Figure 2.2 we effectively need to have a 2FSA that recognizes the description kl&g"m r f¡ klphm n f k"l jm r fQkl&itm-¢ ¢ . So we need to have a machine
3 In

a similar vein, Church (1980) proposed a hard limit on the depth of embedding in syntactic structure
in order to be able to implement a finite-state syntactic analyzer.
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γ(β)
R

2
[

left
0

γ(α)

3

[

R

D

1
£

4

R
¦

γ(ζ)

7

γ(δ)

R

R

¤

]
5

¥

]
6

8

R

R

Figure 2.4: A 2FSA that recognizes Figure 2.2. The labels “R” and “D” on the arcs denote
reading direction; “left” on state 0 (the initial state) denotes the position at which scanning
begins.

where scanning begins at the lefthand side of the figure, proceeds rightwards reading kl&g"m , reads rightwards across one grouping bracket, reads rightwards across klphm ,
reads downwards across one grouping bracket, reads rightwards across kl$m , reads
rightwards across k"l$itm , and finally reads rightwards across two grouping brackets. A
2FSA that accomplishes this is given in Figure 2.4.
A 2FST can be defined similarly to a 2FSA. For our purposes we are interested
in machines that map from expressions constructed using string catenation, to expressions constructed using planar catenation operators. The only part of the definition that
changes is 8:
A

planar

finite-state transducer
where:

is

an

octuple





l&{{&a{{{ {Q{ itm

1. 

is a finite set of states

2.  is a designated initial state
3.  is the starting position (in the planar figure) for  , chosen from the
set  left, top, right, bottom  .
4. 

is the set of grouping brackets  [, ] 

5. 

is a designated set of final states

6.  is the set of directions  R(ight) , L(eft), D(own), U(p), I(nwards) 
(corresponding to the catenation operators r f , ~\f , n f ,  f and d
tively)

, respec-
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ε:γ(β)

R

2
ε:[

left
0

ε:[

R
α:γ(α)

3
D
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£

4

R
¦

ζ:γ(ζ)

R

¤
7 §δ:γ(δ) 5

R

ε:]

R

¥

ε:]

6

R

8

Figure 2.5: A 2FST that maps the expression [X¨X©ª to Y5Z\[5]a_|«Q¬ Y5Z¨4]a «X¬ Y4Zp©]^_|«WY5Z\ª]$®¯® .

7.  is an alphabet of symbols, and
8. i is a transition relation from )°,l .sm to 
In general arcs that are labeled with brackets on the “planar side” will be labeled with
 on the “string side” of the transduction. A 2FST that maps the expression gahqti to
kl&g"morf± klphmn f k"l jmr\fQkl&itm-¢ ¢

2.2

(Figure 2.2), is given in Figure 2.5.

The Locality Hypothesis

How are the various catenation operators actually distributed in a writing system that
uses more than one? Invariably one finds a situation such as the following. At a
macroscopic level, the script runs in a particular direction, say left to right ( r f ) or
top to bottom (n f ) (see Section 2.5); the particular choice may be somewhat free, as
it is in Chinese, but whatever is chosen is fixed for a given text. Alterations of this
macroscopic order occur only locally. Thus in Chinese, the construction of a particular
character may involve various combinations of the catenation operators that we have
described, but there is (for a given text) only one choice available for catenating that
character with the following one. This observation leads to the following claim, which
we shall term Locality:
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(2.4)

Locality
Changes from the macroscopic catenation type can only occur
within a graphic unit that corresponds to a small linguistic unit
(SLU).

As we shall see, in many writing systems, the SLU in question is the syllable, though
in some cases (Section 2.3.2) the “orthographic syllable” is non-isomorphic to the
phonological syllable; in other cases the unit seems to be the word (as we shall see in
a case from Aramaic in Section 4.4.1). This issue is further discussed in Section 2.4.
In the remaining sections of this chapter, we turn to an application of the formalism
and theory developed here to various phenomena found in writing systems.

2.3

Planar Arrangements: Examples

In this section we discuss four writing systems — Korean Hankul, Devanagari, Pahawh Hmong and Chinese — which make substantial use of more than one planar
catenation operator. In each of these cases the SLU is the syllable, though in Devanagari, the relevant notion of “syllable” is orthographically rather than phonologically
defined. In the final subsection we discuss an apparent counterexample to the claim of
regularity from Ancient Egyptian.

2.3.1

Korean Hankul

The discussion of Korean Hankul here draws upon the description presented by King
(1996) (and see also (Sampson, 1985)). The following summarizes the facts discussed
in detail by King. The letters of Hankul are arranged into “syllable-sized” glyphs.4 The syllable-sized glyphs are catenated with either left-catenation or downwardscatenation. Within the syllable-sized glyphs, however, both left- and downwardscatenation are used in ways that are predictable given the particular segments being
combined. Vowel and diphthong glyphs are classified into two classes, VERTICAL and
HORIZONTAL ; examples of each of these will be given momentarily. All orthographic
syllables in Hankul must have onsets:³ if the corresponding phonological syllable lacks
an onset, then³ a “placeholder” glyph ² is used to represent the empty onset.5 That is:
kl$´µ¶*·&¸-¹ºmo
² .
4 Note that by “syllable”, here we mean syllable at a morphophonemic (rather than surface phonemic)
level of representation: in many cases, units that are represented orthographically as syllables do not represent single syllables in the surface phonology. The ORL in Modern Korean orthography would appear to be
fairly deep. King observes (page 223) that:

Hankul orthography drifts from a more or less consistently phonemic approach in the
fifteenth century, to an increasingly morphophonemic one by the twentieth century.
Sampson (Sampson, 1985, pages 135ff.) gives a detailed discussion of this issue.
5 In coda position, this symbol represents /» /, which does not occur in syllable-initial position.
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As examples of the construction of of Hankul orthographic syllables, consider the
y mos } and
y cal } . The first is constructed out of three components
glyphs
arranged in vertical descending order as follows:
¼

m}
y

o}
y

s}

¼

y

¼

y cal } , the component glyphs are as follows, with the first two arranged horiFor
zontally with respect to each other, but above the third glyph:
¼

c}
y

a}
y

l}

¼

y

¼

The glyph

y

o } belongs to the horizontal class whereas

y

a } belongs to the

y o } as opposed to
vertical class — note the largely horizontal orientation of
y a } — and this in turn correlates with the fact that y o } is arranged vertically with
respect to the preceding onset, whereas y a } is arranged horizontally.
The macroscopic arrangement of Hankul syllable glyphs is traditionally top-tobottom, though left-to-right arrangement is becoming much more common. Deviations
from this macroscopic order only occur within the syllable, prompting the following
statement for Hankul:

(2.5) The SLU is the syllable.
The full set of rules for the arrangement of glyphs in Hankul are as follows; see (Sampson, 1985, page 132) and (King, 1996, page 222). In this version of the rules, we
assume that syllable-sized units are arranged in a left-to-right fashion:
¼
¼

For syllables ½Xv and ½9w , kl&½4vf½wm¾k"l$½Xvmr\f¿kl&½wm .

¼

For onset-nucleus cluster ÀWÁ and coda Â , kl\ÀWÁfÂXmo°k"lpÀWÁÃm n fÃkl$ÂXm .
If coda Â is complex, consisting of (maximally) two consonants Â v and Â w , then
¼

k"l Âmok"l Â v fÂ w m¾#kl$Â v m r fÄkl$Â w m

For onset À and nucleus Á ,
– if Á belongs to the VERTICAL class then k"lpÀ.fÅÁÃmo°k"lpÀWm r fÄkl$Á9m
– else kl\À,fÁÃmo°k"lpÀWm n fÃkl$ÁÃm
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nf
y

m}

o}

rf
y

c}

nf
¢

y

¢
y

a}


y

s}

nf

y

mos }


y

l}

y

cal }

Figure 2.6: The syllables Æ mos Ç /mo/ ‘cannot’, and Æ cal Ç /čal/ ‘well’ in Hankul.
The principles of Hankul graphic syllable construction are illustrated in Figure 2.6,
again using the syllables /mos/ and /cal/. Recall that y o } belongs to the horizontal
class, whereas y a } belongs to the vertical class. Figure 2.6 makes use of brackets
to indicate grouping. Thus, in y cal } , y c } is catenated to the left of y a } , and then
this whole group is catenated on top of y l } : the alternative bracketing would result
in a different arrangement of symbols. However, in Hankul it is possible to dispense
with brackets in favor of operator precedence, as discussed in Section 2.1: giving
leftwards catenation higher precedence than downwards catenation — r fÈ n f — yields
the desired result.

2.3.2

Devanagari

The Devanagari script is a modern Indian script derived originally from the Brahmi
script (Bright, 1996). It is used to represent Hindi, Nepali and Marathi, as well as a
variety of local languages of North India; it is also the usual script used in representing
Sanskrit. In the present discussion, we will assume the use of the Devanagari script as
a writing system for Hindi, though everything that we will discuss carries over, mutatis
mutandis, to the script’s use for other languages.
Bright describes Devanagari as an alphasyllabary, meaning that the system is basically alphabetic, but that the symbols are arranged in syllable-sized units. As we
shall see momentarily, the relevant syllables for the orthography are not isomorphic to
phonological syllables.
The basic features of the script that will concern us here are the following:
¼

¼

(Phonological) syllable-initial vowels are represented as full symbols, but when
combined with a preceding consonant they appear in diacritic forms that appear above, below, before or after the consonant in question. The vowel /É /
has no diacritic form, so that a consonant without a vowel mark has an inherent
schwa. The forms of the independent and diacritic vowels (with onset consonant
Ê
y k } ) are given in Table 2.2.
Consonant clusters are represented by ligatured groups, that behave as units for
Ê
Ê
Ê
y ska } ;
the purposes of vowel placement. Thus ËÌy s } + y k } yields Í
6
y k } + Îy š } + ÏÐy m } yields ÑÏÒy kšma } . A sequence /sk I/ is represented

6 The

rules for ligature formation are somewhat complex and will not concern us here.
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Expression

Full form

Null

Ó

yÉj}

After

Ó¡Ô

y
y

y

i}
y

e}

Ú

Û

y
â

Before

Ê

ä

Õ

y

ko }

Ö

y

k×t}
y

ki }
y

ke }
y

k ÜÅ}
y

kU }
y

ku }
y

kri }
y

kI }

ÊÛ
ÊÝ
Êß
Êá
Êã

ri }
y I}

ka }

ÊÙ

u}
y

y

Ô

y U}
à

kÉt}

Ê

yÄÜ}

Þ

Below

y
Ê

y×j}

Ú

Above

Ê

o}

Ó6Ö
Ø

Diacritic form

a}

Ó6Õ
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å

Ê

Table 2.2: Full and diacritic forms for Devanagari vowels, classified by the position of expression of the diacritic forms. Thus “after” means that the diacritic occurs after the consonant
cluster, “below”, below it, and so forth.
å$Í

Ê

y i+sk } , with the y i } occurring in the position before the cluster. The
ligatured-unit-plus vowel combination forms an orthographic syllable.

¼

A preconsonantal initial /r/ in an orthographic syllable is represented by a superscript symbol occurring
at the end of the orthographic syllable. Thus /vÉ rma/ is
ç
represented as æÏWÔ y vÉ ma+r } .

An algorithm and a set of mapping rules for Devanagari that handles these facts
follows:
¼

Divide the phonological string into orthographic syllables by placing a syllable
boundary èºéëê :
– At the beginning of the word;
– Between each pair of adjacent vowels;
– Before the first consonant of a cluster.
Thus the SLU in Devanagari is the orthographic syllable.
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¼

Assume a function ìoí î , which forms the ligatured form of a sequence of consonant glyphs. Then kl$ïvðïwññ*ñïWòmoì¾í$î5l\kl$ïvëmk"l ïwm4ññ*ñk"l ïWòÃm m .
¼

Let 0óXô$ô|õ be the full vowel glyph for vowel ö÷õ , then kl$ö6õmoø)0ó4ô&ô|õù èéëê
¼

.

For consonant cluster Â and vowel ú , then
kl$Âfðú5m
#kl$ÂXm
if ú2É
#kl$ÂXm r fQklpú5m
if ú /a,o, × ,i/
#kl$ÂXm  f9k"l&ú4m

if ú /e, Ü /

#kl$ÂXmqn f9k"l&ú4m

if ú /u, U,ri/
if ú /i/

#kl$ÂXm ~ fQklpú5m
¼

For an orthographic syllable starting with /r/ and remainder ÂÃú with non-null
consonant Â , k"l-ùÅûðùÄfÂ9ú4mok"l-ùÅûðùm n f6kl$Â9ú4m .

The properties of Devanagari that we have just analyzed are common among other
Indian and Indian-derived scripts. Indeed, compared with those of some other scripts,
Devanagari diacritic vowels are relatively simple: Thai for example (Diller, 1996)
has vowel symbols that not only occur above, below, before and after the consonant
symbol, but also vowel diacritics that surround the consonant symbol.

2.3.3

Pahawh Hmong

The Pahawh Hmong messianic script invented in 1959 by Shong Lue Yang, a Hmong peasant, is described at length in a fascinating study by Smalley, Vang and Yang
(1990); a more concise description can be found in (Ratliff, 1996). There were actually four stages of the script, which evolved as Shong Lue Yang refined his original
design: we will be concerned with the Third Stage, which is the version that received
the widest acceptance and use. There are two sets of glyphs in Pahawh, the first representing onset consonant clusters, and the second the rime, i.e. the vowel plus the
lexical tone.7 Pahawh is thus sometimes described as a demisyllabic system, though
this is really a misnomer. The writing runs from left to right, with spaces separating
syllables, making the syllable-sized chunks quite easy to identify. What is notable
about Pahawh is that the glyph representing the rime is systematically written to the
left of the glyph representing the onset, in contravention to the overall left-to-right ory ×ð´»^} + y š }
der
of the script. For
example Shong Lue’s name is written
ü
ü
y ˆ} + y l } /š´
×ð» lˆ/ in Pahawh Hmong writing. Clearly, as others have noted, one can
view this as a generalization of the property of many Indian and Indian-derived South
East Asian scripts, to allow some vowel glyphs to precede consonant clusters that, on
the basis of phonological ordering, they logically follow; we saw an example of this
7 In the final (fourth) stage, the vowel and tone symbols had become completely separate, and even in the
Third stage, there is a partial separation, with some tonal information being represented by diacritic symbols
written over the vowel symbol. We will not be concerned with the representation of tone here, and for the
purposes of this discussion, we will consider the vowel-plus-tone combination as a single unit.
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with Devanagari in the previous section. However, Pahawh is the only known writing
system that consistently has this reversal.8
While the origin of this unique feature of Pahawh is mysterious, its implementation
within the current framework is simple. As for Hankul, the SLU is the syllable:
(2.6) The SLU is the syllable.
The rules describing Hmong glyph arrangements are as follows:
¼

For syllables ½Xv and ½9w , kl&½4vf½wm¾k"l$½Xvmr\f¿kl&½wm .
¼

2.3.4

For onset À and nucleus Á , kl\À,fÁÃmW#kl\ÀWm ~ fQkl$ÁÃm

Chinese

As will be recalled from Section 1.2.2 (and see also Section 4.2), Chinese is a partly
logographic writing system where most individual characters are made up of a component that gives some information about the pronunciation (the “phonetic” component)
and another component (the “semantic” component) that gives clues to the meaning.
These two components can be arranged in a number of ways relative to each other, as
we discussed briefly in the introduction to this chapter. From the annotation-graph representation of a Chinese morpheme such as that in (1.10), repeated below as (2.7), we
have assume that the semantic information associated with that morpheme overlaps,
but does not dominate, the phonological information:
(2.7)
SEM:
TONE:
SYL:
ONS-RIME:

cicada : ý

½

ch

2
:þ
an

Given Axiom 1.3 from Section 1.2.2, it follows that the image of the semantic portion under Pÿ  must catenate with the image of the phonological portion under
r
 . The SLU
 ÿ
in Chinese, like the three writing systems we have just discussed,
r
is the syllable, and (with a single exception that need not concern us here) syllables
are in turn implemented using single characters. In principle therefore, the catenation
operator chosen to implement the within-character combination of the semantic and
phonetic elements can differ from the macroscopic catenation, whether that be the traditional downwards catenation, or the more modern left-to-right catenation. In fact, the
particular catenation operator chosen depends upon a relatively complex set of rules
and lexical specifications. This section presents a preliminary analysis of the internal
structure of Chinese characters in terms of the present planar grammar formalism.
8 Furthermore,

since Shong Lue Yang was illiterate when he first began to create the script, it is hard to
see how he could have known about this tendency to reverse the logical order in the region’s writing systems.
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There has been a long history of structural analysis for Chinese characters starting with the AD 200 Shuō Wén Jiě Zı̀; see (Wieger, 1965) for a brief history. One
important point in the history of Chinese character studies is the compendious dictionary compiled during the reign of the Kang-Xi emperor (r. 1661–1722): the modern
classification of characters according to semantic radicals largely follows the usage in
that dictionary. In more modern times, there have been various generative analyses.
One such study was that of Fujimura and Kagaya (1969), who constructed a program
that was capable of generating (and outputting on an oscilliscope), not only real Chinese characters, but also possible characters — that is characters that are non-existent,
but obey the structural constraints of Chinese characters. Wang (1983) presented a
generative-grammar-based model of Chinese character structure that predicted the relative placement of semantic “classifiers” and phonetic “specifiers” within characters,
and also provided a model of the actual writing of the characters, with special attention
being paid to the analysis of the stroke order; we will discuss Wang’s analysis in more
depth momentarily.
An interesting study by Myers (1996) argues for the relevance of prosodic headedness in Chinese character construction. By assuming that the structural head of a
character is (depending upon the overall composition of the character) on the bottom,
the right or the bottom right, Myers is able to explain several robust features of Chinese characters: for instance, the largest component or stroke tends to be on the bottom
or on the right — i.e., in the head position; the leftmost stroke in a character with a
significant amount of structure to its right is curved — i.e., a non-head vertical stroke
is curved; there is a strong preference for semantic components to occur on the left or
on the top — i.e., in a non-head position. This latter point is completely in accord with
our observations, reported below. Finally, Myers notes a tendency for reduced forms
of radicals (see page 50), to occur on the top or the left — i.e., in non-head position.
Finally, there is a website — www.zhongwen.com (Harbaugh, 1998) — which
produces structural analyses for selected characters. One of the points that is nicely
brought out in this website is the fact that Chinese characters are tree-structured objects,
and complex characters can be analyzed into many levels. Thus in the character

y TREE + F ĒNG } fēng ‘maple’, which is analyzed at the level we are interested in as

y TREE } r f Òy F ĒNG } , we can further break down the righthand component into



n f$ý¢ ; exthe components
and ý . Thus an exhaustive analysis would be r f
amples more complex than this are not hard to find (cf. the example lı́n ‘fish scale’,
introduced earlier). In the present discussion we will only be concerned with the top
level, namely the combination of semantic with phonetic, or semantic with semantic,
in characters that have such analyses.

We return now to the study by Wang (1983). The analysis of semanticphonetic component placement in Wang’s study is feature based, using the feay DOOR } ,
tures [high], [low], [left] and [right]. A semantic component such as
y DOOR + GU Ī }
which typically takes its phonetic component inside (e.g.
guı̄ ‘door to women’s apartments’), is analyzed as [+high,+left,+right]. Similarly 
y FORCE } , which typically occurs on the right (
y FORCE + J ĪNG }
jı̀n
‘strength’, is analyzed as [+right]. Finally  Py SURROUND } , which complete-
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left
top
bottom
right
surround
other
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8,303
1,964
1,246
882
159
174

Table 2.3: Distribution of placement of semantic component (Kang-Xi Radical) among 12,728
characters from the Taiwan Big5 character set.

ly surrounds its phonetic (
y SURROUND + HU Ò } guó ‘country’), is analyzed as
[+high,+low,+right,+left]. Phonetic components may also have specifications: 
zhuàng as in  y CLOTHING + ZHU ÀNG } zhuāng ‘pack, contain’, is [+high,  low].
Wang assumes a series of rules that use the feature specifications to determine the
actual placement of the components:
¼

¼

If neither component is specified, a default semantic-left, phonetic-right placement is used;

¼

If one component is specified, the opposite features are filled in for the other
component;
If both components are specified, and if there is a conflict, the semantic component wins.

There are various interesting aspects to Wang’s analysis, and on the whole it seems
to be on the right track. It is certainly true, for example, that the semantic-left/phoneticright placement is in some sense the default. This is shown in Table 2.3, which shows
the frequencies, for 12,728 characters from the Taiwan Big5 character set, of various semantic radical placements.9 One problem with Wang’s analysis, though, is that
it is too powerful. In particular, the featural system he develops would predict that
one might have a component that is specified [  left,  right,  high,  low], and would
thus select to be in the middle of whatever it combines with. However, the only cases
where such placement occurs is in fossilized forms. Thus  dōng ‘east’ is tradition
mù
ally analyzed as being composed of  rı̀ ‘sun, day’ placed in the middle of
‘tree, wood’, but  rı̀ does not in fact select for this position: there is no productive
character-formation process that can account for  dōng. This is why the surrounding
catenation operator d does not have a dual: the notion of “inside catenation” does not
appear to be necessary.
y DOOR } as [+high,+left,+right], verIt also seems that the difference between
sus    y SURROUND } as [+high,+low,+left,+right], is rather redundant: presumably the fact that the latter completely surrounds its sister component, whereas the
former only partially does so, follows from the shapes of the two components. To
handle both cases, it ought to be sufficient to say that they surround their sister.
9 Here, I took at face value the traditional 214 Kang-Xi radicals, assuming that these are in fact the correct

semantic components in all cases. Occasionally this assumption can be misguided.
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left
top
bottom
right
surround

1,745
313
313
166
51

Table 2.4: Distribution of placement of semantic component (Kang-Xi Radical) among 2,596
characters from the Taiwan Big5 character set.

We therefore dispense with the featural approach, and present instead a preliminary
analysis based on the catenation operators introduced in this chapter. Our analysis is
based upon 2,596 characters from the Taiwan Big5 character set for which we know the
breakdown into semantic and phonetic/semantic component. 10 As we see in Table 2.4,
the relative magnitudes of the different placements of the components is roughly the
same as for the fuller Big5 character set (Table 2.3), so this smaller sample may be
taken as representative.11
I now turn to a description of the rules developed to handle these characters. In
the following discussion, I dispense with the normal glosses, except where critical, so
as not to overly clutter the text. Note that some semantic radicals are marked as full
or red (reduced): in these cases there are alternative forms — “full” and “reduced”
for the radical, and these two forms behave differently. Thus  xı̄n ‘heart’ has two
forms as the radical y HEART } , one being more or less the same shape as the full
character (placed underneath the second component), and the other a reduced threestroke component, as in the lefthand portion of  máng ‘busy’ (placed to the left
of the second component). We assume for the present that it is part of the lexical
orthographic specification of a morpheme whether a particular character has the full
or reduced variant, though to some extent one can predict this by the position of the
radical in the character (Myers, 1996). Which of the two options — “full” or “red”
— is marked depends upon which one is reasonably regarded as the default; only the
non-default is marked in the glosses. Finally, as indicated in the descriptions below, we
assume that one of the components — usually the semantic radical, but sometimes the
phonetic radical — is the “determining component”: it is the one that will be listed
first in the formulae, so that an expression such as  n fQ , with
component, will unambiguously mean that  occurs above  :
(2.8) (a)

 the determining

The following, as phonetic components, take precedence — i.e., determine the placement of the components in the character:  , , ! , "
, # , $ , % , & . In other cases the semantic component determines the
placement. As noted above, the “determining component” occurs to the

10 These breakdowns were taken from the raw data used in the www.zhongwen.com (Harbaugh, 1998)
website. I am grateful to Rick Harbaugh for making these data available to me.
11 For the purposes of the present discussion, we eliminated characters, such as 
dōng ‘east’, which do
not belong to one of the five categories in Table 2.4. Invariably such characters are old constructions that are
not built out of their supposed components by any productive process.
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left of the catenation operator in the formulae.
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

+ f'

n f , if any of the following is the determining component: ( , ) , * ,
! , ,.-0/ 1 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 , 8 , 9 , " , # , $ , % , & .
> f:' ~ f , if any of the following is the determining component: ; , < , = ,
,? ,@ ,A ,B ,C , ,D ,E .

,

fF'  f , if any of the following is the determining component: G ,
 0- /1 1 , ý,ý ,12 H ,  , I.Jp¸LK , M , N , O , P -0/ 1 1 , ; -Q/1 1 ,  .
d , if any of the following is the determining component:
fR'
,S ,T
, U.  ( Òy SURROUND } ), V
Otherwise fR' r f

The current ruleset is able to analyze 88% of the 2,596 characters, leaving the
remaining 12% to be lexically specified exceptions; examples of 196 of the analyzed,
and 38 of the unanalyzed characters are given in Appendix 2.A. Although further
tuning of the rules could undoubtedly increase the coverage further, it must be borne
in mind that some amount of lexical specification is always going to be necessary: for
example, W y EYE } and X y M ÁNG vZY\[wëv]_^ `\a\` } can combine in two ways, yielding
the characters b máng ‘blind’ and c máng, a variant spelling of b .
One interesting observation about these data is that if one considers only the characters for which the phonetic component is a perfect predictor of the pronunciation
(including tone) of the whole character — 624 characters in this set — the accuracy of
the ruleset presented increases to 92%. What this means is that “regularly pronounced”
characters are also more regular in structure. This result is perhaps not surprising: it
parallels commonly observed patterns in morphology where semantically transparent
and morphologically productive constructions also tend to be the ones that are more
phonologically regular. Presumably this increase in regularity for phonologically regular compounds is useful for the Chinese reader. As we discuss elsewhere (Section 5.2),
there is psycholinguistic evidence that Chinese readers make use of the phonetic component of characters when they are useful; in order to be able to reliably locate and
identify the phonetic component, it helps if the placement of this component is more
regular, and less subject to idiosyncratic lexical specifictions. In Appendix 2.A, regularly pronounced characters are indicated with ‘ d ’.
One additional topic that Wang (1983) discusses, and which we need to provide an
account for is what he terms classifier raising: in some cases the semantic classifier
of the phonetic component is “raised” to become the semantic classifier of the entire
character. This is a relatively rare phenomenon, restricted in part to spelling variants
of certain characters. However there are a couple of phonetic components that seem to
undergo this process as a matter of course. One such component is the top portion of e
y INSECT + T ÉNG f [ëvºwg]h^ iZaji } téng ‘serpent’, k
y SILK + T ÉNG f [ëvw]h^ ila\i } téng ‘bind’
or m y HORSE + T ÉNG f [vw]h^ iZaji } téng ‘mount’. The phonetic component in each case
consists of the portion above the semantic radical, plus the lefthand component n ,
which is at least structurally the phonetic component’s own semantic radical. This
12 I.e.,

double ýpo

INSECT

q

.
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n has been raised to become the semantic radical of the whole character. In order
to account for this in the current formalism, we need to assume a rule such as the
following, which reassociates the components of characters containing this phonetic:13
(2.9)

2.3.5

rRstvuxwFy\z|{fjn
f

¢4ø}n

n f:rRs

r f

t~uwFylz{ë¢

A counterexample from Ancient Egyptian

The hieroglyphic writing system of Ancient Egyptian (Gardiner, 1982; Ritner, 1996)
presents one case that is problematic for regularity. In Old Kingdom Egyptian, plural
number was indicated in the orthography by the double copying of the base word,
or a portion thereof. The copying could be implemented in various ways including
duplicating the entire phonographically written word as in (2.10), duplicating the entire
logograph as in (2.11) or duplicating only the semantic classifier of the word as in
(2.12):

(2.10)

r
n

(2.11)

ntr
n

rnw

ntrw
w

‘names’

‘gods’

t

h

(2.12)

TREE

nhwt

trees

The problem lies in the fact that the Egyptian plural was morphologically marked by
suffixation, -w with masculine nouns and -wt with feminine nouns.14 This suffix wt is actually spelled out in the orthography in the representation in (2.12), though
it was not in general required to spell out the plural suffix. Since the orthographic
duplication does not represent any linguistic duplication, it must be part of the mapping between linguistic representation and orthography, or in other words it must be
handled by Pÿ  . Since regular relations are not powerful enough to handle arr
bitrary copying, this
orthographic practice stands as a counterexample to the claim of
Regularity.
It is interesting to note that this copying was only used during the Old Kingdom
(prior to 2240 BC); by the Middle Kingdom it had been replaced by a logographic
13 In this and similar cases, then, we actually need to delve slightly deeper than the top-level componential
analysis that we have dealt with in this section, and at least recognize a second tier of structure.
14 The same point can be made for the orthographic represenation of dual number, which was also represented by copying, in this case a single copy. As in the case of the plural, the dual was encoded morphologically via suffixation.
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symbol involving three strokes (Gardiner, 1982, page 59), apparently derived from the
original repetition. An example is given in (2.13):

(2.13)

ntr Pl

ntrw

gods

One assumes that this device was introduced by the scribes as an abbreviatory aid to
save them writing (or carving) three copies of a set of glyphs. But it is interesting
that this abbreviatory device also rendered Egyptian orthography more Regular, in the
formal sense defined here.
The most similar example I am aware of in a modern orthography is the encoding
of plurality in Spanish initials by doubling the letters corresponding to the plural noun:
thus Estados Unidos ‘United States’ is abbreviated as EE.UU., and Fuerzas Armadas
‘armed forces’ is FF.AA.. But although this process is productive in Spanish, since
it only involves doubling individual letters of the alphabet it is feasible to simply list
all doubled letters with an indication that these doubles are to be used to abbreviate
plurals. (Alternatively one could write a rule that copies individual letters of the alphabet, and this rule could be represented as a transducer: note though that this would be
computationally equivalent to simply listing the doubles.)
Apart from the Spanish example, which is easily handled within the theory, I am
aware of no other cases of such duplication in a modern writing system. It is tempting
therefore to conclude that the Egyptian example was marked, as the theory predicts,
and that the rarity of such cases is a consequence of this markedness.

2.4

Cross-Writing-System Variation in the SLU

All of the writing systems that we have examined in the previous section involve
syllable-sized SLU’s. This is no accident. Writing systems where basic glyphs are organized into syllable-sized units seem to be quite prevalent among the world’s writing
systems, as has often been noted in the literature: for instance, Faber (1992), assigns
a node in her arboreal taxonomy of writing systems to what she terms segmentally
coded, syllabically linear scripts, which include Hankul and Devanagari.
However larger SLU’s certainly seem to be possible. For example, Mayan writing
appears to have had an SLU at the level of the word or small phrase. Mayan complex
glyphs were typically arranged in paired columns that were to be read left to right, top
to bottom (Macri, 1996). Thus, the reading order of the following example, would be
A B C D E F:
A
C
E

B
D
F

The basic reading order is therefore left-to-right, with each line of text consisting of
two glyphs. Within each glyph, the arrangement of basic glyphs was somewhat freer,
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with signs running “loosely from upper left corner to lower right corner, with generous
allowances for artistic convention” (Macri, 1996, page 178). The complex glyph is
therefore clearly the graphic unit corresponding to the SLU, but what kind of linguistic unit is this? The single example presented in Macri’s discussion(1996, page 178)
suggests that in many cases the SLU is a single — potentially morphologically complex, usually polysyllabic — word, but in some cases it seems to be an a small phrase.
Table 2.5 lists each of the linguistic elements corresponding to a single complex glyph in Macri’s sample text. Figure 2.7 illustrates the two-word glyph yak ch’ul ‘green
sacred’.
element
y-ak’aw
u-pi(s)
pixol
u-ha(l)
u-tup
yax
u-kawaw
ch’ok
Kawil
y-ak’a-w
u-sak hunal
chan tun
hun winik
yax ch’ul

gloss
he.presents
his-cycle
hat
his-necklace
his-earrings
green
his-helmet
young.one
(a name)
it.is.given
his-white headband
sky stone
one twenty
green sacred

size of element
word
word
word
word
word
word
word
word
word
word
(adjective-noun) phrase
(noun-noun) phrase
phrase?
(adjective-adjective) phrase?

Table 2.5: Linguistic units corresponding to Mayan complex glyphs, from (Macri, 1996);
glossing conventions follow those of Macri. In some phrasal cases it is unclear whether the
unit in question is really a constituent: such cases are indicated with a question mark.
Needless to say, a more thorough survey of the deciphered corpus of Mayan texts
will be necessary to determine the maximal size of the SLU in that writing system, and
what constraints, if any existed, on valid SLU’s.15 This small text does, however, at
least show that the SLU in Mayan is larger than a single syllable.
Not only is the size of the SLU writing-system dependent, but it seems also to be
construction dependent: one finds cases where the catenation operator is changed only
in certain kinds of (local) constructions. One example of such construction-particular
reordering is found in Ancient Egyptian. This is the example of “honorific inversion”
(Ritner, 1996, page 80) whereby terms for gods or kings would be written before terms
15 The data that would allow one to investigate this question already exist as part of the Maya Hieroglyphic
Database Project at the University of California, Davis, Department of Native American Studies. I had hoped
to be able to examine some of these data, and had on more than one occasion requested access to a portion of
the database. Unfortunately, these requests have led nowhere. The resolution of this question will therefore
have to wait until these potentially valuable data are made available to a wider range of scholars.
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ch’u

YAX

li
Figure 2.7: A two-word Mayan glyph representing the adjective sequence yax ch’ul ‘green
sacred’, after (Macri, 1996, page 179), with the arrangement   _ «Q¬ jFQ  «Qp® Per convention,
the capitalized gloss represents a logographic element, and the lower case glosses phonographic
elements.

that they logically follow.16 Thus the phrase mdw ntr (words god) ‘god’s words’ would
be written as in (2.14), with the logograph for ‘god’ being written before the duplicated
(hence plural) phonograph for /md/:

(2.14)

ntr md

This can be accounted for if we assume that the SLU can be a word or small phrase.
In that case we can assume that there is simply reversal within that SLU of the overall
catenation operator in use for the text. Thus if the text is being written from left to
right, and therefore generally uses the catenation operator r f , we can assume a special
principle like that in (2.15) that in honorific contexts implements f as ~ f rather than r f :
(2.15) kl&gfðhm¾°kl&g"m ~ fQk"l&hm , if h is to be honored.
As Ritner notes, the Egyptian example is really no different from the situation in
many modern writing systems with currency amounts. Thus consider English examples like y $1000 } for one thousand dollars or more significantly y $1 million } for
one million dollars. The “symbolic abbreviation” (to coin a term) ‘$’ for dollar(s) is
written before the number phrase which it logically follows. (Note that the currency
term that is “moved” may itself be complex: one hundred US dollars can be written
as y US$100 } .) This prompts a construction-particular statement similar to (2.15) in
Egyptian:
(2.16) kl&gfðhm¾°kl&g"m~\fQk"l&hm , if:
16 Additional

rearrangements of symbols for artistic reasons were also found (Ritner, 1996). Plausibly
such cases are due to stylistic considerations and thus fall outside the range of the present theory.
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¼
g
¼

is a number phrase, and kl&g"m starts with a digit, and

h is a currency term, and klphqm is a symbolic abbreviation for that currency
term.

The first constraint captures the fact that symbolic abbreviations for currencies must
precede a number expressed as a digit: one does not find such expressions as
* y $twenty five } . Indeed this in turn suggests that the true source of the reordering
may actually be a surface orthographic constraint that requires the currency symbol to
immediately precede a digit:
(2.17) If klphm is a symbolic abbreviation for a currency term h , then k"l&hm must precede a digit.
This constraint then forces the catenation operator to be ~\f , as in (2.16). Note though,
in any case, that the SLU must be defined for this construction to be the whole numberplus-currency phrase, in order to account for the deviation from the normal ordering.
The examples discussed in this section and elsewhere in this chapter suggest that
there is quite a range of variation in the definition of the SLU across writing systems,
and even within different components of the same writing system. We will leave it as a
topic for future research to provide a complete taxonomy of the possible instantiations
of the SLU.

2.5

Macroscopic Catenation: Text Direction

. . . their manner of writing is very peculiar, being neither from the left to the right, like the
Europeans; nor from the right to the left, like the Arabians; nor from up to down, like the
Chinese; but aslant from one corner of the paper to the other . . .
Swift, Jonathan. 1726. Gullivers Travels: A Voyage to Lilliput, chapter 6.

Many of the examples discussed in this chapter relate to the micro-arrangement of
graphical symbols. Naturally, in addition to specifying how, for example, the glyphs
arrange themselves into orthographic syllables, any writing system must also specify
the overall direction of the script. As Harris (Harris, 1995, chapter 19) usefully points
out, the notion of direction is more complex than it first appears to be. In characterizing
the default directionality of text in English, for instance, the following specifications
need to be made:
Each line of text is composed of glyphs arranged from left to right.
¼

Each page of text is composed of lines arranged from top to bottom.
¼

¼

Each multipage document is (when correctly bound) composed of pages bound
on the lefthand side.

These specifications are of course script-dependent. The traditional statements for
Chinese run as follows:
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Each line of text is composed of glyphs arranged from top to bottom.
¼

Each page of text is composed of lines arranged from right to left.
¼

¼
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Each multipage document is (when correctly bound) composed of pages bound
on the righthand side.

In principle the three types of specification — “line” level, page level, and document
level — are also logically independent of each other. Still, as Harris notes, there are
plausible biomechanical or other reasons for the elimination of some combinations. So
once one has fixed one’s script as running in horizontal lines, the option of arranging
those lines from bottom to top seems not to be generally available, presumably because
the production of such text would require one to cover up what one had previously
written.17 The Lilliputians’ diagonal arrangements of lines is presumably disfavored
simply because it would force constantly changing line lengths on a rectangular page.
Similarly, multipage document binding practices are not independent of the direction of the script. If one’s script runs from left to right across the page, there is a natural
tendency to want to read a multipage document from “left-to-right”, whereas if one’s
script runs from right-to-left across the page (whether right-to-left in horizontal lines
as in Hebrew, or right-to-left in vertical columns as in Chinese), there is a tendency to
want to read from “right-to-left”. So, holding an English book with the spine pointing
away from you, you start reading on the leftmost page and continue to the rightmost
page. For a Chinese or Hebrew book, holding the book in the same configuration you
start from the rightmost page.
We will have nothing further to say about binding practices here, but it will be useful to dwell for a moment on Harris’ second characterization of text direction, namely
the arrangement of lines on a page. We have of course dealt with the issue of the
macroscopic arrangement of symbols within a line (or column) of text by assuming
a single macroscopic catenation operator such as rf or n f for a given script or style of
writing within a script. One is therefore tempted to deal with the arrangement of lines
of text in a similar fashion. Such an account for English would run as follows:
(2.18) (a)
(b)

ôpí^ÄGg v r fxg w r f¡ñ*ññ r fxg ò

, for g a letter, symbol or space.

:î6QGôpí^ v n fXôpí^ w n f^ñ*ññ n f9ô&í^ ò

So a line would be an arrangement of basic symbols using r f and a page would be an
arrangement of lines using n f .
The problem with this account is that it would appear to violate Locality: a line of
text does not constitute a Small Linguistic Unit, and therefore the switch from r f to n f
would constitute a violation. This consideration would appear to force an alternative
view, one which also has the benefit of being more intuitively appealing. Under this
alternative view, text is written on a virtual tape in one direction only: in English this
would be from left to right, in Chinese from top to bottom. This tape is then “pasted”
17 Similar

considerations presumably also account for the extreme rarity (as the survey in (Daniels and
Bright, 1996) shows) of scripts where columns run from bottom to top.
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to a physical surface, with the inevitable consequence with a sufficiently long tape that
one will run out of space on a line (or column) and have to wrap the tape to the next
column.
There are only three reasonable ways to perform this wrapping. The first, practiced
by every modern writing system, involves “cutting” the virtual tape, and continuing on
the next line or column near where one started the previous line; see (a) in Figure 2.8.
The second and third methods both involve starting at the side of the page where one
finished the preceding line, and heading back across the page. In order to do this, one
must bend the tape around, with the immediate consequence that the face of the glyphs
must also be turned around; note that the term “face” is suggested by Harris (1995,
page 132). The most common way to perform this bending is to fold the tape over
itself so that the glyphs — now running in the opposite direction across the physical
surface — are flipped around the vertical axis; see diagram (b) in Figure 2.8. This
is the standard boustrophedon writing found in several ancient eastern Mediterranean
scripts, all of which involve this change of face around the vertical axis; see various
chapters in (Daniels and Bright, 1996). The other way to bend the tape is to twist it
around so that the glyphs running in the backwards direction are upside down: this
“inverted boustrophedon” system seems to be found in only a handful of scripts, one
being the Easter Island rongorongo script (Fischer, 1997b), and another being the ancient Italian script Venetic (Lejeune, 1974; Bonfante, 1996). See (c) in Figure 2.8; note
that rongorongo actually runs from bottom to top across the surface, rather than top
to bottom as diagrammed here. (Venetic apparently had both kinds of boustrophedon,
either flipping the face of the characters when switching direction, or else inverting
them: (Lejeune, 1974, pages 180–181).)
It is important to understand that the virtual tape model, and the consequences that
follow from it which we have just seen, are a direct consequence of the theory adopted
here: according to Locality one cannot model boustrophedon writing as a line-by-line
switch of catenation type, any more than one can model the arrangement of lines on
a page by modeling within-line catenation as (e.g.) r f and across-line catenation as
n f . The flip of face in boustrophedon systems, which follows from the virtual tape
model, is thus effectively forced by the theory. A boustrophedon system that does
not involve a change of face would thus be a problem for the theory. It is therefore
interesting to note that such systems do not appear to be common, if indeed they exist
at all: various authors, including Harris (1995) allude to the existence of such nonflipping boustrophedon systems, yet I have been unable to find specific examples of
this phenomenon.

Nonetheless, one must point out that higher level script-dependent generalizations
are often much freer than the micro-constraints we have discussed elsewhere in this
chapter. Thus, with the exception of the relatively few Chinese characters that have
alternate forms, there is generally only one way to arrange the components within a
Chinese character. On the other hand, modern Chinese allows two schemes for arranging the symbols on the page, the traditional one described above, and the Westerninfluenced left-to-right/top-to-bottom arrangement found in English; the same facts
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This is a test of the emergency broadcast
a)

system. This is only a test. Had this been a
real emergency, you would have been
This is a test of the emergency broadcast

b)

a neeb siht daH .tset a ylno si sihT .metsys
real emergency, you would have been

This is a test of the emergency broadcast

system. This is only a test. Had this been a

c)

real emergency, you would have been
Figure 2.8: Three methods of wrapping the virtual tape: (a) standard non-boustrophedon; (b)
boustrophedon; (c) inverted boustrophedon.
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hold for other East Asian scripts.18 Once one moves out of the domain of printed texts,
other arrangements often become possible. Shop signs in English may be arranged
with the characters running from top to bottom, for instance, and more novel arrangements are possible in other contexts, as long as some notion of sequentiality is preserved. This loosening of constraints as one moves from the micro to the macro level is
hardly surprising and has an exact analog in linguistic structure: the syntactic possibilities for combining morphemes within words are generally highly constrained across
languages, and in many “fixed word order” languages the possibilities for rearrangements of words or phrases within sentences are also limited. Beyond the sentence,
however, the interrelation between units (sentences, paragraphs, turns in a dialogue,
etc.) is much more loosely constrained by purely formal linguistic considerations, and
much more governed by considerations of how language is used. Similarly, the macro
level of written text is constrained by considerations of usage as much as by formal
orthographic constraints, a point that Harris’ (1995) discussion brings out nicely.

18 A third scheme, a Semitic-style right-to-left/top-to-bottom

perhaps not as common in ordinary text as the other two.

arrangement is also found in Chinese, though
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Sample Chinese Characters and their Analyses

The following pages contain a randomly selected sample of 194 Chinese characters
that are accounted for by (2.8), and an additional 38 that are not. In the analyses, the
determining component is listed first, after the equals sign, and before the catenation
operator. The semantic component is boxed. The symbol ‘  ’ marks characters where
the independent pronunciation of the phonetic component is a perfect predictor (including tone) of the pronunciation of the complex character. This is perhaps a more
stringent definition of phonological regularity than is strictly speaking necessary, but
it has the advantage of being easy to compute.
Note that what is listed for the incorrectly analyzed characters is the correct analysis: the predicted (but incorrect) catenation operator is shown in parentheses after each
example. In these examples we list the semantic component uniformly first since it is
unclear in many cases what the determining component is.
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Correctly Analysed Characters
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Chapter 3

ORL Depth and Consistency
In this chapter we address the second of the two proposals presented in Section 1.2.3,
namely Consistency. We will first examine the orthographies of Russian and Belarusian, which form a near minimal pair from the point of view of the level of the ORL.
We will show that a simple coherent analysis of the two systems can be obtained if we
assume that in each case the ORL is a Consistent level, the only difference between
Russian and Belarusian being the depth of that level.
We then turn our attention to English. In light of the analysis of Russian and Belarusian, how deep is the ORL for English, and can one assume Consistency for the
ORL? The evidence we will examine suggests that Consistency is possible. Not surprisingly, the analysis is simpler if we assume a relatively deep ORL, though perhaps
unexpectedly the evidence is not as clearcut as in the case of Russian versus Belarusian.
An apparent counterexample to Consistency is found in the orthographic representation of obstruants in Serbo-Croatian: these data are discussed in Section 3.3, and
data from a small phonetic experiment are presented that suggest that in fact the data
are not a counterexample, but rather offer support for Consistency.
Another potential problem for Consistency would be evidence that the spelling of a
word needs to be constructed in a cyclic fashion, since this would seem to suggest that
there might in effect be several “ORL’s” for a given morphologically complex word,
one for each cycle. A potential example of this is discussed in Section 3.4.
Finally, as we discussed in the introduction, we assume, similar to Nunn (1998),
that ÛoÜÞÝàß ÿâá can be split into two components, which we have termed Ûoãåä8æèçêéìë
and Û+íïî ëèðñð . One component of the latter are what we can term surface orthographic
constraints, and for lack of a better place to discuss them, we turn to short discussion
of this topic in Section 3.5.
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3.1

Russian and Belarusian Orthography: A Case Study

One way to illustrate the functionality of the proposed model is to compare two languages that have similar phonologies, but select different levels for the ORL. An
almost ideal pair of languages for this purpose is Russian and Belarusian. These languages share many phonological features, including strong vowel reduction in unstressed syllables, and palatalization assimilation in consonant clusters. The orthographic representation of these phonological phenomena is, however, quite different in
the two writing systems.

3.1.1

Vowel reduction

One way in which the Russian and Belarusian orthographies differ is in the treatment
of the vowel reduction process known in the Slavic literature by the names akan’je,
ikan’je and jakan’je. We have already seen an instance of akan’je — reduction of /a/
and /o/ — in the example ò8óõôöó÷öøúù goroda û /gü rýÿþ da/ ‘cities’ in Section 1.2.1. Ikan’je
involves the reduction
of /(j)e/ and /(j)a/ after soft consonants1 to / /: two examples are
 ù jazyk û /j þ z  k/ ‘language’, and ô õó8÷ ù perevod û /p, r, þ vot/ ‘translation’.
(We use a “,” to denote a palatalized consonant in the phonetic transcription.) The
details of Russian akan’je/ikan’je are well-known (Wade, 1992, pages 5–7):

 In pretonic position (i.e. in the syllable preceding the lexically stressed syllable), word-initial in an unstressed syllable, or word-final in an open unstressed
syllable, underlying /o/ and /a/ (after hard consonants) are reduced to /ý /.

 In all other unstressed syllables underlying /o/ and /a/ (after hard consonants)
are reduced to /ü /.

 Underlying /(j)e/ and /(j)a/ (after soft consonants) are reduced to / / in unstressed
syllables.
Russian represents neither reduction process in its orthography, and so it seems reasonable to suppose, as is typically done (cf. again (Cubberley, 1996)), that Russian orthography is morphological in the sense that it represents an underlying phonological
level — UL, though this does not necessarily represent the most abstract phonological level one could posit. The table in (3.1) gives the levels of representation for the
words for ‘cities’ and ‘translation’. Here, and elsewhere,  denotes the actual surface
phonemic representation (i.e., the pronunciation):
(3.1)
ORL (  UL)




1 Russian

‘cities’
goro þ da
òÿóõô ó8÷ ø

gü rýÿþ da

‘translation’
pere þ vod
ô

õó8÷

p r þ vot

and Belarusian phonemically distinguish soft or palatalized consonants from hard or nonpalatalized consonants.
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A set of spelling rules — Û ãåäæèç éìë — including the rules in (3.2) (copied in part from
(1.5)) is sufficient to accomplish this mapping:2
(3.2)

g
o
r
d
a
p
e
v


ò

ù


ó



ù
ô



ù



÷

ù



ø

ù
ù





úù
ù

gû
o û!#"$&%('*)%,+
rû
dû
a û!#"$&%('-),%,+
pû
e û!+
vû

Note the restrictions on the rewrite of vowels: /o/ and /a/ appear as ó ù o û and ø ù a û
only after hard consonants (  !#"$&%,'*),%+ ); and in the majority of Russian words,
/e/ appears as ù e û after all consonants, whereas in syllable-initial position /e/ (as
opposed to /je/) appears as the non-palatal . , which we will notate here as ù e û (see
also Section 3.5).
Belarusian also has akan’je and ikan’je — the latter called jakan’je, that behave
very similarly to their Russian counterparts. However, unlike the situation in Russian, Belarusian orthography generally reflects these processes; see (Carlton, 1990,
pages 299–301). The rules can be stated as follows (following Carlton):

 In pretonic position, or word-initial in an unstressed syllable, underlying /e/ and
/o/ are reduced to /a/.3

 In all other unstressed syllables underlying /o/ and /e/ (after hard consonants)
are reduced to /a/.
(We return at the end of this section to the case of non-pretonic unstressed /e/ after
soft consonants.) Examples (from (Krivickij and Podluzhnyj, 1994, pages 15, 22)) are

/0 ôtù vecer û /þ v,et1" er/ ‘wind (noun)’, versus (2 ô  ù vjatry û /v,aþ tr / ‘winds’;
3 óõò i4 ù nogi û /þ nogi/ ‘feet’, versus 3 øò8ø ù naga û /naþ ga/ ‘foot’; and 0!. ò54öø ù cegla û

/þ t1 eagla/ ‘brick’, versus 0àøò#4 ,3  ù cagljany û /t1 aþ gl,an / ‘made of brick’.
Similar to the table given for the Russian cases, we can assume the tables in (3.3)
for the Belarusian examples we have just discussed. In this case the ORL reflects the
application of vowel reduction, and  is effectively the same as the ORL:5
2 While we express the rules here, and elsewhere, as a set of ordered rewrite rules, there is, often no
crucial ordering to such rules. When ordering is not crucial they are best viewed as a set of parallel two-level
rules in the sense of (Koskenniemi, 1983).
3 It is unclear whether this is really /a/ or something more akin to /ý /, detailed phonetic descriptions of
Belarusian akan’je having proved elusive.
4 The Russian symbol 687 i 9 , is not used in Belarusian. Note also that ò , represented phonemically here
as /g/, is actually a voiced fricative, often transliterated as /h/ (Wayles Browne, personal communication).
5 On the change from /t/ to /t : / in the form /;0
ô<7 vecer 9
‘wind’, which is also reflected in the
orthography, see Section 3.1.2. In the underlying representations we assume an underlying /t/ for surface
/t: /.
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(3.3)
UL
ORL





‘wind’
þ v,et,er
þ v,et 1 er

/0




UL
ORL





,2 ô 


ô

v,et1 er

þ

UL
ORL

‘winds’

v,eþ tr

v,aþ tr

‘feet’
þ nogi
þ nogi
3 óõò i
þ nogi
‘brick’
þ t,egla
þ t 1 egla

0!. ò54öø
þ t 1 egla

v,aþ tr
‘foot’
no þ ga
na þ ga

3

øò8ø

na þ ga
‘made of brick’
t,eþ gl,an

t1 aþ gl,an

0àøò#4 (3  
t1 aþ gl,an

The spelling rules necessary to map from ORL to
in (3.4)
(3.4)



v
e
t
t1
r
a

for Belarusian include those

vû
e û=!#">%('*)%,+
ù tû
ù cû
ù rû
ù ja û, !5"?%,'*),%+
ù yû
ù nû
ù oû
ù gû
ù iû
ù a û=!#"$&%('*)%,+
ù e û@!#"$&%('*)%,+
ù lû
ù



ù

2



0

ô






n
o
g
i
a
e
l








3


ó



i




ò

ø




4

.

The encoding of consonants and most vowels is identical to that in Russian: the only differences evident in these cases are encoding of /e/ following hard consonants,
which is .úù e û in Belarusian (which is generally disallowed except in syllable-initial
position in Russian), and the different symbol used for /i/.
It is worth noting that, at least in some versions of Belarusian, akan’je and jakan’je
occurs not only within words but also within clitic groups — and is likewise reflected
in the orthography. Thus in the text of (Lyosik, 1926), one finds examples such as
the following, involving the negative clitic /ne/, in many environments written as 3
3  ù nja û , evidently reflecting the
ù ne û , but in the jakan’je environment written as
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pronunciation /n,a/. Contrast the examples in (3.5a) with those in (3.5b):6
(3.5) (a)

(b)

3 A2 óB´ 4 C  i
3  D,˘ E ´
3  ı́F ø#0 0àø
3 HG#øò54 ı́
3 E 4 ø# ,´ 3 E i
3 HI/4öøô D,´ E i

nja tól’ki û
nja wsé û
nja pı́šacca û

ù
ù
ù

ù

ù

ù

ne maglı́ û
ne slavjánski û
ne belarúski û

‘not only’
‘not all’
‘is not written’

page 75, 83
page 85
page 109

‘they were not able’
‘not Slavic’
‘not Belarusian’

page 82
page 98
page 95

However, the more recent discussion in (Krivickij and Podluzhnyj, 1994, page 22)
explicitly denies that Lyosik’s examples are correct, and contrasts the behavior of 3
ù ne û
‘not’ and I/  ù bez û ‘without’ as separate clitics and as prefixes:
Regularly written with [ ù e û ] are the particle 3 [ ù ne û ] and the
preposition I/  [ ù bez û ]; if, however, they appear as prefixes, then they
obey the general rule of jakan’je: I/  4 J ÷  6 ˘ [ ù bez ljudzej û ‘without
people’], but I  4J ÷ 3  [ ù bjazljúdny û ‘unpopulated’], 3 FKG ø 2 [ ù ne
šmat û ] ‘not much’, but 3  FKG#ø 2 [ ù njašmat û ‘a little’] . . .

Evidently this difference is due to a change in Belarusian orthographic
norms since Lyosik’s day (rather than being due to an actual change in the language).7 Krivickij and Podluzhnyj’s choice of wording — “regularly written with
. . . ” (“ô ò D 4  ô 3 óL 6 F D(2BE;NM ô  ”) — certainly suggests this possibility. If
this is the case, and this does reflect a spelling reform in Belarusian, it is interesting
to note that it is, consistent with the most recent Dutch spelling reform, which we will
discuss later on in Chapter 6, a reform that favors morphological, rather than phonetic
regularity: as a result of this orthographic principle, 3 ù ne û ‘not’ and I/  ù bez û
‘without’ are spelled the same (at least when they are used as separate words), even
though they may change in pronunciation. However this may be, the most direct implementation of the version of Belarusian described by Krivickij and Podluzhnyj in
terms of our model is to assume that bez ‘without’ and ne ‘not’ are simply lexically
marked to always be spelled with úù e û .
Over and above the spelling conventions for 3 ù ne û and I/  ù bez û , and despite Belarusian’s general tendency to have a shallow, phonemically-based orthography, there are a few lexical exceptions to the orthographic conventions for akan’je and
jakan’je. Krivckij and Podluzhnyj note that unstressed ù e û is written in ÷   PO
2/ ù dzevjáty û ‘ninth’ (from ÷    0 C ù dzévjac’ û ‘nine’), ÷  E;,2/ ù dzesjáty û
ø
‘tenth’ (from ÷  E 0 C ù dzésjac’ û ‘ten’), and in some other numerals. And etymological ù o û can be found in unstressed syllables in loan words: 2/ G#ó 4 ¨ ò i M,3 
6 Nonetheless, about 25% of thirty one examples collected from Lyosik’s text seem to be inconsistent
3  I  4 óQ7 nja bylo 9 ‘was not’
with the correct application of jakan’je for /ne/. For example he uses

(page 63). Stress must be on the second syllable of I
4öó7 bylo 9 ‘was’ (as it is in Russian), as evidenced
by non-application of akan’je to the /o/. Therefore, the /e/ of /ne/ should in principle be written as R7 e 9 ,
since it is not in a pretonic syllable.
7 It seems plausible that Lyosik’s orthographic scheme was in fact experimental, since Belarusian orthography had probably not been standardized when Lyosik wrote (Elena Pavlova, personal communication).
Also, it seems that the spelling system assumed by Krivckij and Podluzhnyj was imposed by decree by
Stalin in 1933, replacing an earlier popular spelling system (Maksymiuk, 1999).
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‘etymological’. Such cases must presumably simply be lexically
ù etymoljógičny û
marked. For example, for the word ‘nine’, we can assume a (partial) lexical representation as in (3.6a), where only the ù e û is lexically specified. (Recall that the
orthographic specifications in the Russian example in (1.4) were redundant: we assume, in fact, that the orthographic representation of òÿóõô ó8÷ ø ù goroda û ‘cities’ is
regularly derived.) The lexical specification will then carry over to the derived form
‘ninth’, as shown in (3.6b):
(3.6) (a)

S

PHON Tþ UBV;WYX*Z\["^]#_a`Y"^b
ORTH c

(b)

S

PHON T-U
ORTH c;

Xd

e

V \W X Z þ [ "f]B_g'hb
X d
e

The remaining cases of potential jakan’je, namely cases where /e/ occurs in nonpretonic unstressed syllables after a palatal consonant, are of uncertain status. In such
cases, Carlton notes (1990, page 300) that Belarusian “specialists differ . . . [s]ome recommend[ing] ’a as the correct pronunciation . . . ”, others recommending /e/, or “even
a vowel between ’a and ’e”. While the two unequivocal instances of akan’je/jakan’je
are reflected in Belarusian spelling, this latter instance is not. The spelling that is chosen — ù e û or  ù ja û — depends upon the spelling of the vowel in the root in
question in a form where that vowel is stressed. Thus (to use Carlton’s examples),
E;3 i ı́ ù lesniki û
we have 4 E ù les û ‘forest’, 4 ,E;3 i ù ljasnı́k û ‘woodsman’, but 4
‘woodsman’; but 0  ij ø58ø 2/ ù tsjažkaváty û ‘somewhat heavy’, derived from 25O
E;,ij ø ù tsjažka û ‘heavily’. In any case, the pronunciation of the boxed vowels is
the same, though, as we have noted, Belarusian specialists differ as to what it should
be. On the face of it, then, we would appear to have a case where Belarusian spelling
behaves more like that of Russian, in representing an underlying rather than surface
vowel, something that would appear to be in direct violation of Consistency.
However, a possible solution to this dilemma suggests itself: suppose that the
jakan’je of non-pretonic unstressed post-palatal /e/’s — call it “jakan’je-B” — is a
different process than the remaining cases of akan’je/jakan’je (“(j)akan’je-A”), and
suppose further that jakan’je-B occurs later than (j)akan’je-A. Then one could assume
that the ORL for Belarusian represents a stage at which (j)akan’je-A has applied, but
before jakan’je-B has applied. What lends plausibility to this suggestion is precisely the disagreement among Belarusian specialists as to what the vowel in such cases
should be, which contrasts to their (apparent) agreement about all other instances of
akan’je and jakan’je. If this disagreement reflects a true phonetic variation in the implementation of jakan’je-B — one that is not in evidence for (j)akan’je-A — then
it is quite possible that these do in fact represent two stages of vowel reduction, one
((j)akan’je-A) which is firmly rooted in the phonology of the language and the other,
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which is less firmly established and which is subject to more variation across speakers.8 Further evidence for this position comes from the history and present distribution
of akan’je and ikan’je in Russian dialects (Avanesov, 1974, and Elena Pavlova, personal communication). Ikan’je definitely postdated akan’je in Moscow dialects of
Russian, due in part to the fact that the distinction between hard and soft consonants
had not stabilized until quite late (14th century). In modern Russian dialects there is
still a great deal of variation in ikan’je, compared with akan’je, suggesting that even
in Russian the two processes may be at different levels of the phonology. The ultimate correctness of this suggestion necessarily awaits further study, but if it can be
maintained, then these facts do not constitute a counterexample to Consistency.

3.1.2

Regressive palatalization

Another difference between Russian orthography and at least some versions of Belarusian orthography is in the treatment of regressive palatalization of consonants.
In Russian, a dental or alveolar consonant becomes palatalized if the following
adjacent dental or alveolar consonant is also palatalized. More specifically (Wade,
1992, pages 9–10):9

 Dental stops (/t/, /d/, /n/) become palatalized before a palatalized dental or alveolar: thus /dn,i/ ‘days’ is pronounced /d,n,i/

 Alveolar fricatives (/s/, /z/) followed by a palatalized dental stop, alveolar fricative or lateral: thus /výõþ zn,ik/ ‘arose’ is /výõþ z,n,ik/
We may assume for the sake of concreteness that the assimilation involves spreading
of the feature [  high] within the sequence of consonants.10
While palatalization is marked in the orthography of Russian, there is no special
mark of the spreading itself. That is, the final consonant of the cluster is orthographically marked as palatal, either by virtue of its occurring before one of the “soft” vowels
¨ jo û or  ù ja û , or else explicitly using the soft sign
— ù (j)e û , 6 ù i û , J ù ju û , ù
C ù ’ û . But consonants internal to the cluster are not marked as palatal.11 Thus in the
word E;2 C ù jest’ û ‘is, are’, the final /t/ is orthographically marked as palatal with the
soft sign C , but in fact the entire /st/ cluster is palatal: /jes,t,/. We assume the table in
(3.7) for this case:
8 One might suppose, along these lines, that (j)akan’je-A is a lexical phonological process, whereas
jakan’je-B is a postlexical or phonetic process.
9 Wayles Browne notes (personal communication) that this spreading of palatalization across dental/alveolar consonant clusters is a feature of older dialects, and is becoming less prevalent in contemporary
Russian.
10 Note though that words admit of alternate pronunciations, including some cases that do not fall under
the rubric of the two classes listed above: these include cases like /dv,er,/ ‘door’, which may be either /dv,er,/
or /d,ver,/. Many such exceptions can be found in (Avanesov, 1983).
11 Consonants internal to clusters can be marked with a soft sign, but in that case they are lexically palatal,
ED
and this has nothing to do with the assimilation process that we are discussing now: an example is ÷C5I8ø
7 sud’ba 9 ‘fate’
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(3.7)
ORL (  UL)





‘is, are’
jest,
E;2 C ù jest’ û
jes,t,

Palatalization and regressive palatalization in Belarusian is on the whole similar to
that of Russian (see (Krivickij and Podluzhnyj, 1994, pages 55–57)), but there are a
couple of notable differences. One difference in the palatalization process itself is that
palatalized /t/ and /d/ become palatalized affricates, /t1 ,/ and /dk ,/ respectively. Thus for
Russian /d,at,ka/ ‘uncle’ we have in Belarusian /dk ,at1 ,ka/; for Russian /t,es,t,/ ‘father
in law’, Belarusian has /t1 ,es,t1 ,/.
A second difference is that dental stops in Belarusian regularly palatalize before a
palatalized /v/. Thus alongside the masculine/neuter form /dva/ ‘two’, we have feminine /dk ,v,e/ ‘two’; alongside /čatyry/ ‘four’, we have the collective form /čat1 ,v,ora/.
Once again unlike the situation in Russian, Belarusian orthographically marks regressive palatalization, at least in cases involving /t1 ,/ and /dk ,/, which have a separate orthographic representation, namely 0mlnC/o ù c(’) û and ÷  lnC/oöù dz(’) û respectively.
Thus /dk ,v,e/ ‘two (feminine)’ is written as ÷  B ù dzve û , and /čat1 ,v,ora/ ‘four (collective)’ is written as M ø#0 ¨ ô ø ù čacvjora û . Thus although Krivickij and Podluzhnyj
note that the effects of regressive palatalization are not indicated in writing (page 56),
this is not strictly correct since in the case of palatalized /t/ and /d/, these are orthographically marked as affricates, though they are not followed by a soft sign C ù ’ û .
However, for a form like ¨ E 0 C ù josc, û ‘is, are’, which is pronounced /jos,t1 ,/, the
palatal /s/ is certainly not marked orthographically in any way. The explanation for the
difference in behavior is presumably that the affricates /t1 / and /dk /, whether palatalized
or not have a standard orthographic representation as 0où c û and ÷  ù dz û ; whereas
/s/, for instance, only has one representation, namely E ù s û , and there is no separate
symbol for a palatalized /s/. But why is the soft sign not written cluster internally?12 We can presume that in modern Belarusian orthography, a soft sign’s function
is merely to mark a cluster of consonants as being palatalized. Thus we could write a
rule, that would form part of the Û ãÞäæèç éìë for Belarusian, and that would simply insert
a soft sign after a palatalized consonant, whenever it is not followed by a vowel (since
in that case one uses one of the soft vowel symbols, which implicitly mark palatality)
or another palatalized consonant:
(3.8) pqrC, !#"?%,'*),%+

(# st!#"$&%('-),%,+vu

The table in (3.9) gives the representations for 
÷ 8ø
line/neuter) and ÷  Búù dzve û ‘two’ (feminine):
(3.9)
UL
ORL




12 That

‘two’ (masculine, neuter)
dva
dva
÷8ø ù dva û
dva

ù

dva û

‘two’ (mascu-

‘two’ (feminine)
dv,e
dk ,v,e
 / ù dzve û
÷
dk ,v,e

is, besides cases where the consonant is lexically marked as palatal, as in Russian.
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This case is interesting, because the representation of regressive palatalization in
Belarusian orthography would appear to be prima facie evidence against Consistency:
on the one hand regressive palatalization is represented when it involves /t, d/, which
become affricates; on the other hand it is not represented for any other consonant. But
as we can see, the Inconsistency is only apparent: the reason that the soft sign is not
used to mark regressive assimilation in general merely relates to the statement of the
rule that spells out the soft sign.
Interestingly, Lyosik’s usage is again different from that of Krivickij and Podluzhnyj. In Lyosik’s usage, in clusters of palatal consonants, all assimilated consonants
are marked with a soft sign. Thus whereas Krivickij and Podluzhnyj have 0 ¨ ôõ÷ 
ù cvjordy û
/t1 v,ordy/ ‘hard’, Lyosik writes 0 C# ¨ ôõ÷  ù c’vjordy û ; for ÷  /âù dzve û
/dk ,v,e/ ‘two (feminine)’, Lyosik has ÷  C5/ ù dz’ve û ; for ¨ E 0 C ù josc’ û /jos,t1 ,/ ‘is,
are’, he has ¨ E C#0 C ù jos’c’ û . This is readily interpretable as a simplification of the rule
in (3.8), which can be rewritten to describe Lyosik’s spelling conventions as follows:
(3.10) pAwCH, !#"?%,'*),%+

xzy

(That is, the soft sign is inserted after a palatalized consonant, except before a vowel.)
The table for the feminine form of ‘two’ shown above in (3.9) now becomes:
(3.11)
UL
ORL





3.1.3

‘two’ (feminine)
dv,e
dk ,v,e
 C5/ ù dz’ve û
÷
dk ,v,e

Lexical marking in Russian and other issues

Despite the regularity of Russian spelling, there are cases where one must assume
lexical marking of orthographic information, and we will examine a couple of these
here. We will start, however, by considering a case that might appear to involve marked
orthography, but which in fact involves marked phonology, the orthography itself being
perfectly regular.
In the Slavic-derived vocabulary, sequences of hard consonants followed by nonpalatalized /e/ do not occur. Basically either one gets a palatalized consonant (e.g.,
ot’ec ‘father’, with a palatalized /t’/), or else one finds a hard (in this case partially palatalized) consonant, followed by /je/: otjezd ‘departure’. There are however
a large number of borrowed words that have such sequences, particularly those involving dental consonants. Consider the following examples, in which the hard consonant has been underlined: seks ‘sex’, test ‘test’, arterioscl’eroz ‘arteriosclerosis’,
g’eteromorfizm ‘heteromorphism’, dekagram ‘decagram’. In each of these cases, the
vowel /e/ is spelled with ù e û : thus dekagram is spelled ÷  øò8ô ø5G ù dekagram û ,
and seks is spelled E  E ù seks û . From the point of view of the reader of Russian,
these cases involve an irregular usage of the written vowel âù e û . But there is in fact
nothing irregular in the spelling here: what is irregular is the phonology. The fact that
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the vowel is spelled with ù e û follows from general constraints on Russian orthography. This is because the only other way that the vowel could be spelled would be as
. ù e û , but this vowel symbol is generally disallowed in non-syllable-initial position.
As we shall suggest in Section 3.5, this constraint is best expressed as a surface orthographic constraint of Russian. What this entails then is that the unusual phonological
structure in the cases we have been considering are spelled in the only way they can
be, with ù e û . Note that the spelling rules that we presented in (3.2) already capture
these facts, since postconsonantal /e/ is rewritten by these rules as úù e û .
One genuine case of orthographic lexical marking involves the genitive endings
-evo and -ovo, which are always written òÿó ù ego û and óÿòÿó ù ogo û . Thus for the
word bol’šovo ‘big’ (masculine/neuter genitive singular) it will be necessary to only
specify that the /v/ is written as ò ù g û .
Another and somewhat more troubling case that requires lexical specification under the present theory are prefixes such as raz-, or bez-, which assimilate in voicing
to the following consonant, following regular principles of Russian phonology. Basically, word final obstruents in Russian are always voiceless, and obstruents assimilate
in voicing to a following obstruent in a cluster; this assimilation applies across words
as well as within words.13 With one class of exceptions, assimilation and devoicing
of obstruents is never reflected in the orthography of Russian. Thus òÿóõô ó8÷ ù gorod û
‘city’ is thus written, even though the final /d/ is actually a /t/; similarly, the phrase
I/  àø54 C50àø ù bez pal’ca û ‘without a finger’ is thus written even though the final /z/
of bez assimilates in voicing to the following /p/, and is thus really /s/. The systematic
class of exceptions to this generalization are the aforementioned prefixes (along with
v(o)z- and iz-; see (Wade, 1992, page 16)). Thus we have I/  Iõó ij3  6 ˘ ù bezbožnyj û
‘godless’, but IB E àø54  6 ˘ ù bespalyj û ‘fingerless’; ô ø  ÷ D G{C# ù razdum’e û ‘thought’,
but ô ø E 6 E; ø ù raspiska û ‘receipt’. Note that this exceptional spelling is only found
with prefixes ending in (underlying) voiced obstruents. Those such as s- that are underlyingly voiceless, retain their expected spellings when preceding voiced obstruents
(in which case their final consonants become phonologically voiced): thus sdavat’
/zdý vat’/ ‘to hand in’ is written E ÷ ø58ø 2 C ù sdavat’ û , not *  ÷ ø#ø 2 C ù zdavat’ û .
In addition to voicing assimilation, akan’je is also represented in the orthography
for the prefix raz-: indeed, the underlying form of raz- is really roz-. Thus, under stress
it is spelled ô ó  ù roz û (or ôöó E ù ros û ): thus ôöó EE C ù róssyp’ û ‘mineral deposit’
versus ô ø EE; àø 2 Cúù rassypát’ û ‘spill, scatter’. The alternation is not marked for bez-.
Thus one never finds the spelling *I#6  ù biz û : in I/ E àø#4  6 ˘ ù bespályj û ‘fingerless’,
the vowel in the prefix is / /, not /e/, despite the spelling.
The behavior of these prefixes would appear to require a relaxation of the Consistency assumption, since they would seem to involve an ORL that is much later than the
ORL that we have been assuming for the rest of the Russian vocabulary. On the face
of it the facts are reminiscent of Pesetsky’s (1979) unpublished but influential analysis
of Russian lexical phonology, wherein he argues that prefixes are phonologically on a
later cycle than suffixes. Might it be, then, that the orthography of prefixes is similarly
handled at a later level, and thus reflects vowel and consonant changes that have not
13 The facts

sian.

are identical in Belarusian, and the discussion here would carry over rather directly to Belaru-
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taken place at the point at which the spelling of stems and suffixes is handled? Under
this analysis we would have to abandon Consistency in favor of a kind of Constrained
Inconsistency. The problem with this move is that, as we noted above, the spelling
irregularities are by no means common to all prefixes: prefixes ending in voiceless
consonants such as s- or ot- do not undergo these changes. Furthermore ot- is always
spelled ó 2 ù ot û in Russian, even when the /o/ is reduced to /ü / by akan’je. Thus the
inconsistency would be constrained indeed, applying to just a few lexical entries.
The cleanest solution to the problem within the current framework is to assume that
this class of prefixes has a special set of spelling rules that is sensitive to the voicing
of the following consonant and (for roz-) the stress on the prefix. Thus, we assume
according to the Consistency hypothesis that the ORL representation of I/ E àø#4  6 ˘
is /bezpalyj/. The normal spelling rule for /z/ would of course give 
ù bespalyj û
E
ù z û , but if we assume a rule such as that in (3.12), the /z/ will instead be written

E
;
E

2
ù s û . Similarly, the ORL representation of ô ø
àø
C ù rassypat’ û is /rossypat,/,
and the spelling of /o/ as ø ù a û is accomplished by the rule in (3.13):
(3.12) z 

E

sû /
ù

[ $ voiced]

Condition: /z/ is in one of the prefixes bez-, roz-, v(o)z- or iz(3.13) o 
ø

ù

aû

Condition: /o/ is unstressed in the prefix rozThe unusual spelling of underlying /z/ and /o/ in these cases is thus due to a form of
lexical marking, this time a lexical condition on a rule. We are thus able to preserve
Consistency, though at the cost of a redundant spelling rule.

3.1.4

Summary of Russian and Belarusian

The previous discussion has offered a comparative analysis of a portion of Russian
and Belarusian orthography, and the relationship of those orthographic systems to the
phonologies of the languages. Of course, a full evaluation of the model’s applicability
to these writing systems awaits a complete description of the orthography — as well
as a complete description of the relevant phonological phenomena — something that
is certainly beyond the scope of this work. Nonetheless, the data presented here are
at least consistent with the Consistency hypothesis, which is what we aimed to show.
Thus we conclude that the ORL in Russian and Belarusian are Consistent levels, and
that furthermore there is a great similarity in the two systems of spelling — Û ÜåÝàß ÿâá .
The main difference between Russian and Belarusian orthography lies in the depth of
the ORL.
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3.2

English

As we have seen, the orthographies of Russian and Belarusian are both quite regular
(i.e., in the sense of “rule-governed”), the only difference being in the level of abstractness of the ORL: in Russian, one represents in the written form a level of phonological
representation that is closer to an “underlying” representation, than what one represents in Belarusian. Under that assumption, relatively little orthographic information
needs to be lexically marked. In contrast, if we assumed a shallower ORL for Russian,
then a large portion of the vocabulary, particularly those words with lexical /o/ or /a/,
both of which surface as /ü / or /ý / in unstressed positions, would require orthographic information to be marked. That is, if the spelling òÿóõô ó8÷ ø ù goroda û is taken to
represent a phonological representation such as /gü rýõþ da/, then the /ü / and the /ý / will
each need to be lexically marked as being written as ó ù o û , since either one could
equally well have been written ø ù a û , yielding the same pronunciation. Of course,
our assumption does not allow us to avoid lexical marking in Russian (or Belarusian)
completely: for instance, we considered the irregularly pronounced ò ù g û /v/ in the
genitive endings ò8ó /óÿòÿóâù ego û / ù ogo û . But such items would require lexical marking of some kind in any case, since they patently fall outside the regular system of
Russian spelling.
The relatively clear status of Russian as a “deep” orthography brings us to the question of how to characterize the orthography of Modern English, another phonographic
writing system that has been described as “deep”. Of course, even a cursory knowledge of English spelling leads one immediately to the conclusion that the system of
English spelling is a great deal more chaotic than that of Russian, or indeed almost any
other language that uses a script whose original design was purely phonological, 14 a
fact that has not gone unnoticed by scores of spelling-reformers from the seventeenth
century to the present day (Venezky, 1970, pages 19ff.). Nonetheless, this observation
has not prevented various authors from attempting to find regularity in the system. One
such enterprise was the classic work of Venezky (1970), who argued that the relation
between spelling and pronunciation — he was primarily interested in the mapping in
this direction, rather than the other way around — was governed by clear sets of ordered rules.15 In Venezky’s system, a spelling such as ù social û was mapped to the
morphophonemic representation c sosIæl d , by a set of grapheme-to-morphophoneme
rules (page 46); and thence to a surface pronunciation by phonological rules. Rules in
Venezky’s system were arranged in ordered blocks. Thus one block states that initial
ù hû
corresponds to morphophonemic cY| d in heir, (American English) herb, honest,
honor and hour; medial preconsonantal, and final ù h û is c| d ; and ù h û is elsewhere
c h d (page 74). Interestingly, Venezky says relatively little of a systematic nature about
14 One exception is the orthography of Manx Gaelic, a system that is based on the orthography of English,
and whose apparent arbitrariness approaches that of English in some respects; we will discuss the writing
system of Manx later on in Section 6.1.
15 Another important work that presents a rule-based account of English spelling is Cumming’s (1988)
treatment of American English spelling. Cumming’s work is relatively unusual in the literature English
orthography in that he deals, as we do in this section, with the problem of predicting spelling from pronunciation rather than pronunciation from spelling; as we have just noted, Venezky’s work, for instance, dealt
with the problem of inferring pronunciation from spelling.
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the influence of morphology: the vowel-shift-related alternations such as those exemplified in extreme–extremity, and which were to play so central a role in the early
development of generative phonology, were treated only briefly (pages 108–109) in
Venezky’s discussion.
It is tempting to classify Venezky’s model in our terms as being one where the
ORL — his morphophonemic level — corresponds more or less to an underlying morphophonemic representation. But this is not strictly accurate: Venezky was operating
within a pre-generative American structuralist set of assumptions,16 within which such
notions as underlying representation were not available.
Within the generative phonological tradition, however, such notions as deep or
surface structure are explicitly assumed (or at least were until about a decade ago),
and it was within this set of assumptions that arguably the most radical statement
about the nature of English spelling was made. Chomsky and Halle (1968) argue that
English orthography is, despite appearances, a near optimal spelling system, the key
assumption being that what is represented is not a surface phonemic representation,
but rather a quite abstract lexical representation. The claim was made largely on the
basis of such alternations as assign–assignation. For this pair, the surface phonemic
representation /ü þ saIn/–/as Igþ ne Išü n/ gives no clue as to why there should be a ù g û in
the spelling of assign, or why ù i û should represent such two quite different vowels.
The deep representation, which would be something like /æþ sı̄gn/ and /} æsı̄gþ nātyon/,
respectively, makes this clear, as both forms have a /g/ (removed by subsequent rules
in assign), and both forms have the same /ı̄/, which undergoes vowel shift in assign, and
trisyllabic laxing in assignation. Chomsky and Halle go so far as to claim that English
orthography, far from being the unfortunate system it is usually taken to be, is in fact
close to an ideal system of orthography. This is because “the fundamental principle of
orthography is that phonetic variation is not indicated where it is predictable” and that
“an optimal orthography would have one representation for each lexical entry” (1968,
page 49) (also cited in (Sampson, 1985, page 200)).
Needless to say few scholars of writing systems would agree with Chomsky and
Halle’s rather prescriptive statement about orthographic principles, which is neither
obviously true as a statistical statement about writing systems cross-linguistically, nor
can it be taken as anything other than a statement of personal taste about how writing
systems should be designed.17 Furthermore, and more directly relevant to our curren16 He does not even cite The Sound Pattern of English, even though that work appeared two years prior to
the publication of his monograph.
17 Having said that, it is certainly true that there seems to be a “tension” between what one might term
phonological faithfulness on the one hand, and morphological faithfulness on the other. That is, writing
systems often face a choice between representing a word in a form that is representative of its (surface)
pronunciation, and representing the morphemes of a word in a fashion consistent with their spelling in other
related words. This is hardly a new observation, and linguists have for decades made this observation in
various forms. Russian orthography can be said to have addressed both problems rather elegantly in the
sense that morphologically related forms — at least those that are related by fairly regular and general
phonological alternations — are consistently spelled, yet going from the spelling to the pronunciation is
also quite straightforward — given of course that one has certain lexical information in hand.
One might be tempted to state the notions of phonological faithfulness and morphological faithfulness
as soft constraints, and explain various spellings by means of different rankings of these constraints in the
manner of Optimality Theory: indeed what we have termed morphological faithfulness is quite similar in
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t discussion, several authors have taken issue with the specific claim about English.
For example, Sampson (Sampson, 1985) notes several rather serious problems with
Chomsky and Halle’s position. One significant problem is that even if English spelling
is assumed to represent a deep level, it can hardly be said to be consistent in its representation. For instance, while assign–assignation show retention of the same spelling
across different derived forms, some other presumably morphologically related pairs
do not, even in cases where there is no change in pronunciation: so consider the alternation in spelling for the vowel /i/ in ù speech û – ù speak û ; or the alternation in
spelling for the pair ù collide û – ù collision û , where the pronunciation of underlying
/d/ as /ž/ should be predictable in this morphophonological environment, so one ought
in principle to be able to spell the word collision as ù collidion û (Sampson, 1985,
page 201); or consider such minimal pairs as ù race û – ù racial û versus ù space û –
ù spatial û , where the phonological alternation (/s/ versus /š/) is identical, as are the
morphological environments, and yet in one case the spelling ù c û is retained in the
-ial derivative, whereas in the other the /š/ is spelled as ù t û .
After discussing various other approaches to English spelling, Sampson proposes
(page 203):
We may see another kind of method in the apparent madness of our
spelling, though, if we avoid letting ourselves be obsessed by the phonographic origins of the Roman alphabet and think of English spelling as at
least partly logographic.
The proposal that English spelling has logographic properties is certainly a widely
expressed one: for example, as Bloomfield notes (Bloomfield and Barnhart, 1961,
page 27) (using the term word writing for logographic):
Now someone may ask whether the spelling of knit with k does not
serve to distinguish this word from nit ‘the egg of a louse’. Of course
it does, and this is exactly where our writing lapses from the alphabetic
principle back into the older scheme of word writing. Alphabetic writing,
which indicates all the significant speech sounds of each word, is just as
clear as actual speech, which means that it is clear enough. Word writing,
on the other hand, provides a separate character for each and every word
. . . Our spelling the verb knit with an extra k (and the noun nit without this
extra k) is a step in the direction of word writing.
While there is certainly some merit in this view, I feel that it is important to distinguish
writing systems with a true logographic component, such as Chinese or Ancient Egyptian, from the rather haphazard “pseudologographic” properties of English writing.
On the one hand, many of the logographic components (the so-called “semantic
radicals”) of Chinese characters seem to represent semantic aspects of morphemes
in a surprisingly consistent way. As we have noted elsewhere (Sproat et al., 1996),
many semantic radicals in Chinese are quite consistent in the semantic information
spirit to paradigm uniformity, a principle that has been proposed as a phonological constraint by Steriade
(1999) and others. I think, however, that these “principles” may be a little too vague and fuzzy to allow for
this treatment, at least at present.
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that they mark. Thus in the lists presented in (Wieger,
1965, pages 773–776), 254 out
U
ù INSECT û
denote crawling or
of 263 (97%) characters with the semantic radical
invertebrate animals; for ~ ù GHOST û (page 808), 21 out of 22 (95%) denote ghosts
or spirits. The semantic information provided by these logographic elements is thus
strikingly
consistent. As we already proposed in Section 1.2.2,
for a Chinese word like

U
ù INSECT + CH ÁN û
ù INSECT û
chán ‘cicada’, the insect radical
represents a
portion of the semantic feature set for the morpheme, whereas the phonological portion
(in this case tù CH ÁN û ) represents the pronunciation associated with the morpheme.
On the other hand, it is hard to find any such consistency in the “logographic”
aspects of English orthography: for instance, the set of words orthographically distinguished from other words by an initial silent ù k û — knit, know, knight, knave . . . —
forms no natural class, and the most we can say about the ù k û here is that it is an orthographic element with no corresponding phonological element. Thus the word knit
might be represented as in (3.14), repeated in part from (1.6a): note again that while
the representation of /n/ as ù kn û is idiosyncratic, the the remaining spelling ù it û is
in this case predictable given the phonological form, and does not need to be specified:
(3.14)

S

PHON TX-Z I _ab
ORTH cY/

XdPe

It would of course be completely unmotivated to say that the ù k û , or ù kn û here
corresponds to any non-phonological content of the feature structure of this word, and
so we really have no parallel here to the Chinese case.
All of which still leaves us with the question of how best to characterize English
orthography in terms of the model we are developing. The interesting question from
our perspective is not how to deal with irregularities such as the ù k û in knit, but rather
how to characterize the phonological level of representation that is represented by the
regular spelling. In our terms: how deep is the ORL for English spelling? A definitive
answer to this question would require a complete analysis of the spelling of a large
portion of the English vocabulary — something akin to Nunn’s (1998) treatment of
Dutch spelling, one which systematically analyzes how well the standard orthography
of, say, American English, corresponds both to the standard (surface) pronunciation
and to a plausible proposal for the underlying representation of each word.18
In this section I will describe a small analysis of a kind that should eventually be
done on a more complete scale. I selected 1169 words from an on-line dictionary
with their (American) spellings and phonemic representation for a standard American
18 Alternatively one might consider a data-oriented approach for measuring the relation between the
spelling and various proposals for the ORL. Van den Bosch and his colleagues (van den Bosch et al., 1994)
investigated three data-oriented learning methods for measuring the relative complexity of English, French
and Dutch orthographies — more specifically the complexity of the relation between the spelling and the
surface phonemic representation that one would find in a dictionary. They proposed the inverse of the various models’ performance as a measure of the complexity of each system. Of course, one weakness of their
approach from our point of view is that they took it for granted that the surface phonemic pronunciation
is the correct level to relate the spelling to. Our thesis that the depth of the ORL differs among different
languages suggests that their assumption is not necessarily valid.
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pronunciation. These words consist mostly of forms that are at least in part Latin- or
Greek-derived and show alternations of the kind that were central to the arguments for
vowel shift, laxing, velar softening, and some other consonant alternations in (Chomsky and Halle, 1968) (SPE). Thus we find examples like abound–abundance or heliocentric–heliocentricity–heliocentricism. In addition to the dictionary-derived surface
phonemic representation, I also reconstructed an SPE-style underlying representation.
Thus the underlying forms of abound and abundance are assumed to be, respectively,
/æþ būnd/ and /æþ būndans/; similarly the, underlying forms of electric and electricity
are, respectively, /  þ l  ktr Ik/ and /  l  kþ trIkIti/. Here and elsewhere /ū/ is used to represent underlying /u/ that diphthongizes to /aU/; tense /u/ as in super, which does not
diphthongize, is represented without the overbar; /k/ represents a /k/ that undergoes
velar softening (similarly /g/). Where I perhaps depart from SPE is in only positing
abstract forms in cases where there is plausible evidence for an alternation. Thus since
there is no evidence for the first /s/ in cervix alternating with anything else, I represent this word underlyingly as /þ s  rv Iks/ (but note the penultimate /k/ as evidenced by
the form cervicitis, where the /k/ has undergone velar softening). As a general rule,
I assume that there are no schwas in underlying representation, only full vowels: since the posited full vowels are generally posited on the basis of the orthography, this
necessarily biases the analysis, and this point should be borne in mind. The complete list of words along with their surface and posited underlying forms is given in
Appendix 3.A.1 at the end of this chapter.
What other assumptions do we then need to make in order to predict the spelling
from each of these levels? More specifically:

 What rules do we need to assume for Û+ÜåÝàß

ÿ

âá

?

 And what lexical marking of orthographic properties must we assume?
Needless to say, there are various ways in which one could juggle these two kinds of
devices, and what I present here should be understood as just being one possible way,
and not necessarily the best one.
Lexical specifications needed for each form are given in Appendix 3.A.1. In
that list, orthographic specifications are given by subscripted letters in angle brackets.
Thus:
/æþ bū , ndans/ denotes the fact that the /ū/ is spelled as ù u û . The notation
 E  denotes a case where letter ù l û corresponds to no phonological material. (In
some cases one could alternatively have coalesced the added letter with the spellout of
a preceding or following phoneme, as was done with ù knit û above.) The two other
main devices are the (subscripted) feature [  db], used to mark a consonant that is to
be represented orthographically as double;19 and the feature [  gk], which is used to
mark words that have the Greek spellings ù ph û for /f/ and ù rh û for (initial) /r/. In
some cases, particularly with plural +es, morpheme boundary information is needed
in order to predict the appropriate spelling; the morpheme boundary is marked as ‘+’.
The second and third columns of the table in Appendix 3.A.1 constitute proposals for
deep and shallow ORL’s for these English words.
19 It might be believed that doubled consonants in English spelling are predictable, but in fact this is not
the case. It is certainly true that in general a double consonant is an indicator that the preceding vowel is lax
(cf. (Venezky, 1970, pages 106–107), inter alia). But the implication does not go the other way.
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The (ordered) rules corresponding to the deep and shallow ORL’s are given in Appendix 3.A.2 and Appendix 3.A.3 respectively. In many cases the import of the particular rule should be clear: in cases where it is not, some commentary is added. Both
of these rulesets have been tested with their corresponding ORL’s, to verify that the
rulesets applied to their ORL’s do indeed derive the correct spellings for all words.20
To illustrate the difference between the assumption of a deep versus shallow ORL,
consider the word audacity, the AVM representations of which are given in (3.15a)
(deep) and (3.15b) (shallow). In this word, only a shallow ORL would require a lexical marking, namely the specification of ù c û for the spelling of the /s/, indicated in
Appendix 3.A.1 as a subscripted ù c û .
(3.15) (a)

S

PHON TFþ dākIti b
ORTH c

(b)

S

d

PHON T þ dæs X
ORTH c c X d

e

Z Iti b
e

The rules needed to account for the spelling given these two ORL’s are listed in (3.16).
The numbers in the last two columns indicate the rule number for the Deep ORL
(Appendix 3.A.2) and Shallow ORL (Appendix 3.A.3), respectively. Note that in some
cases slightly different rules are needed for the two ORL levels. No rule is needed for
the ù c û spelling for the Shallow ORL, since this spelling is lexically specified.
(3.16)

Spelling
ù au û :
ù dû :
ù aû :
ù
ù
ù
ù

cû
iû
tû
yû

:
:
:
:


d
ā
æ
k





I



t
i











Rule
ù au û
ù dû
ù aû
ù aû
ù cû
ù iû
ù tû
ù yû

/ #

Deep Rule #
1
22
45
–
21
52
33
58

Shallow Rule #
2
24
–
48
–
57
35
50

We turn now to a discussion of the fragment presented in Appendix 3.A. First
of all, there is a clear difference in the number of rules needed in each case, with
58 rules for the deep ORL, and 69 for the shallow ORL. (Some of these rules could
have been combined; this would change the overall counts, but not the relative sizes
of the two sets.) More interesting are the lexical markings given in Appendix 3.A.1.
We discount the [  gk] and [  db] markings, which are generally needed under either
assumption of the depth of the ORL. For the deep ORL, 389 (33%) of the words require
20 The system

was developed and tested using the lextools finite-state linguistic analysis toolkit developed
at AT&T Bell Labs, and described in (Sproat, 1997b; Sproat, 1997a).
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lexical marking, with 509 total marks being needed. For the shallow ORL, in contrast,
892/1169 (76%) of the words require some lexical marking, with 1452 total marks
being used. So the shallow ORL is certainly a more costly assumption, particularly
with respect to the amount of lexical marking, but also to some extent with the number
of required rules. This much supports Chomsky and Halle’s position. However when
one considers the distribution of the marks, the situation is less convincing. The ten
most common lexical specifications in the shallow ORL, covering 1311/1452 (90%) of
the cases, are given in Table 3.1. Similarly, the ten most common lexical specifications
in the deep ORL, covering 453/509 (89%) of the cases are given in Table 3.2. Among
the markings for the shallow ORL, four relate to the spelling of reduced vowels /ü /,
and /I/ (as ù e û ); one involves the spelling of /s/ as ù c û as in electricity; two involve
the irregular representation (mostly in Greek-derived words) of /I/ and /aI/ as ù y û ;
one involves writing /i/ as ù i û (rather than the more normal ù e û ). Finally, we have
specifications of /k/ as ù ch û (in Greek words) and /z/ as ù s û . Of these, five do not
occur in some form among the top ten for the deep ORL markings: the four reduced
vowel marks, and the specification of /s/ as ù c û . In contrast, ù y û spellings for
varieties of /i/, ù ch û spellings for /k/, ù s û for /z/ and ù i û for /i/ are needed as
lexically specified markings even under the assumption of a deep ORL. The need to
mark the spelling of reduced vowels under the assumption of a shallow ORL is course
unsurprising: I believe it is necessary to assume that in English, as in Russian, the
ORL corresponds at least to a phonological representation that contains full rather
than reduced vowels. Similarly, the necessity of marking the ù c û spelling of velarsoftening-derived /s/ in a shallow ORL would appear to be some evidence in favor
of an SPE-style deep level for the ORL. On the other hand, some other aspects of
deep structure, which were important in the analysis in SPE, turn out to have much
less importance than one might expect. It makes little difference, for example, that
there is a vowel alternation in the pair chaste–chastity, an alternation that is abstracted
away from in the underlying representation: in the case of a deep ORL, the underlying
vowel of the stem /ā/ is mapped to ù a û ; with a shallow ORL, we simply have rules
that map the two distinct vowels /æ/ and /eI/ to ù a û . No lexical marking is required.
Similarly, while an alternation like assign–assignation does require lexical marking
for the shallow ORL (since we must simply mark the fact that in the word assign,
the sequence /aIn/ is spelled ù ign û ), there are only six such cases in our list, not an
overwhelming amount of lexical marking.
Interestingly, one clear case that requires lexical marking with a deep ORL but not
with a shallow ORL involves alternations such as abound–abundance. The underlying
representation of the second vowel in this pair of words is presumably uniformly /ū/,
so one would expect a consistent spelling — e.g. ù ou û . Yet in this case, the spellings,
which alternate in parallel with the phonological vowel alternations are more consistent
with a shallow ORL than with a deep ORL, contrary to what one might expect from
SPE.
What do we conclude from all of this? There seems to be some evidence for
the English ORL being relatively deep, something that is hardly surprising. On the
other hand, with the exception of ù c û in velar softening cases, the considerations
that figured prominently in Chomsky and Halle’s discussion of English spelling do not
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Phoneme
/ü /
/s/
/ü /
/aI/
/I/
/I/
/i/
/ü /
/k/
/z/

Orthographic mark
ù oû
ù cû
ù aû
ù yû
ù yû
ù eû
ù iû
ù iû
ù ch û
ù sû

Number of cases
395
242
170
123
112
67
63
61
47
31

Table 3.1: The ten most frequent lexical markings for the shallow ORL in the English fragment.
Phoneme
/ı̄/
/s/
/I/
/k/
/z/
/ū/
/i/
/k/
/i/
/u/

Orthographic mark
ù yû
ù cû
ù yû
ù ch û
ù sû
ù uû
ù iû
ù kû
ù eû
ù eu û

Number of cases
180
84
70
47
27
12
9
8
8
8

Table 3.2: The ten most frequent lexical markings for the deep ORL in the English fragment.

in fact seem to be of such great importance. One further point should be borne in
mind: we have considered about 1100 words, carefully selected to exhibit the kinds
of alternations under discussion in SPE. This is hardly a representative sample of the
English vocabulary, either in terms of the raw count, or in terms of the properties the
words exhibit. Indeed, an examination of a larger fragment of the vocabulary would
probably make the argument for a deep ORL less convincing: the majority of English
words simply do not participate in the kinds of alternations exhibited by the subset
considered here.
To reiterate the caveats that we have already presented, one naturally must take the
analysis presented here with at least a small grain of salt: in particular if one makes
different assumptions about the underlying representations, then one would arrive at
different results. Still, I should be surprised if they turned out to be too different,
and I would expect the basic conclusion to remain the same: with the exception of
the orthographic representation of reduced vowels, which is more elegantly handled if
one assumes a relatively deep ORL, the evidence for a deep “morphological” ORL in
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English is equivocal.

3.3

The Orthographic Representation of SerboCroatian Consonant Devoicing

An interesting prima facie counterexample to the Consistency hypothesis is found in
Serbo-Croatian, and involves the spelling of dental obstruents before /s/ and /š/.21 According to the standard description of Serbo-Croatian, obstruent clusters agree in voicing, with the voicing of the cluster being determined by the final member of the cluster.
Thus alongside svezati ‘to bind’, one finds sveska ‘notebook’; beside redak ‘line’, one
finds the genitive singular form retka. This much is in common with other Slavic languages such as Russian. What is unusual about Serbo-Croatian is that these voicing
assimilations are reflected in the orthography, so that a /b/ that has become devoiced
to a /p/, for instance, is written as ù p û rather than ù b û . The modern Serbo-Croatian
orthography, due to Vuk Karadzic (1787–1864), is often cited as an instance of a
“shallow” orthography (see Chapter 5 for some further discussion of this point), and
one of the features of this “shallowness” is that it spells words according to their surface phonetic realization: in popular parlance, Serbo-Croatian is written “as it sounds”.
If this were the entire story, then Serbo-Croatian would be handleable under the
present theory without further comment: the ORL would simply be a level at which
voicing assimilation in obstruent clusters had already applied. There is, however, a
systematic exception to the spelling principle we have just outlined: underlying /d/
when followed by /s/ or /š/ retains its spelling as ù d û , even though it is described
as being voiceless: note that in other environments (e.g., before /k/, or /p/) devoiced
/d/ is spelled as ù t û ; and other obstruents besides /d/ are spelled as their voiceless
counterparts before /s/ or /š/. Thus prefix od- before pad- “fall” yields otpad ‘trash’;
srb- ‘Serb’ yields srpski ‘Serbian’. But grad- ‘city’ yields gradski ‘urban’, and odplus šteta ‘damage’ yields odšteta ‘compensation’.
On the face of it, then, we would appear to have a problem: for most obstruents in
most environments the evidence would appear to favor placing the ORL after obstruent
voicing assimilation. But just in case we have an underlying /d/ preceding an /s/ or /š/,
we seem to need to place the ORL earlier. In order to maintain Consistency, we would
have to resort to one of two possible strategies, neither of which is palatable:

 Assume a late (post voicing-assimilation) ORL, but mark underlying /d/ before
/s/ or /š/ with a diacritic, so that the spelling rules can see the fact that it was /d/,
and spell it accordingly.

 Assume an early (pre voicing-assimiliation) ORL. In this case one has access
to the underlying segments, so there is no problem spelling underlying /d/ as
in gradski. Unfortunately, however, in most cases the obstruent is spelled
ù dû
according to its surface phonetic realization, meaning that one would in effect
21 I

am grateful to Wayles Browne for bringing this example to my attention.
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be duplicating in the orthographic rules, the effects of voicing assimilation that
are already handled in the phonology.
The seemingly exceptional spelling of underlying /ds/ and /dš/ sequences is not
merely a problem for Consistency, however. It is, in fact, a puzzle more generally.
Why did Karadzic fail to spell the voiced stop as its voiceless counterpart in just this
one case? Could it be, in fact that such underlying /d/’s sound voiced, despite the
standard description? If so, this would suggest, among other things, that obstruent
voicing assimilation is not a unitary phenomenon, but applies to varying degrees under
different conditions.
Support for the non-uniformity of obstruent voicing assimilation is already given
by Browne (1993, page 317), who notes that assimilation to a voiced cluster-final obstruent, and assimilation to a voiceless cluster-final obstruent, behave differently with
respect to the phonological rule of cluster breaking in nominal genitive plurals. Consonants that have become voiced by voicing assimilation, remain voiced after being
separated from the consonant that triggered voicing. Thus primetiti ‘to remark’, yields
primedba ‘comment’ (noun); in the genitive plural primedaba, the acquired voicing on
the /d/ is retained. On the other hand the devoiced /z/ in sveska ‘notebook’, shows up
again as a /z/ in the genitive plural form svezaka. Evidently, [  voiced] assimilation is
deeper in the phonology than [ $ voiced] assimilation insofar as a traditional analysis
would order the former before cluster breaking, and the latter after.
To explain the orthographic facts, however, we are interested in an even finergrained question: is there some reason to believe that [ $ voice] assimilation is less
complete in the sequences /ds/ and /dš/, than it is in other sequences? As a preliminary answer to this question we conducted a pilot study of [ $ voice] assimilation in the
speech of a single Croatian speaker. In this study we addressed the following questions:
1. Are underlying /d/ and /t/ before /s/ phonetically distinct with respect to their
voicing profiles, contrary to standard descriptions?
2. Are underlying /b/ and /p/ before /s/ (both spelled
ù

p û ) phonetically distinct?

3. How do underlying /d/ and /t/ (both spelled ù t û ) before a non-sibilant obstruent
– /k/ in our data – compare to these stops in the pre-/s/ position?
The study and its results are described in the two sections that follow.

3.3.1

Methods and materials

A list of Croatian words was prepared that covered the environments of interest for the
questions above. Specifically these words covered:
1. Underlying /d/ before /s/: akadski ‘Acadian’, gradski ‘urban’.
2. Underlying /t/ before /s/: anegdotski ‘anecdotal’, hrvatski ‘Croatian’.
3. Underlying /b/ before /s/: arapski ‘Arab’, mikropski ‘microbial’, ropski ‘slavish’,
srpski ‘Serbian’.
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4. Underlying /p/ before /s/: mikroskopski ‘microscopic’
5. Underlying /d/ before /k/: glatka ‘smooth’, lutka ‘doll’, otpatke ‘refuse (noun)’,
votka ‘vodka’.
These words were printed, along with filler material, in four iterations, each with a
different random order.
The subject of the experiment — a researcher at AT&T Labs — is a male native
speaker of a Dalmatian dialect of Croatian. He has lived for over a decade in Englishspeaking countries, but his Croatian speech is self-described as normal for that dialect,
and not affected by his exposure to English. He was not informed of the purpose of
the experiment. 22
The speaker was asked to read the words on the printed list at a normal rate of
speed. His speech was recorded to DAT using a Brüel and Kjær Microphone in a
quiet room. The data was subsequently uploaded to a Silicon Graphics workstation,
and high-pass filtered at 40 Hz to remove low-frequency noise. The speech was then
segmented into words using the Entropic Research Laboratories waves package. Prediction of voicing was computed for each file using the Entropic get f0 utility (Talkin,
1995). Note that the voicing profile for a speech file produced by get f0 is a time
series with two values, namely 1 for voiced and 0 for unvoiced. The individual files
were then hand labeled using waves and the xmarks utility for the following features:

 Onset of the pre-/s/, or pre-/k/ stop.
 Offset of the voicing within the stop.
 Onset of the following segment (/s/ or /k/).
The first and third of these were labeled based on visual inspection of the waveform
and the spectrogram. The second was labeled based on the voicing profile. A typical
waveform and voicing profile for the word gradski is shown in Figure 3.1.

3.3.2

Results

There are at least two plausible measures of the degree of voicing of a stop, given the
voicing profile: one measure is the absolute duration of the interval between the onset
of the stop, and the offset of the voicing; another is the proportion or percentage of the
stop that is voiced. As it turns out, both measures yield similar results in this study.
Let us deal first with the least surprising result: /d/, written as ù t û before /k/ is
clearly voiceless, essentially throughout. The mean absolute duration of the voiced
region of the stop is 5 msec, and the mean proportion of the voiced is 0.06. Thus these
underlying /d/’s really are /t/’s, hence their spelling.
Turning now to the case of /p,b/ before /s/ (both written ù p û ), the first thing that
we note is that voicing is generally found in, on average, the first 25 msec of the stop,
which is greater than the amount we observed in the case of /tk/. Between underlying
22 The subject was

asked to read the first page of the text a second time at the end of the recording session,
so that we have five rather than four repetitions of some words.
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Figure 3.1: Waveform and voicing profile for one utterance of gradski ‘urban’. The closure
for the /d/ is labeled as “dcl”, the voicing offset is labeled as “v”, and the start of the /s/ is
labeled as “s”. The voicing profile is the third plot from the top in the second window, labeled
as prob voice.
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Figure 3.2: Barplot showing the proportions of voicing for all samples of underlying /d/ (black
bars), versus /t/ (shaded bars).

/p/ and /b/ there was no significant difference: for /p/ (4 samples) the average duration
of voicing 24 msec, for /b/ (18 samples) it was 26 msec. A  -test showed this small
difference to be non-significant (( 5,-, \ ). Looking at the proportion of
voicing, we do find a mildly significant difference: the mean proportion for underlying
/p/ was 0.55 and for underlying /b/ was 0.36 (w5 #,( # ), but note that the
difference is not in the expected direction since the underlying /p/ behaves more voiced
than underlying /b/ by this measure. This result might at least in part be explained by
the fact that the underlying /p/’s had shorter durations (mean 44 msec) compared to
underlying /b/’s (mean 72 msec). If there is a tendency to keep a constant duration of
voicing, this would result in a larger proportion of voicing for the underlying /p/ cases.
All in all though, there seems to be no convincing evidence that underlying /b/ and /p/
before /s/ behave differently with respect to their surface realization.
With /t/ and /d/ before /s/ the story is very different. First of all, consider absolute duration, which averaged 14 msec for /t/ (10 samples) and 34 msec for /d/ (10
samples). This difference is significant: {, \-¢¡@, 5B£ . The proportion of voicing also shows a significant difference, with a mean of 0.25 for /t/, and 0.46 for /d/:
¤@( ,5¥¡=, #£ . The proportions of voicing for all samples of /d/ and /t/ are shown
in the barplot in Figure 3.2. While there is clearly overlap between the two categories,
the conclusion seems unequivocal: contrary to the standard description, /d/ before /s/
in words like gradski or akadski has a greater propensity toward being voiced than
/t/ in the same position. This is different from the case with /d/ before /k/, which is
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unequivocally voiceless, and it is different from the case of underlying /p,b/ before /s/,
where we found no reliable difference in voicing behavior.
Should /d/ in words gradski be considered voiced as opposed to voiceless? This
depends upon what one means by “voiced”. In Serbo-Croatian, voiced obstruent clusters show clear voicing throughout, whereas /d/ in gradski is
never voiced throughout. Perhaps for this reason this underlying /d/ should be considered voiceless. But no matter what the correct answer to that question may be,
one point seems unequivocal from the data we have presented here: [ ¦ voice] assimilation is not a simple across-the board phenomenon. It happens to different degrees
in different environments. Evidently, it applies in the least complete fashion where
/d/ precedes /s/, and this fact is reflected in the orthography: such /d/’s sound more
voiced, and hence are written as ¡ d § ’s. So, far from being a problem for Consistency,
Serbo-Croatian lends rather detailed support to the notion of a uniform ORL.
Needless to say, the results of this preliminary experiment need to be corroborated
by a more thorough study of a wider range of speakers. Nonetheless, I believe the
burden of proof now lies with those who would stand by the traditional description
which presents obstruent cluster devoicing in Serbo-Croatian as a simple across-theboard phenomenon that applies equally in all cases.
One final question needs to be addressed: is it possible that the speaker in this
experiment was influenced by the orthography, and was thus producing spelling pronunciations? More generally, might literate Serbo-Croatian speakers be influenced in
their application of obstruent devoicing by the very spelling that we are attempting to
explain? This would suggest, then, that while in Karadzic’s time the voicing assimilation was complete, due to his (once again, peculiar) spelling of underlying /d/ as ¡ d §
before /s/, subsequent generations of speakers have been influenced by the spelling,
and now differentiate the degree of assimilation as we have observed. This is certainly
possible, but if it is so, then once again it would appear to support the notion of Consistency: one might invent a writing system that fails to observe Consistency, but there
will be a strong tendency on the part of users of that system either to adjust the writing system to make it more Consistent, or else to (unconsciously) adjust their speech
to bring it more in line with the orthographic representation. In any case, then, the
Consistency hypothesis appears to be supported by the Serbo-Croatian data we have
presented in this section.

3.4

Cyclicity in Orthography

Traditional models of Generative Phonology, including classical SPE-style phonology, and later more articulated theories such as Lexical Phonology (Mohanan, 1986),
include the familiar mechanism of cyclicity. Phonological rules that apply cyclically do so by applying in tandem with the morphology, so that a set of phonological
rules is applied as each affix is attached. Cyclicity is not in favor much in present-day
phonological theories.
We are interested here, though, not in cyclicity in phonology but rather in orthography. Perhaps not surprisingly, given the dearth of formal analyses of ortho-
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graphic systems, very little evidence has been adduced in the literature for cyclicity
in orthography. There is however one such potential instance in Dutch, discussed
by Nunn (1998, pages 102–103) 23 involving the interaction between Orthographic
Consonant Degemination, and Orthographic Syllabification. Orthographic Consonant
Degemination, roughly speaking, simplifies doubled consonants that occur within the
same orthographic syllable: thus verbrand+d (burn+ed) ‘burnt’ (adjective) is spelled
¡ verbrand § . Orthographic Syllabification is a relatively complex rule in Nunn’s analysis, but one result of the rule is to split up intervocalic geminate consonants if the
righthand member of the pair can possibly be syllabified to the right: thus wasster
‘washerwoman’ is syllabified as [was]¨ [ster]¨ . Nunn gives a number of arguments
that despite their similarity to phonological degemination and syllabification, these two processes are in fact orthographically based. I will not repeat her arguments here,
but refer the reader to her discussion, in particular in Chapters 3 and 5.
As examples like wasster show, Orthographic Syllabification can block Consonant
Degemination: since the two ¡ s § ’s are separated into two syllables, the rule of Orthographic Consonant Degemination is no longer applicable. On the other hand, forms
like wijste ‘wisest’ which is morphologically wijs+st+e (wise+Superlative+Inflection)
show that in some cases Syllabification seems not to block Degemination: here one
would have expected the syllabification [wijs]¨ [ste]¨ , and the spelling * ¡ wijsste § .
Nunn suggests that such examples can be handled if we assume that Syllabification
and Degemination apply cyclically. Thus in wijste, on the inner cycle we have wijs+st.
Syllabification has nothing to do here (there being only one orthographic vowel, namely ¡ ij § ), and Degemination applies to yield wijst. On the next cycle e is added, and
Syllabification applies to yield [wij]¨ [ste]¨ .
Is cyclic application in orthography a problem for Consistency? It would be if
one could show that the orthographic cycles were built in tandem with phonological
cycles. In that case, one could no longer speak of a consistent level for the ORL: rather
there would be multiple levels, one for each cycle. However, Nunn’s evidence does not
seem to require this assumption: precisely because we are dealing here with the cyclic
behavior of two orthographic rules, we have no evidence for a crucial dependence
upon phonological cyclicity.
Nunn assumes that her phoneme-to-grapheme rules — the first stage in the mapping from the ORL — map from a somewhat abstract representation of morphologically complex words: her presumed underlying spelling ¡ wijsste § , can only be derived
from a phonological representation where one represents both the /s/ of the root and
the /s/ of the suffix ([[[weIs]st]© ]) rather than a more surface phonological representation that represents the effects of phonological degemination (/weIst© /). We could
therefore map in one step from a phonological representation including morphological constituency information such as [[[weIs]st]© ] into an orthographic representation
[[[wijs]st]e], which also includes morphological constituency information. A cyclic
application of orthographic rules could then proceed on this orthographic representation, independently of whatever goes on in the phonology. Thus Nunn’s example need
not be a problem for Consistency since under this scenario the ORL is indeed a single
23 I

thank Anneke Neijt for pointing me to this example.
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level of representation (in this case a phonologically abstract one), and the cyclicity of
the orthographic rules is entirely internal to the orthography.
It should be stressed that Nunn’s case is the only phenomenon that seems to require
a cyclic treatment in her analysis of the orthographic system of Dutch, an analysis that
includes thirteen autonomous spelling rules (of which these are two), and a couple
of hundred phoneme-to-grapheme rules. There may of course be further evidence
for cyclicity in orthography in Dutch, or in other writing systems, but at present the
evidence is at best sparse, and it is hard therefore to conclude much from it.

3.5

Surface Orthographic Constraints

While many aspects of spelling are best thought of in terms of a mapping from some
level of linguistic structure to written form, there are others which seem to be purely
orthographic in nature. Venezky (1970, pages 59–62) terms these graphemic alternations. Nunn (1998), as we have already noted, distinguishes phoneme-to-grapheme
conversion rules (our ª«¬5g®^¯?° ), and a set of purely orthographic autonomous spelling
rules (our ª²±\³°µ´ ´ ). Nunn identifies a number of phenomena in Dutch spelling that she
argues are best described in terms of rules that refer only to orthographic information.
One such phenomenon involves the orthographic representation of phonologically long
vowels: these are generally represented as double vowels in closed syllables as in maan
‘moon’, but as single vowels in open syllables: manen ‘moons’. Nunn states this generalization as a rule that deletes the second of an identical pair of vowels preceding an
orthographic syllable boundary.
Assuming Nunn’s analysis of Dutch vowel degemination is correct, we must assume, as indeed we have, that ª ±\³°µ´ ´ in general implements a relation, since it includes
rewrite rules that change properties of the orthographic representation. However, there
is good reason to assume that at least some purely orthographic phenomena are best
described as constraints. As we suggested in Section 1.2.3.1, one can then view ª ±\³°g´ ´
as breaking down into two components, one consisting of a regular relation ª²±\³°µ´ ´¶¸· ³ ,
and one consisting of a regular language ª²±\³°g´ ´ g®f¬5¹µº» . We will have nothing further
to say about ª²±\³°µ´ ´ ¶R· ³ here: the reader is referred to Nunn for extensive argumentation for such autonomous spelling rules in Dutch. Rather we will focus here on a few
examples of surface orthographic constraints.
A simple example is afforded by the alternation of ¡ i § and ¡ y § in Malagasy.
Both letters represent the vowel /i/, but they are in complementary distribution, ¡ y §
occurring only at the ends of words, ¡ i § only in non-final position.24 For example,
from ¡ omby § ‘cattle’, one can derive the reduplicative form ¡ tsiombiomby § (a children’s game in which the children play the role of cattle) (Rajemisa-Raolison, 1971,
page 19), where the first copy of the stem omby spells the /i/ with ¡ i § , since it is word
internal.
24 It is tempting to think that this purely orthographic restriction may have been borrowed from English,
which has the same restriction, at least when you discount words borrowed from Greek, Latin and other
sources; see Venezky’s discussion (page 59). This is not an implausible suggestion, since it was British missionaries, invited in 1817 by King Radama I, who introduced the Roman alphabet to Madagascar, replacing
the older Arabic-derived orthography.
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Such a restriction is easily modeled by a surface filter (part of ª²±\³°µ´ ´ g®f¬5¹µº» ) that
disallows word-final ¡ i § and non-word-final ¡ y § (the word boundary being denoted
with ‘#’):
(3.17) ¼R½n¾*¿¸ÀH¡ÁÂ§ÃQÄÆÅÇ¾*¿¸À¡ÈÉ§¼¤ÃQÄµÊ
Assume now that ª«!¬#g®f¯?° contains the following rule, which maps /i/ to either ¡ i §
or ¡ y § :
(3.18) i ËÌ¡ i §ÎÍ\¡ y §
Then the mapping ª²Ï!Ð Ñ(ÒÓÔÌª «!¬5g®^¯?°ÖÕ ª ±Y³°µ´×´ will have the desired result of
mapping /i/ to ¡ i § and ¡ y § , and restricting these to the appropriate positions.
Another straightforward example of a surface filter involves positional variants
of graphemes, which are found in many languages; many writers would term these
allographs, though Daniels (1991a; 1991b) has argued against this term on theoretical
grounds. One example is the f-like “long ¡ s § ” which occurred exclusively in nonword-final position in various Roman scripts dating from the Half Uncials of the fourth
century (Knight, 1996), as well as later printed forms; the “round ¡ s § ” occurred only
in word-final position. Clearly this distribution can be modeled in exactly the same
way as the distribution of ¡ i § and ¡ y § in Malagasy. The identical distribution is
found with Greek Ø¡ s § (non-final only) and Ù (final only). Comparable examples
are found in Hebrew; and in Arabic, which has initial, medial and final forms for most
letters.
It is also possible to consider the prohibition on internal ÚÛ¡ e § in Russian to be a
surface orthographic constraint. However, the statement of the constraint is certainly
more complex than the case we have examined in Malagasy. For one thing the statement would clearly have to restrict Új¡ e § not to word initial position, but rather to
syllable-initial position, since there are numerous cases where one finds word-internal,
though syllable initial ÚH¡ e § :
(3.19) Ü#Ý Þ/ß!Ú;àá;âÞ/ã /
ä Ý<¡ antielektron § ‘antielectron’
å
Ú;ãä/æ!à äÞ8¡ aeroflot § ‘Aeroflot’
çè ÚÞÉ¡ duet § ‘duet’
é ß ã è ÚÞÉ¡ piruet § ‘pirouette’
In some cases, as in the case of ‘antielectron’, the syllable boundary also corresponds
to a morpheme boundary, but this is not always the case, as the other examples show.
The restriction on the distribution of Ú¥¡ e § can thus be stated in terms of syllable
structure, and more specifically as a prohibition on Ú¥¡ e § occurring anywhere but
right-adjacent to an orthographic syllable boundary.25 Even so, there are still lexical
exceptions which would have to be marked as such, and which would have to be able
to override this surface constraint: acronyms, not surprisingly, regularly do so (e.g.
25 As the reader will not fail to have observed, all of the examples in (3.19) are borrowed words. But this
is not surprising, since Úê e ë — with the exception of some high-frequency words such as ÚÞäQê eto ë
‘this’, and its derivatives — is mostly found in borrowed words
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¡ nep § for novaja ekonomičeskaja politika ‘New Economic Policy’); and there
are a handful of borrowed words that do not obey the principle (e.g. ã Ú;â á;ÞA¡ reket §
‘racket’). It might be better therefore to consider this to be not an absolute constraint,
but rather a soft constraint, one which could be implemented with a weighted rather
than unweighted finite-state acceptor.26 The constraint would allow non-initial Ú
¡ e § , but only at some cost. If a lexical item is marked as having ÚÉ¡ e § in a nonsyllable-initial position, then it will be allowed. In all other cases, both non-initial Ú
¡ e § and á&¡ e § will be allowed, but ÚP¡ e § will not be selected since it will be a more
costly analysis.

26 An

alternative would be to assume priority union (Karttunen, 1998).
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3.A

English Deep and Shallow ORL’s

3.A.1

Lexical representations

abound
abundance
academe
academicals
academicism
academic
acetone
acetonic
acetylene
acetylenic
achondrite
achondritic
acidophile
acidophilic
aconite
aconitic
actinomycete
actinomycin
actinomycosis
advocation
aeruginous
aerugo
agnosticism
agnostic
albite
albitic
alcoholicity
alcoholic
alkaline
alkalinity
allophone
allophonic
allotrope
allotropic
ammonite
ammonitic
amortization
amortize
anabolite
anabolitic
anecdote
anecdotic
angelic
angel
announce

deep

shallow

æð būnd
æð bū ñ òó ndæns
ð ækæö dēm
ö ækæð dēmIkæls
ö ækæð dēmI ö kIsm
ö ækæð dēmIk
ð æs ñ øó ÷>ö tōn
ö æs ñ øó ÷>ð tōn Ik
æð s ñ øó ētI ñ(ú,ó ö lēn
æö s ñ øó ētI ñ(ú,ó ð lēn Ik
āð k ñøaû,ó ondrı̄t
ö āk ñøaû,ó onð drı̄tIk
ð æs ñ øó Idōö fı̄l ü ý þ;ÿ
ö æs ñ øó Idōð fı̄lIk ü ý þ;ÿ
ð ækoö nı̄t
ö ækoð nı̄tIk
ö æktInōmi ñú,ó ð kēt
ö æktInōð mi ñú,ó kIn
ö æktInōmi ñú,ó ð kōsIs
ö ædvōð kātyon
÷ ñõù;ó ð rugInos
÷ ñõù;ó ð rugō
ægð nost I ö kIsm
ægð nost Ik
ð ælbı̄t
ælð bı̄tIk
ö ælkoho ð lIkIti
ö ælkoð hol Ik
ð ælk ñ ÿ ó æö lı̄n
ö ælk ñ ÿ ó æð lInIti
ð æl ü ý  oö fōn ü ý þ;ÿ
ö ð æl ü ý  oð fð ōn Ikü ý þ;ÿ
ð æl ü ý  oö trōp
ö æl ü ý  oð trōp Ik
ð æm ü ý  oö nı̄t
ö æm ü ý  oð nItIk
ö æmortı̄ð zātyon
ð æmorö tı̄z
æð næbo ö lı̄t
æö næbo ð lı̄tIk
ð æn ÷ kö dōt
ö æn ÷ kð dōtIk
ān ð g ÷ lIk
ð āng ÷ l
æð n ü ý  ūns

©ð baUnd
©ð bô nd©\ñõ\ó ns
ð æk©Yñõ5óÆö dim
ö æk©Yñõ5óÆð d ÷ mIk©Yñõ5ó lz
ö æk© ñõ5ó ð d ÷ mI ö s ñøó Iz© m
ö æk© ñõ5ó ð d ÷ mIk
ð æs ñøó I ñù;ó ö toUn
ö æs ñøó I ñù;ó ð ton Ik
©ð s ñøó ÷ t© ñ(ú(ó ö lin
©ö s ñøó ÷ t© ñ(ú(ó ð l ÷ nIk
eI ð k ñ øaûó ondra It
ö eIk ñ øaûó onð drItIk
ð æs ñøó Ido U ö faIl ü ý þ;ÿ
ö æs ñøó Ido U ð fIlIk ü ý þ;ÿ
ð æk©Yñ #óÆö naIt
ö æk©Yñ #óÆð nItIk
ö æktIno UmaI ñú,ó ð s ñøó it
ö æktIno U ð maI ñú,ó s ñøó In
ö æktIno UmaI ñú,ó ð ko UsIs
ñ 5ó ð keIš© n
ö ædv© 
I ñ õù;ó ð ruˇIn © s
I ñ õù;ó ð rugo U
ægð nost I ö s ñøó Iz© m
ægð nost Ik
ð ælbaIt
ælð bItIk
ö ælk©Y
ñ 5ó hYñ #ó!ð lIs ñ øó Iti
ö ælk©Y
ñ 5óÆð hYñ #ó lIk
ð ælk ñ ÿ ó ©\ñõ\óïö laIn
ö ælk ñ ÿ ó ©\ñõ\óïð lInIti
ð æl ü 
ý   ×© ñ #ó ö foUn ü ý þ;ÿ
ö æl ü 
ý   ×© ñ #ó ð fon Ik ü ý þ;ÿ
ð æl ü 
ý   ×© ñ #ó ö troUp
ö æl ü 
ý   ×© ñ #ó ð trop Ik
ñ 5ó ö naIt
ð æm ü 
ý   ×© 
ñ 5ó ð nItIk
ö æm ü 
ý   ×© 
ñ 5ó rtI ð zeIš© n
ö æm© 
ñ 5ó rö taIz
ð æm© 
©ð næb©Y
ñ 5óö laIt
©ö næb©Y
ñ 5óð lItIk
ð ænI ñù;ó kö do Ut
ö ænI ñù;ó kð dot Ik
ænð ˇ÷ lIk
ð eInˇ© ñ ùó l
©ð n ü 
ý   aUns
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annunciate
annunciation
anorthite
anorthitic
anthracene
anthracite
anthracitic
anthracoid
anticyclone
anticyclonic
antique
antiquity
antitype
antitypic
apical
apices
aplite
aplitic
appeal
appellation
appendicectomy
appendicitis
appendicle
appendix
archangelic
archangel
arenite
arenitic
argillite
argillitic
asceticism
ascetic
asinine
asininity
asparagine
asparagus
assignation
assign
asymptote
asymptotic
athlete
athletic
atone
atonic
atrocious
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deep

shallow

æð n ü ý  ū ñ òó ns ñ øó I ö āt
æö n ü ý  ū ñ òó ns ñ øó I ð ātyon
ænð or  ı̄t
ö ænorð  ı̄tIk
ð æn  ræö kēn
ð æn  ræö kı̄t
ö æn  ræð kı̄tIk
ð æn  ræö koId
ö æntI ð s ñ øó i ñ(ú,ó klōn
ö æntIs ñ øó i ñ(ú(ó ð klōn Ik
ænð te ñvó k ñ\ò,ó
ænð te ñvó kw Iti
ð æntI ö ti ñ(ú(ó p
ö æntI ð ti ñ(ú(ó pIk
ð æpIkæl
ð æpIk  ēz
ð æplı̄t
æpð lı̄tIk
æð p ü ý  e ñ ù>õ\ó l
ö æp ü ý  n÷>ð l ü ý  ātyon
æö p ü ý  n÷ nd I ð k÷ ktom I
æö p ü ý  n÷ nd I ð kı̄tIs
æð p ü ý  n÷ nd Ikl
æð p ü ý  n÷ nd Iks
ö ærk ñøaû,ó ānð g÷ lIk
ð ærk ñøaû,óÆö āng÷ l
ð ær ÷>ö nı̄t
ö ær ÷>ð nı̄tIk
ð ærgI ö l ü ý  ı̄t
ö ærgI ð l ü ý  ı̄tIk
æð s ñøó ÷ tI ö kIsm
æð s ñøó ÷ tIk
ð æsI ö nı̄n
ö æsI ð nı̄nIti
æð spæræö ge ñ ó n
æð spærægUs
ö æs ü ý  ı̄gð nātyon
æð s ü ý  ı̄gn
ð æsI ñú,ó m ñ(óÆö tōt
ö æsI ñú,ó m ñ(óÆð tōtIk
ð æ  lēt
æ ð lētIk
æð tōn
āð tōn Ik
æð trōkyos

©ð n ü ý  tô ns ñøó i ñ ó!ö eIt
©ö n ü 
ý   tô ns ñøó i ñ ó!ð eIš© n
ænð  r  aIt
ö æn rð  ItIk
ð æn  r© ñõ5ó ö s ñ øó in
ð æn  r© ñõ5ó ö s ñ øó aIt
ö æn  r© ñõ5ó ð s ñ øó ItIk
ð æn  r© ñõ5ó ö ko Id
ñ ó ð s ñøó aI ñ(ú,ó klo Un
ö ænti 
ñ ó s ñøó aI ñ(ú,ó ð klon Ik
ö ænti 
ñ ó k ñ \ò,ó
ænð ti 
ænð tIkw Iti
ð ænti 
ñ óö taI ñ(ú,ó p
ö ænti 
ñ óð tI ñú,ó pIk
ð æpIk©Yñ õ\ó l
ð æpIs ñ ø
ó  iz
ð æplaIt
æpð lItIk
©ð p ü 
ý   i ñù>õ\ó l
ö æp ü 
ý   n©ð l ü 
ý   eIš© n
ñ 5ó mi
©ö p ü 
ý   ÷ nd I ð s ñøó ÷ kt© 
©ö p ü 
ý   ÷ nd I ð s ñøó aItIs
ñ  ùó
©ð p ü 
ý   ÷ nd Ik©  l 
©ð p ü 
ý   ÷ nd Iks
ö  rk ñøfûó ænð ˇ÷ lIk
ð  rk ñøfûóÆö eInˇ©Yñù;ó l
ð ær©ö naIt
ö ær©ð nItIk
ð  rˇ©\
ñ óÆö l ü 
ý   aIt
ñ ó ð lü 
ö  rˇ© 
ý   ItIk
©ð s ñøó ÷ tI ö s ñ øó Iz© m
©ð s ñøó ÷ tIk
ñ ó ö naIn
ð æs© 
ñ ó ð nInIti
ö æs© 
ñ ó n
©ð spær© ñõ5ó ö ˇi 
©ð spær©Yñõ5ó g©Yñ ò,ó s
ö æs ü 
ý   Igð neIš© n
©ð s ü 
ý   aI 
ñ þ ó n
ð æsI ñ(ú,ó m 
ñ ,óÆö toUt
ö æsI ñ(ú,ó m 
ñ ,óÆð totIk
ð æ lit
æ ð l ÷ tIk
©ð toUn
eI ð ton Ik
©ð troUš© s
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atrocity
audacious
audacity
augite
augitic
austenite
austenitic
australopithecine
australopithecus
authenticity
authentic
authorization
authorize
automate
automatic
autophyte
autophytic
autotype
autotypic
avocation
azeotrope
azeotropic
bacteriophage
bacteriophagic
balance
bale
baroscope
baroscopic
basicity
basic
beneficence
beneficent
benefic
biconcave
biconcavity
biophysicist
biophysics
biotite
biotitic
biotype
biotypic
biquadrate
biquadratic
breve
brevity

deep

shallow

æð trōkIti
ð dākyos
ð dākIti
ð  gı̄t
ð gı̄tIk
ð  st÷?ö nı̄t
ö  st÷?ð nı̄tIk
ö strālōð p I ;÷>ö ke ñ ó n
 sö trālōð p I ;÷ kUs
ö ;÷ nð tIkIti
ð ;÷ nt Ik
ö  orı̄ð zātyon
ð  oö rı̄z
ð  toö māt
ö  toð mætIk
ð  toö fi ñ(ú,ó t ü ýÆþÿ
ö  toð fi ñ(ú,ó tIk ü ý þ;ÿ
ð  toö ti ñ(ú,ó p
ö  toð ti ñ(ú,ó pIk
ö ævōð kātyon
æð zI ñù;ó oö trōp
ö āzI ñ ùó oð trōp Ik
bækð t ÷ rIoö fāg ü ý þÿ
bækö t ÷ rIoð fāgIk ü ý þ;ÿ
ð bælæns
ð bāl
ð bæro ö skōp
ö bæro ð skōp Ik
bāð sIkIti
ð bāsIk
b ÷>ð n ÷ fIk ÷ ns
b ÷>ð n ÷ fIk ÷ nt
b ÷>ð n ÷ fIk
bı̄ð konkāv
ö bı̄konð kāvIti
ö bı̄ōð fI ñú,ó z ñ>ó IkIst ü ý þ;ÿ
ö bı̄ōð fI ñú,ó z ñ>ó Ik  s ü ýÆþÿ
ð bı̄oö tı̄t
ö bı̄oð tı̄tIk
ð bı̄oö ti ñ(ú,ó p
ö bı̄oð ti ñ(ú,ó pIk
bı̄ð kwædrāt
ö bı̄kwæð drātIk
ð brēv
ð brēvIti

©ð tros ñøó Iti
ð de Iš© s
ð dæs ñ øó Iti

ð  gaIt
ð g ItIk
ð  st©ö naIt
ö  st©ð nItIk
ö streIlo U ð p I  I ñù;ó ö s ñ øó i ñvó n
 sö tre Ilo U ð p I  I ñù;ó k© ñ òó s
ö ÷ nð tIs ñøó Iti
ð ÷ nt Ik
ñ 5ó rI ð zeIš© n
ö © 
ð ©Y
ñ 5óïö raIz
ð  t©Y
ñ 5óïö meIt
ö  t©Y
ñ 5óïð mætIk
ð  t©Y
ñ 5óïö faI ñ(ú(ó t ü ý þ;ÿ
ö  t©Y
ñ 5óïð fI ñ(ú,ó tIk ü ý þ;ÿ
ð  t©Y
ñ 5óïö taI ñ(ú(ó p
ñ 5ó ð tI ñ(ú,ó pIk
ö  t© 
ö æv© ñ #ó ð keIš© n
©ð zi© ñ #ó ö troUp
ñ 5ó ð trop Ik
ö eIzi© 
ñ 5ó ö feIˇ ü ý þÿ
bækð tI ñù;ó r.i ñ ó © 
ñ 5ó ð fæˇIk ü ý þÿ
bækö tI ñù;ó r.i ñ ó © 
ð bæl©\ñõ\ó ns
ð beIl
ð bær©\ñ #óÆö skoUp
ö bær©\ñ #óÆð skop Ik
be I ð sIs ñ øó Iti
ð beIsIk
b©ð n ÷ fIs ñøó © ns
b©ð n ÷ fIs ñøó © nt
b©ð n ÷ fIk
ba I ð konke Iv
ö baIkonð kævIti
ö baIoU ð fI ñ(ú(ó z ñ >ó Is ñøó Ist ü ý þ;ÿ
ö baIoU ð fI ñ(ú(ó z ñ >ó Ik  s ü ý þ;ÿ
ð baI ©\ñ #óÆö taIt
ö baI ©\ñ #óÆð tItIk
ð baI ©\ñ #óÆö taI ñ(ú,ó p
ö baI ©\ñ #óÆð tI ñú,ó pIk
ba I ð kwodre It
ö baIkwoð drætIk
ð briv
ð br ÷ vIti
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bromide
bromidic
bronchoscope
bronchoscopic
bryophyte
bryophytic
calcination
calcine
calcite
calcitic
calices
calicle
calyces
calycine
calycle
capacious
capacity
capitalization
capitalize
capitation
caput
carbonization
carbonize
cathode
cathodic
catholicity
catholic
causticity
caustic
cave
cavity
cease
cenobite
cenobitic
cenocyte
cenocytic
centricity
centric
centrosome
centrosomic
cercopithecid
cercopithecoid
cervical
cervicitis
cervix

deep

shallow

ð brōmı̄d
brōð mı̄dIk
ð bronk ñøaû,ó oö skōp
ö bronk ñøaû,ó oð skōp Ik
ð bri ñú,ó oö fi ñú,ó t ü ý þ;ÿ
ö bri ñú,ó oð fi ñú,ó tIk ü ý þÿ
ö kælkI ð nātyon
ð kælkı̄n
ð kælö kı̄t
kælð kItIk
ð kælI ö k ēz
ð kælIkl
ð kælI ñ(ú,óÆö k  ēz
ð kælI ñ(ú,ó kInñù;ó
ð kælI ñ(ú,ó kl
kæð pākyos
kæð pākIti
ö kæpItælı̄ð zātyon
ð kæpItæö lı̄z
ö kæpI ð tātyon
ð kāpUt
ö kærbonı̄ð zātyon
ð kærboö nı̄z
ð kæ  ōd
kæð  ōd Ik
ö kæ  oð lIkIti
ð kæ  olIk
kð stIkIti
ð k stIk
ð kāv
ð kāvIti
ð s ñøó e ñù>õ\ó s
ð s ñøó ēnoö bı̄t
ö s ñøó ēnoð bı̄tIk
ð s ñøó ēnoö s ñøó i ñú,ó t
ö s ñøó ēnoð s ñøó i ñú,ó tIk
s ñøó ÷ nð trIkIti
ð s ñøó ÷ ntrIk
ð s ñøó ÷ ntroö sōm
ö s ñøóï÷ ntroð sōm Ik
ö s ñøóï÷ rkōp I ð  ēkId
ö s ñøóï÷ rkōp I ð  ēkoId
ð s ñøóï÷ rvIkæl
ö s ñøóï÷ rvI ð kı̄tIs
ð s ñøó ÷ rvIks

ð bro UmaId
bro U ð mIdIk
ð bro  k ñøaû,ó ©\ñ#ó!ö skoUp
ö bro  k ñøaû,ó ©\ñ#ó!ð skop Ik
ð bra I ñú,ó © ñ#ó ö faI ñú,ó t ü ýÆþÿ
ö bra I ñú,ó © ñ#ó ð fI ñ(ú(ó tIk ü ý þÿ
ö kæls ñøó I ð neIš© n
ð kæls ñøó aIn
ð kælö s ñøó aIt
kælð s ñøó ItIk
ð kælI ö s ñ øó  iz
ð kælIk© l
ð kælI ñ(ú,óÆö s ñøó iz
ð kælI ñ(ú,ó s ñøó In ñù;ó
ð kælI ñ(ú,ó k© l
k©Yñ õ\ó!ð pe Iš© s
k©Yñ õ\ó!ð pæs ñøó Iti
ö kæpIt©Yñ õ\ó lI ð zeIš© n
ð kæpIt© ñ õ\ó ö laIz
ö kæpI ð teIš© n
ð keIp© ñ òó t
ö k  rb© ñ#ó nI ð zeIš© n
ð k  rb© ñ#ó ö naIz
ð kæ  oUd
kæð  od Ik
ö kæ © ñ#ó ð lIs ñ øó Iti
ð kæ ©Yñ#ó lIk
kð stIs ñøó Iti
ð k stIk
ð keIv
ð kævIti
ð s ñøó i ñù>õ\ó s
ð s ñøó in© ñ5ó ö baIt
ö s ñøó in© ñ5ó ð bItIk
ð s ñøó in© ñ5ó ö s ñøó aI ñ(ú,ó t
ö s ñøó in© ñ5ó ð s ñøó I ñú,ó tIk
s ñøó ÷ nð trIs ñøó Iti
ð s ñøó ÷ ntrIk
ð s ñøó ÷ ntr© ñ5ó ö soUm
ö s ñøóï÷ ntr©Yñ5óïð somIk
ö s ñøó r.ko UpI ð  is ñ øó Id
ö s ñøó r.ko UpI ð  iko Id
ð s ñøó r.vIk©Yñõ5ó l
ö s ñøó r.vI ð s ñøó aItIs
ð s ñøó r.vIks
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cessation
characterization
characterize
chaste
chastity
chondrite
chondritic
chromate
chromaticism
chromatic
chronicity
chronic
chronoscope
chronoscopic
chrysolite
chrysolitic
civilization
civilize
classicism
classicist
classic
clone
clonic
cognizance
cognize
coincidence
coincide
colic
collotype
collotypic
colonic
colonization
colonize
colon
combination
combine
commode
commodity
compilation
compile
concave
concavity
conceal
cone
confidence

deep

shallow

s ñ øó ēð s ü ý  ātyon
ö k ñ øaûó ærækt ÷ rı̄ð zātyon
ð k ñ øaûó ærækt ÷>ö rı̄z
ð čāst
ð čāstIti
ð k ñ øaûó ondrı̄t
k ñ øaûó onð drı̄tIk
ð k ñ øaûó rōmāt
k ñ øaûó rōð mātI ö kIsm
k ñ øaûó rōð mātIk
k ñ øaûó roð nIkIti
ð k ñ øaûó ron Ik
ð k ñ øaûó rono ö skōp
ö k ñ øaûó rono ð skōp Ik
ð k ñ øaûó rI ñ(ú(ó soö lı̄t
ö k ñ øaûó rI ñ(ú(ó soð lı̄tIk
ö s ñ øó IvIlı̄ð zātyon
ð s ñ øó IvI ö lı̄z
ð klæs ü ý  I ö kIsm
ð klæs ü ý  IkIst
ð klæs ü ý  Ik
ð klōn
ð klōn Ik
ð kognı̄zæns
ð kognı̄z
kō ð Ins ñøó ı̄d ÷ ns
ö kōInð s ñøó ı̄d
ð kōlIk
ð kol ü ý  oö ti ñ(ú,ó p
ö kol ü ý  oð ti ñ(ú,ó pIk
kō ð lon Ik
ö kolonı̄ð zātyon
ð koloö nı̄z
ð kōlon
ö komb I ð nātyon
komð bı̄n
koð m ü ý  ōd
koð m ü ý  ōd Iti
ö kompı̄ð lātyon
komð pı̄l
kon ð kāv
kon ð kāv Iti
kon ð s ñ øó e ñù>õ\ó l
ð kōn
ð konfı̄d ÷ ns

s ñøóï÷>ð s ü ý  eIš© n
ö k ñøaû,ó ærI ñõ\ó ktr.I ð zeIš© n
ð k ñøaû,ó ærI ñõ\ó kt©ö raIz
ð čeIst
ð čæstIti
ð k ñøaû,ó ondra It
k ñøaû,ó on ð dr ItIk
ð k ñøaû,ó roUmeIt
k ñøaû,ó ro U ð mætI ö s ñ øó Iz© m
k ñøaû,ó ro U ð mætIk
k ñøaû,ó ro ð nIs ñøó Iti
ð k ñøaû,ó ron Ik
ð k ñøaû,ó ron©Yñ5óÆö skoUp
ö k ñøaû,ó ron©Yñ5óÆð skop Ik
ð k ñøaû,ó rI ñ(ú,ó s©Yñ#óö laIt
ö k ñøaû,ó rI ñ(ú,ó s©Yñ#óð lItIk
ö s ñøó Iv©Yñ ó lI ð zeIš© n
ð s ñøó Iv©Yñ óö laIz
ð klæs ü ý  I ö s ñ øó Iz© m
ð klæs ü ý  Is ñ øó Ist
ð klæs ü ý  Ik
ð klo Un
ð klon Ik
ð kogn Iz© ñõ\ó ns
ð kogna Iz
ko U ð Ins ñøó Id© ns
ö ko UInð s ñøó aId
ð kolIk
ð kol ü ý  ©\ñ#óö taI ñú,ó p
ö kol ü ý  ©\ñ#óð tI ñ(ú,ó pIk
ko U ð lon Ik
ö kol© ñ#ó nI ð zeIš© n
ð kol© ñ#ó ö naIz
ð ko Ul© ñ5ó n
ö komb© ñ ó ð neIš© n
k© ñ#ó mð ba In
k© ñ#ó ð m ü ý  oUd
k© ñ#ó ð m ü ý  od Iti
ö komp© ñ ó ð leIš© n
k©Yñ#ó mð pa Il
konð ke Iv
konð kæv Iti
k©Yñ#ó nð s ñøó i ñù>õ\ó l
ð ko Un
ð konf Id© ns
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confide
congeal
congelation
conic
consignation
consign
consolation
contravene
contravention
convene
convention
convocation
convoke
cormophyte
cormophytic
creophagous
creophagy
creosote
creosotic
criticism
criticize
critic
crocein
crocus
cryoscope
cryoscopic
crystallite
crystallitic
cyanite
cyanitic
cyclone
cyclonic
cynicism
cynic
cystoscope
cystoscopic
declination
decline
dendrite
dendritic
denounce
denunciate
denunciation
deprave
depravity

deep

shallow

kon ð fı̄d
kon ð ge ñù>õ\ó l
ö kongēð lātyon
ð kōn Ik
ö konsı̄gð nātyon
kon ð sı̄gn
ö konsoð lātyon
ö kontræð vēn
ö kontræð v ÷ ntyon
kon ð vēn
kon ð v ÷ ntyon
ö konvōð kātyon
kon ð vōk
ð kormo ö fi ñú,ó t ü ý þÿ
ö kormo ð fi ñú,ó tIk ü ý þ;ÿ
kr I ñù;óÆð ofāgos ü ý þ;ÿ
kr I ñù;ó ð ofāgI ü ýÆþÿ
ð krI ñù;ó oö sōt
ö krI ñù;ó oð sōtIk
ð krItI ö kIsm
ð krItI ö kı̄z
ð krItIk
ð krōkēIn
ð krōkUs
ð kri ñú,ó oö skōp
ö kri ñú,ó oð skōp Ik
ð krI ñ(ú,ó stæö l ü ý  ı̄t
ö krI ñ(ú,ó stæð l ü ý  ı̄tIk
ð s ñøó i ñ(ú,ó æö nı̄t
ö s ñøó i ñ(ú,ó æð nı̄tIk
ð s ñøó i ñ(ú,ó klōn
s ñøó i ñ(ú,ó ð klōn Ik
ð s ñøó I ñú,ó nI ö kIsm
ð s ñøó I ñú,ó nIk
ð s ñøó I ñú,ó stoö skōp
ö s ñøó I ñú,ó stoð skōp Ik
ö d ÷ klı̄ð nātyon
d ÷>ð klı̄n
ð d ÷ ndrı̄t
d ÷ nð drı̄tIk
d ÷>ð nūns
d ÷>ð nū ñ ò,ó ns ñ øó I ö āt
d ÷>ö nū ñ ò,ó ns ñ øó I ð ātyon
d ÷>ð prāv
d ÷>ð prāv Iti

k©Yñ5ó nð fa Id
k©Yñ5ó nð ˇi ñ ù^õ5ó l
ö konˇ©ð leIš© n
ð kon Ik
ö konsIgð neIš© n
k© ñ5ó nð saI ñ þ ó n
ö kons© ñ5ó ð leIš© n
ö kontr © ñõ5ó ð vin
ö kontr © ñõ5ó ð v ÷ nč© n
k© ñ5ó nð vin
k© ñ5ó nð v ÷ nč© n
ö konv©\ñ#ó ð keIš© n
k©Yñ5ó nð vo Uk
ð k rm©Yñ#óÆö faI ñú,ó t ü ý þ;ÿ
ö k rm©Yñ#óÆð fI ñ(ú,ó tIk ü ýÆþÿ
krið of©Yñ õ\ó g© s ü ý þ;ÿ
krið of© ñ õ\ó ˇi ü ý þ;ÿ
ð kri© ñ5ó ö soUt
ö kri© ñ5ó ð sotIk
ð krItI ö s ñøó Iz© m
ð krItI ö s ñøó aIz
ð krItIk
ð kro Us ñøó iIn
ð kro Uk©Yñ ò,ó s
ð kra I ñú,ó ©Yñ#ó!ö skoUp
ö kra I ñú,ó ©Yñ#ó!ð skop Ik
ð krI ñ(ú,ó st©Yñ õ\óïö l ü ý  aIt
ö krI ñ(ú,ó st©Yñ õ\óïð l ü ý  ItIk
ð s ñøó aI ñ(ú,ó © ñõ\ó ö naIt
ö s ñøó aI ñ(ú,ó © ñõ\ó ð nItIk
ð s ñøó aI ñ(ú,ó klo Un
s ñøó aI ñ(ú,ó ð klon Ik
ð s ñøó I ñú,ó nI ö s ñ øó Iz© m
ð s ñøó I ñú,ó nIk
ð s ñøó I ñú,ó st© ñ5ó ö skoUp
ö s ñøó I ñú,ó st© ñ5ó ð skop Ik
ö d ÷ kl©Yñ ó!ð neIš© n
dI ð kla In
ð d ÷ ndra It
d ÷ nð dr ItIk
dI ð na Uns
dI ð nô ns ñ øó i ñ ó ö eIt
dI ö nô ns ñ øó i ñ ó ð eIš© n
dI ð pre Iv
dI ð præv Iti
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deprivation
deprive
derivation
derive
dermatome
dermatomic
dermatophyte
dermatophytic
desensitization
desensitize
designation
design
deuteranope
deuteranopic
diaphone
diaphonic
dibasicity
dibasic
dichroite
dichroitic
dichromate
dichromaticism
dichromatic
dichroscope
dichroscopic
diorite
dioritic
discommode
discommodity
disinclination
disincline
divination
divine
divinity
dolerite
doleritic
dramatization
dramatize
dynamite
dynamitic
ecclesiastical
ecclesiasticism
ecclesiastic
eclecticism
eclectic

deep

shallow

ö d ÷ prı̄ð vātyon
d ÷>ð prı̄v
ö d ÷ rı̄ð vātyon
d ÷>ð rı̄v
ð d ÷ rmö ætōm
ö d ÷ rmæð tōm Ik
ð d ÷ rmætö ofi ñ(ú,ó t ü ý þ;ÿ
ö d ÷ rmætoð fi ñ(ú,ó tIk ü ý þ;ÿ
dēö s ÷ nsItI ð zātyon
dēð s ÷ nsI ö tı̄z
ö d ÷ sı̄gð nātyon
d ÷>ð sı̄gn
ð du ñù?ò,ó t ÷ ræö nōp
ö du ñù?ò,ó t ÷ ræð nōp Ik
ð dı̄æö fōn ü ýÆþÿ
ö dı̄æð fōn Ikü ý þ;ÿ
ö dı̄bāð sIkIti
dı̄ð bāsIk
ð dı̄k ñøaû,ó rōö ı̄t
ö dı̄k ñøaû,ó rōð ı̄tIk
dı̄ð k ñøaû,ó rōmāt
ö dı̄k ñøaû,ó rōð mātI ö kIsm
ö dı̄k ñøaû,ó rōð mātIk
ð dı̄k ñøaû,ó roö skōp
ö dı̄k ñøaû,ó roð skōp Ik
ð dı̄oö rı̄t
ö dı̄oð rItIk
ö dIskoð m ü ý  ōd
ö dIskoð m ü ý  ōd Iti
ö dIsInklı̄ð nātyon
ö dIsInð klı̄n
ö dIvı̄ð nātyon
dI ð vı̄n
dI ð vı̄nIti
ð dol ÷>ö rı̄t
ö dol ÷>ð rı̄tIk
ö dræmætı̄ð zātyon
ð dræmæö tı̄z
ð di ñú,ó næö mı̄t
ö di ñú,ó næð mı̄tIk
÷>ö k ü ý  lēz ñ>ó I ð æstIkæl
÷>ö k ü ý  lēz ñ>ó I ð æstI ö kIsm
÷>ö k ü ý  lēz ñ>ó I ð æstIk
÷>ð kl ÷ ktI ö kIsm
÷>ð kl ÷ ktIk

ö d ÷ pr ©Yñ óÆð veIš© n
dI ð pra Iv
ö d ÷ r©Yñ ó!ð veIš© n
dI ð ra Iv
ð dr.m© ñõ5ó ö toUm
ö dr.m© ñõ5ó ð tomIk
ð dr.m© ñõ5ó t© ñ#ó ö faI ñú,ó t ü ý þ;ÿ
ö dr.m© ñõ5ó t© ñ#ó ð fI ñ(ú,ó tIk ü ý þ;ÿ
diö s ÷ nsItI ð zeIš© n
dið s ÷ nsI ö taIz
ö d ÷ z ñ>ó Igð neIš© n
dI ð z ñ>ó aI ñ þ ó n
ð du ñù?òó tr.©\ñõ\óö no Up
ö du ñù?òó tr.©\ñõ\óð nop Ik
ð daI ©Yñ õ\óÆö foUn ü ý þÿ
ö daI ©Yñ õ\óÆð fon Ik ü ý þ;ÿ
ö daIbeI ð sIs ñøó Iti
da I ð be IsIk
ð daIk ñ øaûó roU ö aIt
ö daIk ñ øaûó roU ð ItIk
da I ð k ñ øaûó ro Ume It
ö daIk ñ øaûó roU ð mætI ö s ñøó Iz© m
ö daIk ñ øaûó roU ð mætIk
ð daIk ñ øaûó r© ñ#ó ö skoUp
ö daIk ñ øaûó r© ñ#ó ð skop Ik
ð daI © ñ5ó ö raIt
ö daI ©Yñ5óÆð rItIk
ö dIsk©\ñ#óÆð m ü ý  oUd
ö dIsk©\ñ#óÆð m ü ý  od Iti
ö dIsInkl I ð neIš© n
ö dIsInð klaIn
ö dIv© ñ ó ð neIš© n
dI ñ ó ð va In
dI ñ ó ð vInIti
ð dol©ö raIt
ö dol©ð rItIk
ö dræm© ñ õ\ó tI ð zeIš© n
ð dræm© ñ õ\ó ö taIz
ð daI ñ(ú(ó n© ñõ5ó ö maIt
ö daI ñ(ú(ó n©Yñõ5ó!ð mItIk
I ñ ùóö k ü ý  liz ñ>ó i ñ óð æstIk©Yñ õ\ó l
I ñ ùóö k ü ý  liz ñ>ó i ñ óð æstI ö s ñ øó Iz© m
I ñ ùóö k ü ý  liz ñ>ó i ñ óð æstIk
I ñ ùóð kl ÷ kt I ö s ñ øó Iz© m
I ñ ùó ð kl ÷ kt Ik
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ecotype
ecotypic
ectoparasite
ectoparasitic
edacious
edacity
elasticity
elasticize
elastic
electrical
electricity
electric
electrolyte
electrolytic
electrophone
electrophonic
electroscope
electroscopic
elliptical
ellipticity
empiricism
empiric
endoparasite
endoparasitic
endophyte
endophytic
endoscope
endoscopic
enounce
entophyte
entophytic
enunciable
enunciate
enunciation
epidote
epidotic
epiphyte
epiphytic
episode
episodic
equivocation
equivoke
eremite
eremitic
eroticism

deep

shallow

ð ÷ koö ti ñú,ó p
ö ÷ koð ti ñú,ó pIk
ö ÷ ktōð pæræö sı̄t
ö ÷ ktōö pæræð sı̄tIk
÷>ð dākyos
÷>ð dākIti
÷ læð stIk Iti
÷>ð læstI ö kı̄z
÷>ð læstIk
÷>ð l ÷ ktrIkæl
÷ l ÷ kð trIkIti
÷>ð l ÷ ktrIk
÷>ð l ÷ ktroö li ñú,ó t
÷>ö l ÷ ktroð li ñú,ó tIk
÷>ð l ÷ ktroö fōn ü ýÆþÿ
÷>ö l ÷ ktroð fōn Ik ü ýÆþÿ
÷>ð l ÷ ktroö skōp
÷>ö l ÷ ktroð skōp Ik
÷>ð l ü 
ý   IptIkæl
÷ lü 
ý   Ipð tIkIti
÷ mð pIrI ö kIsm
÷ mð p Ir Ik
ö ÷ ndōð pæræö sı̄t
ö ÷ ndōö pæræð sı̄tIk
ð ÷ ndo ö fi ñ(ú,ó t ü ýÆþÿ
ö ÷ ndo ð fi ñ(ú,ó tIk ü ý þ;ÿ
ð ÷ ndo ö skōp
ö ÷ ndo ð skōp Ik
÷>ð nūns
ð ÷ ntoö fi ñ(ú(ó t ü ý þ;ÿ
ö ÷ ntoð fi ñ(ú(ó tIk ü ý þ;ÿ
÷>ð nū ñ òó ns ñøó IæbIl
÷>ð nū ñ òó ns ñøó I ö āt
÷>ö nū ñ òó ns ñøó I ð ātyon
ð ÷ pI ö dōt
ö ÷ pI ð dōtIk
ð ÷ pI ö fi ñú,ó t ü ý þ;ÿ
ö ÷ pI ð fi ñú,ó tIk ü ý þÿ
ð ÷ pI ö sōd
ö ÷ pI ð sōd Ik
÷>ö kwIvōð kātyon
ð ÷ kwI ö vōk
ð ÷ r ÷>ö mı̄t
ö ÷ r ÷>ð mı̄tIk
÷>ð rotI ö kIsm

ð ÷ k©\ñ#óö taI ñú,ó p
ö ÷ k©\ñ#óð tI ñ(ú,ó pIk
ö ÷ kto U ð pær©Yñõ5óÆö saIt
ö ÷ kto U ö pær©Yñõ5óÆð sItIk
I ñù;ó ð de Iš© s
I ñù;ó ð dæs ñ øó Iti
I ñù;ó læð stIs ñøó Iti
I ñù;ó ð læstI ö s ñøó a Iz
I ñù;ó ð læstIk
I ñù;ó ð l ÷ ktr Ik © ñõ5ó l
I ñù;ó l ÷ k ð tr Is ñøó Iti
I ñù;ó ð l ÷ ktr Ik
ñ 5ó!ö laI ñ(ú,ó t
I ñù;óïð l ÷ ktr ©Y
ñ 5ó!ð lI ñú,ó tIk
I ñù;óïö l ÷ ktr ©Y
ñ 5ó!ö foUn ü ý þ;ÿ
I ñù;óïð l ÷ ktr ©Y
ñ 5ó!ð fon Ik ü ý þ;ÿ
I ñù;óïö l ÷ ktr ©Y
ñ 5ó!ö skoUp
I ñù;óïð l ÷ ktr ©Y
ñ 5ó!ð skop Ik
I ñù;óïö l ÷ ktr ©Y
I ñù;ó ð l ü 
ý   IptIk© ñ õ\ó l
I ñù;ó l ü 
ý   Ipð tIs ñ øó Iti
÷ mð pIrI ö s ñøó Iz© m
÷ mð p IrIk
ö ÷ ndo U ð pær© ñõ5ó ö saIt
ö ÷ ndo U ö pær© ñõ5ó ð sItIk
ð ÷ nd© ñ #ó ö faI ñú,ó t ü ýÆþÿ
ö ÷ nd© ñ #ó ð fI ñ(ú(ó tIk ü ý þÿ
ð ÷ nd©Yñ #ó!ö skoUp
ö ÷ nd©Yñ #ó!ð skop Ik
I ñù;óïð na U ns
ð ÷ nt©Y
ñ 5óïö faI ñ(ú,ó t ü ý þÿ
ö ÷ nt©Y
ñ 5óïð fI ñú,ó tIk ü ý þ;ÿ
I ñù;ó ð n ô ns ñøó i ñ ó © ñ õ\ó b © l
I ñù;ó ð n ô ns ñøó i ñ ó ö e It
I ñù;ó ö n ô ns ñøó i ñ ó ð e Iš© n
ð ÷ pI ö do Ut
ö ÷ pI ð dot Ik
ñ ó ö faI ñ(ú,ó t ü ý þ;ÿ
ð ÷ p© 
ñ ó ð fI ñú,ó tIk ü ý þ;ÿ
ö ÷ p© 
ñ ó ö soUd
ð ÷ p© 
ö ÷ p©\
ñ óïð sodIk
ñ #óÆð keIš© n
I ñù;óïö kw Iv ©Y
ð ÷ kw©\
ñ óïö vo Uk
ð ÷ r©ö maIt
ö ÷ r©ð mItIk
© ñù;ó ð rotI ö s ñøó Iz© m
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erotic
erythrocyte
erythrocytic
esophageal
esophagus
esthete
estheticism
esthetic
ethicize
ethic
evocation
evoke
exegete
exegetic
exile
exilic
extreme
extremity
falciform
falcon
fanaticism
fanaticize
fanatic
fasciation
fascia
fascination
fascine
federalization
federalize
felsite
felsitic
ferocious
ferocity
ferroelectricity
ferroelectric
fertilization
fertilize
finance
finance
fluoroscope
fluoroscopic
fugacious
fugacity
fumarole
fumarolic

deep

shallow

÷?ð rotIk
÷?ð rI ñú,
ó  roö s ñ øó i ñ(ú,ó t
÷?ö rI ñú,
ó  roð s ñ øó i (ñ ú,ó tIk
÷?ö sofāð gI ñù;ó æl ü ý þÿ
÷?ð sofāgUs ü ý þ;ÿ
ð ÷ s  ēt
÷ sð  ētI ö kIsm
÷ sð  ētIk
ð ÷  I ö kı̄z
ð ÷  Ik
ö ÷ vōð kātyon
÷?ð vōk
ð ÷ ks ÷?ö gēt
ö ÷ ks ÷?ð gētIk
ð ÷ gzı̄l
÷?ð gzı̄lIk
÷?ð kstrēm
÷?ð kstrēmIti
ð fælkI ö form

©Yñù;óð rotIk
ó  r©Yñ5ó!ö s ñøó aI ñ(ú,ó t
I ñù;óð r I ñú,
ó  r©Yñ5ó!ð s ñøó I ñú,ó tIk
I ñù;óö r I ñú,
I ñù;óö sof ©Yñõ5óÆð ˇi©Yñ õ\ó l ü ý þÿ
I ñù;ó ð sof © ñõ5ó g© ñ òó s ü ý þÿ
ð ÷ s  it
÷ sð ;÷ tI ö s ñ øó Iz© m
÷ sð ;÷ tIk
ð ÷  I ö s ñøó aIz
ð ÷  Ik
ñ 5ó ð keIš© n
ö ÷ v© 
I ñù;óð vo U k
ð ÷ ksI ñù;óö ˇit
ö ÷ ksI ñù;óð ˇ÷ tIk
ð ÷ gzaIl
÷>ð gzIlIk
I ñù;ó ð kstrim
I ñù;ó ð kstr ÷ m Iti
ñ ó ö f rm
ð fæls ñ øó © 
ñ 5ó n
ð fælk© 
f© ñ õ\ó ð nætI ö s ñøó Iz© m
f© ñ õ\ó ð nætI ö s ñøó aIz
f©Yñ õ\ó!ð nætIk
ö fæš ñ gøó i ñ ó!ð eIš© n
ð feIš 
ñ gøó i 
ñ vó!©Yñõ5ó
ö fæsñ øó©Y
ñ óïð neIš© n
fæð s ñ øó i ñ ó n
ö f ÷ dr ñ !ù ?ó!©Yñ õ\ó l©Y
ñ vóð zeIš© n
ð f ÷ dr ñ !ù ?ó © ñ õ\ó ö laIz
ð f ÷ lsaIt
f ÷ lð sItIk
f©ð ro Uš© s
f©ð ros ñøó Iti
ö f÷ r ü 
ý   oUI ñ ùó l ÷ kð trIs ñøó Iti
ö f÷ r ü 
ý   oUI ñ ùó ð l ÷ ktrIk
ö fr.t© ñ ó lI ð zeIš© n
ð fr.t©Yñ óö laIz
fI ð næns
ð faI ö næns
ð flu ñ ò #ó r.©Y
ñ 5ó!ö skoUp
ö flu ñ ò #ó r.©Y
ñ 5ó!ð skop Ik
fyu ð ge Iš© s
fyu ð gæs ñøó Iti
ð fyum © ñ õ\ó ö roUl
ö fyum © ñ õ\ó ð rolIk

ð fælkon
fæð nætI ö kIsm
fæð nætI ö kı̄z
fæð nætIk
ö fāsñøó I ð ātyon
ð fāsñøó Iæ
ö fæsñ øó I ð nātyon
fæð sñ øó e ñ ó n
ö f ÷ d ÷ rælð Izātyon
ð f ÷ d ÷ rö ælı̄z
ð f ÷ lsı̄t
f ÷ lð sı̄tIk
f ÷>ð rōkyos
f ÷>ð rōkIti
ö f ÷ r ü ý  ō ÷ l ÷ kð trIkIti
ö f ÷ r ü ý  ō ÷?ð l ÷ ktrIk
ö f ÷ rtIlı̄ð zātyon
ð f ÷ rtö Ilı̄z
fI ð næns
ð fı̄ö næns
ð flu ñ ò 5ó roö skōp
ö flu ñ ò 5ó roð skōp Ik
fug ð ākyos
fug ð ākIti
ð fumær ö ōl
ö fumær ð ōlIk
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fungicide
fungic
galvanoscope
galvanoscopic
gastronome
gastronomic
gastroscope
gastroscopic
generalization
generalize
geneticist
genetic
gene
genic
genotype
genotypicity
genotypic
geode
geodic
geophagism
geophagous
geophagy
geophyte
geophytic
gibbose
gibbosity
glauconite
glauconitic
globose
globosity
glucose
glucosic
glucoside
glucosidic
glycine
glycoside
glycosidic
grandiose
grandiosity
granulite
granulitic
granulocyte
granulocytic
grave
gravity

deep

shallow

ð fô ngI ö kı̄d
ð fô ngIk

ð fô nˇI ö s ñøó aId
ð fô nˇIk
ð gælv©Yñ õ\ó n©Yñ#ó!ö skoUp
ö gælv© ñ õ\ó n© ñ#ó ð skop Ik
ð gæstr© ñ #ó ö no Um
ö gæstr© ñ #ó ð nom Ik
ð gæstr© ñ #ó ö skoUp
ö gæstr© ñ #ó ð skop Ik
ö ˇ÷ nr ñ!ù ?ó © ñ õ\ó l© ñ ó ð zeIš© n
ð ˇ÷ nr ñ!ù ?ó © ñ õ\ó ö laIz
ˇ©ð n ÷ tIs ñ øó Ist
ˇ©ð n ÷ tIk
ð ˇin
ð ˇ÷ n I k
ð ˇ÷ n©Y
ñ 5ó!ö taI ñ(ú,ó p
ö ˇ÷ n©Y
ñ 5ó tI ñú,ó!ð pIs ñøó Iti
ñ 5ó ð tI ñú,ó pIk
ö ˇ÷ n © 
ð ˇioUd
ˇið od Ik
ˇið of © ñ õ\ó ö ˇIz© m ü ý þ;ÿ
ˇið of © ñ õ\ó g© s ü ý þÿ
ˇið of © ñ õ\ó ˇi ü ý þ;ÿ
ð ˇi©Y
ñ 5óÆö faI ñú,ó t ü ýÆþÿ
ö ˇi©Y
ñ 5óÆð fI ñ(ú(ó tIk ü ý þÿ
ð g Ib ü 
ý   oUs
ý   osIti
gI ð b ü 
ð gl k©Y
ñ 5óö naIt
ñ 5ó ð nItIk
ö gl k© 
ð glo U ö bo Us
glo U ð bos Iti
ð gluko Us
glu ð kosIk
ð gluk© ñ #ó ö saId
ö gluk© ñ #ó ð sIdIk
ð glaI ñú,ó s ñ øó i ñ ó n
ð glaI ñú,ó k©Y
ñ 5óö saId
ö glaI ñú,ó k©Y
ñ 5óð sIdIk
ð grændi 
ñ vó ö oUs
ö grændi 
ñ vó ð osIti
ð græny©ö laIt
ö græny©ð lItIk
ð græny© loU ö s ñ øó aI ñ(ú,ó t
ö græny© loU ð s ñ øó I ñú,ó tIk
ð gre Iv
ð græv Iti

ð gælvænoö skōp
ö gælvænoð skōp Ik
ð gæstroö nōm
ö gæstroð nōm Ik
ð gæstroö skōp
ö gæstroð skōp Ik
ö ˇ÷ n ÷ rælð ı̄zātyon
ð ˇ÷ n ÷ rö ælı̄z
ˇēð n ÷ tIkIst
ˇēð n ÷ tIk
ð ˇēn
ð ˇēnIk
ð ˇēnoö ti ñú,ó p
ö ˇēnoti ñú,ó ð pIkIti
ö ˇēnoð ti ñú,ó pIk
ð ˇēōd
ˇēð ōd Ik
ˇēð ofāö gIsm ü ý þ;ÿ
ˇēð ofāgos ü ý þ;ÿ
ˇēð ofāgI ü ý þÿ
ð ˇēoö fi ñ(ú(ó t ü ý þÿ
ö ˇēoð fi ñ(ú(ó tIk ü ý þ;ÿ
ð g Ib ü 
ý   ōs
ý   ōsIti
gI ð b ü 
ð gl koö nı̄t
ö gl koð nı̄tIk
ð glōö bōs
glō ð bōsIti
ð glukōs
glu ð kōsIk
ð glukōö sı̄d
ö glukōð sı̄dIk
ñ vó n
ð gli ñ(ú,ó ke 
ð gli ñ(ú,ó koö sı̄d
ö gli ñ(ú,ó koð sı̄dIk
ð grænd I ö ōs
ö grænd I ð ōsIti
ð græn Ulö ı̄t
ö græn Ulð ı̄tIk
ð græn Ulōs ñ øó ö i ñ(ú(ó t
ö græn Ulōð s ñ øó i ñ(ú,ó tIk
ð grāv
ð grāvIti
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gyroscope
gyroscopic
hagioscope
hagioscopic
halophyte
halophytic
haplite
haplitic
helical
helices
heliocentricism
heliocentricity
heliocentric
heliotrope
heliotropic
heliotype
heliotypic
hematite
hematitic
hemitrope
hemitropic
hemophile
hemophilic
heteroclite
heteroclitic
histiocyte
histiocytic
historicism
historic
holophyte
holophytic
holotype
holotypic
homologize
homologous
homology
homophile
homophone
homophonic
homophyllic
homozygote
homozygotic
hoplite
hoplitic
horoscope

deep

shallow

ð ˇi ñ(ú,ó roö skōp
ö ˇi ñ(ú,ó roð skōp Ik
ð hægIoö skōp
ö hægIoð skōp Ik
ð hæloö fi ñ(ú,ó t ü ýÆþÿ
ö hæloð fi ñ(ú,ó tIk ü ý þ;ÿ

ð ˇaI ñ(ú(ó r©Yñ5ó!ö skoUp
ö ˇaI ñ(ú(ó r©Yñ5ó!ð skop Ik
ð hægi 
ñ vó ©\ñ#óö skoUp
ö hægi 
ñ vó ©\ñ#óð skop Ik
ð hæl© ñ #ó ö faI ñ(ú(ó t ü ý þ;ÿ
ö hæl© ñ #ó ð fI ñ(ú,ó tIk ü ý þ;ÿ

ð hæplı̄t
hæpð lı̄tIk
ð h ÷ lIkæl
ð h ÷ lI ö k  ēz
ö hēlIoð s ñøó ÷ ntrI ö kIsm
ö hēlIos ñøó ÷ nð trIkIti
ö hēlIoð s ñøóÆ÷ ntrIk
ð hēlIoö trōp
ö hēlIoð trōp Ik
ð hēlIoö ti ñú,ó p
ö hēlIoð ti ñú,ó pIk
ð h ÷ mæö tı̄t
ö h ÷ mæð tı̄tIk
ð h ÷ mI ö trōp
ö h ÷ mI ð trōp Ik
ð hēmoö fı̄l ü ý þ;ÿ
ö hēmoð fı̄lIkü ý þ;ÿ
ð h ÷ t ÷ roö klı̄t
ö h ÷ t ÷ roð klı̄tIk
ð hIstIoö s ñøó i ñú,ó t
ö hIstIoð s ñøó i ñú,ó tIk
hI ð storI ö kIsm
hI ð storIk
ð holo ö fi ñú,ó t ü ý þÿ
ö holo ð fi ñú,ó tIk ü ý þ;ÿ
ð holo ö ti ñú,ó p
ö holo ð ti ñú,ó pIk
ho ð molo ö gı̄z
ho ð mologos
ho ð mologI
ð hōmoö fı̄l ü ý þ;ÿ
ð homo ö fōn ü ý þÿ
ö homo ð fōn Ikü ý þ;ÿ
ö hōmoð fI ñú,ó l ü ý  Ik ü ýÆþÿ
ö hōmoð zi ñú,ó gōt
ö hōmozi ñú,ó ð gōtIk
ð hoplı̄t
hop ð lı̄tIk
ð horo ö skōp

ð hæplaIt
hæpð lItIk
ð h ÷ lIk© ñõ\ó l
ð h ÷ lI ö s ñ øó  iz
ö hili ñ ó oU ð s ñøó ÷ ntrI ö s ñøó Iz© m
ö hili ñ ó oUs ñøó ÷ nð trIs ñ øó Iti
ö hili ñ ó oU ð s ñøó÷ ntrIk
ð hili ñ óÆ©\ñ#ó!ö troUp
ö hili ñ óÆ©\ñ#ó!ð trop Ik
ð hili ñ óÆ©\ñ#ó!ö taI ñ(ú(ó p
ö hili ñ óÆ©\ñ#ó!ð tI ñ(ú,ó pIk
ð h ÷ m©Yñ õ\óÆö taIt
ö h ÷ m© ñ õ\ó ð tItIk
ð h ÷ mI ö troUp
ö h ÷ mI ð trop Ik
ð him© ñ#ó ö faIl ü ý þ;ÿ
ö him© ñ#ó ð fIlIk ü ýÆþÿ
ð h ÷ tr.© ñ5ó ö klaIt
ö h ÷ tr.© ñ5ó ð klItIk
ð hIsti ñ ó © ñ#ó ö s ñ øó aI ñ(ú(ó t
ö hIsti ñ óÆ©\ñ#óð s ñ øó I ñ(ú,ó tIk
hI ð st rI ö s ñøó Iz© m
hI ð st rIk
ð hol©Yñ5ó ö faI ñú,ó t ü ý þ;ÿ
ö hol©Yñ5ó ð fI ñ(ú,ó tIk ü ýÆþÿ
ð hol© ñ5ó ö taI ñú,ó p
ö hol© ñ5ó ð tI ñ(ú,ó pIk
h© ñ5ó ð mol© ñ#ó ö ˇaIz
h© ñ5ó ð mol© ñ#ó g© s
h© ñ5ó ð mol© ñ#ó ˇi
ð ho Um© ñ#ó ö faIl ü ýÆþÿ
ð hom©\ñ#ó ö foUn ü ý þ;ÿ
ö hom©\ñ#ó ð fon Ik ü ý þ;ÿ
ö ho Um©Yñ#ó ð fI ñ(ú,ó l ü ý  Ik ü ýÆþÿ
ö ho Um©Yñ#ó ð zaI ñ(ú,ó go Ut
ö ho Um©Yñ#ó zaI ñ(ú,óð got Ik
ð hopla It
hop ð lItIk
ð h r© ñ#ó ö skoUp
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horoscopic
hospitalization
hospitalize
humane
humanity
hydroelectricity
hydroelectric
hydrolyte
hydrolytic
hydrophyte
hydrophytic
hydroscope
hydroscopic
hygroscope
hygroscopic
hypersthene
hypersthenic
hypogene
hypogenic
ichthyolite
ichthyolitic
ichthyophagous
ichthyophagy
iconomaticism
iconomatic
idiophone
idiophonic
imide
imidic
impastation
impaste
impolite
impolitic
inane
inanity
inclination
incline
incommode
incommodity
indigene
indigenity
indignation
indignity
indign
inefficacious
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deep

shallow

ö horo ð skōp Ik
ö hosp Itælı̄ð zātyon
ð hosp Itæö lı̄z
hum ð ān
hum ð ænIti
ö hi ñ(ú,ó dro ÷ l ÷ kð trIkIti
ö hi ñ(ú,ó dro ÷>ð l ÷ ktrIk
ð hi ñ(ú,ó dro ö li ñ(ú(ó t
hi ñ(ú,ó dro ð li ñú,ó tIk
ð hi ñ(ú,ó dro ö fi ñ(ú(ó t ü ý þÿ
ö hi ñ(ú,ó dro ð fi ñ(ú(ó tIk ü ý þ;ÿ
ð hi ñ(ú,ó dro ö skōp
ö hi ñ(ú,ó dro ð skōp Ik
ð hi ñ(ú,ó gro ö skōp
ö hi ñ(ú,ó gro ð skōp Ik
ð hi ñ(ú,ó p ÷ rö s  ēn
ö hi ñ(ú,ó p ÷ rð s  ēnIk
ð hi ñ(ú,ó poö ˇēn
ö hi ñ(ú,ó poð ˇēnIk
ð Ik ñ øaûó  I ñú,ó oö lı̄t
ö Ik ñ øaûó  I ñú,ó oð lı̄tIk
ö Ik ñ øaûó  I ñú,ó ð ofāgos ü ý þ;ÿ
ö Ik ñ øaûó  I ñú,ó ð ofāgI ü ýÆþÿ
ı̄ö kono ð mætI ö kIsm
ı̄ö kono ð mætIk
ð IdIoö fōn ü ý þ;ÿ
ö IdIoð fōn Ik ü ý þ;ÿ
ð Imı̄d
I ð mı̄d Ik
ö Impāsð tātyon
Im ð pāst
ö Impo ð lı̄t
Im ð polı̄tIk
I ð nān
I ð nān Iti
ö Inkl I ð nātyon
Inð klı̄n
ö Inkoð m ü 
ý   ōd
ö Inkoð m ü 
ý   ōd Iti
ð Ind I ö ˇēn
ö Ind I ð ˇēnIti
ö Indı̄gð nātyon
Inð dı̄gn Iti
Inð dı̄gn
ö In ÷ f ü 
ý   I ð kākyos

ö h r©\ñ#óÆð skop Ik
ö hosp It©Yñõ5ó lI ð zeIš© n
ð hosp It©Yñõ5ó ö laIz
hyu ð me In
hyu ð mæn Iti
ö haI ñú,ó dro UI ñù;ó l ÷ kð trIs ñøó Iti
ö haI ñú,ó dro UI ñù;ó ð l ÷ ktrIk
ð haI ñú,ó dr© ñ #ó ö laI ñú,ó t
ñ #ó ð lI ñ(ú,ó tIk
ha I ñú,ó dr © 
ð haI ñú,ó dr© ñ #ó ö faI ñú,ó t ü ý þ;ÿ
ö haI ñú,ó dr© ñ #ó ð fI ñ(ú,ó tIk ü ý þ;ÿ
ð haI ñú,ó dr© ñ #ó ö skoUp
ö haI ñú,ó dr©Yñ #ó!ð skop Ik
ð haI ñú,ó gr©Yñ #ó!ö skoUp
ö haI ñú,ó gr©Yñ #ó!ð skop Ik
ð haI ñú,ó pr.ö s  in
ö haI ñú,ó pr.ð s ÷ nIk
ð haI ñú,ó p©Y
ñ 5ó!ö ˇin
ñ 5ó ð ˇ÷ nIk
ö haI ñú,ó p© 
ð Ik ñøaû,ó  i ñ(ú(ó © ñ #ó ö laIt
ö Ik ñøaû,ó  i ñ(ú(ó © ñ #ó ð lItIk
ö Ik ñøaû,ó  i ñ(ú(ó ð of© ñõ5ó g© s ü ýÆþÿ
ö Ik ñøaû,ó  i ñ(ú(ó ð of© ñõ5ó ˇi ü ý þ;ÿ
ñ #ó ð mætI ö s ñøó Iz© m
aI ö kon © 
ñ #ó ð mætIk
aI ö kon ©Y
ð Idi ñ óÆ©Y
ñ 5ó!ö foUn ü ý þ;ÿ
ö Idi ñ óÆ©Y
ñ 5ó!ð fon Ik ü ý þ;ÿ
ð ImaId
I ð mId Ik
ö Impæsð teIš© n
Imð pe Ist
ö Imp© ñ #ó ð laIt
Imð pol ItIk
I ð ne In
I ð næn Iti
ñ vó ð neIš© n
ö Inkl© 
In ð kla In
ö Ink©Y
ñ 5ó ð m ü 
ý   oUd
ö Ink©Y
ñ 5ó ð m ü 
ý   od Iti
ð Ind I ö ˇin
ö Ind I ð ˇ÷ nIti
ö Ind Igð neIš© n
In ð d Ign Iti
ñ þ ó n
In ð da I 
ñ ó ð keIš© s
ö In ÷ f ü 
ý   t© 
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inefficacity
inelasticity
inelastic
iniquity
insane
insanity
intervene
intervention
inurbane
inurbanity
invitation
invite
invocation
invoke
ionization
ionize
isocline
isoclinic
isotone
isotonic
isotope
isotopic
kaleidoscope
kaleidoscopic
karyotype
karyotypic
kyanite
kyanitic
laccolite
laccolitic
lachrymose
lachrymosity
lactone
lactonic
lanose
lanosity
lanuginous
lanugo
laryngoscope
laryngoscopic
laterite
lateritic
lavation
lenticellate
lenticel

deep

shallow

ö In ÷ f ü ý  I ð kākIti
ö In ÷ læsð tIkIti
ö In ÷>ð læstIk
I ð n Ikw Iti
In ð sān
In ð sān Iti
ö Int ÷ rð vēn
ö Int ÷ rð v ÷ ntyon
ö InUrð bān
ö InUrð bænIti
ö Invı̄ð tātyon
In ð vı̄t
ö Invōð kātyon
In ð vōk
ö ı̄onı̄ð zātyon
ð ı̄oö nı̄z
ð ı̄soö klı̄n
ö ı̄soð klı̄nIk
ð ı̄soö tōn
ö ı̄soð tōn Ik
ð ı̄soö tōp
ö ı̄soð tōp Ik
k ñ ÿ ó æð li ñ"ù ó doö skōp
k ñ ÿ ó æö li ñ"ù ó doð skōp Ik
ð k ñ ÿ ó ærI ñú,ó oö ti ñ(ú,ó p
ö k ñ ÿ ó ærI ñú,ó oð ti ñ(ú,ó pIk
ð k ñ ÿ ó i ñú,ó æö nı̄t
ö k ñ ÿ ó i ñú,ó æð nı̄tIk
ð læk ü 
ý   oö lı̄t
ö læk ü 
ý   oð lItIk
ð læk ñøfûó rI ñ(ú,óö mōs
ö læk ñøfûó rI ñ(ú,ó ð mōsIti
ð læktōn
lækð tōn Ik
ð lānōs
lāð nōsIti
læð nugInos
læð nugo
læð rI ñú,ó ngo ö skōp
læö rI ñú,ó ngo ð skōp Ik
ð læt÷>ö rı̄t
ö læt÷>ð rı̄tIk
læð vātyon
ö l ÷ ntI ð k÷ l ü 
ý   āt
ð l ÷ ntI ö k÷ l

ö In ÷ f ü ý  n©Yñ óïð kæs ñøó Iti
ö InI ñù;ó læsð tIs ñ øó Iti
ö InI ñù;ó!ð læstIk
I ð n Ikw Iti
In ð seIn
In ð sænIti
ö Intr.ð vin
ö Intr.ð v ÷ nč© n
ö Inr. ñ ò ?ó ð beIn
ö Inr. ñ ò ?ó ð bænIti
ö InvI ð teIš© n
In ð va It
ö Inv©\ñ #óÆð keIš© n
In ð vo U k
ö aI ©Yñ #ó n©\
ñ óïð zeIš© n
ð aI ©Yñ #ó!ö naIz
ð aIs©Y
ñ 5ó!ö klaIn
ö aIs©Y
ñ 5ó!ð klInIk
ñ 5ó ö toUn
ð a I s© 
ñ 5ó ð ton Ik
ö a I s© 
ñ 5ó ö toUp
ð a I s© 
ñ 5ó ð top Ik
ö a I s© 
k ñ ÿ ó © ñõ5ó ð laI ñ "ù ó d© ñ#ó ö sko Up
ñ #ó ð skop Ik
k ñ ÿ ó © ñõ5ó ö laI ñ "ù ó d© 
ð k ñ ÿ ó æri ñ(ú(ó © ñ #ó ö taI ñú,ó p
ö k ñ ÿ ó æri ñ(ú(ó © ñ #ó ð tI ñ(ú(ó pIk
ð k ñ ÿ ó aI ñú,óÆ©Yñ õ\óö naIt
ö k ñ ÿ ó aI ñú,óÆ©Yñ õ\óð nItIk
ð læk ü 
ý   t©Y
ñ 5óö laIt
ö læk ü 
ý   t©Y
ñ 5óð lItIk
ð læk ñøfûó r©Yñ(ú(ó!ö mo Us
ö læk ñøfûó r© ñ(ú(ó ð mosIti
ð læktoUn
lækð ton Ik
ð leIno Us
leI ð nos Iti
ñ ó n© s
l© ñõ5ó ð nuˇ© 
l© ñõ5ó ð nugo U
ó  g©Y
ñ 5ó!ö skoUp
l©Yñõ5óð rI ñ(ú,
ó  g©Y
ñ 5ó!ð skop Ik
l©Yñõ5óö rI ñ(ú,
ð læt©ö raIt
ö læt©ð rItIk
læð ve Iš© n
ö l ÷ ntI ð s ñ øóm÷ l ü 
ý   I ñ õ\ó tñ ù;ó
ð l ÷ ntI ö s ñ øó ÷ l
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lentic
leucite
leucitic
leukocyte
leukocytic
lignite
lignitic
limonite
limonitic
lithophyte
lithophytic
logicism
logic
loquacious
loquacity
lycanthrope
lycanthropic
lymphocyte
lymphocytic
lyricism
lyricist
lyric
macrocyte
macrocytic
macrophage
macrophagic
magnetite
magnetitic
magnificence
magnificent
magnific
malignity
malign
martensite
martensitic
matrices
matrix
medicine
medic
megaphone
megaphonic
mendacious
mendacity
mesophyte
mesophytic
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deep

shallow

ð l ÷ ntIk
ð lu ñ ù?òó kı̄t
lu ñ ù?òóÆð kı̄tIk
ð lu ñ ù?òó k ñ ÿ ó oö s ñøó i ñú,ó t
ö lu ñ ù?òó k ñ ÿ ó oð s ñøó i ñú,ó tIk
ð lIgnı̄t
lIgð nı̄tIk
ð lı̄moö nı̄t
ö lı̄moð nı̄tIk
ð lI  oö fi ñú,ó t ü ý þ;ÿ
ö lI  oð fi ñú,ó tIk ü ý þÿ
ð logI ö kIsm
ð logIk
lōð kwākyos
lōð kwækIti
ð li ñ(ú,ó kænö  rōp
ö li ñ(ú,ó kænð  rōp Ik
ð lI ñú,ó mfo ö s ñ øó i ñ(ú,ó t ü ý þ;ÿ
ö lI ñú,ó mfo ð s ñ øó i ñ(ú,ó tIk ü ýÆþÿ
ð lI ñú,ó rI ö kIsm
ð lI ñú,ó rIkIst
ð lI ñú,ó rIk
ð mækro ö s ñ øó i ñú,ó t
ö mækro ð s ñ øó i ñú,ó tIk
ð mækro ö fāgü ý þ;ÿ
ö mækro ð fāgIk ü ý þÿ
ð mægn ÷>ö tı̄t
ö mægn ÷>ð tı̄tIk
mægð nIfIk÷ ns
mægð nIfIk÷ nt
mægð nIfIk
mæð lı̄gn Iti
mæð lı̄gn
ð mært ÷ nö z ñ >ó ı̄t
ö mært ÷ nð z ñ >ó ı̄tIk
ð mātrI ö k ēz
ð mātrIks
ð m ÷ dIkIn ñù;ó
ð m ÷ d Ik
ð m ÷ gæö fōn ü ý þ;ÿ
ö m ÷ gæð fōn Ik ü ý þ;ÿ
m ÷ nð dākyos
m ÷ nð dākIti
ð m ÷ z ñ >ó oö fi ñ(ú(ó t ü ý þ;ÿ
ö m ÷ z ñ >ó oð fi ñ(ú(ó tIk ü ýÆþÿ

ð l ÷ ntIk
ð lu ñù?òó s ñøó aIt
lu ñù?òóÆð s ñøó ItIk
ð lu ñù?òó k ñ ÿ óÆ©Yñ5ó!ö s ñøó aI ñ(ú,ó t
ñ 5ó ð s ñøó I ñú,ó tIk
ö lu ñù?òó k ñ ÿ ó © 
ð lIgna It
lIgð n ItIk
ð laIm© ñ #ó ö naIt
ö laIm© ñ #ó ð nItIk
ñ 5ó ö faI ñ(ú,ó t ü ýÆþÿ
ð lI © 
ñ 5ó ð fI ñú,ó tIk ü ý þÿ
ö lI © 
ð loˇI ö s ñøó Iz© m
ð loˇIk
loU ð kwe Iš© s
loU ð kwæs ñøó Iti
ð laI ñ(ú,ó k©Yñõ5ó nö  roUp
ö laI ñ(ú,ó k© ñõ5ó nð  rop Ik
ð lI ñú,ó mf© ñ #ó ö s ñ øó aI ñ(ú(ó t ü ý þ;ÿ
ö lI ñú,ó mf© ñ #ó ð s ñ øó I ñ(ú,ó tIk ü ýÆþÿ
ð lI ñú,ó rI ö s ñ øó Iz© m
ð lI ñú,ó rIs ñ øó Ist
ð lI ñú,ó rIk
ð mækr © ñ #ó ö s ñøó aI ñ(ú,ó t
ö mækr © ñ #ó ð s ñøó I ñú,ó tIk
ð mækr ©Yñ #ó ö feIˇ ü ýÆþÿ
ö mækr ©Yñ #ó ð fæˇIk ü ýÆþÿ
ð mægn I ñù;ó ö taIt
ö mægn I ñù;ó ð tItIk
mægð nIfIs ñøó © ns
mægð nIfIs ñøó © nt
mægð nIfIk
m© ñõ5ó ð lIgn Iti
ñ þ ó n
m© ñõ5ó ð laI 
ð m  rt ÷ nö z ñ >ó aIt
ö m  rt ÷ nð z ñ >ó ItIk
ð meItrI ö s ñøó  iz
ð meItrIks
ð m ÷ dIs ñøó In ñ ù;ó
ð m ÷ d Ik
ð m ÷ g©Yñ õ\óÆö foUn ü ý þ;ÿ
ö m ÷ g©Yñ õ\óÆð fon Ik ü ý þ;ÿ
m ÷ nð de Iš© s
m ÷ nð dæs ñøó Iti
ñ >ó © ñ #ó ö faI ñú,ó t ü ý þ;ÿ
ð m÷ z 
ñ >ó © ñ #ó ð fI ñ(ú,ó tIk ü ýÆþÿ
ö m÷ z 
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mesothoracic
mesothorax
metaphysicist
metaphysic
metathoracic
metathorax
meteorite
meteoritic
metronome
metronomic
microcyte
microcytic
microparasite
microparasitic
microphone
microphonic
microphyte
microphytic
microscope
microscopic
microtome
microtomic
mime
mimic
misanthrope
misanthropic
mispronounce
mispronunciation
mithridate
mithridatic
monasticism
monastic
monochromate
monochromatic
monocline
monoclinic
monocyte
monocytic
monotype
monotypic
monzonite
monzonitic
mordacious
mordacity
mucose

deep

shallow

ö m ÷ z ñ>ó o  oð rækIk
ö m ÷ z ñ>ó oð  oræks
ö m ÷ tæð fI ñ(ú,ó z ñ>ó IkIst ü ý þÿ
ö m ÷ tæð fI ñ(ú,ó z ñ>ó Ik ü ýÆþÿ
ö m ÷ tæ  oð rækIk
ö m ÷ tæð  oræks
ð mētēoö rı̄t
ö mētēoð rı̄tIk
ð m ÷ troö nōm
ö m ÷ troð nom Ik
ð mı̄kro ö s ñ øó i ñ(ú,ó t
ö mı̄kro ð s ñ øó i ñ(ú,ó tIk
ö mı̄krōð pæræö sı̄t
ö mı̄krōö pæræð sı̄tIk
ð mı̄kro ö fōn ü ý þ;ÿ
ö mı̄kro ð fōn Ikü ý þ;ÿ
ð mı̄kro ö fi ñú,ó t ü ý þÿ
ö mı̄kro ð fi ñú,ó tIk ü ý þ;ÿ
ð mı̄kro ö skōp
ö mı̄kro ð skōp Ik
ð mı̄kro ö tōm
ö mı̄kro ð tōm Ik

ö m ÷ z ñ>óÆ©Yñ5ó#ð ræs ñ øó Ik
ö m ÷ z ñ>óÆ©Yñ5óïð  ræks
ö m ÷ t©Yñõ5ó!ð fI ñ(ú,ó z ñ >ó Is ñøó Ist ü ý þ;ÿ
ö m ÷ t©Yñõ5ó!ð fI ñ(ú,ó z ñ >ó Ik ü ý þÿ
ö m ÷ t© ñõ5ó ð ræs ñøó Ik
ö m ÷ t© ñõ5ó ð  ræks
ð miti© ñ #ó ö raIt
ö miti© ñ #ó ð rItIk
ð m ÷ tr© ñ #ó ö no Um
ö m ÷ tr© ñ #ó ð nom Ik
ð maIkr© ñ #ó ö s ñøó aI ñ(ú,ó t
ö maIkr© ñ #ó ð s ñøó I ñú,ó tIk
ö maIkro U ð pær©\ñõ\ó ö saIt
ö maIkro U ö pær©\ñõ\ó ð sItIk
ð maIkr©Yñ #ó ö foUn ü ý þ;ÿ
ö maIkr©Yñ #ó ð fon Ik ü ýÆþÿ
ð maIkr©Yñ #ó ö faI ñ(ú,ó t ü ý þ;ÿ
ö maIkr©Yñ #ó ð fI ñú,ó tIk ü ý þ;ÿ
ð maIkr© ñ #ó ö skoUp
ö maIkr © ñ #ó ð skop Ik
ð maIkr© ñ #ó ö toUm
ö maIkr © ñ #ó ð tomIk
ð maIm
ð mImIk
ð mIs© ñõ5ó nö  roUp
ö mIs© ñõ5ó nð  rop Ik
ö mIspr©Yñ #óÆð naUns
ö mIspr©Yñ #óÆö nô ns ñøó i ñ ó!ð eIš© n
ð mI  r©\
ñ ó!ö deIt
ö mI  rI ð dætIk
ñ 5ó!ð næstI ö s ñ øó Iz© m
m©Y
ñ 5ó ð næstIk
m© 
ö mon © ñ #ó ð k ñ øaûó roUmeIt
ö mon © ñ #ó k ñ øaûó roU ð mætIk
ð mon © ñ #ó ö klaIn
ö mon © ñ #ó ð klInIk
ð mon © ñ #ó ö s ñ øó aI ñ(ú(ó t
ö mon © ñ #ó ð s ñ øó I ñ(ú,ó tIk
ð mon © ñ #ó ö taI ñ(ú(ó p
ö mon ©Yñ #ó ð tI ñ(ú,ó pIk
ð monz ©Y
ñ 5ó ö naIt
ö monz ©Y
ñ 5ó ð nItIk
m rð de Iš© s
m rð dæs ñøó Iti
ð myuko Us

ð mı̄m

ð mı̄mIk

ð mIsænö  rōp
ö mIsænð  rōp Ik
ö mIsproð nūns
ö mIsproö nū ñ ò,ó ns ñøó I ð ātyon
ð mI  rI ö dāt
ö mI  rI ð dātIk
moð næstI ö kIsm
moð næstIk
ö mono ð k ñøaû,ó rōmāt
ö monok ñøaû,ó rōð mātIk
ð mono ö klı̄n
ö mono ð klı̄nIk
ð mono ö s ñøó i ñ(ú,ó t
ö mono ð s ñøó i ñ(ú,ó tIk
ð mono ö ti ñú,ó p
ö mono ð ti ñú,ó pIk
ð monzo ö nı̄t
ö monzo ð nı̄tIk
mor ð dākyos
mor ð dākIti
ð mukōs
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mucosity
myope
myopic
mysticism
mystic
neoclassicism
neoclassic
neophyte
neophytic
neuroticism
neurotic
noctiluca
noctilucent
nodose
nodosity
nummulite
nummulitic
obligee
obligor
oblique
obliquity
obscene
obscenity
omnificent
omnific
omophagous
omophagy
oolite
oolitic
oophyte
oophytic
opacity
opaque
operate
operatic
ophthalmoscope
ophthalmoscopic
organicism
organic
organization
organize
orthoscope
orthoscopic
osteophyte
osteophytic
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deep

shallow

muk ð ōsIti
ð mi ñ(ú,ó ōp
mi ñ(ú,óð ōp Ik
ð mI ñú,ó stI ö kIsm
ð mI ñú,ó stIk
ö nēōð klæs ü ý  I ö kIsm
ö nēōð klæs ü ý  Ik
ð nēoö fi ñ(ú,ó t ü ý þ;ÿ
ö nēoð fi ñ(ú,ó tIk ü ý þ;ÿ
nu ñù?ò,ó ð rot I ö kIsm
nu ñù?ò,ó ð rot Ik
ö nokt I ð lukæ
ö nokt I ð luk÷ nt
ð nōö dōs
nōð dōsIti
ð nô m ü ý  Ulö ı̄t
ö nô m ü ý  U ð lı̄tIk
ö obl I ð gē
ö obl I ð gor
oð ble ñvó k ñ\ò,ó
o ð ble ñvó kw Iti
ob ð s ñ øó ēn
ob ð s ñ øó ēn Iti
om ð nIfIk÷ nt
om ð nIfIk
ōð mofāgos ü ýÆþÿ
ōð mofægI ü ý þÿ
ð ōoö lı̄t
ö ōoð lı̄tIk
ð ōoö fi ñú,ó t ü ý þ;ÿ
ö ōoð fi ñú,ó tIk ü ýÆþÿ
ōð pākIti
ōð pāk ñ\òó
ð op ÷>ö rāt
ö op ÷>ð rātIk
ofð  ælmoö skōp ü ý þ;ÿ
ofö  ælmoð skōp Ikü ý þ;ÿ
orð gæn I ö kIsm
orð gæn Ik
ö orgænI ð zātyon
ð orgæö nı̄z
ð or  oö skōp
ö or  oð skōp Ik
ð ostēoö fi ñ(ú,ó t ü ý þ;ÿ
ö ostēoð fi ñ(ú,ó tIk ü ý þ;ÿ

myu ð kosIti
ð maI ñ(ú,ó oUp
ma I ñ(ú,óÆð op Ik
ð mI ñú,ó stI ö s ñ øó Iz© m
ð mI ñú,ó stIk
ö nio U ð klæs ü ý  I ö s ñøó Iz© m
ö nio U ð klæs ü ý  Ik
ð ni© ñ5ó ö faI ñ(ú,ó t ü ý þÿ
ö ni© ñ5ó ð fI ñú,ó tIk ü ý þ;ÿ
nu ñù?ò,ó ð rot I ö s ñøó Iz© m
nu ñù?ò,ó ð rot Ik
ö nokt © ñ ó ð luk©
ö nokt ©Yñ ó ð lus ñøó!© nt
ð no U ö do Us
no U ð dos Iti
ð nô m ü ý  y©ö laIt
ö nô m ü ý  y©ð lItIk
ö obl ©Yñ óÆð ˇi
ö obl © ñ ó ð g r
© ñ5ó ð bli ñ ó k ñ\òó
© ñ5ó ð blIkwIti
© ñ5ó bð s ñ øó in
© ñ5ó bð s ñ øó ÷ nIti
om ð nIfIs ñ øó © nt
om ð nIfIk
oU ð mof ©Yñ õ\ó g© s ü ý þÿ
oU ð mof ©Yñ õ\ó ˇi ü ý þ;ÿ
ð oU ©Yñ5óÆö laIt
ö oU © ñ5ó ð lItIk
ð oU © ñ5ó ö faI ñú,ó t ü ýÆþÿ
ö oU © ñ5ó ð fI ñ(ú(ó tIk ü ý þÿ
oU ð pæs ñøó Iti
oU ð pe Ik ñ\òó
ð op©ö reIt
ö op©ð rætIk
ofð  ælm© ñ#ó ö sko Up ü ýÆþÿ
ofö  ælm©\ñ#óÆð skop Ik ü ýÆþÿ
 rð gæn I ö s ñ øó Iz© m
 rð gæn Ik
ö  rg©Yñ õ\ó nI ð zeIš© n
ð  rg©Yñ õ\óÆö naIz
ð  r © ñ#ó ö skoUp
ö  r © ñ#ó ð skop Ik
ð osti© ñ5ó ö faI ñ(ú,ó t ü ý þÿ
ö osti© ñ5ó ð fI ñú,ó tIk ü ý þ;ÿ
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otiose
otiosity
otoscope
otoscopic
oxidase
oxidasic
oxidation
oxide
ozone
ozonic
palindrome
palindromic
pantomime
pantomimic
parasite
parasiticide
parasitic
paroxytone
paroxytonic
pasteurization
pasteurize
pathogene
pathogenic
pearlite
pearlitic
pedicel
pedicle
pegmatite
pegmatitic
peptone
peptonic
peridotite
peridotitic
periscope
periscopic
perlite
perlitic
perspicacious
perspicacity
pertinacious
pertinacity
phagocyte
phagocytic
phallicism
phallic

deep

shallow

ð ōtI ö ōs
ö ōtI ð ōsIti
ð ōtoö skōp
ö ōtoð skōp Ik
ð oksı̄ö dās
ö oksI ð dāsIk
ö oksı̄ð dātyon

ð oUš ñ$^ó i ñvóö oUs
ö oUš ñ $^ó i ñvóð osIti
ð oUt©\ñ #óÆö skoUp
ö oUt©\ñ #óÆð skop Ik
ð oksI ö deIs
ö oksI ð dæsIk
ö oksI ð deIš© n

ð ōzōn
ōð zōn Ik
ð pælInö drōm
ö pælInð drōm Ik
ð pæntoö mı̄m
ö pæntoð mı̄mIk
ð pæræö sı̄t
ö pæræð sı̄tI ö s ñ øó ı̄d
ö pæræð sı̄tIk
pæð roks I ñú,ó ö tōn
ö pæroks I ñú,ó ð tōn Ik
ö pæsty ñù;ó Urð Izātyon
ð pæsty ñù;ó ö Urı̄z
ð pæ  oö ˇēn
ö pæ  oð ˇēnIk
ð p ÷ ñù>õ\ó rlı̄t
p ÷ ñù>õ\ó rð lı̄tIk
ð p ÷ d Ik ÷ l
ð p ÷ dIkl
ð p ÷ gmæö tı̄t
ö p ÷ gmæð tı̄tIk
ð p ÷ ptōn
p ÷ pð tōn Ik
ö p ÷ rI ð dōtı̄t
ö p ÷ rIdōð tı̄tIk
ð p ÷ rI ö skōp
ö p ÷ rI ð skōp Ik
ð p ÷ rlı̄t
p ÷ rð lı̄tIk
ö p ÷ rspI ð kākyos
ö p ÷ rspI ð kākIti
ö p ÷ rtI ð nākyos
ö p ÷ rtI ð nākIti
ð fægoö s ñøó i ñú,ó t ü ýÆþÿ
ö fægoð s ñøó i ñú,ó tIk ü ý þ;ÿ
ð fæl ü 
ý   I ö kIsm ü ý þ;ÿ
ð fæl ü 
ý   Ik ü ý þÿ

ð oUzoUn
oU ð zon Ik
ð pælInö dro Um
ö pælInð drom Ik
ð pænt©\ñ#óÆö maIm
ö pænt©\ñ#óÆð mImIk
ð pær©Yñ õ\óÆö saIt
ö pær©Yñ õ\óÆð sItI ö s ñøó aId
ö pær©Yñ õ\óÆð sItIk
p©\ñõ\óð roks I ñ(ú,ó ö toUn
ö pæroks I ñú,ó ð ton Ik
ö pæsč ñ$^ó © ñù?òó rI ð zeIš© n
ð pæsč ñ$^ó © ñù?òó ö raIz
ð pæ © ñ5ó ö ˇin
ö pæ © ñ5ó ð ˇ÷ nIk
ð pr. ñù>õ?ó laIt
pr. ñù>õó ð lItIk
ð p ÷ dIs ñøó © ñù;ó l
ð p ÷ d Ik © l
ð p ÷ gm©Yñ õ\óÆö taIt
ö p ÷ gm©Yñ õ\óÆð tItIk
ð p ÷ pto Un
p ÷ pð ton Ik
ö p ÷ rI ð do UtaIt
ö p ÷ rIdo U ð tItIk
ð p ÷ rI ö skoUp
ö p ÷ rI ð skop Ik
ð pr.laIt
pr.ð lItIk
ö pr.sp© ñ ó ð keIš© s
ö pr.sp© ñ ó ð kæs ñ øó Iti
ö pr.t©Yñ óð neIš© s
ö pr.t©Yñ óð næs ñ øó Iti
ð fæg©Yñ5óÆö s ñøó aI ñú,ó t ü ý þÿ
ö fæg©Yñ5óÆð s ñøó I ñ(ú(ó tIk ü ý þ;ÿ
ð fæl ü ý  I ö s ñøó Iz© m ü ý þ;ÿ
ð fæl ü ý  Ik ü ý þ;ÿ

ð oksı̄d

ð oksaId
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pharmacal
pharmacist
pharmacy
pharyngoscope
pharyngoscopic
phenotype
phenotypic
philhellene
philhellenic
phonolite
phonolitic
phonotype
phonotypic
phosphate
phosphatic
phosphorite
phosphoritic
photoelectricity
photoelectric
photogene
photogenic
phototype
phototypic
phyllite
phyllitic
phyllome
phyllomic
phylogenesis
phylogenic
physical
physicist
physics
physic
phytophagous
phytophagy
pilose
pilosity
pisolite
pisolitic
plasmagene
plasmagenic
plasticity
plasticize
plastic
pleasance
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deep

shallow

ð færmækæl ü ý þÿ
ð færmækIst ü ý þ;ÿ
ð færmækI ü ý þ;ÿ
fæð rI ñú,ó ngo ö skōp ü ýÆþÿ
fæö rI ñú,ó ngo ð skōp Ik ü ýÆþÿ
ð fēno ö ti ñ(ú(ó p ü ý þ;ÿ
ö fēno ð ti ñ(ú(ó pIk ü ý þ;ÿ
f I lð h ÷ l ü 
ý   ēn ü ýÆþÿ
ö fIlh ÷>ð l ü 
ý   ēnIk ü ý þÿ
ð fōno ö lı̄t ü ýÆþÿ
ö fōno ð lı̄tIkü ý þ;ÿ
ð fōno ö ti ñ(ú(ó p ü ý þ;ÿ
ö fōno ð ti ñ(ú(ó pIk ü ý þÿ
ð fosfāt ü ý þ;ÿ
fosð fātIk ü ý þ;ÿ
ð fosfoö rı̄t ü ý þ;ÿ
ö fosfoð rı̄tIkü ý þ;ÿ
ö fōtō ÷ l ÷ kð trIkItI ü ý þÿ
ö fōtō ÷>ð l ÷ ktrIk ü ý þÿ
ð fōtoö ˇēn ü ýÆþÿ
ö fōtoð ˇēnIkü ý þ;ÿ
ð fōtoö ti ñú,ó p ü ý þÿ
ö fōtoð ti ñú,ó pIk ü ý þ;ÿ
ð fI ñ(ú,ó l ü 
ý   ı̄t ü ý þ;ÿ
fI ñ(ú,ó ð l ü 
ý   ı̄tIk ü ý þ;ÿ
ð fI ñ(ú,ó l ü 
ý   ōm ü ýÆþÿ
ý   ōm Ik ü ý þ;ÿ
fI ñ(ú,óÆð l ü 
ö fi ñú,ó loð ˇēn ÷ sIs ü ý þ;ÿ
ö fi ñú,ó loð ˇēnIk ü ý þ;ÿ
ð fI ñ(ú,ó z ñ >ó Ikæl ü ý þ;ÿ
ð fI ñ(ú,ó z ñ >ó IkIst ü ý þ;ÿ
ð fI ñ(ú,ó z ñ >ó Ik  s ü ý þ;ÿ
ð fI ñ(ú,ó z ñ >ó Ik ü ý þÿ
fi ñú,ó ð tofāgos ü ýÆþÿ
fi ñú,ó ð tofāˇI ü ý þÿ
ð pı̄lōs
pı̄ð lōsIti
ð pı̄soö lı̄t
ö pı̄soð lı̄tIk
ð plæz 
ñ >ó mæö ˇēn
ö plæz 
ñ >ó mæð ˇēnIk
plæð stIkIti
ð plæstI ö kı̄z
ð plæstIk
ñ >ó æns
ð ple ñ ù>õ\ó z 

ð f  rm©\ñõ\ó k©Yñõ5ó l ü ýÆþÿ
ð f  rm©\ñõ\ó s ñøó Ist ü ý þ;ÿ
ð f  rm©\ñõ\ó s ñøó i ü ýÆþÿ
f©Yñ õ\ó!ð rI ñ(ú(ó g©Yñ5óö sko Up ü ýÆþÿ
f© ñ õ\ó ö rI ñ(ú(ó  g© ñ5ó ð skop Ik ü ýÆþÿ
ñ 5ó ö taI ñ(ú,ó p ü ýÆþÿ
ð fin© 
ñ 5ó ð tI ñú,ó pIk ü ý þÿ
ö fin© 
f Ilð h ÷ l ü 
ý   in ü ý þ;ÿ
ö fIlh ÷>ð l ü 
ý   n÷ nIk ü ý þ;ÿ
ñ 5ó ö laIt ü ý þ;ÿ
ð foUn© 
ñ 5ó ð lItIk ü ý þ;ÿ
ö foUn© 
ñ 5ó ö taI ñ(ú,ó p ü ýÆþÿ
ð foUn© 
ö foUn©Y
ñ 5óÆð tI ñú,ó pIk ü ý þÿ
ð fosfe It ü ýÆþÿ
fosð fætIk ü ýÆþÿ
ð fosf©\ñ #óÆö raIt ü ý þ;ÿ
ö fosf©\ñ #óÆð rItIk ü ýÆþÿ
ö foUtoUI ñ ù;ó l ÷ kð trIs ñøó Iti ü ý þ;ÿ
ö foUtoUI ñ ù;ó ð l ÷ ktrIk ü ýÆþÿ
ð foUt© ñ #ó ö ˇin ü ý þ;ÿ
ö foUt© ñ #ó ð ˇ÷ nIk ü ýÆþÿ
ð foUt© ñ #ó ö taI ñ(ú,ó p ü ý þÿ
ö foUt© ñ #ó ð tI ñú,ó pIk ü ý þ;ÿ
ð fI ñú,ó l ü 
ý   aIt ü ý þÿ
fI ñú,ó ð l ü 
ý   ItIk ü ý þ;ÿ
ð fI ñú,ó l ü 
ý   oUm ü ý þ;ÿ
ý   om Ik ü ýÆþÿ
fI ñú,ó!ð l ü 
ö faI ñ(ú,ó l©Yñ #óð ˇ÷ nI ñù;ó sIs ü ý þ;ÿ
ö faI ñ(ú,ó l©Yñ #óð ˇ÷ nIk ü ý þ;ÿ
ð fI ñú,ó z 
ñ >ó Ik©\ñõ\ó l ü ý þ;ÿ
ð fI ñú,ó z 
ñ >ó Is ñ øó Ist ü ý þ;ÿ
ñ >ó Ik  s ü ý þÿ
ð fI ñú,ó z 
ñ >ó Ik ü ý þ;ÿ
ð fI ñú,ó z 
fa I ñ(ú,ó ð tof© ñ õ\ó g© s ü ý þ;ÿ
fa I ñ(ú,ó ð tof© ñ õ\ó ˇi ü ý þ;ÿ
ð paIloUs
pa I ð losIti
ð paIs© ñ #ó ö laIt
ö paIs©Yñ #ó!ð lItIk
ð plæz ñ >ó m©Yñ õ\ó!ö ˇin
ö plæz ñ >ó m©Yñ õ\ó!ð ˇ÷ nIk
plæð stIs ñøó Iti
ð plæstI ö s ñøó aIz
ð plæstIk
ð pl ÷ ñù>õ\ó z ñ >ó © ñõ\ó ns
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please
plumose
plumosity
podsolization
podsolize
podzolization
podzolize
poeticize
poetic
polarization
polarize
polemicist
polemic
polite
political
politicize
politic
polyphone
polyphonic
porcine
pork
posterity
poster
precocious
precocity
predaceous
predacious
predacity
prevocational
proctoscope
proctoscopic
prodigal
prodigy
prodrome
prodromic
profane
profanity
profound
profundity
pronounce
pronunciation
prosaicism
prosaic
prototype
prototypic

deep

shallow

ð ple ñ ù>õ\ó z ñ>ó

ð pli ñ ù^õ5ó z ñ>ó

ð plumōs
pluð mōsIti
ö podsolı̄ð zātyon
ð podso ö lı̄z
ö podzolı̄ð zātyon
ð podzo ö lı̄z
pōð ÷ tI ö kı̄z
pōð ÷ tIk
ö pōlærI ð zātyon
ð pōlæö rı̄z
po ð l ÷ mIkIst
po ð l ÷ mIk
po ð lı̄t
po ð lı̄tIkæl
po ð lı̄tI ö kı̄z
ð polı̄tIk
ð pol I ñ(ú,ó ö fōn ü ý þ;ÿ
ö pol I ñ(ú,ó ð fōn Ik ü ýÆþÿ
ð porkı̄n
ð pork ñ ÿ ó
po ð st ÷ rIti
ð pōstr
pr ÷>ð kōkyos
pr ÷>ð kōkIti
pr ÷>ð dāky ñ ù;ó os
pr ÷>ð dākyos
pr ÷>ð dækIti
ö prēvōð kātyonæl
ð prokto ö skōp
ö prokto ð skōp Ik
ð prod Igæl
ð prod IgI
ð prōdrōm
prōð drōm Ik
pro ð fān
pro ð fān Iti
pro ð fūnd
pro ð fū ñ òó nd Iti
pro ð nūns
pro ö nū ñ òó ns ñ øó I ð ātyon
ñ >ó āI ö kIsm
prōð z 
ñ >ó āIk
prōð z 
ð prōtoö ti ñ(ú,ó p
ö prōtoð ti ñ(ú,ó pIk

ð plumo Us
plu ð mos Iti
ö pods©Yñ5ó lI ð zeIš© n
ð pods© ñ5ó ö laIz
ö podz © ñ5ó lI ð zeIš© n
ð podz © ñ5ó ö laIz
po U ð ÷ tI ö s ñ øó aIz
po U ð ÷ tIk
ö po Ul© ñõ\ó rI ð zeIš© n
ð po Ul© ñõ\ó ö raIz
p© ñ5ó ð l ÷ mIs ñøó Ist
p©Yñ5óÆð l ÷ mIk
p©Yñ5óÆð laIt
p©Yñ5óÆð lItIk©Yñ õ\ó l
p©Yñ5óÆð lItI ö s ñ øó aIz
ð pol ItIk
ð poli ñ(ú,ó ö foUn ü ý þÿ
ö poli ñ(ú,ó ð fon Ik ü ý þ;ÿ
ð p rs ñ øó aIn
ð p rk ñ ÿ ó
poð st ÷ rIti
ð po Ustr.
pr I ñù;ó ð ko Uš© s
pr I ð kos ñøó Iti
pr I ð de Iš ñ øfù;ó © s
pr I ð de Iš© s
pr I ð dæs ñøó Iti
ö privo U ð keIš© n©Yñ õ\ó l
ð prokt ©Yñ5ó ö skoUp
ö prokt ©Yñ5ó ð skop Ik
ð prod © ñ ó g© ñõ\ó l
ð prod © ñ ó ˇi
ð pro Udro Um
pro U ð drom Ik
pr © ñ#ó ð fe In
pr © ñ#ó ð fænIti
pr ©Yñ#óÆð fa Und
pr ©Yñ#óÆð fô nd Iti
pr ©Yñ#óÆð na Uns
pr ©Yñ#óÆö nô ns ñøó i ñ ó!ð eIš© n
pro U ð z ñ>ó eII ö s ñøó Iz© m
pro U ð z ñ>ó eIIk
ð pro Ut© ñ5ó ö taI ñú,ó p
ö pro Ut© ñ5ó ð tI ñ(ú,ó pIk
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deep
providence
provide
provocation
provoke
psammite
psammitic
psephite
psephitic
pteridophyte
pteridophytic
publicist
publicity
publicize
public
pugnacious
pugnacity
pyrite
pyritic
pyroelectricity
pyroelectric
pyrrole
pyrrolic
radioisotope
radioisotopic
radiopacity
radiopaque
radiophone
radiophonic
radioscope
radioscopic
radiotelephone
radiotelephonic
rapacious
rapacity
realization
realize
recitation
recite
reclination
recline
regale
regality
renounce
renunciation
reorganization
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ð provId ÷ ns
ð provId© ns
pro ð vı̄d
pr ©Yñ#ó!ð va Id
ö provōð kātyon
ö prov©\ñ#ó ð keIš© n
pro ð vōk
pr ©Yñ#ó!ð vo Uk
ð  ñ(ó sæm ü ý  ı̄t
ð  ñ,ó sæm ü ý  aIt
 ñ(ó sæð m ü ý  ı̄tIk
 ñ,ó sæð m ü ý  ItIk
ð  ñ(ó sēfı̄t ü ý þ;ÿ
ð  ñ,ó sifaIt ü ý þ;ÿ
 ñ(ó sēð fı̄tIk ü ý þÿ
 ñ,ó sið f ItIk ü ý þ;ÿ
 ñ(ó t ÷?ð r Ido ö fi ñú,ó t ü ý þ;ÿ
 ñ,ó t©ð r Id© ñ#ó ö fa I ñ(ú(ó t ü ý þ;ÿ
 ñ(ó t ÷?ö r Ido ð fi ñú,ó tIk ü ý þÿ% ñ,ó t©ö r Id© ñ#ó ð f I ñ(ú,ó tIk ü ý þ;ÿ
ð pô blIkIst
ð pô blIs ñøó Ist
pô/ð blIkIti
pô/ð blIs ñøó Iti
ð pô blI ö kı̄z
ð pô blI ö s ñøó aIz
ð pô blIk
ð pô blIk
pô gð nākyos
pô gð ne Iš© s
pô gð nākIti
pô gð næs ñ øó Iti
ð pi ñ(ú(ó rı̄t
ð paI ñ(ú,ó raIt
pi ñ(ú(ó!ð rı̄tIk
pa I ñ(ú,óÆð rItIk
ö pi ñ(ú(ó rō ÷ l ÷ kð trIkIti
ö paI ñ(ú,ó roUI ñù;ó l ÷ kð trIs ñ øó Iti
ö pi ñ(ú(ó rō ÷>ð l ÷ ktrIk
ö paI ñ(ú,ó roUI ñù;ó ð l ÷ ktrIk
ð pI ñ(ú,ó r ü ý  ōl
ð pI ñú,ó r ü ý  oUl
pI ñ(ú,ó ð r ü ý  ōlIk
pI ñú,ó ð r ü ý  olIk
ö rādIōð ı̄sotōp
ö reIdi ñvó oU ð aIs© ñ#ó toUp
ö rādIōö ı̄soð tōp Ik
ö reIdi ñvó oU ö aIs© ñ#ó ð top Ik
ö rādIōð pākIti
ö reIdi ñvó oU ð pæs ñ øó Iti
ö rādIōð pāk ñ\òó
ö reIdi ñvó oU ð peIk ñ\ò,ó
ð rādIō ü &þ;ÿ ö fōn ü ý þ;ÿ
ð reIdi ñvó oU ü & þÿ×ö foUn ü ý þ;ÿ
ö rādIō ü &þ;ÿ ð fōn Ik ü ý þ;ÿ
ö reIdi ñvó oU ü & þÿ×ð fon Ik ü ý þ;ÿ
ð rādIōö skōp
ð reIdi ñvó oU ö skoUp
ö rādIōð skōp Ik
ö reIdi ñvó oU ð skop Ik
ö rādIō ü &þ;ÿ ð t ÷ l ÷>ö fōn ü ý þÿ
ö reIdi ñvó oU ü & þÿ×ð t ÷ l©ö foUn ü ý þÿ
ö rādIō ü &þ;ÿ ö t ÷ l ÷>ð fōn Ik ü ý þ;ÿ ö reIdi ñvó oU ü & þÿ×ö t ÷ l©ð fon Ik ü ý þ;ÿ
ræð pākyos
r© ñõ\ó ð pe Iš© s
ræð pækIti
r© ñõ\ó ð pæs ñ øó Iti
ö rēælI ð zātyon
ö ri© ñ õ\ó lI ð zeIš© n
ð rēæö lı̄z
ð ri© ñ õ\ó ö laIz
ö r ÷ s ñ øó ı̄ð tātyon
ö r ÷ s ñøó I ð teIš© n
r ÷>ð s ñ øó ı̄t
rI ð s ñøó aIt
ö r ÷ klı̄ð nātyon
ö r ÷ kl© ñ ó ð neIš© n
r ÷>ð klı̄n
rI ð kla In
r ÷>ð gāl
rI ð ge Il
r ÷>ð gālIti
rI ð gælIti
r ÷>ð nūns
rI ð na Uns
r ÷>ö nū ñ òó ns ñ øó I ð ātyon
rI ö nô ns ñøó i ñ ó!ð eIš© n
ö rēorgænI ð zātyon
ö ri rg© ñ õ\ó nI ð zeIš© n
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reorganize
residence
reside
resignation
resign
reveal
revelation
revile
revocation
revoke
rhetoric
rhetor
rhyolite
rhyolitic
rhythmicity
rhythmics
rimose
rimosity
romanticism
romanticist
romanticize
romantic
rugose
rugosity
rusticity
rustic
sabulose
sabulosity
sagacious
sagacity
salacious
salacity
salicine
salicin
salic
sane
sanity
saprolite
saprolitic
saprophyte
saprophytic
satellite
satellitic
saturnine
saturninity

deep

shallow

rēð orgæö nı̄z
ð r ÷ z ñ>ó ı̄d ÷ ns
r ÷?ð z ñ>ó ı̄d
ö r ÷ sı̄gð nātyon
r ÷?ð sı̄gn
r ÷?ð ve ñ ù>õ\ó l
ö r ÷ vēð lātyon
r ÷?ð vı̄l
ö r ÷ vōð kātyon
r ÷?ð vōk
ð rētor Ik ü ýÆþÿ
ð rētor ü ý þ;ÿ
ð ri ñ(ú(ó oö lı̄t ü ý þÿ
ö ri ñ(ú(ó oð lı̄tIk ü ý þ;ÿ
rI ñ(ú,ó('#ð mIkItI ü ý þ;ÿ
ð rI ñ(ú,ó' mIk  s ü ý þ;ÿ
ð rı̄mōs
rı̄ð mōsIti
rōð mæntI ö kIsm
rōð mæntIkIst
rōð mæntI ö kı̄z
rōð mæntIk
ð rugōs
ru ð gōsIti
rô/ð stIkIti
ð rô stIk
ð sæbUlö ōs
ö sæbU ð lōsIti
sæð gākyos
sæð gākIti
sæð lākyos
sæð lākIti
ð sælIkIn  ñù;ó
ð sælIkIn
ð sælIk
ð sān
ð sānIti
ð sæproö lı̄t
ö sæproð lı̄tIk
ð sæproö fi ñ(ú,ó t ü ýÆþÿ
ö sæproð fi ñ(ú,ó tIk ü ý þ;ÿ
ð sæt÷>ö l ü ý  ı̄t
ö sæt÷>ð l ü ý  ı̄tIk
ð sætUrö nı̄n
ð sætUrö nı̄nIti

rið  rg©\ñõ\óÆö na Iz
ð r ÷ z ñ>ó Id© ns
rI ð z ñ>ó aId
ö r ÷ z ñ>ó Igð neIš© n
rI ð z ñ>ó aI ñ þ ó n
rI ð vi ñù>õ5ó l
ö r ÷ v©ð leIš© n
rI ð va Il
ö r ÷ v© ñ#ó ð keIš© n
rI ð vo Uk
ð r ÷ t© ñ#ó rIk ü ý þ;ÿ
ð rit© ñ5ó r ü ý þÿ
ð raI ñú,ó ©Yñ#óö laIt ü ý þ;ÿ
ö raI ñú,ó ©Yñ#óð lItIk ü ý þ;ÿ
rI ñ(ú(ó'5ð mIs ñøó Iti ü ý þ;ÿ
ð rI ñ(ú(ó ' mIk  s ü ý þÿ
ð raImo Us
ra I ð mos Iti
ro U ð mæntI ö s ñ øó Iz© m
ro U ð mæntIs ñ øó Ist
ro U ð mæntI ö s ñ øó aIz
ro U ð mæntIk
ð rugo Us
ruð gos Iti
rô/ð stIs ñ øó Iti
ð rô stIk
ð sæby©ö loUs
ö sæby©ð losIti
s©Yñõ5ó!ð ge Iš© s
s©Yñõ5ó!ð gæs ñøó Iti
s©Yñõ5ó!ð leIš© s
s© ñõ5ó ð læs ñøó Iti
ð sælIs ñøó In  ñù;ó
ð sælIs ñøó In
ð sælIk
ð seIn
ð sænIti
ð sæpr© ñ#ó ö laIt
ö sæpr© ñ#ó ð lItIk
ð sæpr©Yñ#óÆö faI ñ(ú(ó t ü ý þ;ÿ
ö sæpr©Yñ#óÆð fI ñ(ú,ó tIk ü ý þ;ÿ
ð sæt©ö l ü ý  aIt
ö sæt©ð l ü ý  ItIk
ð sæt©Yñ òó rö naIn
ð sæt© ñ òó rö nInIti
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saxophone
saxophonic
schizomycete
schizomycetic
schizophyte
schizophytic
scholasticism
scholastic
seismoscope
seismoscopic
semen
semination
semiparasite
semiparasitic
septicemia
septicidal
septicity
septic
sequacious
sequacity
serene
serenity
siderite
sideritic
sigmoidoscope
sigmoidoscopic
silicic
silicide
siliciferous
silicify
silicon
somite
somitic
sone
sonic
specifiable
specification
specificative
specificity
specify
specimen
spectrohelioscope
spectrohelioscopic
spectroscope
spectroscopic
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deep

shallow

ð sæksoö fōn ü ý þ;ÿ
ö sæksoð fōn Ik ü ý þ;ÿ
ö sk ñ øaûó Izōmi ñ(ú,óÆð kēt
ö sk ñ øaûó Izōmi ñ(ú,óÆð kētIk
ð sk ñ øaûó Izoö fi ñú,ó t ü ý þ;ÿ
ö sk ñ øaûó Izoð fi ñú,ó tIk ü ý þ;ÿ
sk ñ øaûó oð læstI ö kIsm
sk ñ øaûó oð læstIk
ñ >ó moö skōp
ð si ñ "ù ó z 
ñ >ó moð skōp Ik
ö si ñ "ù ó z 
ð sēm ÷ n
ö sēm ÷ ñ ó ð nātyon
ö s ÷ mI ð pæræö sı̄t
ö s ÷ mI ö pæræð sı̄tIk
ö s ÷ ptI ð kēmIæ
ö s ÷ ptI ð kı̄dæl
s ÷ pð tIkIti
ð s ÷ ptIk
s ÷>ð kwākyos
s ÷>ð kwākIti
s ÷>ð rēn
s ÷>ð rēn Iti
ð sId ÷?ö rı̄t
ö sId ÷?ð rı̄tIk
sIgð mo Ido ö skōp
sIgö mo Ido ð skōp Ik
sI ð lIkIk
ð sIlI ö kı̄d
ö sIlI ð kIf ÷ ros
sI ð lIkI ö fı̄
ð sIlIkon
ð sōmı̄t
sōð mı̄tIk
ð sōn
ð sōn Ik
ð sp ÷ s ñøó I ö fı̄æbIl
ö sp ÷ s ñøó IfI ð kātyon
ð sp ÷ s ñøó IfI ö kātIv ñù;ó
ö sp ÷ s ñøó I ð fı̄kIti
ð sp ÷ s ñøó I ö fı̄
ð sp ÷ s ñøó Im ÷ n
ö sp ÷ ktroð hēlIoö skōp
ö sp ÷ ktroö hēlIoð skōp Ik
ð sp ÷ ktroö skōp
ö sp ÷ ktroð skōp Ik

ð sæks©Y
ñ 5óö foUn ü ý þ;ÿ
ö sæks©Yñ5óð fon Ik ü ýÆþÿ
ö sk ñøaû,ó IzoUmaI ñ(ú,óÆð s ñøó it
ö sk ñøaû,ó IzoUmaI ñ(ú,óÆð s ñøóï÷ tIk
ð sk ñøaû,ó Iz© ñ #ó ö faI ñ(ú(ó t ü ý þ;ÿ
ö sk ñøaû,ó Iz© ñ #ó ð fI ñ(ú,ó tIk ü ý þ;ÿ
ñ 5ó ð læstI ö s ñøó Iz© m
sk ñøaû,ó © 
ñ 5ó ð læstIk
sk ñøaû,ó © 
ð saI ñ"ù ó z ñ >ó m© ñ #ó ö skoUp
ö saI ñ"ù ó z ñ >ó m© ñ #ó ð skop Ik
ð sim© n
ñ ó ð neIš© n
ö s÷ m© 
ö s÷ mi ñ ó!ð pær©Yñ õ\óÆö saIt
ö s÷ mi ñ ó!ö pær©Yñ õ\óÆð sItIk
ö s÷ ptI ð s ñ øó imi 
ñ ó!©
ö s÷ ptI ð s ñ øó aId©\ñõ\ó l
s ÷ pð tIs ñ øó Iti
ð s÷ ptIk
sI ñù;ó ð kwe Iš© s
sI ñù;ó ð kwæs ñøó Iti
s©ð rin
s©ð r ÷ nIti
ð sId©ö raIt
ö sId©ð rItIk
ñ 5ó ö skoUp
sIgð mo Id© 
ñ 5ó ð skop Ik
sIgö mo Id© 
sI ð lIs ñøó Ik
ð sIlI ö s ñøó aId
ö sIlI ð s ñøó Ifr.© s
sI ð lIs ñøó!©Yñ óö fa I
ð sIlIk©Yñ #ó n
ð soUmaIt
soU ð mItIk
ð soUn
ð sonIk
ñ ó ö faI © ñ õ\ó b© l
ð sp ÷ s ñ øó © 
ñ ó f© 
ñ ó ð keIš© n
ö sp ÷ s ñ øó © 
ñ ó f© 
ñ ó ö keItIv  ñù;ó
ð sp ÷ s ñ øó © 
ñ ó ð fIs ñøó Iti
ö sp ÷ s ñ øó © 
ð sp ÷ s ñ øó©Y
ñ óïö faI
ð sp ÷ s ñ øó©Y
ñ ó m© n
ö sp ÷ ktr©Yñ #óÆð hili 
ñ vóÆ©Yñ #óö skoUp
ö sp ÷ ktr©Yñ #óÆö hili 
ñ vóÆ©Yñ #óð skop Ik
ð sp ÷ ktr©Yñ #óÆö skoUp
ö sp ÷ ktr© ñ #ó ð skop Ik
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sphericity
spherics
spinose
spinosity
sporophyte
sporophytic
state
static
staurolite
staurolitic
stauroscope
stauroscopic
steatite
steatitic
steatopyga
steatopygia
steatopygous
stenotype
stenotypic
stereoscope
stereoscopic
stereotype
stereotypic
sterilization
sterilize
stethoscope
stethoscopic
stoicism
stoic
strobilation
strobila
stroboscope
stroboscopic
stromatolite
stromatolitic
stylite
stylitic
stylolite
stylolitic
stypticity
styptic
sublime
sublimity
subvene
subvention

deep

shallow

sfēð rIkItI ü ýÆþÿ
ð sfērIk  s ü ý þ;ÿ
ð spı̄ö nōs
spı̄ð nōsIti
ð sporo ö fi ñ(ú,ó t ü ý þ;ÿ
ö sporo ð fi ñ(ú,ó tIk ü ý þ;ÿ
ð stāt
ð stātIk
ð st roö lı̄t
ö st roð lı̄tIk
ð st roö skōp
ö st roð skōp Ik
ð stēæö tı̄t
ö stēæð tı̄tIk
ö stēætōð pi ñ(ú,ó gæ
ö stēætōð pi ñ(ú,ó gIæ
ö stēætōð pi ñ(ú,ó gos
ð st÷ noö ti ñ(ú,ó p
ö st÷ noð ti ñ(ú,ó pIk
ð st÷ rēoö skōp
ö st÷ rēoð skōp Ik
ð st÷ rēoö ti ñú,ó p
ö st÷ rēoð ti ñú,ó pIk
ö st÷ rIlI ð zātyon
ð st÷ rI ö lı̄z
ð st÷ oö skōp
ö st÷ oð skōp Ik
ð stōI ö kIsm
ð stōIk
ö strōb I ð lātyon
strōð bı̄læ
ð strōbo ö skōp
ö strōbo ð skōp Ik
strōð mætoö lı̄t
strōö mætoð lı̄tIk
ð sti ñ(ú(ó lı̄t
sti ñ(ú(ó ð lı̄tIk
ð sti ñ(ú(ó loö lı̄t
ö sti ñ(ú(ó loð lı̄tIk
stI ñ(ú,ó pð tIkIti
ð stI ñ(ú,ó ptIk
sU ð blı̄m
sU ð blImIti
sUb ð vēn
sUbð vēntyon

sf ÷>ð rIs ñ øó Iti ü ý þ;ÿ
ð sf ÷ rIk  s ü ýÆþÿ
ð spaI ö no Us
spaI ð nos Iti
ð sp r© ñ#ó ö faI ñ(ú(ó t ü ý þ;ÿ
ö sp r© ñ#ó ð fI ñ(ú,ó tIk ü ý þ;ÿ
ð steIt
ð stætIk
ð st ñõ;òó r© ñ5ó ö laIt
ö st ñõ;òó r© ñ5ó ð lItIk
ð st ñõ;òó r© ñ5ó ö skoUp
ö st ñõ;òó r© ñ5ó ð skop Ik
ð sti©\ñõ\óïö taIt
ö sti©\ñõ\óïð tItIk
ö sti©\ñõ\ó toU ð paI ñú,ó g©
ö sti©\ñõ\ó toU ð paI ñú,ó ˇi ñvóÆ©
ö sti© ñõ\ó toU ð paI ñú,ó g© s
ð st ÷ n© ñ#ó ö taI ñú,ó p
ö st ÷ n© ñ#ó ð tI ñ(ú,ó pIk
ð st ÷ ri© ñ5ó ö skoUp
ö st ÷ ri© ñ5ó ð skop Ik
ð st ÷ ri© ñ5ó ö taI ñ(ú(ó p
ö st ÷ ri© ñ5ó ð tI ñ(ú,ó pIk
ö st ÷ r©Yñ ó lI ð zeIš© n
ð st ÷ r©Yñ óïö laIz
ð st ÷©Yñ#óö skoUp
ö st ÷©Yñ#óð skop Ik
ð stoUI ö s ñ øó Iz© m
ð stoUIk
ö stroUb© ñ ó ð leIš© n
stroU ð ba Il©
ð stroUb© ñ#ó ö skoUp
ö stroUb© ñ#ó ð skop Ik
stroU ð mæt© ñ#ó ö laIt
stroU ö mæt© ñ#ó ð lItIk
ð staI ñú,ó laIt
staI ñú,ó ð lItIk
ð staI ñú,ó l©Yñ#ó!ö laIt
ö staI ñú,ó l©Yñ#ó!ð lItIk
stI ñ(ú(ó pð tIs ñøó Iti
ð stI ñ(ú(ó ptIk
s©Yñ òóïð bla Im
s© ñ òó ð blImIti
s© ñ òó bð vin
s© ñ òó bð v ÷ nč© n
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sulfite
sulfitic
supervene
supervention
sybarite
sybaritic
syenite
syenitic
synagogical
synagogue
syndrome
syndromic
tachistoscope
tachistoscopic
tachylite
tachylyte
tachylytic
telescope
telescopic
tenacious
tenacity
tephrite
tephritic
tetrabasicity
tetrabasic
thallophyte
thallophytic
theodolite
theodolitic
thermoelectricity
thermoelectric
thermoplasticity
thermoplastic
thermoscope
thermoscopic
thoracic
thorax
thrombocyte
thrombocytic
tone
tonic
tope
topic
torose
torosity
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deep

shallow

ð sô lfı̄t
sô lð fı̄tIk
ö sup ÷ rð vēn
ö sup ÷ rð vēntyon
ð sI ñ(ú,ó bæö rı̄t
ö sI ñ(ú,ó bæð rı̄tIk
ð si ñú,ó ÷>ö nı̄t
ö si ñú,ó ÷>ð nı̄tIk
ö sI ñ(ú,ó næð gogIkæl
ð sI ñ(ú,ó næö gog ñ òó  ñ ùó
ð sI ñ(ú,ó ndrōm
sI ñ(ú,ó nð drōm Ik
tæð k ñ øaûó Istoö skōp
tæö k ñ øaûó Istoð skōp Ik
ð tæk ñ øaûó I ñú,ó!ö lı̄t
ð tæk ñ øaûó I ñú,ó!ö li ñú,ó t
ö tæk ñ øaûó I ñú,ó ð li ñú,ó tIk
ð t ÷ l ÷>ö skōp
ö t ÷ l ÷>ð skōp Ik
t ÷>ð nākyos
t ÷>ð næk Iti
ð t ÷ frı̄t ü ý þ;ÿ
t ÷ fð rı̄tIk ü ý þ;ÿ
ö t ÷ træbāð sIkIti
ö t ÷ træð bāsIk
ð  æl ü ý  oö fi ñú,ó t ü ý þ;ÿ
ö  æl ü ý  oð fi ñú,ó tIk ü ý þÿ
 ēð odo ö lı̄t
 ēö odo ð lı̄tIk
ö ;÷ rmō ÷ l ÷ kð trIkIti
ö ;÷ rmō ÷>ð l ÷ ktrIk
ö ;÷ rmoplæ ð stIkIti
ö ;÷ rmo ð plæstIk
ð ;÷ rmö oskōp
ö ;÷ rmo ð skōp Ik
 oð rækIk
ð  oræks
ð  rombo ö s ñøó i ñú,ó t
ö  rombo ð s ñøó i ñú,ó tIk
ð tōn
ð tōn Ik
ð tōp
ð tōp Ik
ð torōs
toð rōsIti

ð sô lfaIt
sô l ð f I t I k
ö supr.ð vin
ö supr.ð v ÷ nč© n
ð sI ñú,ó b© ñõ\ó ö raIt
ö sI ñú,ó b© ñõ\ó ð rItIk
ð saI ñ(ú,ó ©ö naIt
ö saI ñ(ú,ó ©ð nItIk
ö sI ñú,ó n© ñõ\ó ð goˇIk© ñõ5ó l
ð sI ñú,ó n© ñõ\ó ö gog  ñ òó  ñù;ó
ð sI ñú,ó ndro Um
sI ñú,ó nð drom Ik
t©\ñõ\óð k ñøfûó Ist©Yñ5óïö sko Up
t©\ñõ\óö k ñøfûó Ist©Yñ5óïð skop Ik
ð tæk ñøaû,óÆ©Yñ(ú(ó!ö laIt
ð tæk ñøaû,óÆ©Yñ(ú(ó!ö laI ñ(ú(ó t
ö tæk ñøaû,ó © ñ(ú(ó ð lI ñ(ú,ó tIk
ð t ÷ l©ö skoUp
ö t ÷ lI ñ ù;ó ð skop Ik
t©ð ne Iš© s
t©ð næs ñ øó Iti
ð t ÷ fraIt ü ý þ;ÿ
t ÷ fð rItIk ü ý þ;ÿ
ö t ÷ tr© ñõ5ó beI ð sIs ñøó Iti
ö t ÷ tr©Yñõ5ó!ð beIsIk
ð  æl ü ý  t©Yñ5óö faI ñ(ú,ó t ü ý þ;ÿ
ö  æl ü ý  t©Yñ5óð fI ñú,ó tIk ü ý þ;ÿ
 ið od ©Yñ#ó ö laIt
 iö od ©Yñ#ó ð lItIk
ö  r.mo UI ñù;ó l ÷ kð trIs ñøó Iti
ö  r.mo UI ñù;ó ð l ÷ ktrIk
ö  r.m© ñ#ó plæð stIs ñøó Iti
ö  r.m© ñ#ó ð plæstIk
ð  r.m© ñ#ó ö skoUp
ö  r.m© ñ#ó ð skop Ik
ð ræs ñøó Ik
ð  ræks
ð  romb ©Yñ#ó ö s ñ øó aI ñ(ú(ó t
ö  romb ©Yñ#ó ð s ñ øó I ñ(ú,ó tIk
ð toUn
ð ton Ik
ð toUp
ð top Ik
ð t roUs
tð ros Iti
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toxicity
toxic
toxophilite
toxophilitic
trephination
trephine
triazole
triazolic
trichite
trichitic
trilobite
trilobitic
troglodyte
troglodytic
trope
tropic
tropophyte
tropophytic
trypanosome
trypanosomic
tuberose
tuberosity
ultramicroscope
ultramicroscopic
unchaste
unchastity
uralite
uralitic
uranite
uranitic
urbane
urbanity
urbanization
urbanize
vaccination
vaccine
vaporization
vaporize
varicose
varicosity
variolite
variolitic
vaticination
vatic
ventricose

deep

shallow

toð ksIkIti
ð toksIk
toð ksof I ö lı̄t ü ý þ;ÿ
toö ksof I ð lı̄tIk ü ý þ;ÿ
ö tr ÷ fı̄ð nātyon ü ýÆþÿ
tr ÷>ð fı̄n ü ý þ;ÿ
ð trı̄æö zōl
ö trı̄æð zōlIk
ð trIk ñ øaûó ı̄t
trI ð k ñ øaûó ı̄tIk
ð trı̄loö bı̄t
ö trı̄loð bı̄tIk
ð troglo ö di ñú,ó t
ö troglo ð di ñú,ó tIk
ð trōp
ð trōp Ik
ð tropo ö fi ñ(ú(ó t ü ýÆþÿ
ö tropo ð fi ñ(ú(ó tIk ü ý þ;ÿ
ð trI ñ(ú,ó pæno ö sōm
ö trI ñ(ú,ó pæno ð sōm Ik
ð tub ÷>ö rōs
ö tub ÷>ð rōsIti
ö ô ltræð mı̄kro ö skōp
ö ô ltræö mı̄kro ð skōp Ik
ö ô nð čāst
ö ô nð čāstIti
ð yUræö lı̄t
ö yUræð lı̄tIk
ð yUrāö nı̄t
ö yUrāð nı̄tIk
U rð bān
U rð bān Iti
ö Urbænı̄ð zātyon
ð Urbö ænı̄z
ö væk ñ øó s ñøó I ð nātyon
væð k ñ øó s ñøó e ñ ó n
ö vāporı̄ð zātyon
ð vāpoö rı̄z
ð værI ö kōs
ö værI ð kōsIti
ð værIoö lı̄t
ö værIoð lı̄tIk
ö vætIkI ð nātyon
ð vætIk
ð v ÷ ntrI ö kōs

toð ksIs ñøó Iti
ð toksIk
toð ksof ©Yñ ó ö laIt ü ý þ;ÿ
toö ksof ©Yñ ó ð lItIk ü ýÆþÿ
ö tr ÷ f© ñ ó ð neIš© n ü ý þ;ÿ
trI ñù;ó ð fa In ü ýÆþÿ
ð traI © ñ õ\ó ö zoUl
ö traI © ñ õ\ó ð zolIk
ð trIk ñøfûó aIt
trI ð k ñøfûó ItIk
ð traIl© ñ#ó ö baIt
ö traIl© ñ#ó ð bItIk
ð trogl ©Yñ#ó ö daI ñ(ú,ó t
ö trogl ©Yñ#ó ð dI ñú,ó tIk
ð troUp
ð trop Ik
ð trop©Yñ5ó ö faI ñú,ó t ü ýÆþÿ
ö trop©Yñ5ó ð fI ñ(ú(ó tIk ü ý þÿ
ð trI ñ(ú,ó p© ñõ5ó n© ñ5ó ö soUm
ö trI ñ(ú,ó p© ñõ5ó n© ñ5ó ð somIk
ð tub ©ö roUs
ö tub ©ð rosIti
ö ô ltr© ñõ5ó ð maIkr© ñ#ó ö skoUp
ö ô ltr© ñõ5ó ö maIkr© ñ#ó ð skop Ik
ö ô nð čeIst
ö ô nð čæstIti
ð yUr.©Yñ õ\óïö laIt
ö yUr.©Yñ õ\óïð lItIk
ð yUr.©Yñ õ\óïö naIt
ö yUr.©Yñ õ\óïð nItIk
r. ñ ò ó!ð be In
r. ñ ò ó ð bæn Iti
ö r. ñ ò ó b© ñ õ\ó nI ð zeIš© n
ð r. ñ ò ó b© ñ õ\ó ö naIz
ö væk ñøó s ñ øó © ñvó ð neIš© n
væð k ñøó s ñ øó i ñ ó n
ö veIp© ñ#ó rI ð zeIš© n
ð veIp© ñ#ó ö raIz
ð vær© ñ ó ö ko Us
ö vær©Yñ óÆð kosIti
ð v ÷;ñõ5ó r.i ñ ó©Yñ#ó!ö laIt
ö v ÷;ñõ5ó r.i ñ ó©Yñ#ó!ð lItIk
ö vætIs ñøó I ð neIš© n
ð vætIk
ð v ÷ ntr© ñ ó ö ko Us
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ventricosity
veracious
veracity
verbose
verbosity
verrucose
verrucosity
vertical
vertices
videophone
videophonic
vinosity
vinous
viscose
viscosity
vivacious
vivacity
vocational
vocation
voracious
voracity
vortical
vortices
vorticism
xerophyte
xerophytic
xylophone
xylophonic
zeolite
zeolitic
zoophile
zoophilic
zoophyte
zoophytic
zygote
zygotic

deep

shallow

ö v ÷ ntrI ð kōsIti
v ÷>ð rākyos
v ÷>ð rākIti
v ÷ rð bōs
v ÷ rð bōsIti
ð v ÷ r ü ý  U ö kōs
ö v ÷ r ü ý  U ð kōsIti
ð v ÷ rtIkæl
ð v ÷ rtö Ik  ēz
ð vIdēoö fōn ü ý þ;ÿ
ö vIdēoð fōn Ikü ý þÿ
vI ð nos Iti
ð vı̄nos
ð vIskōs
vIsð kōsIti
vI ð vākyos
vI ð vækIti
vō ð kātyonæl
vōð kātyon
voð rākyos
voð rākIti
ð vortIkæl
ð vortI ö k  ēz
ð vortI ö kIsm
ð z ñ)/ó ÷ roö fi ñ(ú(ó t ü ý þ;ÿ
ö z ñ)/ó ÷ roð fi ñ(ú(ó tIk ü ý þÿ
ð z ñ)/ó i ñú,ó loö fōn ü ý þ;ÿ
ö z ñ)/ó i ñú,ó loð fōn Ik ü ý þ;ÿ
ð zēoö lı̄t
ö zēoð lı̄tIk
ð zōoö fı̄l ü ý þÿ
ö zōoð fı̄lIk ü ý þÿ
ð zōoö fi ñú,ó t ü ý þ;ÿ
ö zōoð fi ñú,ó tIk ü ýÆþÿ
ð zi ñ(ú,ó gōt
zi ñ(ú,ó ð gōtIk

ö v ÷ ntr©Yñ óÆð kosIti
v©ð re Iš© s
v©ð ræs ñøó Iti
vr.ð bo Us
vr.ð bos Iti
ð v ÷ r ü ý  t© ñ ò,ó ö ko Us
ö v ÷ r ü ý  t© ñ ò,ó ð kosIti
ð vr.tIk© ñ õ\ó l
ð vr.tI ö s ñ øó  iz
ð vIdi© ñ5ó ö foUn ü ý þ;ÿ
ö vIdi© ñ5ó ð fon Ik ü ý þ;ÿ
vI ð nos Iti
ð vaIn© s
ð vIskoUs
vIsð kosIti
vI ð ve Iš© s
vI ð væs ñøó Iti
vo U ð ke Iš© n ©Yñõ5ó l
vo U ð ke Iš© n
vð re Iš© s
vð ræs ñøó Iti
ð v rtIk© ñõ5ó l
ð v rtI ö s ñøó  iz
ð v rtI ö s ñøó Iz© m
ð z ñ)/ó I ñ ùó r.© ñ#ó ö faI ñ(ú(ó t ü ý þ;ÿ
ö z ñ)/ó I ñ ùó r.© ñ#ó ð fI ñ(ú,ó tIk ü ý þ;ÿ
ð z ñ)/ó aI ñ(ú,ó l©Yñ5óïö foUn ü ý þ;ÿ
ö z ñ)/ó aI ñ(ú,ó l©Yñ5óïð fon Ik ü ýÆþÿ
ð zi©\ñ#óÆö laIt
ö zi©\ñ#óÆð lItIk
ð zoU ©Yñ#óÆö faIl ü ýÆþÿ
ö zoU © ñ#ó ð fIlIk ü ý þÿ
ð zoU © ñ#ó ö faI ñ(ú(ó t ü ý þ;ÿ
ö zoU © ñ#ó ð fI ñ(ú,ó tIk ü ý þ;ÿ
ð zaI ñú,ó go Ut
zaI ñú,ó ð got Ik
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Rules for the deep ORL

In the next two subappendices I give the rules needed for the two different ORL’s. I
also indicate rules that are needed for the deep ORL but not the shallow ORL, and
vice versa, with the symbol “ * ”. Deciding which rules are shared is not as completely
trivial as it might seem since, for instance, a rule that converts an underlying /ū/ into
¡ ou § is really equivalent to a rule that converts surface /aU/ into ¡ ou § , since the
latter phonological representation is supposed to be derived from the former. Such
cases are counted as matching. On the other hand, in some cases one may find that a
single underlying phoneme is represented in several possible ways: thus /yu/ surfaces
as /yu/, /yU/ and /y© /. In such cases only one of the corresponding shallow ORL rules
is counted as matching the deep ORL rule.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
/
8


tyon
kyos
os
(k . k)s
kw
gz
ı̄z

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

, au , tion , cious ous
x
, qu , x, es -

/
/

/0

#
#

#
(plural /iz/ spelled , es - )
9 il
+
, le / (a . i)b #
+
, er 10 r
/C
#
11 1
/ [ 0 tense] C 2
#
+
, e(Add a “silent” , e - after tense vowels)
+
1
/ ı̄gn
#
12 e
+
1
13 e
/ ı̄ 3547698;: [ 0 cor, 0 cont] #
( , ea - requires no “silent” , e - except with intervening , s - )
+
, le /C
#
14 l
+
, ee 15 ı̄
/ ð C<
#
+
, ch 16 č
+
, th / 17 '
18 g
+
, g+
, th 19 =
20 b
+
, b/
21 k
+
, c+
, d22 d
+
, ph 23 f
/ . . . [ 0 gk]
24 r
/ # . . . [ 0 gk]
+
, rh 25 f
+
, f+
, g26 g
+
, h27 h
28 l
+
, l29 m
+
, m+
, n30 n
31 p
+
, p32 r
+
, r33 t
+
, t+
, v34 v
35 w
+
, w36 yu
/#
+
, u+
, y37 y
+
, z38 z
39 s
/n #
+
, ce 40 s
+
, s+
, ou 41 ū
+
, oi 42 oI
43 ô
+
, u44 a
+
, a+
, a45 ā
+
, e46 ē
47 ı̄
+
, i48 ō
+
, o+
, u49 u

/
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50 u +
, u51 o +
, o+
, i52 I
53 e +
, e54 ˇ
/
+
, g>?,A@-B. ,ACD-B. ,FE;-HG
55 ˇ
+
, j, k>?,A@-B. ,ACD-B. ,FE;-HG
56 k +
/
57 k +
, c58 i
/ #
+
, y(this of course could be modeled as a surface constraint — Section 3.5)
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3.A.3
* 1

*
*
*

*

*

*

2
3
4
* 5
6
7
8
* 9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

Rules for the shallow ORL
/ r

Ë
¡ o§

Ë
¡ au §
(č Í š)© n Ë
/ (© l)? #
¡ tion §
Ë
¡ cious §
š© s
/ #
Ë
¡ a§
o
/w
Ë
¡ x§
ks
Ë
¡ x§
gz
Ë
¡ qu §
kw
Ë
¡ e§
I
/ # pr Í r Í d
aIz
Ë
¡ ize §
/ #
z
Ë
¡ s§
/ #
r
/C
#
Ë
¡ er §
z© m
/ #
Ë
¡ sm §
/ #
©s
Ë
¡ ous §
/ #
©l
Ë
¡ le §
ý
/ [  tense] C
#

Ë
¡ e§
ñ IKJó ¼ [  cor,  cont]
e
/ ı̄ 
Ë

Ë
¡ le §
/C
#
l
Ë
¡ ee §
i
/ ð CÀ
#
Ë
¡ ch §
č
'
Ë
¡ th §
L
Ë
¡ th §
b
Ë
¡ b§
d
Ë
¡ d§
f
Ë
¡ ph §
/ . . . [  gk]
r
/ # . . . [  gk]
Ë
¡ rh §
f
Ë
¡ f§
g
Ë
¡ g§
h
Ë
¡ h§
l
Ë
¡ l§
Ë
¡ m§
m
Ë
¡ n§
n
Ë
¡ p§
p
Ë
¡ r§
r
Ë
¡ t§
t
v
Ë
¡ v§
w
Ë
¡ w§
yu
Ë
¡ u§
/#
y©
Ë
¡ u§
yU
Ë
¡ u§
y
Ë
¡ y§
z
Ë
¡ z§
s
/n #
Ë
¡ ce §
s
Ë
¡ s§
Ë
¡ ou §
aU
Ë
¡ oi §
oI
ô
Ë
¡ u§
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*
*

*

*

*

*

48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69

Ë

¡ a§
Ë
Ë

¡ y§
¡ e§
¡ i§
Ë

¡ u§

æ
eI
i
i
aI
oU
u

¡ a§

#

¡ u§

U

Ë

¡ o§
¡ i§
¡ e§
¡ r§

o
I

e
r.
r.

Ë

Ë

Ë



Ë

Ë

Ë



©

Ë
©

Ë

Ë

Ë

Ë

Ë

Ë
©

ˇ
ˇ
k
k

/

¡ o§
Ë

Ë

Ë

Ë

¡ er §
¡ a§
¡ n§
¡ a§
¡ a§
¡ e§
¡ g§
¡ j§
¡ k§
¡ c§

/V
/
[  velar]
/#
/
#
/

¾a¡BMÆ§ Í/¡ONH§ Í/¡BPq§&Ä

/

¾a¡BMÆ§ Í/¡ONH§ Í/¡BPq§&Ä

Chapter 4

Linguistic Elements
Un petit d’un petit
S’étonne aux Halles
Un petit d’un petit
Ah! degrés te fallent
Indolent qui ne sort cesse
Indolent qui ne se mène
Qu’importe un petit d’un petit
Tout Gai de Reguennes.
van Rooten, Luis d’Antin. 1967. Mots d’Heures: Gousses, Rames. The d’Antin Manuscript, page I. Penguin Books, New York, NY.

In Section 1.2 we made a number of specific assumptions about what kinds of
linguistic elements written symbols represent. More specifically and more formally
we assumed that both phonological and semantic portions of an AVM representing
a morpheme or word can in principle license graphical elements. This assumption
naturally begs the question of the range of linguistic elements that can be represented
by written symbols in the world’s writing systems. This question is the topic of this
chapter. The question of what kinds of linguistic elements written symbols represent
is the single most investigated issue in the study of writing systems. Gelb (1963)
is normally credited with being the first to systematically investigate the matter, and
every extensive discussion of the topic since has presented a classification of writing
systems based on which linguistic elements the writing system supposedly represents.
I start the discussion (Section 4.1) with a review of some of the more influential
taxonomies of writing systems. As we shall see, these taxonomies are mostly arboreal:
I will end the section with a proposal for a non-arboreal two-dimensional taxonomy
that takes as one dimension the type of phonography encoded by the writing system,
and as another dimension the degree of logography of the system.
Chinese writing was introduced in Chapter 1 as a mixed system that generally
involves both phonographic and semantic — or logographic — elements, a position
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argued most forcefully by DeFrancis (1984; 1989). We further justify this assumption
here in Section 4.2. Also as we have previously argued, the phonographic and semantic
elements represented graphically in a Chinese character are in a relation of overlap.
This formal property, along with Axiom 1.3, has makes an interesting and correct
prediction about the written representation of disyllabic morphemes in Chinese.
We turn in Section 4.3 to a discussion of Japanese writing, in particular with respect to its use of Chinese characters. Japanese is surely the most complex modern
writing system, and the hardest to force into any taxonomic mold. The properties of
the Chinese script as it is used in the Chinese writing system contrast rather dramatically with the use of the same basic writing system — kanji — in Japanese, a point
that Sampson (1985; 1994) shows convincingly in his discussion of this topic. As we
shall argue, Japanese use of kanji is logographic to a greater degree than is use of the
superficially similar set of symbols in Chinese. The characterization of the Japanese
writing system as a whole is a rather different matter, however. The best characterization would appear to be that it is basically a phonographic system, but with significant
amounts of logography.
We end the chapter (Section 4.4) with a discussion of a few esoteric graphical devices used in some writing systems, and present an analysis of each within the present
framework.

4.1

Taxonomies of Writing Systems: A Brief Overview

Our purpose here is not to be exhaustive but rather to present a small sample of some
of the more influential taxonomies of writing systems; a more balanced review can be
found in (Coulmas, 1994) (and see also (DeFrancis, 1989, pages 56–64)).

4.1.1

Gelb

Gelb’s taxonomy of writing systems is generally viewed as the starting point for all
subsequent taxonomies. Gelb’s purpose in his classification was largely teleological:
he viewed the segmental phonographic alphabet as the evolutionary high point of writing systems, and all other writing systems could be viewed as falling on a continuum
from pictographic non-writing to alphabetic writing. Thus a linear presentation seems most appropriate for Gelb’s taxonomy, and this is what is presented in Figure 4.1.
Note that Gelb classified Mayan writing among his “limited-systems” subcategory of
the forerunners of writing; of course, this is now known to be false, since Mayan writing is a full writing system containing both logographic and phonographic elements;
see (Macri, 1996), inter alia. There is also general disagreement with Gelb’s classification of the consonantal Semitic writing systems as syllabic.

4.1.2

Sampson

A less teleological view of writing is presented in (Sampson, 1985); see Figure 4.2.
One important innovation of Sampson’s system is the primary division between “glot-

The Alphabet

Syllabic writing

Word syllabic systems

Forerunners of writing: pictographs and other "limited systems"

Greek, etc.

Aegean syllabaries, Kana, West Semitic

Sumerian, Chinese

Mayan

to each case.
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Figure 4.1: The taxonomy of Gelb (1963), along with examples of writing systems that belong
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Q

R

Semasiographic
Systems
T

Glottographic
Systems

Yukaghir [?]

Logographic
Systems
U

Q

Phonographic
Systems

Chinese

Syllabic
Linear B

S

Consonantal
V

West Semitic

Segmental
(Alphabetic)
W

Greek

Featural
Hankul

Figure 4.2: The taxonomy of Sampson (1985).

tographic” writing, where the symbols represent linguistic elements; and “semasiographic” writing, where the symbols represent concepts, but provide no specification
of a linguistic form to express those concepts. Sampson (pages 28–29) tentatively
presents as an example of semasiographic writing a Yukaghir “love letter”, and he
gives a few other instances as well — for example a set of pictographic instructions
for starting a Ford car (page 30). But on the whole, the evidence for semasiography as
a viable category of writing systems is tenuous. Indeed, Sampson’s primary interest
appears to be to suggest merely that a fully communicative system of semasiography
might in principle be possible, rather than to argue that such a system has ever existed.
Among glottographic systems Sampson takes the relatively traditional view that
Chinese writing is logographic. This is because, in his view, Chinese characters do not
encode phonological information: rather, he claims, Chinese characters directly represent morphemes, so that the Chinese reader must simply learn which character goes
with which morpheme, and ultimately with which pronunciation. This is of course a
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fairly standard definition of logography.1 It differs from the view that we are assuming
here — see Section 1.2.2 and the discussion below in Section 4.2 — in that we view any
component of a writing system as having a logographic function if it formally encodes
a portion of non-phonological linguistic structure, whether it be a whole morpheme,
or merely some semantic portion of that morpheme. The latter kind of encoding might
perhaps be called “semasiographic”, but for various reasons I prefer to avoid that term.
In addition to adopting the common view of Chinese writing, Sampson also takes
the more innovative (and controversial) position that Korean Hankul is featural, an
issue that we will return to below.

4.1.3

DeFrancis

DeFrancis (1989) takes issue with a number of Sampson’s claims.
4.1.3.1 No full writing system is semasiographic
First, and most importantly, he argues against the existence or even the possibility of
semasiographic writing. His major attack consists of demonstrating that the Yukaghir
“love letter”, that Sampson cites was not an instance of a system of written communication at all, but rather a prop in a kind of “party game” which was never intended to be
understood by a reader, but rather was interpreted for others by the author (pages 24–
35). Still, as Sampson (1994) correctly observes, the argument is not really fair: even
though the Yukaghir “letter” turns out not to be an instance of semasiographic writing,
DeFrancis ignores the other instances of semasiographic writing (e.g. the iconic Ford
instruction manual) that Sampson (1985) had previously discussed: indeed DeFrancis cannot deny the existence of iconic symbology that communicates ideas without
recourse to representing any specifically linguistic information. On the other hand,
DeFrancis is correct in observing that such systems are always limited in what they
are capable of expressing: nobody has shown the existence of a writing system that is
entirely semasiographic, relying on no linguistic basis in order to communicate ideas,
and which allows people to write to one another on any topic they choose. It seems
fair to say that the burden of proof is on those who would claim that semasiographic
writing is possible to demonstrate the existence of such a system. For DeFrancis, then,
all full writing is glottographic.
4.1.3.2 All full writing is phonographic
But DeFrancis makes an even stronger claim: all full writing is largely phonographic. A purely logographic system is, according to him, impossible. Thus Sampson’s
classification of Chinese writing as
logographic is incorrect. DeFrancis’ basic argument is simple: the vast majority of
Chinese characters that have been created throughout history are so-called semantic1 Note that the basic division among glottographic systems between logographic systems and phonographic systems corresponds exactly to what Haas (1983) terms pleremic and cenemic, respectively. See
also (Coulmas, 1989).
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phonetic compounds, such as the character X ¡ INSECT + CH ÁN § chán ‘cicada’ discussed in Section 1.2.2 where one element in the character gives a hint of the meaning,
and the other element gives a hint at the pronunciation. The exact percentage depends upon the size of the character set being considered: for the 9,353 characters
that had been developed up to the 2nd century AD, about 82% of the characters were
semantic-phonetic compounds; for the entire set of 48,641 characters that were recorded by the 18th century, 97% were semantic-phonetic compounds (DeFrancis, 1989,
page 99), meaning that essentially all of the characters created between the 2nd and
18th centuries were of the semantic-phonetic type. No explicit estimate is given for
the percentage of such compounds in the written vocabulary of the average Chinese
reader (who can be expected to know between 5,000 and 7,000 characters), but there
is no question that it will be the vast majority. Thus, for DeFrancis, Chinese writing
is not primarily logographic at all, but what he terms morphosyllabic: it is basically a
phonographic writing system, with additional logographic information encoded.
4.1.3.3 Hankul is not featural
Finally, he argues that Korean Hankul, while there are clearly some featural aspects
that went into its design, is basically segmental (pages 186–200); note that this is also
the position of (King, 1996). The major reason that DeFrancis gives (and this is also
echoed in (Coulmas, 1994)) is that Korean children learning to read typically memorize the syllable-sized groupings of elements as wholes, and that Korean readers are
certainly unaware of the featural relationships between the symbols. This argument,
it seems to me, is rather shaky: what readers are taught or explicitly aware of in their
writing system is often at odds with what a careful analysis tells us is true of that system. For example Flesch (1981) cites several instances of American readers of English
taught reading by the so-called “whole-word” method, who were unaware that English
writing is basically segmental with particular letters or combinations representing particular sounds.
Nevertheless, DeFrancis is probably correct in asserting that Hankul is basically
segmental, rather than featural. To see this, it is worth considering a truly featural
script, namely Bell’s “Visible Speech” (Bell, 1867; MacMahon, 1996), which was developed for use as a universal phonetic alphabet. The construction of the individual
glyphs in the system encodes articulatory features in a consistent iconic fashion. For
instance consonant place of articulation is indicated by orientation of the basic consonant glyph (a C-shaped symbol for consonant): thus Y is /x/ with the bowl of the glyph
pointing leftwards, indicating a constriction at the back of the mouth; and Z is / [ /, with
the rightward-pointing bowl representing a bilabial constriction. Stops (closures) are
indicated by closing off the open part of the glyph: thus \ is /k/ and ] is /p/. Voicing
is indicated by a bar that is iconic for the near closure of the glottis during voicing:
thus ^ is /g/ and _ is /b/. Nasality is indicated by turning half of the closure bar into a
wavy line, which indicates the lowered soft palate (MacMahon, 1996, page 838): thus
`
is / / and a is /m/. Other features are similarly indicated in a consistent fashion.
In contrast, Hankul is not by any means as consistent in its representation of features. While some features are represented consistently by properties of the script,
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Figure 4.3: Featural representation of Korean Hankul, from (Sampson, 1985, page 124), Figure 19. (Presented with permission of Routledge/Stanford University Press.)

others are only inconsistently represented, and still others not at all. Consider the basic Hankul segmental elements presented in (Sampson, 1985, page 124), and shown
here in Figure 4.3. As we have noted certain phonological features do have a consistent representation in the elements of the Hankul script. Thus, for instance, the feature
(bundle) [  tense, ¦ aspirated] (fifth row of Hankul symbols) is represented by a doubling of the basic symbol used for the corresponding (in terms of place of articulation)
lax stop. Similarly, the sibilants (third column) have in common the basic symbol
¡ s § , which represents a tooth (Sampson, 1985, page 125), or in other words is an
indication of the place of articulation of the consonants in question. On the other hand,
labiality is not consistently represented: /m/, /b/ and /p/ share a common shape (the
square representing a mouth), but /pb / is different. And some features are not represented at all: thus there is no representation of the feature nasal: /m/, /n/ and /s/ appear
to be on a par, involving the “basic” glyphs for each place of articulation. There is
similarly no consistent representation of the feature [voiced] (lax, in Sampson’s classification) for stops: the apical and sibilant voiced elements have an overbar, but in
the case of /b/ we find not an overbar, but an extension of the two vertical sides of the
square of /m/; the overbar for /g/, according to Sampson, represents the roof of the
mouth touching the palate, and thus is presumably not the same as the overbar for the
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Figure 4.4: DeFrancis’ classification of writing systems.

apical and sibilant glyphs. Finally, there is no consistent representation of aspiration:
in some symbols (/cb /, /h/) it seems to be represented as a dot over the basic glyph
(third row), and in other cases (/tb /, /kb /) it appears as a horizontal bar inside the basic
glyph.
None of this should be interpreted as denigrating the Hankul script: it is probably
the most scientific script in common use today. There is no question that the basic
design of Hankul is phonetically motivated to a highly sophisticated degree: after all,
many of the shapes are depictions of modes of articulation, and are iconic in a way
similar to Bell’s Visible Speech. But it falls short of being a featural script in the way
that Visible Speech is: rather it is better viewed as an intelligently constructed segmental alphabet. This conclusion should not be surprising. After all, even in unequivocally
segmental systems, one still finds symbols that seem to encode individual features. So
in Russian, for instance, the soft sign gK¡ ’ § marks palatalized consonants, and thus
might be viewed as encoding the feature [  high] for consonants. Clearly Hankul has
more featural aspects than Russian orthography, yet it is probably more a matter of
degree than of kind.
The three views we have just discussed, taken together, lead DeFrancis to propose
a classification of true writing systems as depicted in Figure 4.4.
Some comments are in order. DeFrancis’ basic division is according to the type
of phonological unit represented: syllabic versus segmental, and within the latter consonantal (representing mostly or only consonants) versus alphabetic (representing all
segments). Within each category he assumes two variants, namely a pure variant where
only phonological information is represented in the system; and a morpho- variant
where, additionally, morphological information is represented. This is obvious enough
for Chinese, Sumerian and Egyptian, where each of these writing systems has semantic
elements that represent meaning-related properties of morphemes. English and Korean
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Hankul are similarly classified since in both cases the writing systems fail to be fully
phonemic. We shall argue in the next subsection that this classification represents a
category error: English and Hankul are not on a par with Chinese or Egyptian.

4.1.4

A new proposal

While I accept several basic assumptions of DeFrancis’ classification scheme, there
are nonetheless several areas where I feel his scheme is deficient. These I enumerate
below:
1. Despite the prominent position given to syllabaries in DeFrancis’ taxonomy (as
well as most other schemes), it is important to realize that full syllabaries —
that is, systems where all syllables of the language are represented by (one or
more) single symbols — are actually very rare. Though scholars of writing systems have undoubtedly been aware of this point for a long while, it was to my
knowledge first made explicitly by Bill Poser in a presentation at the Linguistic
Society of America in 1992. Poser’s basic point was simple. In the majority
of systems that are called “syllabic” — among them, Japanese Kana, Linear B,
the phonological component of Sumerian writing, the phonological component
of Mayan writing — one does not find a symbol for every full syllable of the
language. Instead, what one finds are symbols for simple “core” (C)V syllables,
possibly augmented to include onglides (CGV); more complex syllables are represented in writing by combining the core syllable symbols with symbols either
representing single phonemes, or else other symbols representing core syllables.
A few examples will serve to illustrate the point.
h

h

Kana symbols represent either V, CV or CGV. To represent a CVV syllable, one must combine a basic CV symbol with a V symbol. Thus a
syllable /nai/ would be represented as ¡ na §H¡ i § . Japanese orthography
might therefore be described as moraic (cf. (Horodeck, 1987, page 33)).

h

In Linear B (Miller, 1994; Bennett, 1996), symbols represent (C)V, CGV,
or in a few cases CCV. More complex syllables are (partially) represented
using combinations of these basic units. Thus the (disyllabic) word /ksenwion/ was represented as ¡ ke §H¡ se §H¡ ni §H¡ wi §H¡ jo § (with no representation of the final /n/), and the (tetrasyllabic) word /mnāsiwergos/ was
represented ¡ ma §H¡ na §H¡ si §H¡ we §H¡ ko § (with no orthographic representation of the /r/ and final /s/) (Miller, 1994, pages 18–22).
In Sumerian, complex syllables were often represented by “syllable telescoping” (DeFrancis, 1989, pages 81–82), whereby a CV graphemic unit
and a VC graphemic unit were combined to represent a CVC phonological
syllable. Thus ¡ ki § + ¡ ir § would represent /kir/.

In one sense, of course, such systems are syllabaries: the phonological units represented by the simple glyphs are generally well-formed syllables of the
language. But this is misleading. When one speaks of alphabetic symbols it is
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taken for granted that there are symbols available to represent every phonemic
segment of the language. So, the term syllabary ought to similarly imply that
every syllable of the language has a graphemic symbol associated with it. Most
so-called syllabaries do not meet that requirement. 2 For lack of a better term, I
will henceforth term such systems core syllabaries.3
Still full syllabaries certainly do occur: Chinese is one such example, though
of course it is not a pure phonological system. Another example seems to be
the Yi syllabary (DeFrancis, 1989; Shi, 1996), which in its classic form was a
morphosyllabic system like Chinese (and may have been influenced by Chinese
writing), but in its modern form — at least the popular standardized form that is
recommended by the government (Shi, 1996, 241), it is a purely phonographic
syllabary. Yi syllable-structure is exceedingly simple, with basically only CV
syllables (including some diphthongs) allowed. However, there are 44 consonants (including the empty onset), 10 vowels and 3 lexical tones, resulting in
a syllabary of 819 characters once all legal C+V+Tone combinations are considered. Of course the complexity of the syllable structure represented by Yi
syllabograms is no more complex than those represented by typical core syllabaries: but in Yi each distinct full syllable is represented by a separate glyph,
unlike, for example, the case in Japanese.
Note that to say that true syllabaries are rarer than usually supposed is not, of
course, to deny the importance of the syllable as an organizational unit in a
great many writing systems; we have noted (as have others) the importance of
syllables in Hankul, Devanagari and Pahawh Hmong, and many other systems
could be cited. We even argued for the importance of syllables in the Russian
writing system (Section 3.5).

2. “Morphophonemic” systems such as English or Korean, are parallel in DeFrancis’ taxonomy to morphosyllabic systems like Chinese or Sumerian, and morphoconsonantal systems like Egyptian. This is a category error.
What makes Korean and English less than fully “phonemic” relates not to what
is represented by the basic symbols of the script, but to the phonological depth
of what is represented, and the amount of lexical marking one must assume:
in other words it relates to the depth of the ORL, and other issues discussed
in Chapter 3. This issue was explicitly discussed for English in that chapter;
relevant discussion on Korean can be found in (Sampson, 1985, pages 135ff.),
who describes a set of rules to predict the actual surface pronunciation of a
string of Korean Hankul, given regular (morpho)phonological processes of the
language. As I also discussed in Section 3.2, it is particularly a mistake to equate
2 Of course, this argument is not entirely fair, since in many alphabetic systems certain phonemes are only
represented by combinations of basic symbols, such as digraphs: so /č/ in Spanish is only representable by
ê ch ë and / / and /' / in English are only representable by ê th ë . But polygraphs are typically the minority
in alphabetic systems, and there are many segmental systems that do not have polygraphs. In contrast,
polygraphic representation of complex syllables in so-called syllabaries appears to be the norm.
3 Fischer (1997a; 1997b) terms them “open syllabaries”, but this term is suboptimal: CVV syllables are
after all “open”, though they tend not to be represented with single symbols in core syllabaries.
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the lexical orthographic marking of English (e.g. the marked spelling of /n/ in
knit) with the logographic components of Chinese writing, an equation that is
implicit in DeFrancis’ classification.
3. Calling Egyptian “consonantal”, and thus equating it with Semitic writing systems obscures one unique property of Egyptian, namely the existence of bi- and
triliterals, standing for two and three consonants respectively (Ritner, 1996). In
fact these make up the majority of the system: “uniliteral” symbols consist of
only about 25 symbols; biliterals about 80; and triliterals 70. Egyptian writing
might therefore better be described as “polyconsonantal”.
4. While I accept DeFrancis’ basic hypothesis that one cannot construct a full writing system on completely logographic principles without recourse to phonography, logography is nonetheless an important aspect of many writing systems, a
point which no scholar would presumably deny.4
On the other hand, as DeFrancis has argued, for a writing system to be extensible
it must have a robust phonographic component: one cannot efficiently develop
written representations for neologisms if one is restricted to purely logographic
means.5 Thus no matter how large the amount of logography a particular writing
system has, logography is clearly not on a par with phonography, and should
therefore not be represented as part of the same arboreal taxonomy as it is, for
example, in Sampson’s system.
The last point motivates us to abandon the traditional arboreal classification of writing systems in favor of a two-dimensional arrangement where the type of phonography
used represents the primary dimension and amount of logography used represents the
second. This scheme is represented in Figure 4.5. Naturally the degree of logography
is tricky to estimate — though I believe it can be estimated — and the arrangement of
particular writing systems in this second dimension is largely impressionistic. But it is
important to realize that all writing systems probably have some degree of logography.
So written English contains numerous symbols and letter sequences that can only be
construed logographically: ¡ & § , ¡ lb § , ¡ $ § , are just three examples. In the taxonomy, alphasyllabaries such as Devanagari (Section 2.3.2) are classified as alphabets.
The status of “onset-rime” scripts like Pahawh Hmong (Section 2.3.3) is unclear: they
are almost segmental, but symbols for rimes like / / show them not to be completely
so. One might consider setting up a special category for such scripts; in the current
scheme I classify Pahawh Hmong as falling somewhere between alphabets and core
syllabaries.
4 Indeed, as Sampson (1994, page 122) cogently points out, logography is in no way anomalous once
one observes that “any natural language has units at many levels, and in particular that all human languages
exhibit a ‘double articulation’ into units carrying meaning, on the one hand, and phonological units . . . on
the other. . . . It is at least logically possible, therefore, that a glottographic script might assign distinctive
symbols to elements of the first rather than of the second articulation.”
5 As we shall see in our discussion of Japanese below, kokuji — Japanese-invented Chinese characters —
are instances of purely logographic constructions invented to represent words that did not previously have a
written representation. But there are no more than a couple of hundred of these, whereas the number of new
words that have representations in the kana core syllabary number in the thousands.
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Figure 4.5: A non-arboreal classification of writing systems. On Perso-Aramaic, see Section 6.1.

There is of course no reason to stop at two dimensions, though it is more convenient
to do so for simplicity of presentation. An additional dimension would relate to the
depth of the ORL, and other topics discussed in Chapter 3; in this dimension, English
and Korean would pattern differently from, say, Greek. This is of course the sense
in which DeFrancis meant that English and Korean are “morphophonemic”, unlike
Greek: but the dimension on which they differ is orthogonal to the dimension on which,
say, Chinese and Modern Yi differ.
Yet another dimension would be the degree to which complex planar arrangements
have a significant function in a writing system, the topic of Chapter 2: Korean and
Devanagari would pattern differently from English on this dimension (Faber, 1992).

4.1.5

Summary

We have suggested a view of writing systems where logography — defined as the
graphical encoding of non-phonological linguistic information — is an orthogonal dimension from phonography: writing systems can thus be classified minimally in a two
dimensional space according to what types of phonological elements are encoded, and
to how much logography they have. Encoded phonological elements represent a range
of possibilities, as is well known, but normally the maximum size of such elements is a
core-syllabic CV or VC unit: in particular rarely does one find a purely phonographic
system that represents each possible syllable of the language with a distinct element.
Egyptian represents an apparently unique polyconsonantal system.
The orthogonality of logography and phonography is entirely in keeping with the
formal model we presented in Section 1.2.2: assuming that logographic elements represent information related to the SYNSEM attribute, then as we previously observed,
the linguistic information encoded by logographic elements is not in a hierarchical re-
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lationship with information encoded by phonographic elements. Therefore it should in
principle be possible for writing systems to select different mixes of logographic and
phonographic encodings, and to exhibit both in the same system. For different types
of phonography this ability to mix is less natural: syllables dominate segment-sized
units, and so if a system is core-syllabic it is natural for it to choose most or all of
its elements at that level of the hierarchy; mixes could happen, but one in fact rarely
if ever finds systems that have both a large collection of graphemes that denote core
syllables and another collection of graphemes that denote segments. Systems tend to
choose one phonological level to encode.
DeFrancis’ main thesis is that Chinese is a writing system that is basically phonographic (as he claims are all writing systems), but with a large logographic component.
The conclusion of the preceding paragraph that such systems are expected given the
formal apparatus of Section 1.2.2 is of course consistent with DeFrancis’ thesis. But
the formal model of Chinese semantic-phonetic characters presented there still begs the
question of whether there is compelling evidence that Chinese writing really behaves
that way: does it actually buy you anything to assume that the ¡ INSECT § portion of
chán ‘cicada’, encodes a portion of the SYNSEM field, whereas the putatively phonographic portion ¡ CH ÁN § encodes phonological information? We will argue that it
does, both in the next section, and in Chapter 5 where we address psycholinguistic evidence for readers’ online processing of characters. In the next section, in particular, we
will argue not only that the phonographic portion of Chinese characters plays an important role in encoding phonological information, but that the formal model presented
earlier makes an interesting prediction about the encoding of disyllabic morphemes in
Chinese.

4.2

Chinese Writing

The traditional Chinese classification of characters divides them into six groups, the
so-called liù shū, or Six Categories of Characters. Of these, four relate to the structural
properties of the characters, and two to their usage (Wieger, 1965, page 10). It is the
structural properties that will concern us here, the four categories of interest being:
Pictographs (xiàngxı́ng): e.g. n
‘turtle’.
h

Indicative symbols (zhı̌shı̀): e.g. p
shàng ‘upwards’.
h

h

¡

PERSON §

¡

DOWN §

Semantic-semantic compounds (huı̀yı̀): e.g.
‘good’, s ¡ GRASS+FIELD § miáo ‘sprout’.
h

rén ‘person’, o

¡

TURTLE §

xià ‘downwards’, q
r

Semantic-phonetic compounds (xı́ng shēng): e.g. X
‘cicada’, t ¡ TREE+XI ÀNG § xiàng ‘oak’.

¡
¡

¡

guı̄
UP §

FEMALE + CHILD §

hǎo

INSECT + CH ÁN §

chán

The first three cases are reasonably uncontroversial: there is no question that these
three groups of signs, which in total number no more than about 1,500 in the largest
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dictionary (DeFrancis, 1989, page 99), are logographs, without any representation
of phonetic information. Of course, as Coulmas (1989, page 50) notes, logographic
symbols, which theoretically should map directly to a non-phonological portion of the
morphological level of representation do, in the minds of skilled readers, also map
directly to phonological representation: a skilled English reader, for example, will unconsciously map ¡ lb § to /pa Und/, and equivalent facts hold for Chinese.6 The controversial characters are of course the fourth category, the semantic-phonetic group, the
category that DeFrancis insists are basically phonetic, whereas Sampson has argued
(and many others have merely assumed) are logographic.
The problem with the categorization of the semantic-phonetic category revolves
around the fact that the phonological information provided by the phonetic component
is sometimes perfect, frequently only partial, and in some cases completely useless.
An example of each case is given below:
Char.
tv
x

Analysis
¡ TREE+XI ÀNG §
¡ BIRD+JI Ǎ §
¡ DOG+Q ĪNG §

Phon. Component
u xiàng (‘elephant’)
w jiǎ (‘cuirass’)
y qı̄ng (‘green’)

Actual Pron.
xiàng
yā
cāi

Gloss
‘oak’
‘duck’
‘guess’

The distribution of these three types is quite skewed: there are a small number of
the first category (perfect match), a few of the last category (completely useless), with
most falling into the second category (somewhat helpful). Some phonetic components
are in general more useful than others: for example all characters having z huáng
(‘emperor’) as a phonetic component have the pronunciation huáng, matching the base
character down to the level of the tone; see (DeFrancis, 1989, e.g., pages 102–103) for
a range of other examples.7
Now, if the phonetic component were always a perfect indicator of the pronunciation of the character, then there would presumably be no contention: everyone would
agree that most Chinese characters are basically phonetic symbols, with additional logographic information (the semantic component). But because of the imperfections
in the representation of the phonological information, most authors have assumed that
6 This is presumably the basis of the use of characters purely for their pronunciation, a practice that has
been followed for centuries to transliterate foreign words, whether they be Sanskrit terms from Buddhist
kèlı́ndùn ‘Clinton’. In Modern Chinese, the particular
tracts, or present-day foreign names like {}|~
characters that are used for this kind of “phonetic transcription” are a more-or-less closed class; see (Sproat
et al., 1996) for some discussion. See also Section 4.3 for a discussion of the equivalent Japanese ateji.
7 What is the reason for inexact matches? In some cases the reason is historical sound change. For
example, many characters with the phonetic component  xı́ng/háng are pronounced xing or hang (Wieger,
1965, page 443) (as is the base character). These two syllables are the result of a historical split in Mandarin.
There is no question that the phonetic components were more useful in the past than they are in Modern
Mandarin (and may be more useful even today in other Chinese languages, such as Cantonese, though I
have not seen an investigation of this topic). Even Sampson (1994) admits that the Chinese system may have
been a much more phonographic system at one time. See (Baxter, 1992) for a comprehensive discussion of
the phonology of early Chinese and its relationship with the phonetic components.
In other cases, the historical argument is less convincing: 
ê WATER+X ÍNG ë ‘overflow’ is pronounced
yǎn, which presumably was never historically derivable from xı́ng/háng: presumably this way of writing
the character was chosen since the phonetic component was deemed similar enough to the intended reading,
and since 
in its reading xı́ng means ‘go’, it may have also contributed some semantic information to the
composite character.
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the system is no longer phonographic. Although the comparison with English is not
entirely fair (English orthography is never as irregular as Chinese), it is interesting to
note that precisely the same assumptions have been popularly made about English.
Indeed, the misguided assumption that English is not basically a phonetic but rather a
logographic writing system has had a significant impact on the teaching of reading in
the United States, as lamented and attacked in (Bloomfield and Barnhart, 1961; Flesch,
1981); this assumption stems in large measure from the fact that English spelling is
not optimal for cuing the reader to the pronunciation of the word, meaning that the
spelling and pronunciation of some words must simply be learned.8
DeFrancis’ argument, however, is not that Chinese writing is a good phonographic
system: indeed, he stresses that it is a lousy one. However, it is much more useful
to view it as an imperfect phonographic system with additional logographic attributes,
than it is to view it as a wholly logographic system. Apart from the distributional
reasons that DeFrancis discusses, there are other reasons for assuming that Chinese is
largely phonographic, and that in particular the phonographic information resides in
the phonetic component, when that is present. Among these reasons:
h

h

The evidence for the psychological reality of the phonetic component, as discussed in the next chapter.

h

The common-sense observation that Chinese readers, when encountering an unfamiliar character, will attempt to guess its pronunciation from the phonetic
component. Indeed, with a completely unfamiliar character, they have no choice
but to adopt this strategy. An instance of this is the character  ¡ FISH+XU Ě §
xuě ‘cod’. Apparently this character was a Japanese invention, a kokuji (Section 4.3), where the second element  was used not for its pronunciation xuě,
but for its meaning ‘snow’ (the flesh of cooked cod being snowy white). Thus
the correct analysis for Japanese would be ¡ FISH+SNOW § , a typical semanticsemantic construction common in kokuji. When this character was borrowed
back into Chinese, Chinese readers interpreted the  component as a phonetic
component, thus assigning the character the pronunciation xuě.
The development of some simplified characters in the Mainland involving the
substitution of a different phonetic component for the one used in the traditional script. The main motivation in character simplification was the reduction of
the number of strokes needed to write the character, with the goal of making
Chinese writing easier to learn; see (DeFrancis, 1984, inter alia). The majority of simplifications involved stroke reductions in components of characters,
without actually changing the components used. However a small percentage
involved actually substituting an easier-to-write component — usually a phonetic component — for a more complex traditional component. In such cases, a
substituted phonetic component was more often that not a closer phonetic match

8 Sampson (1985), as we have noted elsewhere, makes a similar assumption about English spelling,
though it should be stressed that he cannot be accused of the same kind of naiveté as American educators
who have subscribed to this view.
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to the pronunciation of the whole character than the traditional component it replaced. For instance, a count of phonetic-component substitutions from the list
of simplified/traditional character pairs in one dictionary (Nanyang Siang Pau,
1984) revealed 74 characters (64%) where the pronunciation of the substituted phonetic component is a closer, or at least as close a match to the pronunciation of the whole character than that of the traditional component, and 42
(36%) where the substituted component is actually a worse match. Thus, 

¡
¡

GOING + ZHU Ī § jı̀n ‘enter’ has been replaced in the simplified script by
GOING + J ǏNG § .9 Similarly, traditional
¡ EARTH+GU Ǐ § kuài ‘lump’

has

been replaced by
¡ EARTH+GU ÀI § . An instance where the pronunciation
of the substituted component is worse is  ¡ FORCE+ZH ÒNG § dòng ‘move’,
where the (lefthand) phonetic component 
¡ FORCE+Y ÚN § .

zhòng, is replaced to form

Given these observations, it makes sense to assume as we have that the phonetic
component is licensed by the phonological information of the syllable that it encodes.
What then of the semantic component, which we have assumed is licensed separately
by a portion of the SEM attribute’s value? For X ¡ INSECT + CH ÁN § chán ‘cicada’,
we had assumed an AVM as in (1.8), repeated here as (4.1); and an annotation graph
as in (1.10), repeated here as (4.2).
(4.1)
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SEM:
TONE:
SYL:
ONS-RIME:

cicada : ¦
2
ª :¨

ch

an

The two licensing components in (4.2) overlap, and Axiom 1.3 tells us that they must
catenate with each other: the specific catenation operator chosen is (in this case) predictable by rule, following the discussion in Section 2.3.4.
9 Note

that the syllables jin and jing are homophonous for many Mandarin speakers.
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Note, however, that since most Chinese morphemes are monosyllabic (DeFrancis,
1984), it would seem hard to distinguish between the somewhat elaborate theory presented here, and the seemingly simpler theory that states that the phonetic component
¨¬« CH ÁN  , is indeed licensed by the syllable, but that the semantic component
¦ « INSECT  is simply some excess baggage that happens to be associated with the
syllable for this particular word. In other words we would like to distinguish our proposal from the alternative theory that states that the so-called semantic component is
not licensed by the semantic portion of the AVM at all.
Crucial evidence comes from the orthographic representation of disyllabic morphemes. Some well-known examples of disyllabic morphemes include húdié ‘butterfly’, pútáo ‘grape’ and bı̄nláng ‘betel’: as far as historical records allow us to determine
these words do not derive from morphologically complex forms and there is certainly
no synchronic evidence of morphological complexity. While various sources discuss
disyllabic morphemes, one rarely gets a clear sense of how many of these morphemes
there are: DeFrancis (1984; 1989), for instance, only discusses a few such cases, and
such cursory treatment is the norm.10 In fact disyllabic morphemes probably number
around a hundred: 74 are listed in Tables 4.1 and 4.2, and this by no means a complete
list.
Before we consider those lists, however, let us see what the theory predicts about
the orthographic represention. Consider bı̄nláng ‘betelnut’ which is written using the
« TREE  radical ® and phonetic components ¯ and ° representing, respectively,
the two syllables bı̄n and láng, and thus could be transcribed as « TREE + B ĪNL ÁNG  .
The two phonetic symbols are obviously licensed by the individual syllables. Given
that the SYNSEM attribute is associated with the entire morpheme rather than with
the individual syllables, the theory states that the « TREE  radical is associated with
the whole morpheme rather than with the individual syllables. The AVM for this morpheme would be as in (4.3) and the annotation graph as in (4.4):
(4.3) ±
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10 Plausibly, the reason for the relative neglect of disyllabic morphemes comes from the fact that traditional
Chinese dictionaries are organized around monosyllabic characters, not around words or morphemes. Since
meanings are traditionally listed in the dictionary as entries for these characters, this obscures the fact that
many characters are in fact meaningless unless combined with a specific second character.
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(4.4)

betel : ®

SEM:
TONE:
SYL:
ONS-RIME:

b

1

2

ª :¯

ª :°

in

l

ang

Given the representation in (4.4), how are the semantic and phonetic components
to be realized relative to one another? First observe that both the following overlap
statements are true, where ªÉ and ª¼Ê are the first and second syllables:
1. betel ËÌªÉ
2. betel ËÌª Ê
From Axiom 1.3 we would then expect that ÍÎ betel Ï must catenate with ÍÎ»ª É Ï , and
that Í#Î betel Ï must also catenate with Í#Î7ª Ê Ï ; in other words, the semantic radical must
show up on both components of the the written representation of the morpheme. This
prediction is correct: the written form is ÐÒÑ , with the « TREE  component ® on
both components.
Of course in addition to overlapping with the individual syllables, it is also true that
the semantic information betel, overlaps with the whole phonological word bı̄nláng.
In that case we would say that betel Ë bı̄nláng and we might then expect to find a
written form such as *ÐÌ° , with the « TREE  component catenated to the left of
the pair of syllables — thus in effect showing up on the first component. Note that
this obeys the catenation formula Í#Î betel ÏÔÓ Í#Î bı̄nláng Ï , which can be derived from
betel Ë bı̄nláng from Axiom 1.3. However, recall that the combination of semantic
and phonetic radicals in Chinese frequently involves a different catenation operator
from the macroscopic operator. In general a formula such as Í#Î betel ÏÕÓ ÍÎ bı̄nláng Ï
would require choosing a different operator from the macroscopic operator at the word
level. This in turn violates the constraint that the SLU is the syllable in Chinese;
see Section 2.3.4. Therefore the only option given the theory and the writing-system
particular constraints is to duplicate the semantic element across both syllables. This
duplication has been noted elsewhere in the literature — e.g. in (DeFrancis, 1989; Law
and Caramazza, 1995, among others) — but never to my knowledge explained.
The duplication of semantic radicals across both components of a disyllabic morpheme predicted by the theory holds quite generally. One problem, of course, is to
define what one means by a disyllabic morpheme: one cannot in general rely on dictionaries, since standard Chinese dictionaries are arranged by character, and under the
multicharacter subentries rarely distinguish “compounds” of two or more compounds
that are morphologically simplex from compounds that are morphologically complex.
One can however collect disyllabic morphemes from corpora, if we make the reasonable assumption that a disyllabic morpheme should consist of two elements that are
statistically highly associated with each other, but not with anything else. Two such
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lists are presented here, based on 20 million characters of Chinese text.11 The first
list, presented in Table 4.1, consists of pairs of characters that occur at least twice and
only cooccur with each other: i.e. the token count of the pair is identical to the token
counts of the individual characters. The second list, Table 4.2, consists of other pairs of
characters not in the first list, which have high mutual information (Fano, 1961). 12 In
this second table, at least one of the component characters can occur elsewhere. In
some cases this is purely an orthographic fact: for instance, the Ö kā of Ö}× kāfēi
‘coffee’ is also used to write ÖÙØ gālı̌ ‘curry’. In other cases, as with the Ú dié of Û
Ú húdié, what was originally part of a disyllabic morpheme has taken on a “life of its
own”, and can be used nowadays in new derivatives (as well as in personal names); see
(Sproat and Shih, 1995) for some discussion. But what is clear about all these cases
is that both on the basis of distributional evidence, and on the basis of native-speaker
judgments, these pairs of characters all seem to form single indivisible units. The most
striking feature of these lists, of course, is the predicted duplication of the semantic
radicals in each of the cases.
Beyond distributional evidence, such examples reflect what is in fact a very strong
intuition of Chinese readers that characters that belong to such relatively inseparable
constructions must be written with the same radical. Indeed, it is possible to trace
the history of some of these cases, and show that the semantic radical shared by both
characters
was added in accordance with this “same-radical constraint”. For instance,
ÜÞÝ
« STEP + SH ÀNGY ÁNG  chángyáng ‘roam leisurely’ has in the past been written
in various ways, including ßBà
(chángyáng, the literal interpretation of ‘everyday
sheep’ being irrelevant) (Ci Hai, 1979). Over time, the same-radical constraint forced
the word into its present shape.
It is worth noting at this juncture that one also finds a few pairs of disyllabic morphemes with identical pronunciations and phonetic components, differing only in the
semantic components. The meaning differences may be subtle, or stark, but in any
case there is a strong sense that one is dealing with different senses of the same word,
with different spellings for the different senses. One pair where the semantic dif« TREE + PI ÉKã"ä9ÊÁÊ(å!åÈæ ã"Éèçéã"ÉÅã B Ā  pı́pá ‘loquat’ and ê
ference
is rather stark is á}â
ë
« MUSIC + PI ÉKã"ä9ÊÁÊ(å!åÈæ ã"ÉèçéãÉKã B Ā  pı́pá ‘Chinese lute’. But despite the difference
in meaning, the words are clearly related: the Chinese lute (or “pipa”) is a loquatshaped instrument. A more subtle pair is ìÞí « MOUNTAIN + Q ÍQ Ū  qı́qū and
« FOOT + Q ÍQ Ū  qı́qū, both with the sense of ‘rugged’, though with the former seeming to emphasize the terrain, and the latter the journey or path over a rugged terrain.
A crucial point about such cases is that while there is some freedom to choose the
semantic radical, mixing the semantic radicals across the two characters results in an
ill-formed result: îïÞí « FOOT + Q Í MOUNTAIN + J Ū  is not a possible way to write
11 This in turn consists of the 10-million character ROCLING (R.O.C. Computational Linguistics Society)
corpus, plus ten million characters of another corpus from United Informatics, Inc.

12 Mutual information
defined for two events ð!ñ and ðèò , and their cooccurrence ð!ñÅðèò , as follows:
   is
¢ 
óõô÷öùøÁú



òûýü"þKÿ 
¢ 
ü!þKÿ
ü"þKÿ
Here we estimate the probabilities by the maximum likelihood estimate, 5û ð   û¾ð  , where û¾ð  is
the frequency of ð and  is the size of the corpus. Mutual information has been used in many computational
linguistic applications for computing the strength of association between lexical items: see, e.g. (Church
and Hanks, 1989), and also (Sproat and Shih, 1990) for an application to Chinese word segmentation.
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this word. Clearly these examples are consistent with a model where the semantic radical is a property of the morpheme: it is both independent of the phonetic component
in that there is some freedom to choose alternative radicals while keeping the phonetics constant, while at the same time the same radical must be used for both characters
used to write the syllables of the morpheme.
While the appropriate representation of xı́ng shēng characters seems clear, we need
to say something about the representation of the other classes — pictographs, indicative symbols and semantic-semantic compounds — which formally lack a semantic
or phonetic component. Taking as our example the pictograph  rén ‘person’, we
will assume a representation such as that in (4.5), where the grapheme is licensed by
the SEM entry. From a purely formal point of view  rén is a logograph: it does not
strictly speaking encode phonological information. Nonetheless, as we have observed
above, even in such cases of formal logography, skilled readers phonologically “recode” the symbol (Coulmas, 1989), which in turn suggests a second licensing from
the phonological portion of the AVM. Both these licensings are indicated here:
±

±

(4.5)
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Japanese Writing

Treatments of writing systems need to say something about Japanese writing, widely
considered to be the most complex writing system in use today. I therefore briefly
treat Japanese writing here, and in Section 5.2.2. In this section I provide an informal
treatment of the degree to which Japanese writing is logographic, a sizeable bone of
contention among scholars of writing systems. In Section 5.2.2 I discuss psycholinguistic evidence that, no matter how formally logographic Japanese may be, Japanese
readers and writers seem to treat it as a phonographic system: that is, the kind of
phonological recoding suggested by Coulmas (1989) does indeed seem to occur in
Japanese (and also in Chinese as we will argue in Section 5.2.1).
Japanese apparently exhibits the most most extensive use of logography of any
modern writing system. The reasons for this are well-documented elsewhere and will
only be briefly sketched here; see (Sampson, 1985; DeFrancis, 1989; Sampson, 1994,
among others). When the Japanese adapted Chinese writing for representing their
own language, they experimented with various ways of using Chinese characters (kanji) to represent Japanese words. One way was to use Chinese characters to represent
Japanese words with roughly the same meaning but (of course) with quite different
pronunciations: thus  ‘person’ would be used to represent hito ‘person’ (Mandarin
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rén) and  ‘fish’ would be used to represent sakana ‘fish’ (Mandarin yú). Characters used in this way to represent native Japanese words are said to have their kun
(‘instruction’) reading. In some cases a sequence of characters with the appropriate
interpretation
would be used to represent a monomorphemic Japanese word: thus 

for itsu ‘when’ (Mandarin héshı́), or !
anata ‘you’ (Mandarin guı̀fāng). In
these cases — termed jukujikun — the character sequence behaves in effect as a single
complex character.
Right from the start, Chinese characters were also used phonetically to represent
Japanese syllables, and in this usage the characters took on pronunciations corresponding (roughly) to their pronunciation in Chinese. Thus, " (Mandarin nǎi) would be
used to represent the Japanese syllable no (Sampson, 1985, page 175). Over time, a
conventional set of these so-called manyō’gana, reduced in form, evolved into the two modern kana core syllabaries. But in early Japanese texts one found admixtures of
Chinese characters functioning as phonetic elements along with characters to be read
with a kun pronunciation.
To add to the complexity, Japanese borrowed not only Chinese writing, but also a
large number of Chinese vocabulary items. Naturally these were written as they would
be in Chinese, and they were also pronounced approximately as in Chinese. Significantly, such Sino-Japanese readings are called on meaning ‘sound’ (Chinese # yı̄n);
the inherent ‘sound’ of a character is its Chinese pronunciation, and this is consistent with the use of the Chinese pronunciation in manyō’gana. As is well-documented
in Sampson’s (1985) discussion, further complications arose due to the fact that Chinese vocabulary was borrowed into Japanese at different times and from different parts of China, resulting in various “Chinese” pronunciations for many characters. It is
not unusual for a character to have, in addition to a kun pronunciation, three or four
distinct on pronunciations. Typically these different pronunciations are restricted to
different words: thus $ ‘definite’ is pronounced tei in
teika ‘fixed price’ (Mandarin dı̀ngjià), but as jō in $&% jōren ‘regular customer’ (which would be dı̀nglián
in Mandarin if this were a Chinese word). Such facts guarantee that for most Chinese
characters, the Japanese reader has little choice other than to memorize the association between lexical entries and their written form, with little or no useful recourse to
phonological information: in other words these characters are logographic.
The logographic nature of Chinese characters, as they are used in Japanese, is underscored in a different way by kokuji (literally ‘domestic characters’), Chinese characters that were invented in Japan to represent Japanese words (Lehman and Faust,
1951; Coulmas, 1989; Daniels and Bright, 1996). A sample of these is given
in Table 4.3. The most striking feature of kokuji is the overwhelming prevalence
of semantic-semantic constructions, and the relatively small number of semanticphonetic constructs; particularly rare are semantic-phonetic constructs involving native kun pronunciations. Alexander’s compilation of kokuji (reported in (Lehman and
Faust, 1951)) includes 249 examples for which approximately 184 have a clear etymology, and are not simply contractions of multicharacter expressions. (For instance
jinrikisha ‘rickshaw’ is clearly derived from the character sequence ('*) jin riki sha
(human power car).) Of these, 72% are semantic-semantic constructs. The remainder
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are semantic-phonetic compounds, with 20% based on an on pronunciation, and the
remaining 8% on a kun pronunciation. Some examples of each of these categories
can be seen in Table 4.3.13 The prevalence of semantic-semantic formations among
Japanese character innovations is striking in that it so strongly contrasts with the situation in Chinese: there, as we have already noted, semantic-phonetic constructs were
overwhelmingly the preferred means of forming new characters. The Japanese situation also contrasted with another Chinese-based script, namely the Chū’ Nôm writing
system of Vietnam. Exclusively Vietnamese character innovations were found in Chū’
Nôm, but these were apparently all semantic-phonetic constructions (Nguyen, 1959).
A couple of factors might seem to explain the low percentage of semantic-phonetic
constructs in kokuji. Both of these explanations depend upon the observation that
many of the kokuji were invented to write words that have only a kun pronunciation.
However as we shall see, neither of these explanations really work.
The first idea is that the most obvious source of the phonetic component for kunonly characters would be a character with the same or similar kun pronunciation as the
intended target. But since the “sound” (on) of a Chinese character is its Sino-Japanese
pronunciation (or pronunciations), using a kun pronunciation in this way might have
been disfavored. However, as we have noted, 8% of the kokuji were formed in this
way, so there cannot have been an absolute prohibition on using kun pronunciations
in phonetic components. Furthermore, such a prohibition would not have ruled out
the more widespread use of on pronunciations to represent both on (20% of the cases)
as well as kun pronunciations. Indeed, some instances of the latter type do occur, as
« FISH+KI  kisu (kun) ‘sillago’ (Alexander’s entry 230), where the phonetic
in
component + ki is an on reading.
The second potential explanation relates to the length of kun pronunciations. In
Chinese, and also in Vietnamese, characters almost exclusively represent single syllables. Given the relatively simple syllable structures of these languages, there is a high
degree of homophony. Thus in inventing a new character to represent a morpheme with
a given pronunciation, there are usually many identically or similarly pronounced characters to choose from to act as a phonetic component. Kun pronunciations in Japanese,
in contrast, are often polysyllabic (three-syllable native morphemes are not unusual),
and therefore the degree of potential homophony is reduced. Again there may be a
grain of truth to this explanation, but it cannot represent more than a tendency. Polysyllabic homophones do exist in Japanese, and this fact is apparently made use of in
« CLOTHING+YUKI  yuki ‘sleeve
forming some of the kokuji: see, for instance,
length’ in Table 4.3 is homophonous with (among other things) yuki ‘go’ (written ,
), and this is taken advantage of in forming this character. Secondly, there seems to be
no requirement in general that the homophony be particularly close. Thus the 214th
«
entry in Alexander’s (1951) list is
let’, which is apparently derived using -

FISH + HASHI 

subashiri ‘young of grey mulhashi ‘run’ as a phonetic; here the target is

13 Note, that the semantic elements used in kokuji do not always correspond to traditional semantic
elements in Chinese: thus, for instance, $
‘definite’ is not a traditional semantic element, though it is used
as such in the character for shika ‘clearly’, in Table 4.3.
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quite different in pronunciation (even allowing for the well-known /h/ . /b/ alternation
in Japanese) from that of the phonetic component.
The only reasonable guess as to the high incidence of semantic-semantic kokuji, in
my view, is that there was simply a preference among the users of the Japanese writing
system for creating these kinds of “visual puns”. This may in part be due to the fact that
throughout much of history writing was an elite skill in Japan (as in much of the rest of
the world) (Sampson, 1985) and the people who possessed that skill had time for what
may be viewed as practically-oriented language games. But the spread of literacy has
by no means killed this kind of creativity: Alexander explicitly excludes from discus« FEMALE +UP+DOWN  erebētā
sion more recent widely-known formations like
gāru ‘elevator girl’ precisely because they are puns and are not seriously considered
part of the writing system. But the difference in kind between this example and the

genuine kokuji
imal.

« MOUNTAIN+UP+DOWN 

touge ‘mountain pass’ is in fact min-

As a logographic system — or more properly, a logographic subset of a writing
system — semantic-semantic kokuji exemplify the creative limits of logography. But
what do they tell us about the nature of Japanese writing?
And secondly what do they tell us about the possibility of developing an entire
writing system based on logography — something that Sampson (1985), it will be
recalled, claims exists already in the case of Chinese?
In answer to the first question, as we noted in the introduction to this section, the
amount of logography that Japanese readers must face is large, more than in any other
modern writing system. But it is also clear that this percentage has been on the decline
within the last century, as the use of the system moved out of the circle of literati
into the general population; as Smith (1996, page 210) notes, the use of kanji in a
wide variety of functions has declined steadily throughout the 20th century. With the
decrease in the use of kanji, there has been necessarily a concomitant increase in the
use of the phonologically-based kana scripts. Japanese writing has always involved a
mixture of logographic and phonetic elements; it is, and always has been, a “mixed
script”, as Sampson (1985) terms it, one where there is a large logographic core, but
where phonologically-based devices are available, and widely and productively used.
The mix has simply shifted more and more to the phonologically-based methods.
Over and above this one must make a clear distinction between the purely formal
characterization of the script and how the script is actually used by fluent readers of
Japanese. Large numbers of logographic elements clearly exist in Japanese, but recall
that even logographic elements can be recoded so as to represent phonological elements
directly, as we discussed in Section 4.2. Thus we would assume that the kokuji
/
tara ‘cod’ has a representation like that of Chinese  rén ‘person’ in (4.5), given
in (4.6) below:
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There are two kinds of evidence that this has happened in Japanese. First of all, there
is psycholinguistic evidence from Horodeck (1987) and Matsunaga (1994) demonstrating that readers of Japanese access phonological representations when they read
kanji; this evidence will be discussed in Section 5.2. Secondly, kanji (like characters
in Chinese) may be used purely for their phonological value, ignoring their semantic
value: in this usage they are called ateji. (Of course this is precisely the way in which
they were used in early Japanese manyō’gana.) An example is 5!6
kōhı̄ ‘coffee’
(Smith, 1996, page 210), where the component characters 5 kō (‘ornamental hatpin’)
and 6 hı̄ (‘string of many pearls’) are used purely for phonological reasons, the independent meanings of the characters being irrelevant. Thus we may assume a purely
phonographic analysis for 5(6 , as in (4.7):
±
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Ateji really involve exactly the same process by which one can write the English sentence I see you forgot that as « i c u 4got that  : the difference is that specific ateji are
an accepted standard part of Japanese writing.
Turning to the second question, semantic-semantic characters in Japanese (and in
Chinese also), certainly give some indication of what a purely logographic system
might look like. Now, in their reply to Sampson (1994), DeFrancis and Unger (1994)
argue against the possibility of a learnable purely logographic system by citing the
case of military codes. In such codes (as distinct from ciphers), words are randomly
substituted for each other, so that battleship might be transmitted as grapefruit and attack might be transmitted as fallacious. Such systems are indeed unlearnable (nobody,
presumably, has sufficient memory), but the example is not entirely fair either: the system has no structure, which is of course why it is so effective for its intended purpose.
Semantic-semantic characters provide what seems like a more reasonable model: there
would be a limited set of primitives — in the case of Chinese and Japanese writing,
the components of the characters — and there would be a calculus that defines how
they are to be combined. Of course there would be no phonological cues to the learner:
rather the learner would need to learn to associate collections of purely semantic information with intended words or morphemes. It seems fair to guess that such a system
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would be extremely difficult to design, which is presumably part of the reason such a
system never has been designed. And it seems fair to guess that such a system would
also be difficult to learn, though presumably not as difficult as a military code. For
the latter reason alone such a system would not serve the needs of a society in which
reading is taken as a basic skill to be mastered as rapidly as possible by a large number
of people: most people in a society have little time for complex linguistic games. To
serve those needs a writing system must have a significant phonographic component.

4.4

Some Further Examples

In this chapter we have given an overview of some of the kinds of linguistic information
that may be encoded by orthographic elements. We have proposed a taxonomy of writing systems based on the kind of phonographic elements used in the system, and the
amount of logography present in the system. However, unequivocally phonographic
elements, and the kinds of semantically motivated logographic elements that we have
considered by no means exhaust the possible functions of orthographic devices. We
close this chapter with three mildly esoteric kinds of functions: an orthographic plural
marker in Syriac; reduplication markers; and cancellation signs. In each case we give
a formal description in terms of our model.

4.4.1

Syriac syame

The Syriac syame is a pair of dots that marks plurality in nouns and adjectives in
Syriac and some other Aramaic dialects (Daniels, 1996a, page 507). For example,
« mlk ;¡ /malkā/ ‘king’, is written
« mlk” ;¡
:
:
the plural of
/malke/ (with syame transliterated as ‘”’). In unvocalized text, the syame are often
the only mark of plurality, so one can plausibly analyze this device as logographic, in
this case being licensed by the SYNSEM feature < = PL> . A representation for /malke/
‘kings’, is given in (4.8). (Ultimately, the syame will catenate with the orthographic
©
expression of the word as a whole: therefore the letters in the word are grouped here
(using ‘ ¥ ’) separately from the syame):
±
(4.8)
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Since the PL attribute overlaps with the phonological information in the word, the
syame, as the orthographic representation of <= PL> , catenate — more specifically
downwards catenate — with the orthographic representation of the phonological information in the word, in this case the letters « m  , « l  , « k  and « ;¡ .
The exact placement of the syame above the word depends upon the particular
« r  is present, the syame are attracted to it and are written
letters in the word. If
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as a second dot over the « r  : . Otherwise the syame are written preferably near the
end of the word, avoiding the letters « l  and « ;¡ , which have long ascenders.
The categorical requirements that the syame appear above the word, and that they
must appear above « r  if there is one are captured by the rules in (4.9) and (4.10).
The first places the syame as the graphical expression of <=HGJIK> above the graphical expression of the noun or adjective L . The second reassociates the syame to the position
of the « r  in the word, if there is one; note that if more than one « r  is present, the
syame can occur on either one. Other details of syame-placement we assume to be
stylistic.
(4.9) ÍÎL

ÓB< =HGMIK> ÏONQPSR5¿T?÷ÃVU Ó5Í#Î@L Ï

(4.10) Let Í#Î@L Ï É"æ æ æ W éÉ denote the first YX º letters of ÍÎL Ï , Í#Î@L Ï W the  th letter, and
ÍÎL Ï W[ZÉ"æ æ æ \ the remaining letters. If ÍÎL Ï W is « r  , then:
P]R5¿T?

Ã^U ÓÍ#Î@L Ï`_

ÍÎL Ï É"æ æ æ W7éÉba Óc< P]R5¿T? Ã^U ÓÍ#Î@L Ï W > a Ó ÍÎL Ï W[ZÉ"æ æ æ \

Note that we would say that in Syriac the SLU is the word.

4.4.2

Reduplication markers

A number of writing systems, including earlier forms of Malay and Bahasa Indonesia
as well as Khmer, have markers that indicate repetition of preceding material. Khmer,
for instance, has a sign that marks the repetition of the preceding word or word group
(Schiller, 1996, page 472). (In Malay and Bahasa Indonesia a raised ‘2’ was used.)
Such signs might appear to constitute a counterexample to regularity: in order to idenwould have to identify
tify where such signs can be written, the mapping dfehg9i
akj
copied stretches of linguistic material, something that cannot
be handled by finite-state
devices for unbounded copy lengths. However, as far as I have been able to ascertain,
these devices are not used to mark arbitrary copies of surface strings, but rather only
copies that arise from some form of morphological reduplication. We can reasonably
assume that the lexical representation of a reduplicated form indicates that a given
stretch of linguistic material has been copied: for example, standard autosegmental
analyses of reduplication (Marantz, 1982, and much subsequent work) assume that the
base that is copied is affixed or compounded with a morpheme that is lexically phonologically empty, but which derives its surface phonological material by copying from
the base. Clearly such reduplicating morphemes must be marked as such in the lexical representation of constructs that contain them, and we only need assume that this
information is indicated as part of the representation at the ORL.
For example, let’s say that we have a form like oral oral , where we will assume for
the sake of argument that the first portion is the base, and the second is the copy. The
information about which is the base and which the copy is known to the morphology,
and presumably could be lexically marked as such. For instance, one might imagine a
representation such as that in (4.11), where the copy is marked with labeled brackets:
(4.11) oralh< mnKå]o oralJ>pmnKå]o
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Assume that the writing system in question marks reduplicated constituents using the
Ê
symbol ‘ ’. Then one can write a rule that simply states that the image under d ehg9i
Ê
akj
of any span L bracketed by < mn?å]o and > mnKåo is simply ‘ ’:
(4.12) Í#Î< mnKåoqLV>pmnKå]o ÏON

Ê

Thus assuming a spelling of « orang  for the base, the spelling of oralr< mn?å]o oral3>@mn?å]o
Ê
would become « orang  .

4.4.3

Cancellation signs

A number of scripts have cancellation signs, used to mark symbols that are not pronounced. For example, Syriac marks letters that are not pronounced in some dialects
with a diagonal bar (called mbat.lānā) under the letter (George Kiraz, personal communication). Similarly, Thai (Diller, 1996) uses a cancellation sign to indicate letters
that are not to be pronounced, mostly in words derived from Sanskrit, which are spelled
etymologically in Modern Thai orthography.
Cancellation signs thus mark graphemes that are not licensed by any linguistic
material: more formally, they mark graphemes s where the image of s under the
inverse of dferg9i
— which we will denote here as Í éÉ — is empty: Í éÉ ÎtsÏuNwv : .
éÉ
akj
Thus, given a cancellation
sign x , we want to rewrite s as x#Ó[s just in case Í
ÎtsÏ`Nyv :
(4.13) For an orthographic symbol
s|_}x Ó~s .

s

, and cancellation sign

x

if Í

éÉ

ÎsÏzN{v then
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Analysis
« SURROUND + L ÌNGW Ú 
« SURROUND + W ÙL ÚN 
« CART + LI ÀOG Ě 
« CAVE + Y ÒUTIAO 4É !ä9çèãåÈæ ã!ç 
« DEMON + W ǍNGLI ǍNG 
« FEMALE + ZHOU !ä9ÊÁÊåÈæ ã9ç  L Ǐ 
« FOOD + K ŪNT ÚN 
« FOOT + CU ŌTU Ō 
« FOOT + L ÁNG Éèç!äÁÊ (åÈæ ã  QIANG  ä!ÉåÈæ !É 
« FOOT + R ÓUL ÌN 
« FOOT + CH ÓU !ä!É åÈæ  ZH Ù 
« FOOT + ZH Ì Ê9ä9ç(åÈæ 9Ê SH Ǔ 
« GAS + Y ĪNYUN !ä!É  åÈæ !É  
« GOING + XI ÈH ÒU 
« GOING + Y ÍL Ì 
« GRASS + B ÓQ Í 
« GRASS + GU ǍJ Ù 
« GRASS + H ÁNXI ÀN 
« GRASS + JI ĀNJI Ǎ 
« GRASS + M ÙS Ù 
« HAND + Y ĒY Ú 
« HEAD + M ǍNHAN ÉKã"ä9çÁÊ(åÈæ ã É 
« HEART + C ÓNGY ǑNG 
« HEART + NIU !ä (åæ ã   N Í 
« HEART + Y ĪNQ ÍN 
« INSECT + BI ǍNF Ù 
« INSECT + F ÚY ÓU 
« INSECT + QI ŪY ǏN 
« JADE + CU ĪC ÀN 
« JADE + D ÀIM ÀO 
« LEATHER + QI ŪQI ĀN 
« OLD + M ÁOZH Ì 
« OVERHANGING + YI 9ä9Ê åÈæ ã  N Í 
« PERSON + K ŌNGZ ǑNG !ä (å9åÈæ 9ç!É"É
é 9ç9Ê 
« SICKNESS + GE !ä9ÊÁÊ(åÈæ ã  D Á 
« STEP + P ÁNGHU ÁNG 
« STEP + SH ÀNGY ÁNG 
« TEETH + J ŪW Ú 
« TREE + PI ÉKã"ä9ÊÁÊ(å!åÈæ ã"ÉèçéãÉKã B Ā 
« TREE + N ÍNGM ÉNG 
« WINE + M ÍNGD ĪNG 
« WINE + T Í !ä!É (åÈæ ã  H Ú 
« WRAP + PU É 9ä9Ê9Êå!åÈæ ã éã   F Ù 

Pronunciation
lı́ngyú
húlún
jiūgé
yǎotiǎo
wǎngliǎng
zhóulı̌
húntún
cuōtuó
lángqiāng
róulı̀n
chóuchú
zhı́zhú
yı̄nyūn
xièhòu
yı̌lı̌
bı́qı́
wōjù
hàndàn
jiānjiā
mùsù
yéyú
mánhān
sǒngyǒng
niǔnı́
yı̄nqı́n
biānfú
fúyóu
qiūyı̌n
cuı̌càn
dàimào
qiūqiān
màodié
yı̌nı̌
kǒngzǒng
gēdā
pánghuáng
chángyáng
jǔyǔ
pı́pá
nı́ngméng
mı́ngdı̌ng
tı́hú
púfú

Gloss
‘imprisoned’
‘swallow whole’
‘entwined’
‘graceful’
‘roaming ghost’
‘sister in laws’
‘wonton’
‘procrastinate’
‘hobble’
‘trample’
‘hesitate’
‘hesitate’
‘misty atmosphere’
‘encounter’
‘trailing’
‘water chestnut’
‘lettuce’
‘lotus’
‘type of reed’
‘clover’
‘tease’
‘muddleheaded’
‘egg on’
‘coy’
‘attentively’
‘bat’
‘mayfly’
‘earthworm’
‘brilliant’
‘tortoise shell’
‘swing’
‘old people’
‘fluttering’
‘busy’
‘cyst, boil’
‘roam aimlessly’
‘roam leisurely’
‘bickering’
‘loquat’
‘lemon’
‘drunk’
‘clear wine, butterfat’
‘crawl’

Table 4.1: Disyllabic morphemes collected from the ROCLING corpus (10 million characters) and 10 million characters of the United Informatics corpus. This set consists of pairs of
characters occurring at least twice, and where each member of the pair only cooccurs with the
other.

4.4. SOME FURTHER EXAMPLES

Orthography
Ø(Ù
Ú(Û
Ü(Ý
Þ(ß
à(á
â(ã
ä(å
æ(ç

ÛÙ
Ú
è(é
ê(ë
ì(í
î(ï
ð(ñ
ò(ó
ô(õ
ö(÷
ø(ù
ú(û
ü(ý

ÖÙ
×
þ(ÿ







ÐÙ
Ñ
 


Analysis
« BIRD + YU ĀNY ĀNG 
« DOG + JI ĀOHUA ã!äåÈæ èã!Ê 
« GRASS + F ĀNSH Ù 
« GRASS + H ÚL Ú 
« GRASS + LU ÓF Ù 
« GRASS + P ÚT ÁO 
« HEART + GU ĀNGH Ū 
« HEART + K ĀNGJ Ì 
« INSECT + H ÚDIE É4!ä9Ê(åÈæ !Ê 
« INSECT + M ǍY Ì 
« INSECT + P ÁNGXI È 
« INSECT + ZH ĀNGL ÁNG 
« JADE + H ÚB Ó 
« JADE + L ÍNL ÁNG 
« JADE + P ÍL Í 
« LAME + JI ĀNJI È 
« MOUTH + PAO É4!ä9çå!åÈæ ã9çéã9ç"É
« MOUTH + H ÓUL ÓNG 
« MOUTH + H ÀIS Ù 
« MOUTH + J ŪJU É 
« MOUTH + JI ĀF ĒI 
« MOUTH + L ÀB Ā 
« MOUTH + X ĪX Ū 
« PERSON + GU ǏL ÉI 
« PERSON + K ÀNGL Ì 
« ROOF + Y ÚZHOU 9ä9Ê9ÊåÈæ ã9ç 
« SHELL + Y ǑULV !äÁç åÈæ ã9ã 
« STEP + F ĒIHU Í 
« TREE + B ĪNL ÁNG 
« TREE + G ǍNL ǍN 
« WINE + YUN !ä!É  åÈæ !É  XI ĀNG 
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XI ÀO 

Pronunciation
yuānyāng
jiǎohuā
fānshǔ
húlú
luóbō
pútáo
huǎnghū
kāngkǎi
húdié
mǎyı̌
pángxiè
zhāngláng
hǔpò
lı́nláng
bōlı́
gāngà
páoxiào
hóulóng
késòu
jǔjué
kāfēi
lǎbā
xı̄xū
kuı́lěi
kànglı̀
yǔzhòu
huı̀luò
páihuı́
bı̄nláng
gǎnlǎn
yùnniàng

Gloss
‘mandarin duck’
‘cunning’
‘yam’
‘gourd’
‘daikon’
‘grape’
‘illusionarily’
‘generous’
‘butterfly’
‘ant’
‘crab’
‘cockroach’
‘amber’
‘kind of jade’
‘glass’
‘awkward’
‘roar’
‘throat’
‘cough’
‘chew’
‘coffee’
‘trumpet, speaker’
‘sniffling’
‘puppet’
‘couple’
‘universe’
‘bribe’
‘going to and fro’
‘betelnut’
‘olive’
‘brewing (i.e. trouble . . . )’

Table 4.2: Further disyllabic morphemes collected from the ROCLING corpus (10 million
characters) and 10 million characters of the United Informatics corpus. This set consists other
pairs of characters that do not exclusively occur with each other, but where there is nonetheless
a high mutual information for the pair. Note that LV ( ) indicates that the phonetic component
in question occurs 9 out of 38 times in characters pronounced with initial /l/ followed by some
vowel.
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Alex. #

Kokuji

Analysis

(Phonetic)

Kun

(on)

Gloss

dō

‘effort’

10

« PERSON+MOVE 

hataraki

12

« WIND+STOP 

nagi

‘lull, calm’

33

« MOUNTAIN+UP+DOWN 

touge

‘mountain pass’

37

« HEART+FOREVER 

kore

‘endure’

74

« FEW+HAIR 

mushi

‘pluck’

124

« EAR+CERTAIN 

shika

‘clearly’

160

« BODY+BEAUTIFUL 

shitsuke

‘upbringing’

198

« DOWN+WIND 

oroshi

‘mountain wind’

240

« FIELD+BIRD 

shigi

‘snipe’

249

« FEMALE +NOSE 

kakā

‘wife’

138

« GRASS+ZA 

51

« TREE +MASA 

masa (kun)

masa

‘straight grain’

147

« CLOTHING+YUKI 

yuki (kun)

yuki

‘sleeve length’



za (on)

goza

Table 4.3: A sample of Japanese kokuji (second column), with their componential analysis
(third column). The first column is the entry number in Alexander’s list (Lehman and Faust,
1951). The fourth column lists the phonetic, if any. The fifth column lists the kun pronunciation,
and the sixth column the on pronunciation, if any: in one case — goza — there is no kun
pronunciation. The last three kokuji shown are formed as semantic-phonetic constructs, with
the last two being based on the kun pronunciation: note that the phonetic component of masa
also means ‘straight’, so it is possible that this one is also a semantic-semantic construct.

‘matting’

Chapter 5

Psycholinguistic Evidence
There is to date a large literature on the psycholinguistics of reading and writing, which
deals in the question of how humans extract linguistic information from written text,
and how they compose written text given a mental linguistic representation. Some
useful general collections include (Frost and Katz, 1992; de Gelder and Morais, 1995;
Perfetti, Rieben, and Fayol, 1997) and (Balota, Flores d’Arcais, and Rayner, 1990);
there has also been a large amount of work on reading and writing Chinese script,
including the papers collected in (Chen and Tzeng, 1992) and (Wang, Inhoff, and
Chen, 1999).
Since we are proposing a computational model of writing systems and their relation
to linguistic structure, it makes sense to ask what “psychological reality” there is in
the model that we have proposed. It is not my intention here to review the various
psycholinguistic models — many of them mutually inconsistent — that have been
proposed. Rather the approach that will be taken will be to examine the model and see
if there is any support in the psycholinguistic literature for some of the properties of
the model.
Clearly such an approach requires caution. What do we mean by “psychologically
realistic”? This is a term which unfortunately has been much abused in the history
of linguistics and computational linguistics. In the context of the present discussion
we need to be rather precise about the level of granularity at which we would want to
investigate the psychological reality of our model of writing systems. For example,
there are specific computational devices — finite-state transducers in particular —
that have been proposed as plausible computational mechanisms for mapping between
written form and linguistic representation: it seems unlikely that these specific devices
are plausible models of what goes on inside a reader’s (or writer’s) head.
On the other hand there are more macroscopic properties of the model that do make
sense to compare with the results of psycholinguistic research. I will focus on two such
properties here:



Architectural Uniformity: the same model of the relation between orthography
and linguistic form is proposed for all writing systems.
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Dual Routes: the model makes a distinction between spelling rules, and the
lexical specifications, possibly including marked orthographic information, that
these rules operate on. It is assumed that in normal reading orthographic representations are mapped to lexical elements (i.e., the ORL’s of morphemes, words
and phrases), and thence to pronunciations. However, in most writing systems,
for most words, only partial lexical orthographic specifications are required, the
bulk of the spelling being predictable by spelling rules. Inverted, these spelling
rules can serve as rules for inferring an ORL representation from spelling; if one
then composes these inverted spelling rules with whatever rules or principles of
the language predict the actual pronunciation from the ORL, one can derive pronunciations for spelled words without actually “consulting” the lexicon. Thus
we have an additional rule-based path to pronunciation that bypasses the lexicon.

One of the main topics in the literature on reading has been the question of the
number of routes by which a reader can get from a written word into a phonological
representation. As we describe in more detail below, the most common assumption
in the literature is that there are at least two such routes which may be characterized
broadly as via the lexicon or via “grapheme-to-phoneme correspondences”.
Within this framework, one question that has received a great deal of attention is
whether writing systems differ in which of these two routes is taken. The so-called Orthographic Depth Hypothesis — henceforth ODH — claims, in its strongest form, that
some languages — the so-called orthographically “deep” languages, of which English
is an oft-cited example — require readers to go via the lexicon; whereas orthographically “shallow” languages — Serbo-Croatian is supposedly such a case — only make
use of the grapheme-to-phoneme route. One might be tempted to equate this notion of
orthographic depth with the notion of the depth of the ORL, discussed in Chapter 3.
But there is a crucial difference: we claim that languages differ in the depth of their
orthography, and in the regularity of their “grapheme-phoneme” correspondences, but
not in the manner in which one maps from orthography to linguistic representation, or
ultimately to pronunciation.
It seems that one can draw two conclusions from the literature (though it would be
disingenuous to suggest that there is anything like a consensus on these points). Both
of these conclusions are consistent with the properties of the model that we outlined
above:




Multiple routes from written form to pronunciation are available.
The ODH, at least in its strongest form, is incorrect: all writing systems can be
shown to make use of both a “lexical”, and a “phonological” (i.e, rule-based)
route.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.1, we will outline the evidence for multiple routes, and we will discuss the ODH, and give some
of the evidence that has been presented both support of, and against this hypothesis.
Section 5.2 continues this discussion with some evidence from Chinese and Japanese
— two writing systems that would appear on the face of it to be unequivocally “deep”
— showing that even there one finds evidence of “shallow” processing. Finally, not
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all psycholinguists support the hypothesis of multiple routes, and the most vocal advocates of an alternative single-route approach have been the connectionists. A somewhat
dated, though still influential work in this mold is (Seidenberg and McClelland, 1989).
Section 5.3 gives a brief critique of this work.

5.1

Multiple Routes and the Orthographic Depth Hypothesis

Two kinds of experiments figure prominently in the psycholinguistic work on reading.
One involves lexical decision, and the other naming.
In a lexical decision paradigm, subjects are presented with a written stimulus (usually on a CRT screen), and are asked to answer (e.g. by pressing a button on a keyboard) whether or not the stimulus in question is a word of their language. Their
reaction time is measured, as is the correctness of their responses.
In the naming paradigm, subjects are again presented with a written stimulus, but
this time they are asked to pronounce the stimulus aloud — to “name” the word that
is on the screen. In this case what is normally measured is the time between the
presentation of the stimulus and the onset of vocalization.
The ODH has implications both for naming and for lexical decision, but it is perhaps easiest to illustrate the idea behind the hypothesis in the context of a model of
naming. One such model is presented schematically in 5.1; this model is adapted, with
simplifications, from (Besner and Smith, 1992, Figure 1), and the presentation of the
ODH hypothesis draws heavily on their discussion of this topic.
The model in Figure 5.1 allows for three routes to naming. The simplest is labeled
‘A’ in the figure and involves the application of “grapheme-to-phoneme” rules. In that
scheme, input text is fed into a block of rules, and a phonological representation is
derived solely via that block of rules. Crucially, there is no lexical access involved. To
take an example, the string peat in English can be pronounced by applying the rules
p
p , ea
i , and t
t , deriving the pronunciation /pit/. Since this
route involves assembling a phonological representation on the fly, it is often termed
the assembled route.
The second and third routes do involve lexical access, to varying degrees. The route
labeled ‘B–D’ involves the so-called orthographic input lexicon, which stores words
in their orthographic forms, presumably with associated phonological information; it
corresponds pretty much exactly to the orthographic lexical entry in the ORL in our
model. Naming via route ‘B–D’ thus involves lexical access, but of a fairly shallow
kind, in that only the formal properties of the word are addressed. Under this scheme
peat would be pronounced by matching the string p , e , a , t against
the lexical entry for peat in the orthographic input lexicon, and retrieving the stored
pronunciation /pit/.
The third route, ‘C–D’ is the deepest. It too involves the orthographic input lexicon, but it also involves accessing the meaning of the word. In this case, semantic
attributes of the lexical entry of peat would be accessed, and from there one would
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Figure 5.1: A model of reading a word aloud, simplified from (Besner and Smith, 1992).
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derive a pronunciation for the word associated with that set of attributes.1 In normal
readers under normal conditions accessing the semantics should not in principle yield
a different result from the ‘B–D’ route. Different results may be obtained, however,
in neurologically impaired patients, as we shall see momentarily. Routes involving
lexical access derive pronunciations for written words by addressing a lexical representation, and hence are often termed addressed routes.
As Besner and Smith note (page 47) there is evidence for the existence of each
of these routes in readers of deep orthographies, like that of English. Some of the
most compelling evidence comes from patients with various kinds of brain lesions that
impair their ability to read aloud in various ways. Specifically:




One class of patients finds it easier to name words whose spellings are “more
regular” given their pronunciations. For example cave follows the rules of English spelling better than have does, and such patients find it easier to correctly
name cave than have. Plausibly, such patients have been damaged in such a way
that the grapheme-to-phoneme rule path A is the only one left open to them.
At the other extreme, some patients make semantic errors when asked to name:
for tulip they may answer crocus, for example. A reasonable explanation is
that for these patients the semantic access route C–D has become favored (and
this only imperfectly).







In the middle are patients who have no particular problems naming ordinary
words (either have or cave), and don’t tend to make semantic errors. Yet they
are impaired in that they are unable to read non-words. This suggests that they
are using neither a grapheme-to-phoneme strategy (route A) nor do they seem
to be using a semantic strategy (route C–D). Rather they are forced by their
impairment into route B–D. This correctly predicts that they will be able to read
words that are in the lexicon already, but not novel words.

We turn now to the ODH. Two flavors of this hypothesis have been proposed in
the literature, the strong form and the weak form. The strong ODH can be stated as
follows:
(5.1) Orthographic depth hypothesis (strong form):
Readers of languages that have completely regular grapheme-phoneme correspondences lack an orthographic input lexicon.
In other words, route A is the only route available to such readers. In the literature on
the ODH, the most often cited instance of a shallow orthography is probably SerboCroatian.2
1 This third, semantic, route is the one that has no direct correspondent in our model: it would of course
be easy enough to add an additional layer of semantic processing whereby lexical entries at the ORL map to
a semantic representation, and thence back to phonological entries.
2 Note however that Serbo-Croatian orthography does not mark lexical accent, which is determined by
(unwritten) lexical properties of the word much as in the case of Russian stress (Section 1.2.1); (Seidenberg,
1990, pages 50–51; Wayles Browne, personal communication). Note that this is the case whether we are
talking about Croatian (written in the Roman alphabet) or Serbian (written in the Cyrillic alphabet). Thus
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A (significantly) weaker version of the hypothesis — one supported, for example, by Katz and Frost (1992) — states that all written languages allow for both a
grapheme-to-phoneme correspondence route (route A), and for a lexical access route
(routes B–D, or perhaps C–D): but that cost of each route directly relates to the type of
orthography (deep or shallow) involved. In shallow orthographies, the grapheme-tophoneme route is usually cheaper in naming, though there may be instances in which
lexical access is involved. Contrariwise, in a deep orthography, lexical access will typically be cheaper to use in naming, though there will be instances where the graphemeto-phoneme route might be used.
Insofar as it makes a far stronger claim about the mental process of reading, the
strong ODH is more interesting than the weak ODH. We shall therefore start by outlining the evidence that has been marshalled, both for and against this version of the
hypothesis. Our conclusion will be that the evidence against the strong ODH seems on
the whole more compelling than the evidence for it, and that therefore there seems to
be no reason to accept that readers of different orthographies have fundamentally different mental architectures. Rather the evidence seems more consistent with a model
(possibly like the weak ODH), where readers of all orthographies use fundamentally
the same model, though of course differences among orthographies will inevitably lead
to differences in how the mental resources are allocated.

5.1.1

Evidence for the Orthographic Depth Hypothesis

According to the strong ODH, the processing of shallow orthographies in naming involves pathway A in Figure 5.1. Thus, it bypasses both of the lexical pathways B–D
and C–D. This would appear to make the rather clear prediction that readers of shallow
orthographies should fail to show effects of lexical access in naming tasks. In contrast,
readers of deep orthographies should show such effects since in general pathway A is
not sufficient to correctly name written forms, and one of the lexical routes must be
used.
Two widely reported lexical effects are the effect of word frequency and lexical
priming. The lexical frequency effect relates the frequency of particular lexical items
with the speed with which they can be retrieved from the lexicon: other things being
equal more frequent words are retrieved more quickly. The lexical priming effect relates the speed with which a word will be retrieved, to the presence of a semantically
related word: if the word couch has been used in a previous context, semantically related sofa will be retrieved faster than if a semantically related word had not been used.
The speed of lexical retrieval is often measured using a lexical decision paradigm, and
in this paradigm, both priming and lexical frequency effects have been demonstrated
both in languages that have deep orthographies and in shallow orthographies (Besner
and Smith, 1992, page 50).
Given these observations, it would appear to be strong confirmation of the ODH
that priming and word frequency effects were not observed in naming tasks for Serboit is by no means possible to predict every aspect of the pronunciation of a word in Serbo-Croatian. This
differs from the case of Spanish where almost without exception one can predict the pronunciation of a
written form without consideration of what lexical form it may represent.
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Croatian, a language with a supposedly shallow orthography (Katz and Feldman, 1983;
Frost, Katz, and Bentin, 1987). In these experiments, subjects were asked to name
both real words and plausible non-words; the expected priming and frequency effects
did not obtain for the real word stimuli. In contrast, readers of deep orthographies, like
that of English, do show these lexical access effects in similarly constructed naming
tasks (Besner and Smith, 1992).
Still, Besner and Smith observe (page 50):
. . . in contrast to the large number of papers showing priming and frequency effects in deep orthographies, the attempt to prove the null hypothesis of no priming and no frequency effects in the oral reading of shallow
orthographies rests upon a very narrow data base. There have been only
two reports that a related context does not facilitate naming relative to an
unrelated contexts (Frost, Katz & Bentin, 1987; Katz & Feldman, 1983),
and only one report that word frequency does not affect naming (Frost et
al., 1987)
As Besner and Smith note, one critical design feature of both the Frost et al.
and Katz and Feldman experiments is that, as we have already described, they used
both words and non-words as stimuli. Presumably non-words can only be pronounced
via the assembled route: they have, after all, no lexical representations. Could this
then not simply bias subjects to always use the assembled route? After all, in a shallow orthography this will nearly always work. So what these experiments report may
be indicative not of what readers of shallow orthographies do in reading normal text (where the majority of words will be known), but rather simply be the result of a
strategy that subjects have adopted under the conditions of this experiment.

5.1.2

Evidence against the Orthographic Depth Hypothesis

Besner and Smith discuss several pieces of evidence that would appear to undermine
the conclusions reached in the Katz and Feldman and Frost et al. papers, including
data from Serbo-Croatian, Persian (Farsi), and Japanese written in kana. For SerboCroatian, experiments were performed where only real words were presented to subjects. In this case, both lexical frequency and priming effects were found.
The Persian results were originally reported in (Baluch and Besner, 1991). Persian
orthography is an Arabic-derived abjad (Kaye, 1996) (and see Section 6.1 for an explanation of the term abjad): for many words the phonological information provided by
the written form is incomplete, in particular information about the vowels. However,
as in Arabic, the consonant letters w , y and ‘ (alif ) can function as vowels
(/u/, /i/ and /a/, respectively), and some words written with these symbols happen to be
complete in their phonological specifications. Thus Persian provides both cases where
lexical access is necessary to name a written form, and cases where lexical access is
in principle not necessary. The ODH would predict lexical access effects — word frequency and priming effects — for those words that are relatively “deep”, and no such
effects for “shallow” words. Baluch and Besner’s data support this expectation, but
only when a significant portion of non-words were included among the stimuli. When
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such non-word stimuli were not presented, lexical access effects were obtained for
both “shallow” and “deep” words. This, then, supports the contention that the reported
lack of such lexical access effects in previous work on Serbo-Croatian may be due to a
strategy adopted by subjects when given a task where the assembled route is often required. When non-words are removed, the assembled route is no longer automatically
adopted, and subjects behave as if they are uniformly using an addressed route.
The experiment on reading of Japanese kana reported in (Besner and Hildebrandt,
1987) leads to a similar conclusion. Japanese has an even more extreme case of
a mixed orthography than Persian, using both Chinese characters (kanji), many of
which function logographically as we have seen (Section 4.3, though see Section 5.2.2
below), as well two kana core syllabaries — hiragana and katakana, which are fairly
phonemic in their representation. 3 Besner and Hildebrandt presented subjects with
stimuli written in katakana, which is normally used to write foreign loan words.4 The
stimuli were of two types, namely words that are normally written in katakana, and
words that would normally be written in kanji. The latter group were thus written in
an unfamiliar way, whereas the former group was orthographically familiar. However,
if the ODH were correct, this familiarity should have no effect on naming speed since
katakana is in any event a shallow orthography. Registering a form as “familiar” or
“unfamiliar” presumes that one is matching a written form against a lexical entry, yet
if one presumes, following the ODH, that kana is read using only pathway A from Figure 5.1, then no matching against lexical entries can be involved. In fact, Besner and
Hildebrandt’s results show definite effects of familiarity, with words that are not normally written in katakana (unfamiliar orthographic forms) taking significantly longer
to name than words that are normally written in katakana (familiar orthographic forms). This suggests that lexical access must be involved in reading katakana, contrary to
the expectations of the ODH.

5.2

“Shallow” Processing in “Deep” Orthographies

The previous section has examined some of the psycholinguistic evidence surrounding
the ODH, which in its strong form claims that readers of shallow orthographies largely
bypass lexical access when reading aloud. The bulk of the evidence does not seem to
support that radical conclusion. Rather there seems to be evidence that readers of both
shallow and deep orthographies do perform lexical access when naming, except under
experimental conditions that favor adopting a uniform assembled route.
Yet surely there is a sense that “deep” orthographies, such as English or Chinese,
typically require lexical access that is “deeper” than one would expect for a shallow
orthography? For example, while naming a Spanish form like cocer ‘to cook’ may after all usually involve lexical access, presumably the whole lexical entry doesn’t need
to be retrieved, but rather just the phonological information, which corresponds fairly
straightforwardly to the orthographic form. In contrast, to read a Chinese word like
3 Note however, that pitch accent, which is lexically distinctive in Japanese, is not marked in the kana
scripts.
4 Hiragana is reserved mostly for grammatical morphemes.
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mǎ ‘horse’, where there seems to be no indication of the pronunciation in the orthographic form, presumably one has to retrieve the whole lexical entry: indeed, as
we have noted elsewhere, it has often been supposed that Chinese writing is primarily
logographic in that each character represents not a phonological unit at all, but rather a
word or morpheme. In this section we discuss evidence that in Chinese and Japanese
— two canonical examples of deep orthographies — rapid access to the phonology
without (complete) lexical access, is possible. This then provides evidence of a complementary nature to what was presented in the previous section: a “deep” orthography
can nonetheless show shallow processing effects.

5.2.1

Phonological access in Chinese

In an experiment reported by Angela Tzeng (Tzeng, 1994), Chinese readers were presented with a series of Chinese characters presented in rapid succession, possibly
containing some intervening character-like nonsense material.5 The task for the subjects was simply to write down the characters that they were presented with. The stimuli were presented with an interval of between 90 and 110 milliseconds, fast enough
to result in an effect of repetition blindness under appropriate conditions. Repetition
blindness, first reported in (Kanwisher, 1987), denotes a situation where two tokens of
a particular type are presented in rapid succession, and where subjects fail to note that
more than one token was presented. In the context of Tzeng’s experiment, presentashèng ‘win’ — resulted
tion of two identical characters — e.g. two instances of
in a mean accuracy rate in subjects’ performance of about 51%. In contrast, presentation of a control sequence of two distinct and non-homophonous characters — e.g.
shèng and
dı́ — resulted in a higher accuracy (around 61%). Crucially, presentation of two graphically dissimilar but homographic characters — e.g.
shèng and
shèng ‘holy’ resulted in a mean error rate of 52%, or the same as the rate for identical
characters.6
The critical factor in this experiment is that the homographic pairs chosen were
graphically distinct, so it is not plausible that the subjects were simply confusing the
characters at a visual level. Neither is it possible that the subjects were doing full
lexical access and confusing the two instances at a lexical level. Putting aside the
implausibility of doing lexical access in as little time as 90–110 milliseconds (most
experiments are more consistent with lexical access requiring on the order of a few
hundred milliseconds, especially for lower frequency items), full lexical access could
not be involved, since the characters in question correspond to different morphemes:
shèng ‘win’ and
shèng ‘holy’, certainly must have different lexical entries, and
if the subjects were doing lexical access then they surely would have registered the fact
that they were dealing with a succession of distinct characters. The only solution, it











5 The “nonsense” material used was Korean Hankul syllable glyphs, which are of course meaningless to
Chinese readers who do not know Korean, but have the useful property that they look somewhat like Chinese
characters.
6 The behavior for high and low frequency characters was different, with high frequency homophonic pairs showing a higher accuracy than repeated characters, though a lower accuracy than different and
non-homophonic pairs; for low frequency characters the performance for homophonic pairs was actually
significantly worse than the performance for repeated identical character pairs.
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seems, is to conclude that Chinese characters map, in the initial stages of processing,
to a level of representation that is basically phonological. Put in another way, while
Chinese characters certainly contain non-phonological information, it is nonetheless
the case that skilled Chinese readers have learned an association between characters
and their corresponding syllables, that allows for very rapid access to the phonological
form, in effect bypassing the rest of lexical access.
Tzeng’s results are consistent with other more recent findings. For example Perfetti
and Tan (1998) report results of a priming experiment where subjects were presented
with a character prime followed immediately by a target, which the subjects were
then asked to read aloud as quickly and accurately as possible. The time difference
between the start of the prime and start of the target — the so-called Stimulus Onset
Asynchrony or SOA — was varied, as was the nature of the prime: the prime could
either be graphically similar, homophonous, semantically related (either vaguely or
“precisely”), or an unrelated control. A stronger priming effect resulted in a shorter
and generally more accurate naming of the target. With the shortest SOA’s (43 msec)
the strongest priming was obtained from graphically similar characters, but as the SOA
increased to 57 msec, the graphic similarity effect attenuated. Across the longer SOA
conditions, homophonous primes consistently had a stronger effect than semantically
similar primes. In other words, the naming of target characters is facilitated more by a
prime that sounds the same, than with a prime that has a related meaning.
In the context of the computational model, a sensible interpretation of this class of
results would appear to be that skilled readers of Chinese, in addition to knowing which
characters represent which lexical entries, have also learned a set of “grapheme-tophoneme” correspondences by which they know, for example, that
maps to shèng.
In terms of the discussion in Section 4.2, this amounts to saying that the relation between the syllable shèng and the entire character
implicit in the representation has
been extracted as a rule by the skilled Chinese reader; we return to this point in Section 5.2.4.



5.2.2



Phonological access in Japanese

Tzeng’s results for Chinese are mirrored by the results obtained for Japanese kanji by
two studies, (Horodeck, 1987) and (Matsunaga, 1994).
Horodeck’s goal was to refute the widespread view that Chinese characters are
ideographic in the sense that they directly represent ideas in the mind of the reader;
this view has of course been heavily attacked by others, most notably DeFrancis (1984;
1989). To this end, Horodeck conducted two studies, one involving writing and the
other reading. In the writing study, spontaneously written short essays from 2410
Japanese speakers with a variety of occupations and educational backgrounds were
studied for spelling errors involving kanji. Horodeck classified the errors along three
dimensions:





whether the errorful character had the right sound — i.e., was a homophone of
the correct character;
whether the errorful character had the right form — i.e., shared a major structural
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component with the correct character; and



whether the errorful character had the right meaning — i.e., was similar enough
in its sense to the correct character.

For the purposes of Horodeck’s intentions, the most useful kinds of errors were errors
involving either: characters with the right sound, but wrong form and wrong meaning;
or characters with the wrong sound, wrong form but right meaning. All other categories of error are either ambiguous, or else could be explained purely on the basis of
formal similarities between the error and the target. In Horodeck’s corpus there were
136 right-sound/wrong-form/wrong-meaning errors; among these errors 127 involved
on (Sino-Japanese) readings and 9 involved kun (native) readings. In contrast, there
were a total of 14 wrong-sound/wrong-form/right-meaning errors. Thus, in spontaneous writing one is much more likely to make an error on the basis of sound than on
the basis of meaning.
Horodeck’s second experiment involved a reading test where kanji with inappropriate meanings were inserted in a text, and where the object was to measure how
often these errors were detected. All of the errors in this portion of the study involved multicharacter compounds with on readings: kanji occur much more frequently in these constructions than they do either with kun readings or as single characters with on readings (“on-isolates”), and it was therefore easier to construct stimuli
using multicharacter on constructions. For the stimulus texts, newspaper headlines
were chosen since these have a higher density of kanji than normal running prose.
The error stimuli used were of two types: right-sound/right-form/wrong-meaning and
wrong-sound/right-form/wrong-meaning. Readers on average detected only 40.5% of
the former kind of stimulus, as opposed to 54.3% of the latter kind of stimulus. This difference was statistically significant, and demonstrated that errors homophonous with
their targets are harder to detect than errors that are non-homophonous.
Matsunaga’s (1994) experiment, like Horodeck’s second experiment, involved homophonous and non-homophonous kanji errors. However, rather than asking readers
to mark errors in newspaper headlines, she instead measured readers’ eye movements
as they read full sentences containing such errors: the assumption here is that errors,
when detected, will disrupt the reader’s reading and will translate into fixations on
the location of the error, which in turn will show up in the eye-tracking data. Matsunaga found that the rate of fixations per error was significantly higher in the case of
nonhomophonic errors than in the case of homophonic errors. In other words, nonhomophonic errors were easier to detect, a result that replicates Horodeck’s second
study.
The studies of Horodeck and Matsunaga thus lead to the same conclusion for
Japanese reading of kanji as does Tzeng’s study of Chinese. Users of both writing systems more readily miss errors that are homophonous with their targets, and they more
readily miss repeated characters if they are homophonous with a previously presented
character. All of these studies therefore support the idea that Chinese characters map
directly to phonological representations in the minds of fluent readers.
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5.2.3

Evidence for the function of phonetic components in Chinese

Psycholinguistic evidence for low-level phonological processing of Chinese, of the
kind discussed in Section 5.2.1 seems on the face of it to be direct confirmation of the
claim of DeFrancis (1984; 1989), also discussed in Chapter 4, that Chinese writing
is essentially phonographic in design, though obviously imperfectly so. As it will be
recalled, the most powerful evidence for this claim is the large number of semanticphonetic characters, where the pronunciation is indicated, to a greater or lesser degree,
by a phonetic radical. The importance of phonetic information in the development of
the Chinese writing system is unequivocal, and it is even plausible to suppose that the
phonological information provided by the phonetic component is an aid to learning the
writing system. What Tzeng’s experiments show is that skilled Chinese readers have
internalized the written symbols as a kind of alphabet, so that they can retrieve pronunciations for each of the symbols in the absence of any further lexical information. But
one must be careful about drawing a connection between the results of this experiment,
and the evidence adduced by DeFrancis. To see this, consider the following thought experiment. Suppose that the Chinese writing system were, counterfactually, completely
arbitrary in its mapping between orthographic symbols and their pronunciation: that
is, there would be no equivalent to a “phonetic” component, and therefore no way to
look at a novel character and guess its pronunciation. Suppose furthermore that someone had mastered this writing system as well as literate Chinese readers master the real
Chinese writing system. One might expect that the results of Tzeng’s experiments on
this pseudo-Chinese would be identical to what she demonstrated with real Chinese. If
that turned out to be the case, then one would have to conclude that a skilled reader of
any writing system is likely to “phonologically recode” the system in that they would
be able to map between written symbols and pronunciation without performing full
lexical access.7
So Tzeng’s experiment might not relate directly to DeFrancis’ results at all. We
must then ask what the evidence is that readers of Chinese actually make use of the
phonetic information provided in the majority of Chinese characters.
In fact, there is such evidence, one relevant experiment being that of (Hung, Tzeng,
and Tzeng, 1992). In that experiment a Stroop picture-word interference paradigm
was used to test subjects’ abilities to name a picture when a single-character word
of varying degrees of congruence to the picture was simultaneously presented. For
example, suppose a picture of a basket is presented. A completely congruent word
lán ‘basket’; following Hung, Tzeng and Tzeng’s terminology,
would be the word
we will call this word/character CC for “completely congruent”. An example of a
completely incongruent (CI) word would be
dı̄ng ‘nail’. Partially congruent words
were:

!



"

A homophonous (but semantically distinct) character having the same phonetic
component as CC, or having CC as a phonetic component. For example
lán
‘blue’. (SGSS: “similar graph, same sound”)

$

#

7 Coulmas (1989, page 50) makes exactly this point when he notes that a skilled reader of Chinese can
equally well map between a character such as
and its phonological — bı̌ — and lexical — ‘pen’ —
values.
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“different graph, same sound”)
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lán ‘orchid’. (DGSS:

A nonhomophonous character sharing a component with CC:
GDS: “similar graph, different sound”)

&

jiān ‘jail’ (S-

A pseudocharacter (PC), where the CC served as the phonetic component of a
non-existent character:

Subjects were asked to name the pictures, and their reaction times were recorded, along
with their error rates. Not surprisingly, the CC and CI conditions showed the fastest
and slowest reaction times, respectively, as well as the best and worst error rates. The
other conditions listed above were arranged as follows, ordered from fastest/lowest
error to slowest/highest error: PC SGSS SGDS DGSS. As Hung, Tzeng and
Tzeng argue, there are two independent effects, one of graphic similarity to the target (CC) character, and one of phonological similarity. Taken together, these results
first of all support the later work of Tzeng (1994) in underscoring the importance of
phonological information in Chinese, and they also show that the phonetic component
is both accessible and used by Chinese readers, since the two non-CC conditions (PC,
SGSS) where the phonetic component is the same as that of CC were the ones where
subjects performed the best.8



5.2.4





Summary

There appears to be evidence that phonological information is both available to and
used by readers of Chinese and Japanese. Furthermore, at least for readers of Chinese, information in the phonetic component of the character, when present, is used.
When a useful phonetic component does not exist, we assume, as we did in the previous chapter, that the orthographic entry for the morpheme is linked simultaneously
to both the semantic and phonological entries, and that the character thus serves as its
own “phonetic component.” In the discussion in the previous chapter, we assumed a
static representation whereby the orthographic symbol is simply listed as part of the
lexical entry of the morpheme, with indices indicating which portions of the symbol
correspond to the semantic and phonological fields. What the experimental evidence
presented in this section suggests is that skilled Chinese readers have advanced one
step further than this static knowledge. So rather than merely representing (Chinese)
BIRD + JI Ǎ yā ‘duck’ as in (5.2), they have formulated a spelling rule as in (5.3),
which would be lexically marked to apply only to this morpheme.

' 



8 The importance of the phonetic component is further underscored by several studies cited in (Hung,
Tzeng, and Tzeng, 1992, page 127), where it was shown that the phonological consistency of a phonetic
component was negatively correlated with the naming latency for characters having that phonetic component.
One might also suppose that Japanese readers make use of the phonetic component when it is both present
and useful. Clearly the phonetic component will not generally be useful for kun readings, but for on readings,
the phonetic component would in many cases have approximately the same utility as it would for the same
character in Chinese. One study that seems to support the utility of the phonetic component in Japanese on
readings is (Flores d’Arcais, Saito, and Kawakami, 1995).
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rules will, given the phonological similarity (though certainly not identity in this case),
tend to reinforce the salience of the phonetic contribution of that component to the
pronunciations of the characters containing it as a phonetic element. And the existence
of such inverted rules yields the result that it is possible to map directly between a
character and its pronunciation, without lexical access.
The situation in Chinese is really no different in kind from the lexically marked
spellings in English: for the word light, for example, one must mark the spelling
igh in the lexicon, since there is no way to predict that spelling from general principles. However, one can certainly extract from the set of words spelled with igh the
useful generalization that this grapheme sequence is generally pronounced /aI/.9 Imputing a rule that maps
to yā from a lexical representation that states that ‘duck’
is written with the BIRD radical and a phonetic component JI Ǎ , is merely an
instance of the same phenomenon.







5.3

'





Connectionist Models:
McClelland Model



The





Seidenberg-

As we discussed above, most studies of reading have assumed a dual route, or multiple
route model. By definition such models presume a strict distinction between stored
lexical information on the one hand, and rules on the other. In separating rules from
static lexical information, such psychological models are of course taking a fairly traditional stance, one that is in accord with traditional linguistic models.
As is well-known, since the mid 1980’s, an alternative view of language has emerged which eschews a formal distinction between rules and lexicon. This is the
connectionist view, so-called because the belief is that complex systems of behavior
9 Or, if one prefers to assume a deep ORL for English (see Section 3.2), that it maps to /ı̄/ which subsequently changes to /aI / by phonological rule. Note that sets of such inverted rules serve as the basis for
linguistically-informed approaches to the teaching of reading such as (Bloomfield and Barnhart, 1961).
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can be modeled using large numbers of simple, but massively interconnected units
(sometimes called “neurons”). Phenomena that have been termed “rules” or “lexical
entries” are merely emergent properties of such interconnected networks. Probably
the most famous application of this idea to a problem in natural language is Rumelhart
and McClelland’s (1986) oft-cited simulation of the learning of the English past tense.
Their basic claim was that there was no difference between English regular past tense
verbs, which add some variant of /-d/, and irregular (mostly historically “strong” verbs) which involve a change of the stem vowel (along with other changes in some cases):
both types of verbs are learned by their network in the same way, and the network
is — to some extent — able to generalize what it has “learned” to new cases. Thus
there is no need to posit a formal distinction between rules and stored lexical items, as
both “kinds” of knowledge are “learned” by the network in the same way. An effective
rebuttal to this paper can be found in (Pinker and Prince, 1988).
The classic connectionist approach to reading is the system of Seidenberg and McClelland (1989). Naturally, one of the main claims of their theory is that dual-route
models are not necessary: in particular, regularly spelled words, such as ate, which
could in principle be pronounced without reference to lexical information, are learned
in the same way as irregularly spelled words (plaid), where lexical access seems to
be required. Indeed, in subsequent work (Seidenberg, 1990) the model is presented
as providing an alternative to traditional “dual route” model (though see (Seidenberg,
1992) for a slightly modified position). The work is also cited (Seidenberg, 1997) as
a viable alternative to symbolic rule/principle-based approaches of the kind familiar
from generative linguistics. There are more recent and arguably more sophisticated
connectionist approaches to reading — see, for example, the work of Van Orden and
colleagues (Van Orden, Pennington, and Stone, 1990; Stone and Van Orden, 1994),
but Seidenberg and McClelland’s paper seems to present the most detailed discussion of a computational simulation of a connectionist model of reading, as well as the
most detailed discussion comparing that model’s behavior to experiments on human
subjects.
It is not our purpose here to give an extensive review of Seidenberg and McClelland’s model. Rather, a very brief summary will be given, and a few of the weaknesses
of the approach will be pointed out. The main conclusion will be that Seidenberg and
McClelland have failed to provide convincing evidence that their model has learned
the task that it is claimed to have learned; thus there is little reason to accept their
conclusion that more traditional kinds of models have been superseded.

5.3.1

Outline of the model

Seidenberg and McClelland have in mind a complete model of lexical processing relating orthographic, semantic, phonological and contextual information. Their model
is diagrammed in Figure 5.2.10 The portion of the model that is actually implement10 Oddly, morphological information, so crucial for the correct pronunciation of words in many languages,
is missing from their conception of the lexical processing system. It is unclear, for instance, where the
morphologically determined stress information in Russian (Section 1.2.1) that is crucial for correct vowel
pronunciation would fit into the model: would that be part of “phonology” or “meaning”?
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context

meaning

orthography

MAKE

phonology

/meIk/

Figure 5.2: The Seidenberg and McClelland model of lexical processing, (Seidenberg and
McClelland, 1989, page 526), Figure 1. Used with permission of the American Psychological
Association, Inc..
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100/200
hidden units

_

_

400
orthographic
units

460
phonological
units

Figure 5.3: The implemented portion of Seidenberg and McClelland’s model of lexical processing, (Seidenberg and McClelland, 1989, page 527), Figure 2. Used with permission of
American Psychological Association, Inc..
ed in the 1989 paper is depicted in Figure 5.3. This system was trained on a set of
2,884 word-pronunciation pairs consisting of all minimally three-letter monosyllables
from the Kucera and Francis wordlist of English (1967), from which they removed
“proper nouns, words we judged to be foreign, abbreviations, and morphologically
complex words that were formed from the addition of a final -s or -ed inflection”
(page 530). The training was divided into epochs, and words were presented to the
system in each epoch with a probability proportional to their occurrence in the Kucera/Francis database. Input (orthography) and output (pronunciation) was coded using a
“Wickelgren triple” letter/phoneme trigram scheme similar to that used in (Rumelhart
and McClelland, 1986): thus cat would be coded as ca, cat, at (where ‘ ’ is
the boundary symbol). Each input and output unit is sensitive to exactly one of these
triples.
The testing methodology is described by Seidenberg and McClelland as follows
(page 532):





N

T

The phonological output computed for each word was compared to all
of the target patterns that could be created by replacing a single phoneme
with some other phoneme. For the word HOT, for example, the computed
output was compared to the correct code, /hot/, and to all of the strings in
the set formed by /Xot/, /hXt/, and /hoX/, where X was any phoneme. We
then determined the number of cases for which the best fit (smallest error
score) was provided by the correct code or one of the alternatives.
The system was tested on the training set, and the error rate of the trained system on
this set was 2.7%. Among the errors reported, some are plausible regularization errors
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(e.g. /bruč/ for brooch ); others are less plausible (e.g. /h rs/ for hearth ).
The remainder of the paper is devoted mostly to demonstrating equivalences between experimental data on human subjects and the behavior of the model on the kind
of data reported in the experiments. The typical comparison made is between humans’
naming latencies — the amount of time it takes for a human to pronounce a given
word aloud — and the phonological error score of the model (computed as described
above) for the correct pronunciation of the given word. For example, in a study reported in (Taraban and McClelland, 1987), subjects showed slower naming latencies
in low-frequency words than high-frequency words; they also showed slower naming
latencies for exceptionally spelled words over regularly spelled words, but this difference was only significant among low-frequency words. This pattern of behavior
is apparently replicated in the phonological error rates of the model: low-frequency
words show higher phonological error rates than high-frequency words; and among
the low-frequency words, exceptionally spelled words showed significantly higher error rates than regularly spelled words.

5.3.2

What is wrong with the model

The Seidenberg-McClelland model is not the first connectionist model that was applied to the problem of reading aloud: it was predated by several years by the NETtalk
system of Sejnowski and Rosenberg (eventually reported in a journal article in (Sejnowski and Rosenberg, 1987)). Sejnowski and Rosenberg were only marginally
interested in psychology, being concerned instead in an engineering problem: how
could one design a computational device that “learns” to correctly pronounce words
given a training corpus consisting of text with aligned orthography and pronunciation? Rather than restrict themselves to a few thousand monosyllables, Sejnowski and
Rosenberg’s system was exposed to English words of various structures, aligned with
their pronunciations, taken from running text. The results of Sejnowski and Rosenberg’s experiment were clearly not acceptable for a real application — reported error
rates were about 8% by phoneme — but were promising enough to spawn a great deal
of subsequent research in self-organizing methods for learning word pronunciations:
see Section 6.6.
Compared with Sejnowski and Rosenberg’s system, the Seidenberg-McClelland
system seems rather weak, even if the results do on the face of it appear to be backed
up by experimental evidence. Consider that the model has been trained and tested only
on a few thousand monosyllables (and further tested on possibly a few hundred more
examples in the various replications of experiments). Restricting oneself to monosyllables one naturally avoids one of the most difficult problems in learning to read English,
namely predicting where the stress is placed. Linguistically motivated models of pronunciation, such as those typically used in good text-to-speech systems, model stress
placement by some combination of lexical marking, and phonological rules that are
sensitive to morphological structure. Seidenberg and McClelland’s model provides no
answer to how the learner learns to appropriately stress words when reading aloud.11
11 Similarly,

by avoiding names, the model avoids another complex area that mature readers of English
learn to deal with. Because names — personal names in particular — often come from languages other than
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As we noted previously, some of the errors produced by the system are bizarre,
at least if one is considering the system to be a model of a normal mature reader of
English. Some errors that fall into this category are given in (5.5):
(5.5)

chew
frappe
lewd
mow
ouch
plume
swarm
angst
breadth
czar
feud
garb
nerse
nymph
sphinx
taps
tsar
zip

čw
frlp
lid
ml
eIč
plom
swlrm
ondst
breb
var
flud
garg
mers
mimf
spinks
tats
tar
vip

a

As Pinker and Prince (1988) observe about a similar set of errors in the RumelhartMcClelland (1986) model, this does not appear to be the behavior of a mature system.
What, then, of the replications of the various psycholinguistic experiments that
Seidenberg and McClelland discuss? Several of these depend upon analogizing between subjects’ naming latencies and the error rate of the model: whether this is a
meaningful comparison is unclear, though one might accept it if enough examples
show parallel behaviors between these two measures. The problem is, however, that
some of the supposed parallels are highly misleading. The best example of this is
shown in Seidenberg and McClelland’s Figure 19, reproduced here in Figure 5.4. This
is a replication of a study reported in (Seidenberg, McRae, and Jared, 1988), which
compared naming latencies for regularly pronounced English words, and regularly
pronounced English words that belong to an inconsistently pronounced class (Reg Inc
in the figure). For example hone is regularly pronounced (/hon/), but there are (frequent) words sharing the letter sequence one , that have pronunciations for that
sequence that are inconsistent with the pronunciation in hone: gone, done. The experimental results demonstrated a 13 millisecond naming latency difference between the
regular and regular inconsistent classes, as shown in Figure 5.4. Also shown in that figure are the mean squared phonological error scores for the model on the same stimuli,
which according to Seidenberg and McClelland “also provide a good fit to the latency
data.” But this can hardly be described as an honest comparison. Note that there is
no prescribed formula for mapping between latency differences and (mean-squared)





English, the pronunciation of names does not always follow the general conventions of English words.
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Figure 5.4: Replication of the (Seidenberg, McRae, and Jared, 1988) experiment, from (Seidenberg and McClelland, 1989, page 545), Figure 19. Used with permission of American
Psychological Association, Inc..
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phonological error scores of the model. In other words, given a line representing latency differences for human subjects, there is no prescribed formula which, given that
line, allows one to derive the slope and intersect of the expected phonological error scores of the model. Thus, with only two data points, Seidenberg and McClelland could
have chosen to give the line corresponding to the model’s performance any slope and
intersect that they chose. In particular, they could have matched the line exactly to the
experimental data; but this would have looked too good, and would have emphasized
the point that the comparison is meaningless. Instead they presented an almost exact
match, a tactic that is incredibly effective, unless one is paying close attention.
To sum up: Seidenberg and McClelland present their model as an alternative to
standard psychological theories of reading. But it is hard to accept that conclusion.
What we are presented with is a toy system, one that is shown to perform well (and
even then with bizarre exceptions) only on a very small portion of the problem. The
comparisons offered with real experimental data range from the plausible to the highly
misleading.
In the fields of computational linguistics or speech technology, nobody would accept that a model provided a useful alternative solution to a problem if that model had
only been tested on a small and carefully selected subset of the relevant examples.
Neither should one believe similar claims in psychology.

5.4

Summary

The computational model of orthography that we have presented implicitly assumes a
“dual route” for mapping between written forms and their pronunciation: on the one
hand we have the mapping to the ORL, the level of lexical representation relevant for
orthographic encoding; on the other, the mapping between the ORL and the orthogra— is a set of spelling rules which, inverted and composed with the
phy —
map between the ORL and the pronunciation, serve also as a set of “letter-to-sound”
rules.
The model also has Architectural Uniformity in that it assumes the same architecture for all writing systems: one reads Chinese or Japanese by the same mechanisms
as one reads English or Serbo-Croatian.
These two properties are well supported by the psycholinguistic literature on reading. Connectionist proposals notwithstanding, there is evidence for dual (or multiple)
routes during reading. And the same mechanisms appear to be available to readers of a
variety of scripts. In particular there is evidence both for “deep” (lexical) processing in
supposedly shallow orthographies, and also “shallow” processing in supposedly deep
orthographies. Of course different experimental conditions may favor certain strategies with certain scripts: presenting nonsense words to readers of a relatively shallow
orthography will certainly favor an “assembled” route. But on the whole, whether one
finds evidence for deep or shallow processing depends, it seems, more upon the task
that is being examined than the orthographic system one is studying.
So, while I would not go so far as to claim “psychological reality” for the computational model, we can state with some confidence that the overall architecture is at
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least not at odds with what we know about human orthographic processing.

Chapter 6

Further Issues
Needless to say, there are many problems in the analysis of writing systems that are
left unresolved by this discussion. This chapter will address four of these issues.
First of all, in Section 6.1, I examine the adaptation of writing systems, and ask
what it means to adapt an orthography to a new language.
In Section 6.2 I consider spelling reforms, and in particular the 1995 reform of
Dutch spelling: as we shall see in this case, contrary to popular notions of what spelling
reforms should be like, extant examples of spelling reforms (as in the Dutch case) often
are more concerned with “morphological faithfulness” than with making the writing
system more “phonetic”, though they may not be particularly successful in either goal.
Throughout most of this book I have considered what one might term “core writing”, that is the ordinary spelling of words in the normal orthography for a language.
Largely left out of this discussion have been a large number of types of symbols that
are rampant in written language — abbreviations, special symbols (%, &, etc.), and
numerical symbols among them. How do such things fit into the general model that
we have developed here? This question is addressed, at least in a preliminary fashion,
in Section 6.3 with an examination of written numerals and their relation to number
names, and in Section 6.4 with a short discussion of abbreviatory devices.
Finally, implicit in the approach adopted here has been the Bloomfieldian (Bloomfield, 1933, page 21) maxim that written language is “merely a way of recording language by means of visible marks”. This view, while assumed in a lot of work on
writing systems is by no means a universally popular one, and there is a long tradition
that takes the view that written language is on a par with spoken language, and that
there are a lot of features of the former that are not best understood by appealing to the
latter. In fact, I believe that there is no fundamental incompatibility between the two
views, and I will argue this point in Section 6.5.
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6.1

Adaptation of Writing Systems: the Case of Manx
Gaelic

Almost all of the literate cultures in the world today originally borrowed their script
from another culture. The only clear exceptions to this generalization are the very
few cultures whose writing system was developed totally indigenously: Chinese is the
most obvious example of this, but others might include Semitic (depending upon one’s
views of the origins of Semitic scripts — see (O’Connor, 1996)), and of course writing
systems, such as Pahawh Hmong, that were developed in recent times by inspired
individuals in previously illiterate cultures.
It is worth making a distinction (one not often made) between the adaptation of
scripts and the adaptation of writing systems. The distinction can be illustrated perfectly by the various adaptations of Semitic scripts, notably Hebrew and Arabic (Hary,
1996; Aronson, 1996; Kaye, 1996). As is well known, the most notable feature of
Semitic writing systems is their systematic lack of representation of short vowels, and
their imperfect representation for long vowels.1 Also systematically lacking are representations of certain consonantal properties such as gemination in Standard Arabic.
Daniels (1996b) terms this kind of writing system an abjad. As is also well known,
Semitic languages have a characteristic “root-and-pattern” morphology, where morphologically related words share a common consonantal root, and differ mainly in the
pattern of vowels and gemination (in Arabic) or spirantization (in Hebrew) of root consonants. The Semitic writing systems are often claimed to be well adapted to Semitic
languages since, by omitting symbols for vowels and alterations of root consonants,
the root is rendered more transparent across whole sets of derivationally related forms.
Whatever the merits of this argument, it is noteworthy that when Semitic writing
systems have been adapted to other languages two rather divergent courses have been
taken. One course is simply to borrow the entire writing system: that is the symbol set
is borrowed (with possible augmentations), the symbols are used to denote (roughly)
the same phonemes, and the way in which the script is used to represent linguistic
form is more or less identical to the original. This was the course taken by the Arabicbased abjads for Persian and Urdu, and the Hebrew-based abjad of Judeo-Arabic. In
these cases, the resulting system is the same as the original writing system in that,
for instance, short vowels tend not to be orthographically expressed. There are other
senses in which a writing system can be borrowed, and we return to these momentarily.
The second way in which Semitic scripts have been adapted is for the borrowing
language to borrow the script, but not the way in which it is used. That is, the symbol
set is borrowed (again with possible augmentation), the symbols are (again) used to
represent (roughly) the same phonemes, but the resulting system is not an abjad. Examples are the Arabic-based Kurdish and Uyghur alphabets, and the Hebrew-based
alphabets for Yiddish and Judezmo (Ladino). Indeed, in these cases more than just the
symbol set and the grapheme-to-phoneme correspondences were borrowed: one also
1 Vowel symbols are of course available in the form of “points” written above or below the consonant
symbols, but such symbols are generally reserved for pedagogical uses to ensure that the learner pronounces
the vowels correctly, and for religious texts for the same reason.
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finds positional preferences for certain symbols reflecting certain sounds borrowed into the new system. For instance, in Judezmo (Bunis, 1975) the Hebrew consonant
’ is used to represent /a/ in initial and medial position; however in final position
h is used since Hebrew words ending in /a/ are most frequently spelled with
final . Thus kada ‘each’ is spelled
q’dh . Similarly,
’ doubles as a
“support” for syllable-initial vowels besides /a/, so that i ‘and’ is written
’y ,
and es ‘is’ is written
’ys ; note also that
y is used for both /i/ and
/e/. Again, this follows Hebrew practice since
’ , etymologically / /, is one way
y may represent either
of representing an empty syllable onset in Hebrew, and
(long) /e/ or /i/. But despite this inheritance, the system used in Judezmo is clearly an
alphabet, not an abjad, since all vowels are represented in the orthography.
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Let us now return to the notion of borrowing a writing system, rather than merely
a script. What does this notion entail? Clearly the interpretation of this concept hinges
crucially upon one’s understanding of what specific kinds of linguistic information are
represented by a given writing system, and how they are represented. For example, we
have noted earlier (Section 3.2, Footnote 17) that there is a tension between “phonological faithfulness” and “morphological faithfulness”: writing systems often face a
choice between representing a word in a form that is representative of its (surface)
pronunciation, and representing the morphemes of a word in a fashion consistent with
their spelling in other related words. Semitic writing systems have addressed this tension in a rather interesting fashion: due to their peculiar properties, they are able, to
a large extent, to consistently represent morphological roots, abstracting away from a
variety of surface pronunciations of those roots; but at the same time, precisely because vowels and certain other features are not generally represented, Semitic writing
systems represent words in a manner consistent with, if not particularly informative
of, the actual pronunciation. (In other words, Semitic writing systems have incomplete
coverage; Section 1.2.1.) For a Semitic written form such as mlk ‘king’, one could
interpret this as either representing a particular surface pronunciation (e.g. /malik/ in
Arabic) or else a particular root morpheme.





Carried one step further, one might imagine “forgetting” the phonetic basis of a
string of graphemes like mlk and taking this to be a logographic representation of
the morpheme ‘king’. For a particular word derived from ‘king’, one might consider
any additional graphemes to be phonetic cues as to the particular derivative of ‘king’
in question. This abstraction would appear to be the source of the heterograms found
in adaptations of Aramaic writing systems to Persian languages (Skjærvø, 1996). Heterograms are words or morphemes that are spelled exactly as they would be spelled
in their Aramaic source language, but are intended to be read as a Persian word: often
the word, in addition to its Aramaic core, has additional graphemic material to reflect,
for example, Persian inflectional endings, and these are spelled according to Persian,
not Aramaic, pronunciation. To give an example from Middle Persian (Skjærvø, 1996,
page 523), a word spelled YHWWNd consisted of an Aramaic core YHWWN
‘be, become’ (the Aramaic stem being /yhwwn/), and the final d representing a
Persian inflectional ending. The word was to be pronounced /bawānd/, with the pronunciation /bawān/ ‘become’ corresponding to the heterogram YHWWN . One
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could cast this as a reinterpretation of the mapping
for a given written sign:
rather than mapping from the value of PHON attribute to spelling, it is reinterpreted as
being a mapping from a value of the SYNSEM attribute. Aramaic heterograms thus
have a strong family resemblance to the adaptation of Chinese script to the writing of
native words in Japanese (Section 4.3), where the phonographic basis of the Chinese
character was lost.
Turning to another case, consider how a writing system might look if it were an
adaptation of the English writing system. Consider first what particular properties are
essential features of English writing. Two important properties come to mind:



A particular association between phonological structure and grapheme sequences (
)
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A large amount of lexical marking of orthographic features; see Section 3.2

One writing system that is adapted from that of English and that seems to have
adopted the above-mentioned two features is that of Manx Gaelic. Unlike Irish and
Scots Gaelic, which preserved a written tradition dating back to the 7th century (see
(McManus, 1996) for a concise outline of the history of Gaelic orthography), the Gaelic speakers on the Isle of Man completely lost touch with that literary tradition. So
when Bishop Phillips, the Welsh Bishop of Sodor and Man, undertook to translate
the Anglican Book of Common Prayer into Manx sometime between 1605 and 1610
(Thomson, 1969), he was forced to invent an orthography for the language. This he
did, with a system that represented the consonants as in English and the vowels (apparently) at least in part based on Welsh. This first attempt to introduce an orthography
for Manx was not very successful, however. In the early eighteenth century the first
printed book in Manx appeared, a bilingual version of Bishop Thomas Wilson’s Principles and Duties of Christianity, and it was the orthographic scheme used here that,
with some minor changes, became the standard orthography for Manx Gaelic.
This later orthography, unlike Phillips’, was based almost wholly on that of English. This much is generally accepted as being clearly borrowed:




The values of the vowels: thus, for instance,
represented /u/.



The use of ‘silent’

 e

 ee 

represented /i/ and

{

 oo 

to mark vowel length. Thus lane /l :n/ ‘full’.

` |

Doubled consonants marking short vowels. Thus moddey */m d /,2 balley
/bæl / ‘town, farm’.

}[|
  gh 

is used to represent /x/ (word internally), as it was in various dialects of
English at the time.

` ~2|

2 The pronunciation here does not reflect the pronunciation of Late Spoken Manx (Broderick, 1984b),
which would be */m : / for this word: between the time that the orthography was invented, and the
early 20th century, several innovations had taken place in the Manx sound system including the lenition of
intervocalic stops, and a process of lengthening of /a/ and / / in stressed open syllables of disyllabic words.

`
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To be sure, some choices for spelling certain sounds do not make a great deal of sense
given an English model. So y generally represents / /, something that might perhaps be a holdover from Phillips’ earlier orthography, since y is used to represent
/ / in Welsh. Equally puzzling from an English (or a Welsh) point of view is the use
of ey to represent / /, particularly in final position: ushtey /ušč / ‘water’, carrey
/kær / ‘friend’. 3 Also not apparently from English (though very reminiscent of traditional Gaelic spelling) was the sporadic use of i before a consonant to represent
palatalization of that consonant. But on the whole, the English provenance of most
features of Manx spelling is quite clear.
Not only did Manx borrow a large number of its spelling-sound correspondences
from English, but it also apparently borrowed the propensity of English for irregular spelling; in more technical terms, it adopted the tendency of English for lexical
marking of orthographic features. One interesting instance is the use of h after
initial consonants which, with only four exceptions, would appear to correlate with
no phonological distinction. The four exceptions are gh (representing / /), ch
(representing both /x/ and /č/), ph (representing /f/) and sh (representing /š/).4
But h can also occur after initial b , d , f , k , l , m , n ,
r , and t ,5 and in none of these cases does the spelling with h apparently
correspond to a different phonological form from the spelling without it.6 Consider,
for example, what Cregeen in his classic dictionary (1835, page vi) states concerning
lh — the only h spelling that he explicitly comments on:
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L. Some say that this letter admits of no aspiration, and is pronounced
as l (in English) in law, live, love; as LAUE, LIOAR, LANE; but I think

 

|

3 One

 

possible explanation of this particular puzzle is that the ey spelling was motivated by a final
reduced vowel other than / /, namely /I /. At least some of the words spelled with final ey and pronounced
with / / in Late Spoken Manx may have had an /I /-like vowel in 18th century Manx, as evidenced by the
quasi-phonetic transcriptions collected in Edward Lhuyd’s Geiriau Manaweg (‘Manx Words’) (Ifans and
Thomson, 1979). Thus we find: wystèe for ushtey ‘water’; ylèe for eoylley ‘mud’; maji for maidjey ‘wood’;
lomyr yn kyrri for loamrey’n cheyrrey ‘fleece’; fàni for fahney ‘wart’. For at least some of these there is
etymological evidence in that cognates in Irish or Scots Gaelic have a palatalized consonant before the final
reduced vowel, which could plausibly result in a higher /I /-like reduced vowel. Thus (palatalized consonants
underlined): (Irish) uisce ‘water’ ( ushtey), maide ‘stick’ ( maidjey), and (Scots Gaelic) foinne ‘wart’
( fahney); note that in Gaelic spelling, palatalization of consonants is indicated by e or i adjacent
to the consonant cluster (and if possible on both sides). Given that y was at least sometimes used to
represent / / in other positions, the use of ey to represent this /I / would have been reasonable, especially
since the pronunciation of final /i/ (as in chimney) was most likely /I / in nearby (Lancashire) dialects of
English. (Indeed, Geoffrey Sampson, personal communication, notes that such final high vowels are lax in
present-day Received Pronunciation; see also (Wells, 1982, page 119).) It is conceivable that ey was
then generalized to represent all final reduced vowels.
4 Note that in Phillips’ earlier orthography ch was not ambiguous as it represented only /č/. In that
system /x/ was represented as gh in all positions.
5 One also finds vh to represent initial lenition of words spelled with bh or mh .
6 Of course,
bh , mh , fh
th and dh have an overt similarity to Gaelic spellings for
lenited /b/ (/v/ or /w/), /m/ (/v/ or /w/), /f/ (/ ), /t/ (/h/) and /d/ (/ /). But it seems unlikely that traditional
Gaelic orthography is the source of these spellings, since there is no evidence that the developers of the
orthography were aware of Gaelic orthographic traditions, so there would have been little opportunity for
them to attempt to give Manx a superficial similarity to Gaelic. Besides, a Gaelic source could not directly
explain the most common h spelling, lh , nor could it explain kh , nh or rh , since none of
these sequences occur initially in Gaelic spelling.
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there is a distinction between lie or ly in English, and LHIE in Manks;
and had the words LOO, LOOR, etc. been spelled or written LHOO and
LHOOR, they would have answered the Manks pronunciation better; for
without the h the sound is too narrow, except to those who know that they
require that sound.
Though it is hard to say what Cregeen is describing here, it is evident that, at least in
the Manx of the early 19th century when his dictionary was compiled, the pronunciation of /l/ in Manx was distinct from that of English /l/, and the spelling with h
was intended to answer this difference.7 However, as is also evident from Cregeen’s
comments, other words that were spelled with plain l , also had this non-English /l/,
so that the h , if indeed it served the function of marking the consonant as distinct
from the English pronunciation, at least did not do so consistently.8
Did h serve to distinguish homophones or close homophones? It clearly did at
least partly serve this function, as the following close minimal pairs (from Cregeen’s
dictionary) show:

 

 

 
 

beill
leih
lott
meeley
taal
tie

‘mouths’
‘forgiveness’
‘lot’
‘soft’
‘flow’
‘the ill’

bheill
lheih
lhott
mheeley
thaal
thie

‘grind’
‘place’
‘wound’
‘mile’
‘adze’
‘house’

Indeed, in one case Cregeen himself explicitly notes this function: commenting on the
word mhill ‘spoil’ and on the alternative spelling mill, he notes (page 126) that “for the
better sound’s sake and a difference from Mill (honey), the h is inserted.”9 However,
providing a means of orthographically distinguishing homophones seems only to have
been a minor function of postconsonantal h . Table 6.1 shows the total counts in
Cregeen’s dictionary of words spelled with initial Ch (for C a consonant), and the
number of those words that are minimal pairs with homophonic or close-homophonic
words spelled without the h . (In these calculations, I discounted derived compounds: thus thie ‘house’ is counted, but not thie lhionney ‘alehouse’.)
About the only consistent function that h in these spellings seems to have is
that it serves to make Manx spelling irregular: that is, one must simply list for a word

 

 





 

7 Robert Thomson suggests (personal communication) that Cregeen may have heard a dark /l/ in Manx
in contrast to the light /l/ one would expect to get in English in initial position.
8 One might be tempted to suppose that
lh represents palatal (“slender”) /l/, since for a number of
words spelled with lh , the corresponding Irish or Scots Gaelic forms have palatalized /l/: thus lhaih
‘read’ corresponding to Scots Gaelic leugh (where the e serves to mark a palatalized /l/). However
palatalized /l/ is also marked in other ways, especially by i : lioar ‘book’ (Irish leabhar). And there are
many instances of words spelled with lh that are not palatalized in Gaelic: thus lhag ‘weak’ (Irish lag).
This is also confirmed by late spoken Manx pronunciations as catalogued by Broderick (1984a): thus for
example the word lhon (Irish lon) ‘blackbird’ has attested pronunciations /l n/ or /l n/, neither of them
with palatalized /l/.
9 It is unclear what he means by “the better sound’s sake.”
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Spelling
bh
dh
fh
kh
lh
mh
nh
rh
th

 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 



Total Number
14
32
2
6
186
24
3
23
90

185

Homophones
1
1
0
2
8
3
0
0
5

Percentage
7%
3%
0%
33%
4%
13%
0%
0%
6%

 

Table 6.1: Total counts in Cregeen’s dictionary of words spelled with initial Ch , where C
denotes a consonant, and the number and percentages of those words that are minimal pairs with
homophonic or close-homophonic words spelled without the h .

 

 

like bheill ‘grind’, the fact that there is an h in the orthography. Thus we might assume a representation along the lines of (6.1), where the bh spelling is (irregularly)
licensed by /b/:
(6.1)
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This is, needless to say, highly reminiscent of English, where large amounts of such
lexical marking are necessary. The particular use of h , is of course not apparently
borrowed from English: that is distinctively Manx. However the property of irregularity itself plausibly is borrowed. One can imagine the original developers of the
Manx writing system, being intimately familiar with English orthography, consciously
or unconsciously importing the property that words may have orthographically marked
lexical entries. Occasionally this irregularity would be used to distinguish homophones
(as in English road/rode), but more often it would be used as a lexical marking with
no apparent other function. Put in another way, the developers’ of Manx orthography, given their experience with English, were not particularly motivated to provide a
consistent spelling system for Manx.10
What does it mean to borrow a writing system? Apparently it can mean much
more than merely adapting the mapping
to a new language. In some cases,
as in Perso-Aramaic heterograms, it can involve a reinterpretation of what
is
mapping between. In the case of Manx, what was borrowed (apart from the particular
“letter-to-sound” correspondences) is the property of having rampant lexical marking
of orthographic properties.
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10 As
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Robert Thomson notes (personal communication), besides the idiosyncratic use of post-consonantal
, there are many other instances of idiosyncratic spellings in Manx. For instance, the words leigh ‘law’,
leih ‘forgive’, lheiy ‘calf’ and lhiy ‘colt’ are homophones or near homophones, which are kept distinct in
somewhat arbitrary ways in spelling.
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6.2

Orthographic Reforms: the Case of Dutch

English is one of the few major languages that has been blessed not to have had any
large-scale formally sanctioned spelling reforms during its history, this despite the numerous attempts on the part of various individuals for the past three hundred years.
Not surprisingly, the major intention of all spelling reforms proposed for English is to
render English spelling “more phonetic”, or in other words to make it more phonologically faithful. An Anglocentric viewpoint would thus assume that spelling reforms
in general should aim for phonological faithfulness. In fact, this is not usually the
case, and morphological faithfulness — a property that English orthography already
has to some extent (see Section 3.2) — can often play a role in the redesign of spelling
systems. We examine here the case of the 1995 spelling reform for Dutch, which
illustrates this point.
In 1995 a new revision of Dutch spelling was formulated (Instituut voor Nederlandse Lexicologie, 1995); this new spelling became official in the fall of 1996 in the
Netherlands and Belgium. Various changes proposed in the 1995 spelling system have
been the source of much linguistic debate; see (Neijt and Nunn, 1997) for a comprehensive review of this and previous spelling changes for Dutch.
In this discussion we will concern ourselves with only one issue, namely the
spelling of two of the so-called “linking morphemes” in nominal compounds, those
that are spelled e or en , both of which are pronounced / /. Some examples,
using the conventions of the pre-1995 — 1954 — spelling, are shown below, with the
linking morpheme in question underlined. (We will gloss the linking morpheme as
“LM”):11

 

 

(6.2) (a)

slangebeet (snake+LM+bite) ‘snakebite’
paardebloem (horse+LM+flower) ‘dandelion’
kattevel (cat+LM+skin) ‘catskin’
forellevangst (trout+LM+catch) ‘trout catch’

(b)

bessenjam (berry+LM+jam) ‘berry jam’
boekenkast (book+LM+case) ‘bookcase’
paardenvolk (horse+LM+people) ‘cavalry’
kreeftenvangst (crab+LM+catch) ‘crab catch’

6.2.1

|

The 1954 spelling rules

Under the 1954 spelling conventions, the decision on which form to use was based
largely on whether the lefthand member is interpreted as plural. A common plural
11 The -e and en forms are only two of the five possible ways of linking elements of nominal compounds
in Dutch. Of the other three ways, the most common is simply to have no linking morpheme: rundvlees
(ox+meat) ‘beef’. Less common is -s (lamsvlees (lamb+S+meat) ‘lamb (meat)’), and even rarer is -er (rundergehakt (ox+ER+chopped) ‘ground beef’). As Schreuder et al. (1998) note (from whom these particular
examples were taken), all of the non-zero linking morphemes are relics of an obsolete medieval Dutch
nominal inflection system.
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suffix for Dutch nouns is written en — and pronounced / /. If the lefthand member
of the compound has a plural in en (not all nouns do), and if the interpretation of
the lefthand member in the compound in question is plausibly plural, spell the linking
morpheme as en ; otherwise spell it as e . Thus, in principle one should write
bessenjam for ‘berry jam’ because the word for berry (bes) has a plural in en , and
because one normally makes jam out of multiple berries. On the other hand one writes
slangebeet for ‘snakebite’, because even though the plural of slange is slangen, a snakebite typically only involves one snake. As Neijt and Nunn note (1997, pages 11–
12), and as one might expect, things were by no means uniformly so simple. So,
sometimes the principles were applied rather arbitrarily: why is it kreeftenvangst ‘crab
catch’, implying the catch of more than one crab, but forellevangst ‘trout catch’, implying the catch of just one trout?12 Furthermore, some portions of the vocabulary apparently licensed categorical overrides of the general principle. For instance, if the lefthand term denoted a person or persons, en was always used, even if a singular interpretation might be plausible: weduwenpensioen ‘widow’s pension’.13 However, if a particular individual is intended, then e is written: koninginnedag (queen+LM+day)
‘Queen’s day’.
But ignoring these (somewhat large) nits in the system, and working under the
assumption that the 1954 spelling conventions were more-or-less consistent, what is
the best analysis of the mapping between linguistic representation and orthography in
terms of the theory under development here? The spelling conventions stated that one
should write en if the linking morpheme was pronounced / /, if the intended interpretation of the lefthand member was plural, and if the noun in question had a plural in
-en. They did not actually make the linguistic claim that in such instances the linking
morpheme is the plural morpheme. However, several linguists (e.g. Booij (1996), and
Schreuder and colleagues (1998) who provide experimental data supporting Booij’s
claim) have made precisely this argument, and indeed it seems to result in the most
succinct description if we make this assumption. If this is the case, then we can assume that nouns that have a plural in -en, select the linking morpheme (spelled en ,
and marked [+PL]) in (6.3a), which is in fact just the -en plural morpheme; and in all
other cases the form in (6.3b) (which is unspecified for plurality) is selected:
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(6.3) (a)
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12 As a reviewer has pointed out to me, the answer might be that “crabs are typically caught in numbers,
while trout are caught individually on a line.” On the other hand, a trout fisherman may capture multiple
trout on a single fishing trip, and yet under the old spelling system, this would still have to be written
forellevangst.
13 Note that the English translation has a singular form widow’s, corresponding to the Dutch plural form
weduwen.
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The 1995 spelling rules

For all of their relative consistency, the 1954 conventions suffer from one major problem, that make them ideal fodder for spelling reformers. Deciding whether to write
en or e requires one to judge whether a lefthand member of a compound is
plausibly plural in interpretation. Since this may differ from compound instance to
compound instance, the 1954 conventions had the disadvantage that one could not
guarantee a consistent spelling of a given compound, or a given class of similar compounds since in some instances a plural interpretation might seem appropriate, in others a singular interpretation. Thus from the point of view of those who prefer a superficially consistent spelling system, the 1954 design is rather poor.
Under the 1995 conventions, one is no longer required to decide upon whether a
plural meaning is more appropriate to a given context. Rather the rule for using en
and e depends, at least in its simplest form, on what the plural form of the lefthand
noun is (Instituut voor Nederlandse Lexicologie, 1995, page 25, my translation):

 

 

 

 

Write an -n- when the first part of the compound is an independent
noun which has a plural exclusively in -(e)n.14

 

The connection between the en form of the linking morpheme and the plural is thus
also drawn in the 1995 conventions as in the 1954 conventions, but here the semantics
of the compound do not enter into the decision. On the face of it, then, the 1995
conventions would appear to be a simplification over the earlier conventions.
However, there are some exceptions to the main rule, which significantly complicate the new spelling principle. Among these:
1. The first part denotes a person or thing that in the given context is a unique type:
zonneschijn ‘sunshine’
2. The first part is an animal name, and the second part is a botanical term:
paardebloem (horse+LM+flower) ‘dandelion’
3. The first part denotes a body part, and the whole compound is a fossilized construction: kakebeen (jaw+LM+bone[?]) ‘jawbone’, ruggespraak
(back+LM+speech) ‘consultation’
The first of these exceptions is of course almost identical to the stipulation of the
1954 conventions relating to compounds with lefthand members denoting persons, and

|

14 Besides the exceptions to the rule to be discussed below, there are a couple of additional amendments.
For example, if the singular of the lefthand noun does not end in / / and can form a plural both in /s/ and
/en/, then the linking morpheme should also be spelled with en
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for this class of cases the writer is still forced to judge whether the lefthand member is
appropriately interpreted as unique given the context. The “flora-fauna rule” is apparently a concession to the fact that most such compounds had previously been spelled
with e , and there was a desire to minimize the number of spelling changes required
by the new conventions (Neijt and Nunn, 1997, page 22). The third seems perhaps
the most difficult to apply since it requires one to determine whether the construction
in question is “fossilized” (the Dutch term used here is versteende samenstelling ‘petrified compound’), presumably meaning that it is semantically opaque. Ruggespraak
‘consultation’ clearly counts as opaque, but kakebeen ‘jawbone’ is much less obviously so, and only after some rather circuitous reasoning does it become clear that one
should probably consider it to be opaque after all: been means either ‘bone’ or ‘leg’;
the plural for ‘bone’ is beenderen, for ‘leg’ benen; the plural of kakebeen is kakebenen,
suggesting that the been here has, etymological considerations aside, the ‘leg’ reading.
On that reasoning, then certainly kakebeen should be considered opaque.
What is an appropriate formal analysis for the 1995 convention on e versus
en ? Since the basic rule is no longer based on the semantics of the situation,
but rather on a morphological property of the lefthand noun — whether or not it has
a plural in -en — it no longer makes any sense to assume a linking-morpheme entry
with a [+PL] semantic specification (as in (6.3a)). Simpler would be to assume a single
linking morpheme that is unspecified for orthographic and semantic information:
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(6.4)

In order to predict the appropriate spelling, we need to assume a morphological feature
[+en], which marks nouns that have a plural exclusively in /en/. Then we can write
spelling rules as in (6.5), to capture the basic rule of the 1995 conventions, and fill in
value for the ORTH attribute in (6.4):

|  en 
|  e 

(6.5) / /
/ /

/ [+en]

For the exceptional classes there are two possible routes. Firstly, one could prespecify
the exceptional e spelling in the orthographic field of the compounds fitting the
terms of the exception: this seems perhaps the most reasonable route in the third class
of exceptions given above. Secondly, one could assume an additional rule introducing
e in certain semantically specified contexts. The flora-fauna exception could be
handled by the rule in (6.6), which would apply so as to bleed the first of the rules in
(6.5):

 

 

|  e 

(6.6) / /

/ [+flora]

[+fauna]

But, however the exceptions are to be treated, what is clear is that we have in the 1995
proposal a system that is more complex than the conventions it supplants.
What would a more reasonable approach for the 1995 proposal to have taken with
regard to the linking morpheme? One approach would have simply been to leave it
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unchanged from the 1954 conventions. This is more or less what Booij (1996) suggests. Of course, this does leave some ambiguity in some cases: depending upon what
one means one could have either schapevlees or schapenvlees (sheep+LM+meat) for
‘mutton’. But, as Booij rightly asks (page 133): “what is wrong with that?”
A second approach would have achieved complete consistency, and would at the
same time have been much simpler to state: since the linking morpheme is invariably
pronounced / / no matter how it is spelled, one could simply always write it e , and
eliminate the en spelling entirely. Alternatively, one could have chosen to spell
the linking morpheme exclusively with en (eliminating e entirely); in the latter
case, the pronunciation of en as / / would be consistent with the pronunciation of
the plural suffix en , whose spelling has not been changed under the 1995 reform.
Either of these reforms, had they been adopted, would have made Dutch spelling slightly more “phonologically faithful”. Instead what has been adopted is a system that
attempts to be as “morphologically faithful” as the 1954 conventions but at the same
time drains the morphological faithfulness of any semantic sense: rather than depending upon the semantics of the situation, the 1995 conventions require that one consider
a purely formal property of the lefthand noun (whether it exclusively forms its plural
in -en). In principle this could of course guarantee more consistent spellings than the
1954 conventions since the writer would merely have to reflect on the morphological
properties of the base noun, and would not have to determine possibly subtle semantic nuances. Needless to say, whatever benefit might have been gained by this new
convention has been effectively eliminated by the additional stipulated exceptions.
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Other forms of Notation: Numerical Notation and
its Relation to Number Names

In our discussion of writing systems we have thus far focused exclusively on what
might be termed the core of writing systems, where written symbols clearly represent
some sort of linguistic object, be it phonological or lexical. But written language
contains many forms that cannot be so described, the most prominent and widespread
of these being numerical notation. Here we will concern ourselves mostly with the
Hindu-Arabic numeral system, which has become practically universal.
There have of course been numerous written representations of numbers developed
throughout history by various cultures speaking various languages; for an overview see
(Pettersson, 1996). In some cases, the system, in addition to serving as a representation for numerals, also served as a reasonable written representation of the associated
number names. Such is the case with traditional Chinese numerals. Thus a numeral
representation such as
sān qiān liù bǎi bā shı́sı̀ ‘
’,
serves simultaneously as a representation for the number ‘3,684’ and as a specification
of how the number is actually read; indeed there is no other way to represent the
number name for ‘3,684’ in Chinese than by the string of characters given.15 And
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and accounting variants of the standard number name characters do exist: thus
èr instead
èr for ‘2’. But these are merely contextually determined graphical variants of the standard forms.
For serious mathematical calculations, standard Chinese numerals are not very convenient, and other
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numerical representation schemes developed by a particular culture tend, not surprisingly, to have properties that are influenced by the linguistic facts of the language
spoken by that culture: thus Ancient Mayan numerical representation is basically vigesimal, reflecting the vigesimal system used in number name construction in Mayan
languages.
Thus some numerical representation schemes are at least partly glottographic in
design, in that they reflect at least some aspects of the structure of the linguistic system
of number names of the language spoken by the designers of the system. In contrast, the Hindu-Arabic system is decidedly non-glottographic in design even for the
speakers of the South Asian languages (whichever they may have been), who developed it, around 600 AD from an earlier more glottographic system (Pettersson, 1996,
page 804). Rather it is a purely mathematically motivated “positional” representation
(Harris, 1995; Pettersson, 1996) where powers of the base (10) are represented by the
position of digits in a grid starting from the rightmost position, and the digits themselves represent multipliers of the power of the base. Thus a number such as 3,684
represents straightforwardly (omitting
):
(6.7)

©A¶·5yª0«y¬A¶¸5yª0®y¯A¶·5yªU°I ²
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The Hindu-Arabic system is now used to represent numbers in the written representation of nearly all languages, and the systems of number names in the languages
cover a wide spectrum of possibilities. A sample of the range of possibilities for the example ‘3,684’ is given below in (6.8). English (6.8a) is a fairly straightforward decimal
system where there is a close one-to-one mapping between the words in the number
name, and the multipliers and multiplicands in the factorized representation in (6.7).
German (6.8b) is similarly straightforward with the exception that, as in most other
Germanic languages (Modern English being the notable exception), the digits and tens
are presented in the reverse of their “logical” order. In Malagasy (6.8c) (RajemisaRaolison, 1971), the entire number name is presented in the reverse of its “logical”
order. Finally, in the case of Basque (6.8d) we find a partially decimal-vigesimal system where numbers below 100 are regularly represented in terms of sums of products
of powers of 20 followed by units or ‘ten’ plus a unit.16
(6.8) (a)
(b)

three thousand six hundred eighty four
dreitausendsechshundertvierundachtzig
(three+thousand+six+hundred+four+and+eighty)

©A¶·5Mª2«y¬g¶¹5Mª2®y²K¯A¶·5yªU°

(c)

efatra amby valopolo sy eninjato sy telo arivo
(four and eight+ten and six+hundred and three thousand)

²U¯g¶¹5Mª±°y ¬g¶·5yª2®M©A¶·5yª0«

(d)

hiru mila seirehunda laurogeita lau
(three thousand six+hundred four+score four)

©A¶·5Mª2«y¬g¶¹5Mª2®y²º¶»tª±°I²

numerical representations were invented for such purposes; see (Needham, 1959; Pettersson, 1996)
16 See (Hurford, 1975) and (Stampe, 1976) for surveys and linguistic models of number name systems and
(Brandt Corstius, 1968) for some early grammatical models of number names.
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The relationship between the blatantly non-glottographic Hindu-Arabic numeral
system and the number name systems of the various languages in which it is used
would be of largely academic interest were it not for the fact that converting between
the two representations is something that literate speakers do routinely — and something that automatic text-to-speech conversion systems must also be capable of. This
immediately raises the question of what kind of mapping such speakers perform and
how the model of this mapping relates to the theory of writing systems that we have
been developing.
On first consideration, our model of writing systems would appear to have little
to say about this mapping, since the two most prominent assumptions that one must
make seem to directly contradict what we know to be true of the Hindu-Arabic numeral
system, and what is claimed to be true of number name systems:




A numerical representation such as ‘3,684’ maps directly to a linguistic level of
representation, in this case the lexical representation of the number name itself.17
The mapping between the two levels is regular.

The first assumption patently contradicts the mathematical design of the system, which
was clearly non-glottographic. The second assumption is also clearly false in general
since the “alphabet” of powers of ten is infinite: by definition one cannot have a regular
relation that involves an infinite alphabet.18
But these two points are misleading. First of all, the original design of a written
representation system should not confuse the issue of how the system is actually used
by readers of a language that uses that system: there is no reason why the Hindu-Arabic
numeral system as used, say, in English could not have a dual function, namely as a
mathematically motivated representation of the number, but also as a crude logographic representation of the number names of the language. Secondly, the observation that
the alphabet of powers of ten is non-finite misses the important point that there is a
limit to the length of a digit string that will be read by a human reader as a number
name (as opposed to merely a string of digits). The limit of course varies from reader
to reader, and presumably depends upon the level of literacy and mathematical acumen
of the person involved. But there clearly is such a limit: while most readers of American English would have no problem reading ‘1,000,000’ as one million, fewer would
be so confident about one quadrillion for ‘1,000,000,000,000,000’; and presumably
none would be able to translate (without the aid of pencil and paper, and possibly a
dictionary) a number such as ‘1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000’. In practical
situations, such numbers are typically either represented in scientific notation (
),
which has a totally different mode of reading aloud, or else (at least with smaller numbers) partly in words (e.g. American English 1 trillion for ‘1,000,000,000,000’). Given
these observations, we can proceed to develop a finite-state model for the conversion of
Hindu-Arabic numerals into number names for a given language; this model is the one

5yª0®¼

17 We

take it for granted that numerical representations do not generally represent phonological informa-

tion.
18 Number-name

systems themselves have been argued to be mildly context sensitive, hence not regular;
see (Radzinski, 1991).
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Figure 6.1: A numeral factorization transducer for numbers up to 999.
used in the Bell Labs multilingual TTS system, as described in (Sproat, 1997b; Sproat,
1997a).
The problem is best understood by factoring it into two components. The first
component, which we shall term factorization, is a mechanism for expanding a
Hindu-Arabic numeral sequence into a representation in terms of sums of products of
powers of ten. The second component maps from this factorized representation into
the sequence of words that make up the number name corresponding to the particular
numeral sequence; let us term this latter component the number name generator.
Both of these operations can be handled using finite-state transducers. For example, a
simple transducer that factors numerals up to multiples of
is shown in Figure 6.1.
Generating a number name from a numeral string then consists of composing the
string with the factorization transducer, composing the result with the number name
generator, and then computing the projection of the output, or formally:

5yª0®

number name

\Y½ ®  numeral ¾

factorization

¾

number name generator



The number name generator is obviously language-specific, since not only are the
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lexical items involved specific to a given language, but also various aspects of their
combination: it is a language-specific fact of English, for example that one may (in
some dialects must) use the word and between hundred and following material in
the number name, but do not use it after thousand, million, etc; similarly in Russian
complex case and gender agreement is required between elements of the number name
(Wade, 1992). 19
The factorization transducer is also language specific — or one might better say,
language-area specific. This is in part because languages differ in the way they logically factorize a long number name. Most (decimal) number name systems have distinct
words for
,
and
, but differ significantly on higher powers. The first five
powers of ten for which there are separate lexical items in American English, Chinese
(along with several other East Asian languages) and Hindi (along with most South
Asian languages) are given in (6.9):20

5yª±° 5Mª2®

(6.9)

English
Chinese
Hindi

5Mª2«

5yªU° , 5Mª2® , 5yª2« , 5yª0¿ , 5Mª2À
5yªU° , 5Mª2® , 5yª2« , 5yª2Á , 5Mª2Â
5yªU° , 5Mª2® , 5yª2« , 5yª0Ã , 5Mª2¼

5k¶·5yª Á

For the “missing” powers, languages revert to an analytic strategy, so that
in
English is expressed as ten thousand and
is expressed as a hundred
and ten thousand. Thus a number like ‘12345678’ would be factored differently in
these three languages. Here, the analytic blocks are underlined:

5k¶·5yª0Ã¹Ä5-¶¹5MªtÁ

(6.10)

English
Chinese
Hindi

xÅ Æ0ÇÆÉÈ2ÊGËÍÌPÎÏÇÐÆÉÈyÑ ËeÅ Ò;ÇÐÆÉÈMÓËÕÔ-ÇÆÉÈtÊiËÍÖPÎÏÇÐÆ×ÈMØ ËÚÙ;ÇÛÆ×ÈCÓgËÝÜKÇÐÆÉÈtÊiËßÞ
ÅxÆ0ÇÆÉÈ Ø ËÍÌ;ÇÐÆÉÈ Ó ËÚÒkÇÐÆ×È Ê ËßÔIÎàÇÐÆ×ÈMá ËÍÖKÇÆÉÈ Ø ËßÙkÇÐÆÉÈ Ó ËÍÜ;ÇÐÆ×È Ê ËÍÞ
Æ±ÇÐÆÉÈMâ ËeÅ Ì;ÇÐÆÉÈ Ê ËÚÒIÎÏÇÆÉÈMã ËeÅ Ô-ÇÆÉÈ Ê ËÍÖPÎÏÇÐÆ×È Ø ËÚÙ;ÇÛÆ×È Ó ËÝÜKÇÐÆÉÈ Ê ËßÞ

One point that is not often noted in discussions of numerical representations and
their relation to number names relates to the positioning of comma or other aids to
interpretation that are typically inserted into long numerals.21 Where one finds a
comma written depends exactly upon which powers of ten the language has distinct
words for. For English, the comma is written in positions corresponding to the end of
the first and second underlined blocks in (6.10): thus one writes 12,345,678 . In
Chinese, the comma is also written after the first underlined block, this time resulting
in 1234,5678 . Finally in Hindi, one writes the comma after the first second and
third underlined blocks, resulting in 1,23,45,678 .22 Thus the placement of the
comma corresponds exactly to the (right) edge of analytic number name constructions.
It is hard to interpret the comma in any other way than as an aid for the reader in the
mapping between the numerical representation and the number name. In other words,













19 In a working system, such as the Bell Labs TTS system, such linguistic facts can be handled in part by
rewrite rules compiled into finite-state transducers.
20 The system for American English differs, of course, from that used traditionally in British English, and
currently in other Western European languages.
21 The symbol is ‘,’ in English, Chinese and Hindi, as it happens. In many European languages besides
English one uses either ‘.’ or simply a space, the ‘,’ being used to represent what is represented with a
decimal point in English.
22 The surface form of the numerals in Hindi and other Indian languages (and also Arabic), is different
from that used in English or Chinese: but the system otherwise works exactly the same.
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the numerical representation is being treated in the writing system as a representation
not only of mathematical objects, but simultaneously as an orthographic representation
of linguistic objects.
For some languages, additional mechanisms are required in the factorization step.
In German, for example, digits and decades occur in the number name in the reverse
of their ‘logical’ order, as noted in (6.8b). This “decade flop” can be handled by
a finite-state transducer, but only at some cost, since transducers can only perform
string reversals (for a finite set of strings) by enumerating all strings paired with their
reversed form. (This is exactly what is done in the German version of the Bell Labs
TTS system; see (Sproat, 1997b).) So the mapping between numerals and their
associated factorizations is still regular, but not elegantly so. It is thus not surprising
that speakers of German and Dutch (which has an equivalent number name system)
have some difficulty in reading number names from their numerical representation. 23
For Malagasy, which has a complete reversal of the logical order (6.8c), it makes
more sense to assume that readers, when faced with a number, shift their attention to
the end of the numeral string and read (within that string) from right to left, temporarily
overriding the normal left-to-right order of reading. Thus, a simple regular mapping
between numeral and number name can be maintained, with the only added assumption
being the additional low-level processing strategy just described. A similar strategy
must in any case be assumed for Hebrew and Arabic, where the script runs from
right to left, but Hindu-Arabic numerals run from left to right as they do in other
languages.24
Turning to vigesimal systems we note that there are two possible strategies for dealing the mapping between decimal-based Hindu-Arabic numerals, and number names.
The first would be to insert into the factorization step a step that performs the base
conversion between 10 and 20. For numerical representations of a finite size, this can
be handled by a regular relation. Once this factorization into powers of 20 is accomplished, the number name generator would work in a vigesimal system precisely as
in a decimal system. As a practical matter however there seem to be relatively few
extant vigesimal systems that have distinct words for anything above a small power
. Merrifield
of 20. In Basque for example, the system becomes decimal above
(1968) reports on the Macro-Mayan language Ch’ol, which has words for
,
and
, thus reflecting an old Mayan purely vigesimal system; but he also notes that
the system for the larger numbers has essentially given way to the decimal system
of Spanish. Furthermore there is no data on Ch’ol speakers reading numbers from a
Hindu-Arabic decimal representation (assuming it would be possible for them to do
this). So for the point at hand, namely the conversion of decimal Hindu-Arabic numerals into vigesimal number names, we cannot deduce anything from the existence
of such a system of number names. For simpler (one might even say semi-fossilized)

»2ª2«
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23 Harald Baayen, personal communication. The evidence is currently only anectodal, and this claim
certainly needs to be supported by experimental evidence.
24 It is interesting to note that when Malagasy was written in the Arabic script (before the early 19th
century), this low-level processing step need not have been assumed. The script ran from right to left, of
course, but numerals would have been represented, as in Arabic or in present day Malagasy from left to right.
Thus a reader of Arabic-script-based Malagasy could maintain a right-to-left reading order throughout both
the ordinary text and (as in modern Malagasy) the number.
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decimal-vigesimal systems such as Basque, it is a relatively straightforward matter to
list the vigesimal-based words in the number lexicon, associating them with decimal
rather than vigesimal factorizations. The solution is not entirely elegant, but it is not totally unreasonable either, especially since, as was noted above, Basque number names
; numbers under
are thus lexical exceptions to the general
are decimal above
pattern of the number name system of Modern Basque.
It should be stressed, if it is not already clear, that what I have presented is not a
linguistic theory of number names, but rather a model of the mapping between a numerical representation — the Hindu-Arabic system — and the number name systems
of various languages. Number name systems themselves can be quite complex: Stampe, for example, gives an example of an exotic system employed in Sora, a Munda
language of India (Stampe, 1976, page 601):

5yª0®

5Mª2®

Most Munda languages have decimal-vigesimal counting: they count
10, 20, 20 + 10, 2 x 20, (2 x 20) + 10. Sora changed from a decimal to
a duodecimal (12) base within this vigesimal structure. Soras therefore
add units to 12 to reach 19 migg l-gulji (12 + 7); then count 20 b -kor.i (1
x 20) and add units to reach 32 b -kor.i-migg l ((1 x 20) + 12), to which
are added units to reach 39 b -kor.i-migg l-gulji ((1 x 20) + 12 + 7); 40 is
ba-kor.i (2 x 20), and so on, in a Stravinskian alternation of twelves and
eights unparalleled in any known language.
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The current theory would be able to provide a model for the reading of Sora number
names from a Hindu-Arabic decimal representation: but of course it would not really
account for the form of the number names themselves, a topic that falls rather under
the domain of a linguistic theory of number names.
In summary, it is indisputable that the primary representational function of the
Hindu-Arabic numeral system is mathematical, not linguistic. Indeed Hindu-Arabic
numerals are often held up as an archetypal example of a patently non-linguistically
motivated written representation. However, the mapping between numerals and their
associated number names in a large variety of languages can, somewhat surprisingly, be handled by a model that is consistent with the more general model of writing
systems that has been developed in the remainder of this book.

6.4

Abbreviatory Devices

The literature on writing and writing systems contains very little discussion of abbreviations, acronyms, and other shortening devices falling under the general rubric of
“initialisms”. This is perhaps unsurprising given the heavy focus in that literature on
what linguistic objects written symbols represent, and how they represent them in the
spelling of “ordinary words”. Yet it is at the same time somewhat of an oversight since
abbreviatory devices of various kinds have a history that is as old as that of writing
itself (Cannon, 1989; Römer, 1994).
Abbreviations, as defined below, are of particular practical importance in the development of TTS systems since the system must decide on how to read them, given
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that they typically do not obey the normal “pronunciation rules” of the language. For
standardized cases such as Blvd for Boulevard, this is less of a problem since such
cases can be catalogued. (There is, however, the problem that many abbreviations can
conventionally stand for more than one thing, as in St (Street, Saint) or Dr
(Drive, Doctor, drachma); or else are confusable with ordinary words as in Ave
(Avenue, or ave as in ave maria). These issues are amenable to sense disambiguation
techniques, such as those of Yarowsky (1996).) But creatively coined abbreviations
are not at all uncommon, and in certain genres, such as real estate advertisements, they
are rife. Consider the example in (6.11) taken from the New York Times real estate ads
for January 12, 1999:





 

(6.11) 2400’ REALLY! HI CEILS, 18’ KIT,
MBR/Riv vu, mds, clsts galore! $915K.















 



Here we find CEILS (ceilings), KIT kitchen, MBR master bedroom,
Riv vu river view, mds maids (room) (?) and clsts closets, none of which
are standard abbreviations, at least not in general written English. While human readers (usually) have no problem reconstructing the intended words, these are be a serious
problem for TTS systems, which generally will fail to correctly expand the abbreviation in such cases. Clearly, though, abbreviation is a productive process that must be
modeled in any theory of the relation between language and writing.
The purpose of this section is to propose how abbreviatory devices might fit into the
theory that we have developed. Before we proceed, however, it is necessary to define
some of our terminology, since terms such as abbreviation, acronym and so forth, are
used in different ways by different people; see (Cannon, 1989) for a discussion of some
of this terminological quagmire.
For the purposes of the present discussion, we will distinguish three categories.
The first category, abbreviations, constitute all cases where the normal spelling of a
construction — typically, though by no means always, a single word — is shortened
either by deleting letters (e.g. St. , Dr. , kg , CEILS or clsts ), or by
substituting a shorter string of symbols which is synchronically unrelated to the target
word: the latter cases include lb for pound, % for percent, & for and and
$ for dollar. Note that my use of the term abbreviation differs from Cannon’s,
on which see below. What all of these cases have in common, and what sets them
apart from the other two categories to be discussed momentarily is that they all involve
shortened forms where it is nonetheless intended that one read the full form of the word.
Thus, when encountering the abbreviation lb , one would normally read pound or
pounds, but not l. b..
The second category, which we shall term letter sequences, behave differently: in
this case the intention is that one read them as sequences of letters, irrespective of what
they stand for. Thus CIA , USA and ACL are to be read as sequences of
letters, despite the fact that they stand for (among other things) Central Intelligence Agency, United States of America and Association for Computational Linguistics. Note
that Cannon includes cases such as these under the rubric of abbreviation, though
these really differ in kind from what I have termed abbreviations above, since letter
sequences are not generally to be expanded into a word or set of words. On the other
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hand what I term letter sequences are often popularly called acronyms, which is more
properly used to name the third category. To avoid these potential confusions, then, I
suggest the term letter sequence. Typically a letter sequence is formed from the initial letters of the words of the phrase being abbreviated, though function words are
often omitted in this computation (as in USA ). Periods may be used within the
letter sequence though these seem never to be required; see (Cannon, 1989) for further
details.
The third category are acronyms, which can be thought of as letter sequences that
are to be read as words. Well-known examples are NATO , UNESCO and
AIDS . The formation principles of acronyms are similar to those of initial letter
sequences, but there are differences. Acronyms are more likely than letter sequences to
have additional letters added beyond the initial letters of the constituent non-function
words; Cannon (page 114) cites examples such as APEX from advance purchase
excursion. And acronyms can be longer than letter sequences: the initial letter sequences in Cannon’s corpus had maximally five letters, whereas acronyms could have
as many as eight letters (pages 110–113).
Unlike abbreviations, both letter sequences and acronyms are derived most often
from multi-word phrases.
How are these various classes of initialisms accounted for within the current model? Let us start with abbreviations, which are the easiest to describe. For standardized
abbreviations it makes sense to simply assume that they are listed as an alternative
orthographic entry for a the word, or words, that they are associated with. This would
yield a representation such as the one in (6.12) for Dr representing Doctor:
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Note that there are some words for which there is no standard non-abbreviated
form: in English these include Mrs (missus is a possible full spelling, but this is in
fact hardly ever used), and Ms. In these cases one assumes there is simply no full
orthographic entry.
For novel abbreviations — cases like clsts in (6.11) above — we must assume a
device whereby the abbreviation may be derived productively from the normal spelling
of the word. It is not entirely clear what the constraints on abbreviation formation are:
clearly in English vowels are particularly prone to being deleted, and there seems to be
a tendency to delete non-initial consonants too, but beyond this it is hard to say clearly
what makes a good versus an unacceptable abbreviation. However, it seems likely that
whatever the constraints are, they can be described in terms of regular relations. This
being so, we can model productively-formed abbreviations by composing an additional
abbreviation transducer onto the output of
:
. This predicts
that abbreviations, as we have defined them, can be formed purely on the basis of
the orthographic form. It must therefore be possible to recast apparent phonological
influences on abbreviation (if any) in purely orthographic terms. Whether this is true
or not remains to be seen.
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For acronyms and letter sequences the model must be different. Acronyms like
NATO and letter sequences like CIA certainly represent, respectively, North
Atlantic Treaty Organization and Central Intelligence Agency (or Culinary Institute
of America). But they are not generally to be read as such. Rather NATO , for
instance, is the orthographic rendition of a lexical item that happens to denote the
same as North Atlantic Treaty Organization, but is pronounced /ne Ito/:













:<  <  < < 
? : IJ ä @Cé T L
> PHON
Q ç J Qàë Q4ì é
ORTH NCê
A similar analysis would be given for  CIA  , where here the syllables /si aI eI/ are

(6.13)

represented orthographically by the letters with the corresonding names:

 :=< <   < 
=í : 1 I J ICT L
> PHON
Qï J Q ç
ORTH Nî

(6.14)

Thus, whereas abbreviations merely constitute shorter ways of writing existing lexical
items, acronyms and initial letter sequences correspond to new lexical items. The
creation of acronyms and initial letter sequences is thus a type of word formation
(Aronoff, 1976; Cannon, 1989), applying to the orthographic representation of the
word, rather than (as would normally be the case) on the phonological representation.
Once one has the new orthographic form, the pronunciation can be derived in one of
two ways. In the case of acronyms the relation that maps between phonology and
orthographic form (“spelling rules”) can be inverted (“grapheme-to-phoneme rules”)
to produce a phonological representation. In the case of initial letter sequences the
phonological representation is formed out of the normal names of the letters; note
here, though, that other devices such as descriptions of the letter sequence involved
(Triple A for AAA ) are possible.
While the range of abbreviatory devices possible for English seems to be widely
available for many written languages, the distribution of the varying types seems to
differ from language to language. (I am not aware of any cross-linguistic surveys of
the distributions of types of abbreviatory devices.) In some languages, indeed, certain
types seem to be essentially lacking. For example, Chinese seems to have very few
abbreviations in the sense that I have used this term, and it will be instructive to digress
for a moment and consider the case of Chinese, since it offers an interesting example
of how different properties of the writing system can result in different possibilities for
abbreviatory devices.
In Chinese acronyms — termed suoxie ‘shrunken writing’ — abound: thus one
finds many standard examples like
běi dà for
běijı̄ng dàxué ‘Beijing
University’;
dèng xuǎn for
dèng xiǎopı́ng wénxuǎn (Deng Xiaoping
selected-works) ‘the selected works of Deng Xiaoping’; and
wén gé for
wénhuà dàgémı̀ng ‘Cultural Revolution’ (Wang, 1996). An examination of the
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examples given will reveal that the pieces selected for the suoxie construction need not
come from the initial of the corresponding constituent, unlike what one would almost
invariably find in English. Nonetheless, Chinese suoxie are like English acronyms
in that they are shortened forms of longer constructions which, crucially, are read
in their shortened form, not expanded into the construction from which they were
derived. Now, as the astute reader will have already noted, the nature of the Chinese
writing system makes it impossible to determine whether suoxie is more correctly
equated with acronyms, as we have heretofore assumed, or with letter sequences. The
key distinction is in how these two kinds of constructions are read: acronyms are
pronounced by applying pronunciation rules to the sequence of symbols; initial letter
sequences are pronounced by naming the letters in sequence. In Chinese, these two
routes yield the same result since the pronunciation of a character is also the name of
that character.
As we noted, Chinese basically lacks abbreviations in the sense that we have defined. With the exception of special symbols like ‘%’ and ‘$’, which are expanded
into the corresponding expressions for ‘percent’, ‘dollar’, etc., there are essentially no
other cases where a shortened form is expanded during reading: this even applies to
borrowed forms, like kg or cm , which are obligatorily treated as abbreviations
in English, but which Chinese readers spell out as sequences of letters: thus kg is
read literally as k. g. (Chilin Shih, personal communication). The apparent avoidance
of treating borrowed graphical elements as abbreviations to be expanded when reading
could be explained by the fact that Chinese has historically lacked abbreviations. But
why did it lack abbreviations?
I believe the explanation may be due to a conspiracy between properties of Chinese morphology, the nature of the Chinese script, and the function of abbreviations.
First, Chinese words are typically short, one- and two-syllable being the overwhelming majority. (This is with the notable exception of nominal compounds, which can be
quite long.) In the earliest forms of Chinese, it is commonly conjectured that words
were largely monosyllabic (see various chapters in (Packard, 1998) for discussion),
and even in later Classical Chinese, which was the written standard up until the early
part of this century, monosyllabic words made up a larger proportion of words in a typical text than they would in present-day spoken Mandarin. Second, Chinese characters
phonologically almost always represent single syllables. Third, as we observed above,
abbreviations are most commonly used to abbreviate single words (though abbreviations of phrases certainly do occur). In Chinese, then, all one could hope to gain in
most cases would be the shortening of a word that would be written with two characters (a two-syllable word) into a one-character abbreviation, something that would not
have afforded much of a savings. There was therefore little to be gained by introducing
graphical shortening devices in the form of abbreviations.25
Abbreviations, as we have defined them, are a purely graphical device intended to
shorten the form of written words. Acronyms and initial letter sequences are somewhat
more complex than this, but they too depend upon the written form of words. As such,
all of these forms of “initialisms” have a place in a complete model of writing systems.

ü ý

25 Note
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that other graphical shortening devices were employed, such as a special symbol to indicate reduplicated characters similar in function to the reduplication markers discussed in Section 4.4.2.
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In this section we have made some tentative steps towards fitting these devices into the
proposed model.

6.5

Non-Bloomfieldian Views on Writing

It has often been noted that scholars of language have been divided in their attitudes
about writing along two partly independent dimensions. The primary dimension relates to whether the study of writing is even interesting: Bloomfield is generally cited
as the source of the view that writing itself is not interesting (since written language is
merely at best a crude approximation of spoken language, the true object of study), and
this view has to a large extent survived in modern generative linguistics.26 The second
dimension, assuming one at least accepts that writing systems might be interesting,
is how written language relates to language. Specifically, is it in Bloomfield’s terms
a “way of recording [spoken] language by means of visible marks”, or is it indeed a
separate form of communication that need not relate to spoken language at all?27
The Praguians, most notably Vachek (e.g. (Vachek, 1973)) have been among the
most staunch defenders of the view that written language should be treated separately
from spoken language, but a number of British linguists, including Sampson (1985)
and Harris (1995), have challenged the essentially “glottocentric” Bloomfieldian view.
For example, as we discussed earlier, Sampson distinguishes between glottographic
writing systems, where the written symbols represent some aspect of specifically linguistic information; and “semasiographic” writing systems, where the written symbols
directly represent the “meaning” of the intended message, giving no information about
how one would actually express this meaning linguistically. Crucially, for Sampson
both of these kinds of systems count as writing, and this view is echoed by Harris
(1995).
Perhaps the clearest instance of the opposing view is offered by DeFrancis
(1989), who defines “writing system” as synonymous with “glottographic writing system”.28 One central reason is that if one insists that writing systems are exactly those
graphical systems of communication wherein one can express any message expressible
in spoken language, then the only extant systems that meet this requirement are glottographic ones. To be sure, there are many highly complex notational systems that are
arguably not glottographic, and which allow for a rich set of expressions: mathematical notation, dance and other movement notation systems, music (see various chapters
in (Daniels and Bright, 1996)), and even the icon-based messages one frequently sees
in (especially European) instruction manuals (Sampson, 1985, pages 31–32). All of
26 It would be a mistake, however, to view this as any kind of religious dogma in generative linguistics
that is inculcated in succeeding generations of disciples. When I was a graduate student at MIT in the early
80’s, I do not recall writing systems being discussed in any form, either positively or negatively. Rather the
lack of attention to writing systems among generative linguists arises, I believe, simply because few in that
tradition have thought much about the topic, and none have been encouraged to do so.
27 Of course, as Harris rightly observes (1995, page 45), the existence of Braille shows that the writing
does not have to be visibly arranged, merely spatially arranged.
28 Indeed, as we have seen, he goes much further than this, insisting that full writing systems must not
only be glottographic, but at least to some degree phonographic.
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these examples involve symbology that is conventional to a greater or lesser degree; all
of them are clearly systems of communication that are complex to a greater or lesser
degree; and all of them are able to communicate messages that can be quite complex,
especially if one had to put them into words. But all of them are highly restricted
in the domain to which they apply, and this is, to take DeFrancis’ position, the crux
of the matter. To make the same point in a different way, while it may be painful to
precisely express a complex mathematical expression using ordinary written English,
this is something that could be done, just as one could read the expression aloud, and
have it be understood by someone with sufficient mathematical knowledge. In contrast, it would be hard to see how one could represent the American Declaration of
Independence using only the symbology of mathematics. Thus glottographic systems
are general, whereas arguably semasiographic systems are restricted.
Should non-glottographic systems be considered writing? On the face of it this
would appear to be purely a matter of definition, and hardly worth arguing about.
However, there is one important property that non-glottographic systems such as mathematical notation share with (glottographic) written language, which neither of them
share with speech, and that is the use of a two-dimensional surface: speech is produced
and processed over time, and therefore could be considered to be a one-dimensional
signal; written forms, whether glottographic or otherwise, usually have two dimensions at their disposal, and frequently make use of them in ways that have no parallel
in speech.
For example, as Harris notes (pages 141–144), crucial use has been made in diverse
mathematical traditions of tabular arrangements of symbols: multiplication tables, and
logarithm tables are just two modern instances of these. The tabular arrangement is
crucial for representing the relevant mathematical concepts: for example, in a multiplication table, one understands the entries in each cell of the table as representing
the product of the number heading the relevant column, and the number heading the
relevant row. Speech cannot adequately represent this two dimensional structure. As
Harris observes (page 144): “If mathematics had had to rely on speech as its cognitive
mode, we should still be living in a primitive agricultural society.”29
Similar uses of two-dimensional layout can also be found, of course, in glottographic writing. One case that Harris points to is pattern poetry, where words in the
poem are arranged so as evoke a picture; there are also instances of “pattern prose”, the
most famous of these in English being, perhaps, the mouse’s tale/tail in Lewis Carroll’s
Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland. A modern instance is the e-mail signature block, a
made-up (but perfectly realistic) example of which is given in Figure 6.2; here we see
the use of two-dimensional arrangement in the separation of the postal address from
the name in the lefthand column, the e-mail address in the top righthand column, and
29 Having said this, it should also be pointed out that there are situations where one is forced to represent
tabular information in speech: such is the case of reading systems for the blind. One ingenious technical
solution that circumvents some of the limitations of normal spoken language was developed by T.V. Raman
(1994) in his text-preprocessing system named Aster. Raman’s system renders LATEXdocuments into speech
(using the DECTalk TTS system), and includes methods for rendering various levels of document structure,
as well as mathematical expressions — including matrices, which are of course a kind of tabular representation. Tables are read left-to-right and top to bottom, with the position in the table being mimicked by the
perceived position of the voice in the auditory field.
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--------------------------------------------------------’:’...’’. --Michael Farber
mfarber@lucent.com
’::.’’’’’:;:
’::;
;;:
Lucent Technologies
:::,,
:;;
1432 Pine St., 3D-403
Lucent Technologies
;:;’
;:;
Liberty Corner
Bell Labs Innovations
;;:
.;:
New Jersey, 07934
:;:,
,:;:
phone: 908-712-9993
fax: 908-7129980
’:;;;:;:’

Figure 6.2: Two-dimensional layout in an e-mail signature
the integration of the verbiage from the company logo (“Lucent Technologies, Bell
Labs Innovations”) into the rest of the design. There are many other examples that
could be given.
So non-glottographic forms of “writing” share with glottographic forms the property of using two-dimensional space in ways that have no direct counterpart in (onedimensional) speech. Furthermore, this “layout analysis” (to borrow and somewhat
adapt a term from document image processing) is clearly a field worthy of study in
its own right. But what are we to make of this observation? Does it force us to view
(e.g.) mathematical notation and ordinary written English as being two instances of
the same class of object? And must the term “writing” apply to both? I fail to see
why: presumably one could restrict the term “writing” to glottographic representational systems, and use a separate term to denote forms of symbolic representation that
make crucial use of two dimensions. Glottographic writing systems, in their full glory,
would be instances of both; mathematical and other non-glottographic systems would
be instances only of the latter. It comes down, after all, to a matter of definition.
Of course this view does entail that there are interesting aspects of (glottographic)
writing that go beyond the way in which writing represents speech. This conclusion
seems incontrovertible, but it is important to realize that this in no way contradicts the
theory of writing systems presented in this book, which deals solely with the mapping
between written and spoken form.

6.6

Postscript

I have presented a formal theory of orthography, making specific proposals about what
linguistic objects are represented, what level of linguistic representation (what we have
termed the ORL) may be represented, and what the constraints on the mapping be-
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tween linguistic and graphical representation are. The question of what specific kinds
of linguistic objects are represented is, of course, a topic that has occupied much of
the literature on writing systems; the level of linguistic representation has only been
discussed extensively in the psycholinguistic literature, and there only in superficial
terms; constraints on the mapping between linguistic and written form have hardly
been discussed at all. There is therefore some reason to believe that the current work
is the most systematic formal proposal for a theory of writing systems presented to
date. It is, nonetheless, only a beginning, and it is hoped that this work will serve as a
stimulus for developing a much more complete theory of writing systems by a much
wider group of researchers.
Such a theory is clearly necessary for a variety of reasons. Consider, for example
that orthographic evidence has been occasionally used by generative linguists to support one or another (usually) phonological theory. We have already discussed Chomsky and Halle’s views on English spelling and its relation to their model of English
phonology; one could add to this Steriade’s (1982) and subsequently Miller’s (1994)
use of evidence from Linear B to support a model of syllable structure for Greek.
Miller’s study is broad in scope and systematic, but most use of orthographic evidence
that one finds in the literature, including Steriade’s, and Chomsky and Halle’s is limited, and mostly ad hoc. In some cases (plausibly Steriade’s) the analysis may turn out to
be correct; in others (Chomsky and Halle’s) it is suspect. But the real point here is that
a fortuitously selected orthographic fact held up as evidence for a particular linguistic
claim cannot be readily evaluated in the absence of a serious theory of orthography.
There is nothing special about orthography in this regard: in an entirely similar vein a
phonological factoid brought in as evidence for a particular syntactic analysis should
not be taken seriously without a good understanding of the relation between syntax
and phonology. Orthography deserves the same level of respect.
A coherent theory of the relation between writing and linguistic form is also needed in speech technology, which was the starting point of our discussion. Many speech
technology researchers, both in text-to-speech and automatic speech recognition, implicitly view the standard orthography for a language like English as a poor kind of
phonetic transcription. Thus one hears terms like “letter-to-sound rules” used as if
somehow the sequence of letters enough was simply a lousy phonetic transcription of the sequence of sounds that would (in standard IPA) be represented by / n f/.
Recognizing that for a complex orthography like English, the development of a letterto-sound component is a major undertaking, there has been, over the past decade or so,
a large amount of interest in automatic methods for acquiring letter-to-sound systems: (Sejnowski and Rosenberg, 1987; Luk and Damper, 1993; Adamson and Damper,
1996; Luk and Damper, 1996; Daelemans and van den Bosch, 1997)
are some
of the better known instances of these. Such systems can automatically “learn” the
context-dependent transductions needed for a system like that of English, so that one
might expect rough, trough and through to be correctly pronounced. (To date, though,
nobody has yet demonstrated performance, for English, at the level of a more traditionally designed system including a dictionary plus morphological or phonological
rules.) In so doing such systems take advantage of a crucial property of English orthography: while the mapping between a particular letter and a given sound is highly
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complex, one can almost always find a good answer by looking at the context within a
fairly small window (say plus or minus four letters) around the target letter.
Even so, there is still a large amount of indeterminacy. Alternations like próduce
(noun) versus prodúce (verb), or axes / æks z/ (plural of ax) versus axes / æksiz/ (plural of axis), demonstrate that one has to be prepared to make use of information not
found in the letter string alone: in general one must use lexical, grammatical or semantic information that can only be inferred from examining a wider context than
just the individual word. Letter strings in English do encode pronunciation, but only
in combination with other information that cannot be computed from the letter string
alone.
So, to the extent that automatic methods word pronunciation presume that all of the
information needed to pronounce a word is found in its letter string, they are missing a
basic point about how writing systems represent linguistic information. Orthography
is not phonetic transcription; rather it is a guide to the native reader of the language
that frequently gives a large amount of information about how to pronounce words,
but also invariably assumes that the reader has other linguistic knowledge to bring to
bear on the problem of decoding the message. This is a key reason why automatic TTS
conversion is so hard to do right: most of the linguistic knowledge that humans bring
to bear on the task of reading is simply missing from TTS systems.
To further drive home this point, consider again the case of Russian orthography.
As we have seen, Russian spelling is highly regular (much more so than English), but
there is one crucial piece of information missing from the standard spelling, namely
the lexical stress placement, without which one cannot predict the quality of various
vowels in the word: in Russian, lexically-determined stress placement of the kind
illustrated by English próduce/prodúce is rampant. Stress placement information can
be predicted from morphological information, and if such information were added
to the strings (either by some dictionary-plus-rule-based procedure, or by some asyet-to-be-developed high accuracy automatic inference procedure), then of course the
various automatic schemes that have been proposed should have no trouble learning the
relation between these annotated orthographic strings, and the pronunciation. But this
exercise would largely defeat the stated purpose of most work on automatic learning
of “letter-to-sound” rules in that there would not be much savings of labor. On the
one hand, developing the morphological analysis tools for Russian such that one can
predict the appropriate morphological features to add to a given string is itself a major
undertaking; 30 and once one has this portion of the system, developing the “letter-tosound” rules is relatively straightforward. It should be added that to date there are no
known methods by which the morphological system of a language as morphologically
complex as Russian could be automatically learned; automatic methods thus fail to
save labor precisely where the savings is needed most.
It should be clear that my goal is not to argue against the investigation of automatic
methods for learning word pronunciation: on the contrary, investigation of these and
similar machine-learning problems are an interesting and important line of inquiry. But
such investigations should be grounded in a proper understanding of the phenomenon

þ
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our experience, several months at least is required: see (Sproat, 1997b).
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that one is attempting to investigate, and this understanding is frequently lacking in the
speech technology community. As a result any regular attendee of speech technology
conferences will be subjected to a series of quite surprising claims to the effect that
since such-and-such an automatic method performs with (say) a 10% error rate on
English word pronunciation (which is well-known to be the hardest language, or so
the supposition goes), the same technique can be applied to any other language, thus
obviating the need for manual linguistic labor. Worse, since most regular attendees at
speech conferences do not know any better, such claims do not raise the numbers of
eyebrows that they ought to.
It is certainly optimistic to assume that a well-articulated formal theory of writing
systems will ipso facto raise the general level of awareness of orthography and its
relation to linguistic form. But it is also certain that without such a theory, writing
systems will not generally be deemed worthy of serious study by theoretical linguists,
nor will much attention be paid to their properties by speech technologists.
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